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1 met Master Chief Severino de Andradefor thefirst time on the bridge of the
"Bardo de Teffe" during my second trip to Antarctica in the summer of1992/93. For
his last assignment before retirementfrom the Brazilian Navy, he was given thepost

of Chiefof the Boat in recognitionfor his long and distinguished career as a
submarine pilot. This was thefirst (and last) time he would see ice and snow. As he

put it: his "coldest journey ever."

Atfour o 'clock on an early December morning, when we got to the entrance of
Admiralty Bay on King George Island, the sun was rising on a rare and glorious day

ofcalm seas and no winds. The ship was moving slowly, brushing aside melting
icebergs that had the most beautiful colours and intricateforms. Since he and 1 were

the only souls on the bridge at that odd time, I decided to keep to myselfand enjoy
the view. Foolishly, 1 considered myselfa "specialist", a true Antarctic scientist. Ai'

such, 1 did not want to engage in any meaningful conversation with such a simple
man. 1guess 1 was lucky he did not feel the same way.

It did not take longfor him to start chatting, commenting on the beauty of the
landscape, and asking all sorts ofquestions about the work that researchers do in

Antarctica. As my impatience grew, he simply smiled and, without taking his eyes off
the wheel, said: "Youknowwhat? 1finally understand whyyou people (by "people"

1 guess he meant scientists) are so interested in this place." Here we go, 1 thought,
another pearl ofmilitary thinkingfor mypersonal dictionary ofsilly quotes.

"Enlighten me, then." was mysarcastic reply. He said: "Youguys are lookingfor
God. I am sure He used to live here before He got tired ofhumanity and moved to

Heaven. Ifyou keep working withfaith, you might be able tofind traces ofHis
presence."

After seven trips to Antarctica and almost ten years dedicating my time to study the
Great White, 1 believe Sgt. Severino was right to start with. Ofcourse, whenever we
meet to revive ourfriendship with a chat and a drink every couple ofyears, I never

tell him so.

But then again, I don't have to. I am sure he already knows...
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Abstract

Sea ice thickness is an essential parameter for the estimation of energy, mass and
momentum exchange and sea ice mass balance in the Southern Hemisphere. In situ
methods of estimating the ice thickness distribution cannot provide the necessary
areal coverage, while the coarse resolution of numerical models is unsuitable for
parameterising small-scale processes. Remote sensing technology has the potential to
address these issues of areal coverage and spatial resolution.

A procedure for estimating the distribution of sea ice thickness using remotesensing
data from theAVHRR^ sensor is presented. This procedure is based on themethod
described by Yu and Rothrock [1996] for Arctic sea ice and relies upon the
assumptions a) that the surface temperature of thin sea ice is closely relatedto its
thickness and b) that there is a linear vertical temperature gradient across the
recently-formed sea ice. Considerable modifications have beenmade to the Yu and
Rothrock method in order to apply it to Antarctic conditions.

Broadband albedo, ice/snow surface temperature and near-surface air temperature
were estimatedfor cloud-free AVHRR pixels identifiedby an "expert system"
algorithm. Thesevariables were used as inputs to a thermodynamic model to
estimate ice thickness for two areas of the East Antarctic sector during the austral
winter of 1995 and spring of 1996. Thesensitivity of the model was examined with
reference to the estimation of near-surface air temperature, effective thermal
conductivity of snow, bulktransfer coefficients for heat and evaporation andthe
calibration of the satellite sensor's gain.

Resultant ice thickness maps andfrequency distribution histograms were compared
with concurrent ship-based sea ice observations and digital aerial photography.
Comparisons were also made with historical ("climatological") data including drill
hole measurements, ship-based observations and SSM/I^-derived sea iceextent data.
In spite of therelative lackof concurrent data to validate the results, the analysis of
the 1996 data showed good agreement with ship-basedobservations from previous
years andwithestimates of areal coverage obtained from passive microwave data.
The ice thickness distribution in the Prydz Bay area for the months of October and
November is also consistentwith ice drift patterns, regional iceberg distribution and
ocean circulation described in the literature for that area. Important by-products of
the method proposed are maps of ice/snow surface physical temperature and albedo.

Comparisons with near-contemporary digital aerial photography demonstrated the
procedure's ability to resolve features such as icebergs andlarge floes andthe
transition between areas of open waterand/or thin ice and areas of thick, snow-
covered ice. The model's response to the presence of more than one surface type
within a single pixel depends on theirradiometric characteristics andrelative
concentration. The small number of images from August 1995 precluded a more
detailed analysis, but it was clear thatthe larger solar zenith angles that occurin
winter significantly affected the result. In spite of these problems, it was possible to
interpret the thickness distribution in terms of themeteorological and geophysical
conditions.

^Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
^Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our knowledge of the sea ice cover in the Southern Ocean is relatively new. It

was not until the second half of the 19"^ century that the concept ofthe Terra

Australis Incognita was effectively verified. Although early references to the Arctic

sea ice can be traced as far as the first centuryBC, when geographers like Strabo and

Pliny the Elder refer to a Mare Concretum visited by Pythias of Massilia almost three

hundred years earlier [Weeks, 1998b], the existence of a large continent below60° S

was postulatedby Greekphilosophers purelyas a way of counterbalancingthe land

masses known at the time thereby, reinforcing the idea of the "sphericity of the

Earth" [Gumey, 1998].

Several exploratory and commercial expeditions in the 18"^ and 19'̂ ^ centuries

encountered and reported the outer edge of the Antarctic pack ice. However, these

expeditions were restricted to spring and summer months, mainly because of

limitations in navigation techniques, naval technology and the lack of accurate

charts. Even as late as the 1840s, when the first landings in Antarctica occurred, there

was insufficient evidence to dismiss the idea suggested by some explorers, that the

land found south of 62° S comprised solely ofislands surrounded by an impenetrable

mass of sea ice that stretched all the way to the South Pole [Gurney, 1998; Walton,

1987].

The collection of in situ data in the Antarctic sea ice cover did not start until the

times of the early explorers like Adrien de Gerlache in 1898 and Erich Von

Drygalsky in 1902 [Walton, 1987]. For most ofthe 20*^ century, and even after the

International Geophysical Year(IGY) andthe establishment of the Antarctic Treaty

in the late 1950s, Antarctic sea ice studies have relied entirelyupon information

gatheredby ships on an occasional basis [Walton, 1987].Today, the number of

expeditions dedicated to the study of this region is still limited by high costs and

logistical difficulties. Because of its inaccessibility, harsh conditions, large expanse

and variability, Antarctic sea ice can be betterstudiedfrom space [Gumey, et al,

1993].



1.1 Antarctic Sea Ice and Climate

Geophysical processes occurring at high latitudes are an important component of

the Earth's atmospheric and oceanic systems. Of particular concem are issues such as

ozone layer depletion in the stratosphere, the enhanced greenhouse effect and climate

change [Budd, 1991; Thomas, 1992]. Recent advances in the methods of collecting

geophysical data over large portions of the globe (satellite remote sensing technology

in particular) have provided scientists with tools capable of determining whether and

how human-induced changes can modify these systems [Budd, 1982; Gordon, 1981;

Thomas, 1992].

Sea ice is a key component of the climate system in both polar regions [Budyko,

1966]. In the Southern Ocean it covers, at its maximum in September, a vast area,

estimated from satellite passive microwave data to be approximately 19x10^ km^

[Gloersen, et al, 1992]. At its minimum in February, the area covered by Antarctic

sea ice is about 3.5 x10® km^. This annual cycle represents one of the greatest

seasonal geophysical changes on Earth [Allison, 1997]. Because of its large extent,

annual variability and its unique physical properties, sea ice has a profound impact

on the interactions between the ocean and atmosphere, significantly altering the

transfer of mass, energy and momentum between these two media and ultimately

affecting global atmospheric and oceanic circulations [Ackley, 1981; Allison, 1997;

Nicol andAllison, 1997]. The variability in sea ice extent, concentration and

thickness are key parameters determining the extent and magnitude to which the sea

ice cover modifies a wide range of air-sea-ice and indeed -biota interactions. The

primary impacts of sea ice on the global climatic system can be summarised as:

a) Mass Exchange.

The presence of a sea ice cover inhibits the release of water vapour from the

ocean to the atmosphere [King and Turner, 1997]. The exchange of gases such

as carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxygen (O2) in the Southern Ocean also displays a

strong seasonal cycle that is governed by the presence of a sea ice cover [Budd,

1991]. The melting of sea ice in spring produces a layer of fresh water that

suppresses vertieal circulation and stabilises the mixed layer, thereby promoting

the growth of algal blooms. The subsequent process of salt rejection due to the

freezing in winter re-establishes vertical mixing [Budd, 1991].



b) Ocean Circulation.

The freezing of sea water causes the rejection of salt to the underlying ocean

{Weeks andAckley, 1986], increasingthe density of the water mass and leading

to water mass modification. In some places of the Southern Ocean, this process

contributes to the formation of the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) which is

responsible for the cooling and ventilationof most of the world's deep oceans

[Jacobs and Comiso, 1993; Rintoul, 1998]. Furthermore, the vertical convective

circulation generated by this process causes the transport of heat towards the

surface, controlling the zonal circulation of the Southern Ocean and the

subsequent redistribution of heat between the Equator and higher latitudes

[Pinet, 1996; Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994].

c) Thermal Insulation.

The presence of a sea ice cover causes a drastic reduction in the amount of

energy released by the ocean in the form of turbulent heat fluxes [Allison, et al,

192)2', Andreas andMakshtas, 1985]. Maykut [1986] states, for example, that

maximum temperature gradients ofup to 20 K-m"^ between the atmosphere and

the ocean can occur in areas covered by thick sea ice. During winter, when the

temperature differencebetween the cold polar atmosphere and the relatively

warm ocean surface reaches its maximum, intense heat transfer is essentially

limited to regions of open water and/or thin ice. In these regions, the flux of

oceanic heat to the atmosphere can be up to two orders of magnitude greater

than that through an adjacent thicker floe. Therefore, the distribution of open

water and thin classesof sea ice is very importantin determining the regional

heat balance [Makshtas, 1994; Maykut, 1986]. The presenceof a snow cover

significantly compounds this insulative effect [Massom, et al, in press-a; Sturm,

et al, 1998].

d) Momentum Exchange.

Generally, the presence of sea ice reduces the transfer of momentum between the

atmosphereand the ocean [Maykut, 1986]. Sea ice itself exhibits a range of

surface roughness characteristics, depending on the degree of deformation

(ridging) and snow cover thickness and distribution relative to the wind direction

[Andreas and Claffey, 1995].Furthermore, floe bottom topography also affects

ice-water drag coefficients [Andreas, et al, 1993].



Budd [1982] mentions that, while the Antarctic continent is relatively stable in

terms of its climate, the analysis of satellite data suggests that the sea ice cover

experiences substantial changes throughout the year and on larger time scales. The

detection and comprehension of such annual and interannual variability requires the

collection of further groundtruth information, along with the improvementof

satellite technology and the use of high-resolution generalcirculation models

(GCM).

The change in albedo (a) - defined as the ratio of reflected to incident shortwave

radiation - is perhaps the most evident aspect of this annual variability. Typical

values can vary from 0.21 for grease ice to 0.85 for snow-covered first-year ice

during winter [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Perovich, 1998]. These variations

ultimately determine how theseaiceinteracts with short wave radiation [Allison, et

al, 1993; Untersteiner, 1986].

Large variations in sea ice coverage are not a passive phenomenon caused solely

byoceanic and atmospheric conditions. Feedback mechanisms, both positive and

negative, are an important part of the system, and oneof themost important is a

direct consequence of the abmpt changes in the sea-surface albedo during each

annual freeze-up. Where a positive anomaly in sea ice extent occurs, for example, the

amount of short wave radiation available for heating the surface will decrease,

thereby increasing the amount offreezing and consequently favouring the expansion

of the ice cover in a positive feedback [Nicol and Allison, 1991\ Satiamurty, et al,

1989; Untersteiner, 1986].

Many of the large-scale features andphenomena occurring in theAntarctic sea

ice zonehave a close relationship with atmospheric and oceanic circulation and

temperatures. Forexample, the position of the outer edge of the ice pack is related to

deflections in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), as it encounters topographic

features in the deep ocean [Gloersen, et al, 1992]. On the synoptic scale, the location

of the ice edge influences regional weather. Undercertain circumstances, the

presence of a sharp thermal boundary between the open ocean and the sea ice can

give rise to violent weather patterns known as polar lows [Gloersen, et al, 1992].



Recent studies suggest that the observation of trends in the Antarctic sea ice

extent, thickness and volume may be employed as an early indicator of signs of

global climate change due to enhanced greenhouse warming [Key, et ah, 1997a; Key,

et al., 1994; Manabe, et al., 1991; Thomas, 1992], Several numerical models

[Gordon and O'Farrell, 1997; Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Washington, et al.,

1976] have demonstrated that the variability in sea ice extent and thickness may be

key factors in amplifying the climatic effects of small changes in global heating

[Fletcher, 1969]. Interannual variability in Antarctic sea ice has also been linked to

other global phenomena such as El Nino events [Simmonds and Jacka, 1995] and the

Antarctic Circumpolar Wave [White and Peterson, 1996].

The features and processes described above, and many others outside the scope

of this study, are evidence of the importance of sea ice to the Southern Ocean and

indeed global atmospheric/climatic system. In addition to its relevance to

geophysical processes, Antarctic sea ice also provides vital habitat for whales, seals

and penguins and a growth environment for phytoplankton [Eicken, 1992; Nicol and

Allison, 1997]. It also limits shipping activities at high latitudes [Gumey, et al.,

1993].

In spite its importance, however, Antarctic sea ice remains one of the least

studied components of the polar environment, and a complete understanding of its

role in global atmospheric and oceanic circulation is yet to be achieved [Massom,

1995; Stejfen, et al, 1993]. This situation is caused primarily by the harshness of the

polar environment which makes the collection of consistent long-term data sets

difficult and expensive [Gumey, et al, 1993]. Satellite technology has improved this

situation considerably, although there is still a great need for further in situ and

remote observations. The work presented in this study will exploit the unique

attributes of satellite remote sensing in an effort to derive information on a key

component of the Antarctic air-sea-ice interaction system - the sea ice thickness

distribution.



1.2 Rationale

The importance of Antarctic sea ice in the climate systemhas been emphasised

in a number of recent multidisciplinary research fora such as the Climate and

Cryosphere (CLIC) Programme of the WorldClimateResearch Programme(WCRP)

[Allison, et al, 2000] and the United States Global Change Research Program

(USGCRP). In its report on the Global Change ModellingFomm [USGCRP, 1995],

the USGCRP concluded that, in any future global warming scenario. Northern

Hemisphere sea ice will probably be reduced. However, projected changes and their

timing in Southern Hemisphere sea ice extent and thickness are less certain. At

present, these changes areimpossible to ascertain due to a lack of knowledge of the

Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution [Worby andRegester-Young, 1999].

The Antarctic Sea ice Processes and Climate Programme (ASPeCt) is a multi-

disciplinary research initiativethat exists withinthe Scientific Committee on

Antarctic Research (SCAR) Global Change Programme (GLOCHANT). It was

created with the objective of improvingthe understanding of the role played by the

Antarctic sea ice zone in the global climate system, through ASPeCt activities and

through the interaction with existingsea ice research programmes such as the

International Antarctic Zone Programme (lAnZone) and the Antarctic Sea Ice

Thickness Project (AnSITP) [Worby and Regester-Young, 1999]. In order to achieve

this objective, ASPeCt aims to answer a number of key scientific questions. One

such question is: "Whatare the broad-scale time-varying distributions of the ice and

snow-cover thickness, ice compositionand other physical characteristics in the

Antarctic sea ice zone?".

In a recent document, the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)

Ocean Observing System Development Panel (OOSDP) highlighted two major

deficiencies in our current ability to monitor high-latitude oceans: a) the lack of any

technique to determine sea ice thickness or volume on global scales, and b) the

inability to accurately estimate thin-ice and open-water fractions [CCCO, 1996].

While satellite remote sensing has, over the past 30 years, revolutionised our ability

to detect and monitor many important aspects of the Antarctic sea ice cover,

including its extent, motion and concentration [Massom, 1995], sea ice thickness

cannot currently be measured directly from space. The present study aims to address

this issue through the combined use of satellite remotely sensed data from the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCAA) Advanced Very High
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Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and in situ data in a thermodynamic model,

exploiting the relative strengths of each method.

In order to achieve this objective of combining remote sensing with in situ

information to produce sea ice thickness data, this study aims to capitalise on the

relatively large amount of data collected in the East Antarctic pack ice zone (between

75° and 150° E) by the Sea Ice sub-programme of the Antarctic CRC, on eight

cruises since 1991. This dataset comprises ship-based sea ice observations, ice cores

and snow pits, ice and snow thickness transects, electromagnetic induction-derived

sea ice thickness data and digital aerial photography [Lytle, et al, 1998b; Worby, et

al, 1998].

The availability of remote sensing data was also an important factor in the

planning of this study. AVHRR images covering the study areas have been routinely

collected at Casey Station in Antarctica and in Hobart since 1990. For periods

coinciding with cruises since 1995, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images

collected at McMurdo Station and the Tasmanian Earth Resources Satellite Station

(TERSS) in Hobart have also been obtained from the Canadian, European, and

Japanese space agencies. These data are archived at the Antarctic CRC, providing an

unique opportunity to combine remote sensing and in situ information in an effort to

better characterise the Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution.

Computer models of sea ice behaviourhave become an important tool in the

effort to understand the climate system. Thermodynamic sea ice models such as

those of Maykut and Untersteiner [1971] andParkinson and Washington [1979]

offer the possibility of estimating the sea ice thickness distribution and temperature

through the principle of conservationof energy, at a low cost and without

geographical and temporal limitations. The combination of moderate-resolution

remote sensing data with a thermodynamic sea ice model, as proposed in this study,

represents an intermediate step between the coarse resolution of most numerical

models and the limited areal coverage of the in situ methods. Furthermore, the digital

format inherent in satellite images ensures a flexibility that allows advanced

processing, such as geolocation, unsupervised classification and combination of

sensors with different geometric and radiometric characteristics, i.e., synergism.



In this context, the AVHRR sensor, which provides the main body of data for

this study, is a particularly useful tool. It possesses features such as a moderately

good spatial resolution (1.1 km at nadir), excellent temporal and spatial coverage

(across a 2750km-wide swath), low acquisition cost and a relatively long dataset that

extends back for more than two decades \Kidwell, 1998]. The sensor's visible and

thermal infrared channels are suitable for the derivation of broadband albedo and

ice/snow surface temperature via a numberof well-documented algorithms.

However, important problems such as cloud/ice discrimination and the resolution of

sub-pixel features are stillbeing investigated by the polarresearch community {Key,

et al, 1994; Key, et al, 1997b; Stejfen, 1995; Steffen, et al, 1993]. Theseissues will

be further discussed in Chapter 2. Thecurrent study builds uponthe work of Yu and

Rothrock [1996] in the Arctic, but withconsiderable modification and improvement

to adapt the algorithm to Antarctic conditions.

1.3 Objectives

The primaryscientific objective of this study is to obtain instantaneous

"snapshots" of the seaice thickness distribution from cloud-free regions of the

Southem Ocean, through the combination of in situ and remote sensing data.This is

addressed through the development of an unsupervised procedure for obtaining ice

thickness via the incorporation of these data into a one-dimensional thermodynamic

seaice model. Thisprocedure is tested with time series of NOAA-14 images and in

situ data collected during the austral winterof 1995 and the spring of 1996, during

field campaigns onboardthe RSV Aurora Australis.

A secondary objective is the extended application of this algorithm, once

properly tested and validated, to larger areas of theEastAntarctic packicezone i.e.

fromthe ice edge to the Antarctic coast, establishing the foundations for an Antarctic

sea ice thickness algorithm based on remote sensing data alone.

Important by-products of this study are the large-scale maps and distributions of

total albedo and surface physical temperature of the Antarctic sea-ice zone, the

variability of which is intimately tied to the variability in the sea-ice thickness

distribution. In themselves, these are also key parameters in the global climate

system and are likely to respond to global climate change.



The ice-albedo feedback, wherein wanning leads to a reduced albedo which in

turn leads to further warming is, for example, a key topic in the discussion of global

climate change [Chu, 1996; Rind, et al, 1995]. Sea ice/snow surface temperature is

closely Linked to the near-surface air temperature and drives the longwave radiation

flux. The data from the current technique will complement those from the National

Snow and Ice Data Center's (NSIDC) NOAA Polar Pathfinder compilation of

AVHRR data, which covers the period 1983-1996 [Maslanik, et al, 1998], also

forming a useful dataset with which to run and test existing coupled models.

The various energy fluxes represented in the thermodynamic sea ice model

described in this study were originally identified by Maykut and Untersteiner [1971].

Yu and Rothrock [1996] employed Maykut and Untersteiner''s equation for the

conservation of energy at the top of the ice/snow layer (Equation 8) in conjunction

with AVHRR data to estimate the sea ice thickness distribution for two high-latitude

areas of the Northem Hemisphere. The general principles of these two studies

comprise the basis for the establishment of the objectives mentioned above.

However, given the marked differences in the sea ice characteristics between the

two polar regions (discussed in Section 2.1.1), and also the nature and availability of

in situ data to be employed in the validation process, a simple adaptation of Yu and

Rothrock's work to create a AVHRR-based sea ice thickness algorithm for the

Southern Ocean is neither practical nor feasible. Therefore, this study aims to

reconstruct the model (including its code) and improve on the principles of Maykut

and Untersteiner and Yu and Rothrock studies using additional knowledge on

processes and conditions within the Antarctic sea-ice zone in order to establish the

foundations for an algorithm that is more in tune with Antarctic sea ice conditions,

providing much needed data for the scientific community.

Because of the characteristics of the AVHRR data, its applicability to the

method proposed and the availability of in situ data for validation, some important

assumptions are made regarding factors such as the presence of a linear temperature

profile in the snow/ice column and variations in snow depth and properties over

different areas in the ice pack. These assumptions, and the way they can affect the

results, are discussed in detail throughout Chapter 4, while the expected limitations

caused by them are mentioned in Chapter 6 (Section 6.2), along with possible

sources of additional in situ data that can be employed to minimise this problem and

generalise the application of the method (Senction 6.3).



1.4 Outline

This study is divided into five sections: Chapter 2 constitutes a literature review

which presents a more detailed characterisation of Antarctic sea ice. This is followed

by a review of the in situ and remote sensing techniques (concentrating on the

AVHRR sensor) currently employed to gather information on sea ice thickness, and a

brief discussion on the use of numerical models for the characterisation of sea ice.

The methods employed to collect and analyse the in situ and remote sensing data

are described in Chapter 3. This chapter also contains a description of the techniques

employed to transform the AVHRR data from their original format into the products

required by the experiment.

Chapter 4 details the development of a procedure to estimate sea ice thickness

using AVHRR data as input into a thermodynamic sea ice model. It outlines the steps

involved in the construction of this model, placing it in the context of the work of Yu

and Rothrock [1996]. It also describes the integration of meteorological data into the

system, and presents sensitivity tests and an error analysis carried out.

The results of the application of this model, in the form of image products from

1995 and 1996, are presented in Chapter 5. A data summary is followed by the

characterisation of the ice thickness distributions obtained through this method,

which are interpreted in the light of historical remote sensing and in situ data. The

following section presents comparisons between the AVHRR-derived ice thickness

distributions and concurrent in situ sea ice thickness estimates from digital aerial

photography and ship-based sea ice observations. Comparisons are also made with

"climatological" data constituting drill-hole measurements and ship-based

observations. The chapter is concluded with a discussion of the results.

Conclusions are presented in Chapter 6, where an assessment of the results is

given in terms of the objectives set out in the current chapter. A comparative analysis

with Yuand Rothrock's study is made, considering the improvements that were

introduced and the steps that led to the establishment of an Antarctic sea ice

thickness algorithm. This is followed by a description of the limitations of the

method, an investigation of its operational feasibihty and the identification of future

improvements and further research requirements. Finally, a description of future

remote sensing techniques with the potential to generate sea ice thickness products is

presented along with a summary of the study.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Background

2.1 Characterisation of Antarctic Sea Ice

2.1.1 Polar Contrasts

Marked differences exist between the sea ice covers in both hemispheres as a

result of geographical disparities between the two polar regions. Understandingthese

differences is an essential prerequisite to this study, as remote sensing and modelling

techniques previously developed for theArctic (e.g. Yu and Rothrock [1996] andKey

and Haefliger [1992]) cannot be applied to the Southern Oceanwithout significant

modification. Moreover, the accurateparameterisation of differences outlined in this

section is essential to the effective modelling of the large-scale behaviour of

Antarctic sea ice.

Compared to the Antarctic, the northern sea ice coveris muchmore strongly

influenced by land alongits equatorwardextent. The Arctic Ocean basin is

predominantly land-locked, with only a small fraction of ice advected out of the area

each year, mostly viaFram Strait (between Greenland andSvalbard). While land

encloses the Arctic Ocean, its effects upon sea ice formation also allow Arctic sea ice

to extend well into the middle northern latitudes [Parkinson, et al, 1987].

In contrast, since it is unconstrained by land to the north and subject to strong

circumpolarwinds, the Antarctic ice pack is largely divergent, resulting in a

comparatively higher fraction of open water andthin ice, a lowerfraction of

multiyearice [Andreas andAckley, 1982; Gloersen, etal, 1992; Worby, 1998] and

highly variable ice driftrates [Hell andAllison, 1999; Worby, et al, 1998]. In the

Southern Ocean, large-scale patterns in the sea ice distribution are related to

atmospheric and oceanic temperature and circulation patterns [Gloersen, et al,

1992], whereas the influence of land is less important.
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From an atmospheric perspective, mean wind speeds arehighest during austral

spring and autumn, when the position of the circumpolar low-pressure trough

migrates closer to theAntarctic continent [King and Turner, 1997]. The westerly

movement of low pressure systems around the Southern Ocean and the frequent

occurrence of storms [Budd, 1987] contribute to the drift and deformation of the pack

ice [Helland Allison, 1999; Worby, et al, 1998], Antarctic sea ice is also constantly

affected by wave-ice interaction processes around its outer margin (marginal ice

zone), and by swell propagating from theSouthern Ocean [Massom, et al, 1999], a

phenomenon that does not typically occur intheArctic Basin. Such dynamic

processes cause Antarctic sea ice floes tobreak up, altering the floe-size distribution

and affecting the heat exchange [Langhome, et al, 1998].

Antarctic sea ice is thinner and youngerthan in the Arctic, its maximum

thickness being largely regulated by sea-ice dynamics. In the Arctic Basin, the

thickness distribution is typically characterised by two peaks: oneforfirst-year ice at

approximately 2 m, the other for multiyear ice at3 to 5m [Allison and Moritz, 1995].

Moreover, the tale in the thickness distribution can stretch beyond 20 m due to the

abundance of ridges and hummocks [Wadhams, 1981].

In Antarctica, the modal thickness is only about 0.5 to 0.7 m, with few ridges

thicker than 5 to 10 m [Allison and Moritz, 1995]. In areas of multiyear ice such as

the western Weddell Sea, the modal thickness is still only about 1.5 m [Lange and

Eicken, 1991]. Beyond0.3 to 0.5 m, the dynamic, mechanical deformation processes

of rafting and ridging and the so-called "pancake cycle" [Lange, et al, 1989] become

the dominant mechanisms by which Antarctic ice thickens [Allison and Worby, 1994;

Worby, etal, 1998]. The maximum age and thus thickness of theicecover in

Antarctica is therefore regulated by seaice dynamics and the resultant ice coveris

typically a mix ofdifferent ice thicknesses and types, with young icecomprising a

significant fraction of the total [Worby, et al, 1998].
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Within the Antarctic pack, frazil crystals whichform under turbulent conditions

in open water areas [Weeks, 1998a] make a major contribution to thetotal icemass

[Lange andEicken, 1991; Worby andMassom, 1995]. Wave-ice interaction andthe

pancake-ice formation cycle play important roles in iceformation in the Southern

Ocean (Section 2.1.2). As sea ice in the Arctic Basin is not as mobile, fewer open

water areas occur and frazil ice growth makes a smaller contribution to the total ice

mass in comparison to columnar or congelation ice growth [Gow and TuckerIII.,

1990].Antarctic sea ice is also more saline than Arctic sea ice [Gow and TuckerIII.,

1990] due to its more rapid growth rate [Weeks andAckley, 1986]. Ice thickening due

to therafting of floes under wave action makes a smaller contribution in the Arctic,

although large pressure ridges are common [Wadhams, 1998].

Snow cover is another important difference betweenArctic and Antarctic sea ice

In the Antarctic, snow is relatively thick compared to the sea ice thickness. In fact,

recent studies such as Massom et al. [in press-a], Sturm et al. [1998] and Wadhams et

al. [1987] have shown that the snow mass is sufficient to pushthe sea-icesurface

below sea level, leading to flooding of the ice surface and the formation of snow or

meteoric ice by the subsequent freezing of the resultant slush. Indeed, ice core

analyses (textural and oxygen isotopic) have shown thatsnow-ice makes a significant

yet variable contribution to the overall sea-ice mass around Antarctica [Eicken, et al,

1995; Jejfries, et al, 1998b; Lange andEicken, 1991; Lange, et al, 1990], with

mean regional proportions of snow-ice, calculated from ice cores, varying from 8 to

38% [Massom, et al, in press-a]. Suchflooding and snow-ice formation is not

common in the central Arctic, although it may occur in marginal seas such as the

Bering and Greenland Seas [Warren, etal, 1999]. To a lesser extent, the formation

of superimposed ice, as a result ofmelted snow refreezing at the snow/ice interface,

also contributes to a meteoric component of Antarctic sea-ice [Jejfries, et al, 1998a;

Massom, et al, in press-a; Worby, et al, 1998].
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Another major difference between Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is observed

during the respective melt seasons [Andreas and Ackley, 1982]. In the Arctic, melting

occurs mainly at the surface, with the formation of melt ponds. In Antarctica, melt

ponds are rarely seen on the surface [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000] and melting occurs

mainly from the bottom and the sides of the floes [Andreas and Ackley, 1982;

Gloersen, et al, 1992; Worby, 1998]. The increasing fraction of open water within

the ice pack allows moreabsorption of solar radiationand the warming of the

ocean's surface layer, triggering the positive feedback mechanism responsible for

large-scale melting [Worby and Regester-Young, 1999]. This process is also linked to

the rapid increase in therateof melting of Antarctic sea ice fromNovember through

December.

Becauseof the processes mentioned above, large seasonal differences exist in

the areas covered by sea ice in both polar regions. Satellitepassive microwave data

collected since 1973 [Gloersen, et al., 1992; Parkinson, et al., 1987; Zwally, et al.,

1983] show that in the Arctic, the seasonal cycle varies, on average, from a minimum

extent of9x10^ km^ in September to amaximum of16 x10^ km^ inMarch. The

Arctic Ocean basin retains a significant proportion of multiyear ice up to several

metres thick and up to ten years old [Parkinson and Cavalieri, 1989;Parkinson, et

al, 1987]. In the Antarctic, on the other hand, the mean annual areal extent varies

from 3.5 x10*^ km^ in Febmary to 19 x10^ km^ inSeptember. As such, much less

Antarctic sea ice survives the summer melt and the seasonal sea ice zone is

significantly larger [Gloersen, et al, 1992]. As the resultof the differences outlined

in this section and many others outside the scope of this study, the resulting sea ice

cover in the Southern Ocean forms a surface that is more complex and with

substantially different radiometric properties than its Arctic counterpart.
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2.1.2 Sea Ice Formation, Classification and Structure

Sea water with a salinity of 35 psu freezes at approximately 271.35 K. Unlike

freshwater, sea water continues to increase in density as its temperature decreases.

This cold salty water tends to sink and cause convection which brings warmer waters

to the surface. Therefore, a surface layer of several metres in thickness has to be

cooled to the freezing point for ice to begin to form [Nicol and Allison, 1997; Weeks,

1998a]. However, in shallow areas where convection currents reach the bottom, the

temperature of the entire water bodymust reach freezing point for the ice to start its

formation. There is a general lack of information concerning the details of the

freezing processes in sea water, although they do appear to be similarto those in

fresh water [Weeks, 1998a; Weeks andAckley, 1986].

The first sign of freezing is the appearance of small circular crystals that give the

water an oily appearance. These crystals developfrom diminutive spherical

structures to discs with dimensions of 1 to 2 mm across, under the influence of wind-

induced turbulence, whichhappens more readily in the open ocean than in calm

waters. The addition of snow crystals and the further effects of wind and waves are

responsible for subsequent agglomeration which can then assume various forms such

as grease ice, shuga andpancake ice [Lange, et al, 1989; Nicol and Allison, 1997;

Weeks and Ackley, 1986].

As mentioned previously in section 2.1.1, Antarctic sea ice generally forms in

turbulent open water areasby frazil ice formation and accretion [Weeks, 1998a].

Formation also occurs more slowly by accretion of ice to the base of existing sheets,

by heat loss upwards through the ice to form columnar crystal growth. Frazil

pancakes form in the moreturbulent outer pack [Lange, et al, 1989],where wave-ice

interaction is the dominant process [Squire, 1998]. The pancake-ice formation cycle

in the upper ocean waters appears to be an important mechanism driving the rapid

advance and growth of the sea-ice edge in the austral autumn [Lange, et al, 1989].

Under more quiescent conditions (e.g. in leads in the inner pack), nilas formation

predominates. AroundAntarctica, the conductive heat loss at the ice-water interface

may be partially balanced by heat gain from the underlying ocean. As a result, sea ice

thermodynamic growth (and decay) is very sensitive to vertical oceanic heat flux

[Lytle, et al, in press-a; Martinson, 1998].
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Figure 1 is a conceptualmodel of the evolution of East Antarctic sea ice as a

result of the interaction of thermodynamic and dynamic processes. The synoptic-

scale alternation between divergent (b) and convergent (c) conditions is governed by

changing surface winds, ocean currents and the occurrence of ocean swell which can

penetrate hundreds of kilometres into the pack ice (a), all associated with the passage

of storms [Worby, 1998]. Cold and dry air masses of continental origin create

divergent conditions which cause the ice areal extent to expand northwards, creating

regions of open water within the pack which rapidly freeze in winter. Strong

katabatic winds near the Antarctic coast in a zone a few tens of kilometres in extent

(a), cause the offshore movement of ice, contributing to the formation of coastal

latent heat polynyas (Section 2.1.4).

katabatic wind

Antarctica

"squirting" and
surface flooding

divergent conditions

Thermodynamic growth at Snow fall and

floe break-up

new ice formation

~consolidation of floes

agglomeration of
smaller floes

the base of the floes. redistribution by wind convergent conditions

ridge building

Antarctica

Snow-ice formation

r—— tasgi-a u

\
flooding

light variable winds (release
of pressure in pack)

Tidge collapse

Figure 1 A conceptual model of the dynamic and thermodynamic processes
observed in the Bast Antarctic sea ice pack. Adapted from Worby et
al [1998] and Worby [1998].



The passage of synoptic weather systems contributes to the creation of

convergent conditions (c) whereby ice is compacted and the ice edge is pushed south,

causing newly formed thin ice to raft and ridge into thicker floes \W.orby, 1998]. In

these conditions, the warm and moist air masses of oceanic origin favour widespread

snowfall and slow thermodynamic growth {Worby, 1998; Worby, etal, 1998]. In

light wind conditions (d), the pressure within the pack ice is relieved and newly

formed ridges may collapse, creating broken ice blocks with saturated snow [Worby,

1998], The processes described above can occur simultaneously increasing the

complexity of the East Antarctic sea ice region. The effect of such diversity is

reflected in parameters such as thickness, topography, salinity and crystal structure

and the identification of regional patterns and long-term trends in those properties is

further complicated [Worby, et al, 1998].

This study adopts the classification proposed by the World Meteorological

Organisation [WMO, 1970] where sea ice is named according to thickness and the

various phases of its development, as shown in Table 6. Although this section

concentrates upon Antarctic sea ice, this classification is also valid for the Arctic. In

terms of its dynamics, sea ice can be affected by convergent and divergent processes.

The former causes rafting and ridging and the latter causes the development of leads

and openings [WMO, 1970].

On the micro-scale, sea-ice crystal structure, obtained from the analysis of ice

cores, is an indication of the conditions under which sea ice was formed and

subsequently developed. From the analysis of ice cores, it is possible to infer the

history of ice development for a given ice type. The structural inhomogeneity of

Antarctic pack ice is recognised as one of the main characteristics differentiating it

from Arctic sea ice [Worby, 1998; Worby, et al, 1998].

In terms of structure, the Antarctic pack is dominated by three types of ice: frazil

ice, snow-ice and columnar ice [Buynitskiy, 1967; Worby, 1998]. In a

crystallographic analysis of 153 cores from the East Antarctic pack (supported by

stable isotope and salinity measurements), Worby [1998] showed that 47.5%

comprised frazil ice (turbulent growth conditions), 39% columnar ice (grown under

more quiescent conditions) and 13.5% snow ice.
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Due to the turbulent near-surface conditions in Antarctica, and the importance of

leads and polynyas, frazil-ice formation is the dominant sea ice formation process in

the Southern Ocean [Jeffries, et al, 1997;Lange and Eicken, 1991; Worby and

Massom, 1995; Worby, et al, 1998]. Once the sea surface is completely covered by

ice, columnar ice forms undemeath by vertical one-dimensional growth in a process

known as geometric selection [Perey and Pounder, 1958; Weeks andAckley, 1986].

A transition layer of truncated columnar crystals between the initial layer and the

columnar ice below is commonly found in Antarctic sea ice [Worby, 1998].

Snow-ice forms when the weight of snow cover on a floe depresses the ice

surface below sea level, flooding the lower part of the snow cover. Subsequent

freezing of this slush forms a solid ice layer [Massom, et al, in press-a; Nicol and

Allison, 1997; Weeks andAckley, 1986; Worby, etal, 1998]. In East Antarctica,

Worby et al [1998] estimated that snow-ice contributed a rangeof 12% to almost

46% of the volume of sea ice sampled as cores from four East Antarctic cruises. For
f ^

comparison, fractions of 16% and 24to 27% have been reported from the Weddell cf
|.=a

Sea [Langeand Eicken, 1991] and the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas [Jeffries,
CD

et aZ., 1997] respectively. ^

. . i-
Detailed information on sea ice structural properties in East Antarctica is given

by Worby et al [1998], Worby and Massom [1995], Worby [1998], and Lytle et al

[1998b], and on snow cover characteristics by Massom et al [1998b] and Massom et

al [in press-a].

2.1.3 Main Ice Regimes

Allison and Moritz [1995] identify three spatial scales at which Antarctic sea ice

can be studied. On scales up to 100 m, significantvariability is observed in sea ice

and snow cover thickness which can be associated with surface phenomena (such as

pressure ridges). At the scaleof 100m to 100 km, the ice is fractured into floes and

floe assemblages, which are separated by leads, shear zones and cracks. At the

largest scale (100 km or more), significant spatial variability is observed in ice

characteristics and properties.
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In the Southern Ocean, thermodynamic and mechanical processes, contribute to

the creation of a complex mix of different ice types with regions of open water.

However, large scale regimes are discernible. For example, Massomet al. [1999] and

Morris et al [1998] described similar patterns of zonation for the Antarctic pack ice

zone: the inner pack which is dominated by coastalpolynyas, the central pack

dominated by consolidated ice advected from the east and south and the outerpack

dominated by floes andbrash fractured by wave-ice interactions. In East Antarctica,

sea ice at maximum extent forms a narrow and highly mobile band only a few

hundred kilometres wide, making it vulnerable to the effects of wave and swell

penetration and storms [Massom, et al, 1999].

The outerpack, or marginal ice zone, is located north of the Antarctic

Divergence at maximum seaice extent. It is dominated by wave-ice interaction

processes which play a significant role not only in ice formation but alsoin the

break-up and reworking of existing floes [Squire, 1998]. The marginal ice zone also

absorbs much of the incident wave/swell energy, largely protecting the inner pack to

the south [Liu and Hdkkinen, 1993]. The central zone comprises mostly first-year ice

formed to the south and advected northwards. Older ice and vast fragmented fast ice

floes (some as thick as 5 m) advected from the east in the East Wind Drift (EWD) are

commonly found. Snow cover is substantially thicker in the central zone than in the

outer pack, where wave over-washing canremove much of the snow [Massom, et al,

in press-b].

At places along the Antarctic coast, and particularly in protected embayments

and regions containing lines of grounded icebergs, fast ice forms a very thicksea ice

cover thatcanpersist over a number of years before breaking out [Massom, et al, in

press-b]. Fast ice is differentiated from packice in that it remains stationary, or

"land-fast" [WMO, 1970], rather than drifting in response to wind forcing, ocean

currents, water drag, the Coriolis force, or internal ice stress [Leppdranta, 1998]. Fast

ice in the PrydzBay region, for example maintains a slow thermodynamic growth

rate, from March to late September, with somebottom melting and surface ablation

occurring before it typically breaks outbetween December andFebruary[HeU, et al,

1996]. To the south of the inner pack ice zone, leads and coastal polynyas dominate

the areas adjacent to the Antarctic coast [Massom, et al, in press-b].
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2.1.4 Polynyas and Leads

In spite of comprising a small percentage of the total area of the pack ice,

polynyas and leads are key components of the Antarctic sea ice zone, being

responsible for substantial alterations in the atmosphere/ocean heat and fresh water

exchange patterns [Gordon, 1988; Massom, et al, 1998a; Smith, et al, 1990].

Polynyas form regions of open water and thin ice in the lee of blocking features, such

as coastal promontories and floating glacier tongues. Leads are elongated channels of

open water (0.1 to 10 km scale), that last for periods of a few hours to a few days. In

contrast, polynyas have a scale of tens of kilometres and tend to be recurrent and

persistent features in certain locations [WMO, 1970].

There are two types of polynyas; those forming in the open ocean to the north

and those forming along the coast of the continent. Coastal polynyas, also known as

latent heat polynyas, are maintainedby atmospheric forcing by both katabatic winds

and synoptic-scale systems, which can generate prevailing winds with a strong

easterly component adjacentto the coast, as can be seen in Figure 1 (a) [Lytle, et al,

in press-b; Massom, et al, 1998a]. Significantly, coastal polynyas are thought of as

"ice factories" of the Antarctic sea ice zone in which considerable amounts of ice are

generated and quickly transported away from the coast, with resultant ice-production

rates being up to ten times greater than in regions of consolidated sea ice.

In this case, the heat flux into the atmosphere is balanced by heat released during

ice formation [Cavalieri and Martin, 1985; Lytle, et al, in press-b; Zwally, et al,

1985]. From a sea ice thickness perspective, coastal polynyas are highly important in

that, over a growing season, they produce an equivalent thickness of sea ice in excess

of 8 to 11 m"yr"' per unit area [Lytle, etal, inpress-b], compared to less than

1 m-yr'̂ within the surrounding pack [Haas, etal, 1998; Worby, etal, 1998].

Coastal polynyas are responsible both for the formation AABW, through the

processes described previouslyin Section 1.1 [Foster, 1995; Gordon, 1988] and the

exchange of large quantities of energy, water and gases between the ocean and

atmosphere [Worby and Ackley, 2000]. They also play an important role in marine

biological systems and in the control of biogeochemical fluxes [Eicken, 1992;

Massom, et al, 1998a]. Table 1 presents a list of key polynyas found in the regions

of interest of this study.
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Lat. Lon. Mean Area
Polynya Location (°S) CE) (75%)

Davis Area

Cape Damley 67.6 69.1 17,853

Mackenzie Bay 68.8 71.4 3,460

Amery Ice Shelf 69.8 74.2 492

Prydz Bay 67.1 78.1 13,750

Barrier Bay 67.4 81.9 5,431

Mertz Area

Dibble Iceberg Tongue 66.9 134.2 6,833

Mertz Glacier 66.5 145.4 23,300

Ninnis Glacier 68.2 149.1 1,883

Cape Hudson 68.3 153.1 1,063

Table 1 Locations and areal characteristics (inkm^) of coastal polynyas found
in the regions of interestof this study (the definition of both regions is
given in Figure4). Mean areas are based upon a 75% ice-
concentration threshold applied to monthly SSM/I images. Adapted
from Massom et al. [1998a].

Open-ocean polynyas, also referred to as sensible heat polynyas, are maintained

by the upward flux of deep andrelatively warmwater, balanced by the downward

flux of surface cold water in convective cells with a horizontal scale of tens of

kilometres. Many of these convective cells are required to maintain an open-ocean

polynya. In this case, the heatflux into the atmosphere is balancedby heat

transferred by vertical convection. However, we cannot yet claim to have a complete

understanding of the mechanisms that control the formation and maintenance of

open-oceanpolynyas [Gordon, 1988;Massom, et al., 1998a; Pease, 1987].

2.1.5 Sea ice Extent and Seasonal Fluctuations

In this study, Antarctic sectors referred to in the text are based upon the division

suggested by Zwally and Gloersen [1977], namely: the Weddell Sea, the Indian

Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, the Ross Sea and the Bellingshausen-Amundsen Seas.

Table 2 shows the area and longitude range of each of these sectors. Although there

exist some other classifications, such as the inner and outer zones proposed by

Weller [1980], the division into five sectors presented in this section is the most

common approach and will be employed in this study.
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Sector
Longitude Range

(Degrees)
Area

(10^ km^)

Bellingshausen-Amundsen 60° W - 130° W 7.94

Western Pacific Ocean 90° E - 160° E 7.76

Indian Ocean 20° E - 90° E 9.00

Weddell Sea 60° W - 20° E 12.36

Ross Sea 160° E - 130° W 9.64

Table 2 Area and longitude range of the five sea ice sectors of the Southern
Ocean. Adapted from Gloersen et al. [1992],

As stated in Sections 1.1 and 2.1.1, the Antarctic seasonal sea ice zone is

subjected to large annual variations in total extent. Furthermore, interannual

anomalies have been recorded in sea ice areal coverage within the individual sectors

and values within sectors vary considerably from the average [Gloersen, et al, 1992;

Parkinson and Gloersen, 1993].

Around Antarctica the annual sea-ice growth-decay cycle is characterised by

sevenmonths of growth andfive months of decay [Worby, et al, 1998]. In February,

at minimum extent, most of the ice is concentrated in the Weddell, Amundsen,

Bellingshausen andeastem Ross Seas [Gloersen, et al, 1992]. The equatorward

advance of the ice edge starts generally in late summer, primarilyin the Ross and

Weddell seas. By May, thepack icereaches as far north as 65° S. Growth continues

around the continent for the next four to five months, when it reaches its maximum

equatorward extent, between 55° and 65° S, depending on the sector. Ice decay starts

very slowly in early spring but then proceeds rapidly from October until January,

closing the annual cycle [Parkinson and Gloersen, 1993]. The large-scale patterns of

ice growth and decay in Antarctica are discussed in more detail by Zwally et al

[1983].

Worby et al [1998] presented mean monthlyice edge locationmaps for East

Antarctica from 1991 to 1995 obtained from passive microwave data from the

SpecialSensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) sensor. These data suggest a strong

seasonal cycle of ice advance and retreat and a significantdegree of interannual

variability. In East Antarctica for example, ice expansionbegins in March and

continues until September or October when the maximum extent is reached. Ice edge

advance is most evident in July, reaching values of up to 450 km per month in

regions near Davis Station [Worby, et al, 1998].
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Ice retreat begins in November and continues throughout February. In the

warmer months, areas of open water that weresites of enhanced ice production in

winter, contribute to the decay of the ice through the uptake of solar radiation.

Therefore, ice decay occursnot only through the retreat of the ice edge southwards

but also "from within", through the positive feedback mechanism in the open water

areas {Worby, etal, 1998].

Rgure 2 shows an example of the variability found in sea ice extent of the

Weddell and Bellingshausen Seas obtainedfrom AVHRR images and ship

information over a period of ten years. The mostnoticeable feature is an atypical

increase of almost 1 x10^ km^in the Weddell Sea ice extent in 1980. This increase

was apparently "compensated" by a decrease in the Bellingshausen Sea [Comiso,

1996, pers. comm.]. Jacobs and Comiso [1993] din^Parkinson [1995] described a

more recent decrease in the summertime ice coverage of the Bellingshausen Sea

between 1989 and 1991, causedby interannual differences in surface winds and air

temperature. Bevilaqua et al. [1994] suggested thattemperature anomalies in the

tropical sectors of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans might be related to these

variations in ice extent through the exchangeof atmospheric mass between middle

and high latitudes.

WeddeU

Bellingshausen

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Year

1982

Figure 2 Variations of sea ice extent in the Bellingshausen and Weddell seas
from 1973 to 1983. Adapted from Setzer and Hungria [1994].
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2.1.6 Sea ice Drift/Motion

Knowledge of sea ice drift and the subsequent effect of floe interactions on the

ice thickness distribution are essential for a complete understanding of the

interactions between the sea ice cover, the atmosphere and the ocean {Heil and

Allison, 1999]. Antarctic pack ice drift is highly variable in space and time. It is

governedby a number of environmental processes such as wind velocity, roughness

and drag of ice floes and oceancurrent [Heiland Allison, 1999;Hitler and Zhang,

1995]. It also affects the net transport of fresh water and the location of the ice edge

[Worby, 1998].

This study concentrates on the region of Antarctic sea ice contained withinEast

Antarctica (between 60° and 150° E), where a number of large-scale sea ice drift

regimes are apparent in satellite-tracked drifting buoydata [Allison, 1989;Heil and

Allison, 1999; Worby, etal, 1998], icebergdata [Tchemia and Jeannin, 1984], and

also in large-scalesatellite-derived sea ice motion fields [Emery, et ah, 1997]. These

regimes are related to the presence of the Antarctic Divergence, which is a narrow

circumpolar belt separating the zoneof meaneastward oceanic winds from the

coastal zone of mean westward winds. Heil and Allison [1999] further define the

Antarctic Divergence as a region of high zonal shear in the sea ice velocity

distribution, dividing the predominantly eastward-flowingACC to the north from the

westward-flowing coastal current (theEWD). This east-west shear coincides with a

zone of oceanic upwelling. Ekman transport results in coastal convergence in the

EWD, but divergence in the ice drift field in the ACC [Allison, 1989].

Drifting buoys are the main source of in situ sea ice drift information. Analysing

data from 32 buoys deployed in the East Antarctic pack between 1985 and 1996,

Worby et al. [1998] reported highly variable daily drift rates for East Antarctica,

ranging from 0.05 m-s"^ to 0.9 m-s'̂ with an average of 0.22 m-s'̂ Allison [1989]

found lower values (0.13 - 0.3 m-s"^) from three buoys deployed in the Prydz Bay

region and even lower values (0.06 - 0.18 m-s"^) were reported by Massom [1992] for

the western Weddell sea, although this region is considered atypical. Through the

analysis of ten years of drifting buoy data, Heil and Allison [1999] concluded that ice

drift shows strong seasonal variability in East Antarctica. Furthermore, the authors

suggested that interannual variability in maximum ice-edge position in the western

Pacific sector (90° -160° E) may be associated with interannual changes in mean ice

motion south of the Antarctic Divergence.
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2.1.7 Narrow-Band Albedo and Optical Properties

Surface albedo (d) can be defined as the proportion of the direct solar radiative

flux reflected from the surface under clear skies [Lindsay and Rothrock, 1994a]. The

interaction of shortwave radiation with sea ice is an important component of the ice

cover heat balance [Ebert and Curry, 1993; Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971;

Thorndike, et al, 1992]. Important processes in the thermodynamic growth and

decayof sea ice are the absorption, transmission and reflection of shortwave

radiation by the ice and its snow cover. The presence of the latter has a very

significant impact [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Perovich, 1998; Warren, 1982] with

even a thin snow layer greatly reducing light transmission through the ice [Perovich,

1998].

Sea ice significantly modifies the albedo of the polar oceans, especiallyin

Antarctica, where annual fluctuations are most evident. Ice-free ocean generally has

albedos ranging from 0.06 to 0.08 [Lamb, 1982;Payne, 1972] whereas thick, snow-

covered sea ice albedos average about 0.80 [Grenfell, 1983]. These values are

influencedby several factors such as the solarincidence angle, snow grain size and

geometry, impurities in the snow, surface topography and the water content of the

snow [Grenfell, 1983; Steffen, et al, 1993; Warren andWiscom.be, 1980; Wiscombe

and Warren, 1980]. Other types of polar surfaces can present very diverse values

such as 0.98 (fresh snow) and 0.21 (grease ice), increasing the complexity of the

system [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Vowinkel and Orvig, 1970]. An important factor

which is exploited in this study is that albedo is sensitive to ice thickness during the

initial stages of sea ice growth [Perovich, 1998], as can be seen in Table 3.

Several studies have presented values of albedo related to ice type collected in

situ or by means of remote sensing [Allison, et al, 1993; De Abreu, et al, 1994;

Grenfell and Maykut, 1977;Perovich, 1996;Perovich, et al, 1986; Schweiger, et al,

1993; Stroeve, et al, 1997]. The values in Table 3 generally agree with those studies,

and discrepancies can be attributed to factors such as the presence or absence of

clouds, snow cover, solar zenith angle, regional differences etc. [Grenfell, 1983;

Koepke, 1989; Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Wiscombe and Warren, 1980].
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Ice Type (Thickness)
Snow Cover (m)

Snow-free < 0.03 >0.03

Open water 0.07 - -

Grease 0.09 - -

Nilas (<0.1 m) 0.16* 0.42 -

Young Grey Ice (0.1 - 0.15 m) 0.25 (0.52) (0.70)
Grey-White Ice (0.15 - 0.3 m) (0.35) (0.62) (0.74)

First-Year Ice (0.3 - 0.7 m) (0.42) (0.72) 0.77

First-Year Ice (>0.7 m) 0.49 0.81 0.85

Table 3 Broadband solar albedos for cold Antarctic sea-ice types. Values in
parentheses are interpolated or extrapolated, not measured. (*) Nilas
albedo varies with ice thickness from 0.07 to 0.25; 0.16 is the middle
of the range. Adapted from Allison et al. [1993] and Massom et al. [in
press-a].

The wavelength-integrated, or total, albedo is an important quantity in sea-ice

thermodynamic modelling, in that it is a measure of the total solar energy absorbed

by the ice and underlying ocean [Maykut and Perovich, 1987; Maykut and

Untersteiner, 1971]. Because ice-covered surfaces have such high albedos compared

to ice-free areas, the presence of a sea ice cover considerably reduces the amount of

radiation absorbed at the Earth's surface [Gloersen, et al, 1992].

Performing sensitivity tests in a one-dimensional thermodynamic sea ice model,

Ebert and Curry [1993] found that the equilibrium ice thickness changed by 0.6 m

for only a 2% change in the net solar flux at the surface. This change could be

provided by just a 0.01 change in the mean albedo if the mean albedo is 0.50. As

shown by Grenfell and Maykut [1977], changing cloud conditions can significantly

impact the incident spectral irradiance, and thus the total albedo. In this study, clear-

sky conditions are assumed as clouds have been masked (Section 3.1.1).

An overview of the optical properties of sea ice, and sea ice radiative transfer

models, is given by Perovich [1998]. As defined in that study, the term "optical"

refers to the wavelength range of -250-2500 nm in the electromagnetic spectrum,

with the solar portion also being referred to as shortwave radiation. The interaction

of shortwave radiation with sea ice and its snow cover is an important component of

the ice cover heat balance [Maykut and Perovich, 1987; Maykut and Untersteiner,

1971; Thorndike, et al, 1992].
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Light transmission through the snow/ice is characterised by the transmittance, or

properties of incident irradiance transmitted through the snow and ice slab [Perovich,

1998]. Light attenuation is typically represented by an irradiance extinction

coefficient, which is a measure of loss due to scattering and absorption as light

penetrates the snow/ice slab [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977]. Importantly from a

modelling perspective, the extinction coefficient of snow is significantly higherthan

that of sea ice [Thomas, 1963; Welterand Sckwerdtfeger, 1967]. Thermodynamic

models typically include treatment of the reflection, transmission and absorption of

shortwave radiation in a parameterised fashion. For example, Maykut and

Untersteiner [1971] used total extinction coefficients in their sea-ice thermodynamic

model to determine the surface heat balance and the degree of solar heating of the ice

mass, which is the same approach employed in this study.

2.1.8 Snow Cover Characteristics

As it ages, sea ice accumulates aninsulative snow coverwhich is itself highly

variable in thickness andproperties. The snow cover greatly amplifies the effects of

sea ice in the atmospheric/oceanic system. The constantpresence of strong winds

redistribute the snow, and its properties constantly evolve as a result of a range of

metamorphismprocesses [Massom, et at., in press-a; Sturm, et at., 1998]. However,

while the importance of ice extentandice thickness distribution is well established,

the role of snow has received less attention [Eicken, et al, 1995].

Snow cover has a number of important effects on the ice thiclcness distribution,

both indirect and direct [Massom, et al, in press-a]. It can reduce sea ice growth by

thermally insulating the ice surface. On the otherhand, it can act to increase ice

growth, or at least protect it frommelt in the spring/summer period, by forming a

high-albedo surfacewhich reduces the penetration of solarradiation into the ice

mass. It also makes a direct contribution to Antarctic sea ice formation through

flooding of the ice surface and subsequent snow-ice formation [Lange, et at., 1989],

as described in Section 2.1.2. The presence of a snow cover significantly increases

the albedo compared to snow-freeice [Allison, et al., 1993; Wendler, et al., 2000].

Snow-covered ice absorbs 10 to 30% of the incoming solar radiation, compared to 40

to 80% for snow-free ice [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Maykut, 1986].
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Due to its low thermal conductivity (about one order of magnitude lower than

that of sea ice), the presence of a snow cover reduces conductive heat losses and the

rate at which ice thickens by thermodynamic means [Eicken, et al, 1995; Massom, et

ah, in press-a; Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Sturm, et al., 1998]. By smoothing

the ice surface, the presence of a snow cover modifies the ice-air drag coefficient

{Andreas, et al, 1993]. Snow also affects the electro-magnetic signature of sea ice,

complicating the retrieval of geophysical properties by both passive and active

satellite remote sensing systems {Comiso, 1983; Drinkwater, et al, 1995]. These

effects are even more amplified if the snow is wet with either fresh or saline water

[Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992; Morris, et al, 1998].

The current state of our knowledge of the snow cover on Antarctic sea ice is

reviewed by Massom et al [in press-a] with emphasis on its implications for physical

and biological modelling and remote sensing studies. Important recent findings

include: the circumpolar importance of snow-ice formation, the occurrence of

periodic large melt events even in winter and a more recent parameterisation of the

effective thermal conductivity of snow (ks), with a lower value than those typically

employed in sea ice models {Massom, et al, in press-a]. Chapter 4 presents a more

detailed discussion on the use of this new parameterisation of ks in a one-dimensional

thermodynamic model.

2.1.9 Sea ice Thickness

The most important sea ice variables in global climate and regional ocean-

atmosphere interaction contexts are drift, concentration and thickness. The spatial

and temporal distribution of Antarctic sea ice thickness is a key yet poorly

understood component of the regional heat and mass balance of the Southern Ocean

{Allison, 1997; Budd, 1991; Nicol and Allison, 1997; Worhy, etal, 1996a; Worby, et

al, 1998]. The degree to which the sea ice cover modifies ocean-atmosphere

interaction is largely determined by the thickness and concentration of the ice, which

in turn are determined by atmospheric and oceanic interaction. As such, the thickness

distribution is an important descriptor of the heat and mass balance of the Southem

Ocean {Thomdike, etal, 1992].
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With ice velocity, sea ice thickness defines the mass flux of sea ice, which is a

major component of the exchange of freshwater and energy between polar and sub

polar seas {Wadhams and Comiso, 1992]. On its own, it affects the exchange of heat

and moisture between the ocean and the atmosphere. Sea ice thickness is also a

measure of the degree of deformation of the ice field [Wadhams and Comiso, 1992].

Improved parameterisations of the sea ice thickness distribution are an essential

requirement to derive forcing and validation information for coupled climate models

[Wu, et al, in press; Wu, et al, 1997] and to determine factors controlling the

ecology of biota in the Southern Ocean [Eicken, 1992].

Allison and Moritz [1995] stress that knowledge of the ice thickness distribution

within a given area is essential to accurately determine a number of key parameters.

These include the total sea ice mass, the salt/freshwater balance of the upper ocean,

the effective mechanical response and strength of the ice cover, the top and bottom

surface roughness, the total surface albedo, and the penetration of light into the ice

and its relation to biological productivity.

Sea ice thickness distribution interacts with a number of relevant processes in

the Southern Ocean. For example, the distribution of thin sea ice classes and open

water areas is a key variable in this system, as such regions are sites of high rates of

ice formation and concomitant brine rejection and are responsible for the exchange

of most of the turbulent heat within the ice pack, thus controlling ocean-atmosphere

heat exchange [Allison, 1997; Maykut, 1982; Worby, et al, 1998]. As a result, the sea

ice growth rate is particularly rapid in such areas (in winter), as is the resulting brine

rejection rate and the flux of salt into the underlying ocean [Smith, et al., 1990].

Although the energy exchange by radiation and turbulent transfer is dominated by

areas of open water and thin, snow-free ice, most of the ice mass is contained in thick

floes and ridges [Worby, et al., 1998]. The total mass of the ice is the parameter that

controls the salt input to the ocean [Nicol and Allison, 1997].

That ice is present in a variety of thicknesses is of critical importance to key

high-latitude air-sea interaction processes. The key role of a consolidated ice cover as

an effective insulating and highly-reflective blanket separating relatively warm ocean

from cold atmosphere was stressed in Chapter 1. Conversely, intense upward

turbulent heat exchange (loss) occurs through regions of thin ice and open water in

the form of leads and polynyas [Maykut, 1978; 1982].
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As a result, the sea-ice growth rate is particularly rapid in such areas, as is the

resulting brine rejection rate and the flux of salt into the underlying ocean [Smith, et

al, 1990], Moreover, the distribution of sea-ice thickness strongly affects the surface

area-averaged albedo, which affects the input of solar energy to the upper ocean

[Grenfell, 1983] and the oceanic heat flux at the underside of ice [Maykut and

Perovich, 1987]. As a result of the above processes, relatively small areas of open

water, nilas and young ice could dominate the regional mass and heat balance of the

ice pack [Maykut, 1982],

Other important processes that can be linked to sea ice thickness distribution are

the surface long and short wave radiation budget and the effects of UV penetration

[Nunez, et al., 1997; Smolskaia, et al, 1999] and mass and momentum exchange

[Ackley, 1979; Andreas, 19S1',Andreas and Clajfey, 1995], In terms of marine

ecology, sea-ice thickness distribution also has a first-order effect. Regions of thin

ice and open water provide marine mammals and birds access to the surface for air

and hauling out, and to the water for food and refuge, while thick floes provide a

growth environment for phytoplankton and other microorganisms [Eicken, 1992;

Homer, et al, 1992]. Sea ice thickness distribution also directly affects the ability of

vessels to navigate at high latitudes.

Due to the complex processes responsible for forming, redistributing and

deforming the Antarctic sea ice cover, the thickness distribution varies greatly

seasonally and regionally and possibly interannually [Worby, et al, 1998]. Therefore,

not only is the sea ice thickness distribution important but also its variability is a key

parameter. As shown in Section 2.1.2, the area-averaged mean thickness of the sea

ice cover in any given region is determined not only by the thermodynamic growth

(and decay) rates, but also sea ice dynamics i.e. lead formation, deformation (ridging

and rafting) and advection [Wadhams, 1998].

As shown in Section 2.1.6, pack ice drifts in response to ocean currents, wind

stress, water drag, Coriolis force and internal ice stress [Leppdranta, 1998]. Internal

ice stress diminishes significantly with distance from the coast, and inertial forces are

unimportant at time scales greater than one day [Allison, 1989]. Advection results in

significant redistribution of sea ice, as shown in analyses of drifting buoy tracks

within the East Antarctic sea ice zone [Allison, 1989; Heil and Allison, 1999].
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This redistribution is a key mechanism, determining not only sea ice

concentration and extent but also the sea ice thickness distribution and the overall

mass budget of the pack, in that ice deformation creates both open water and thin ice

areas, and thick ridged ice. The Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution is therefore a

quantifiable, interpretable parameter that reflects the integration of mechanical

(dynamic) and thermal forces driving the Southern Ocean sea ice cover.

Although important, developing an improved understanding of processes

controlling the ice thickness distribution is beyond the scope of this study, which is

concerned with the production of large-scale maps of the thickness distribution of

East Antarctic sea ice. In order to achieve this objective, measured values of the

various components of the heat balance equation were retrieved from satellite visible

and thermal infrared data, and then applied to the determination of the

thermodynamic growth of the ice cover via a model (Chapter 4). The resulting sea

ice thickness for a given pixel within the satellite image may be an underestimation

due to the reasons outlined above i.e. the importance of ice dynamics, although the

changes in thickness for that area in a period of time will be accurately measured.

These issues will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6. However, in the

absence of other large-scale data on sea ice thickness for Antarctica, this study

provides an important first-order approximation.

2.2 Measurements of Antarctic Sea ice Thickness

This section reviews the techniques available for measuring Antarctic sea ice

thickness, evaluates their relative strengths and weaknesses, and then places the

current study into the context of previous studies. It is divided into three sub sections:

in situ methods, near surface remote sensing methods and satellite remote sensing

methods. The latter includes a more detailed description of the AVHRR sensor which

is the main focus of this study.

2,2.1 In Situ Measurements

A number of techniques have been used to measure Antarctic sea ice thickness

in situ. These include the drilling of holes along transects across individual floes, and

the collection of estimates of sea thickness from ships traversing the sea ice zone.

These techniques provide high accuracy data but cover a limited thickness range and

only in local spatial scales.
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Drill-hole measurements of sea ice thickness along transects on floes have been

carriedout all around Antarctica [JejfriesandAdolphs, 1997; Jejfries, et al, 1998b;

Lange andEicken, 1991; Wadhams, et al., 1987; Worby, et al., 1996b], although

sampling strategies vary [Jejfries, et al, 1998a]. This type of measurement may be

biased, in that it tends to undersample the proportion of thick ridged ice present and

takes little or no accountof very thin ice and open water [Wadhams, et al, 1987].

While reliable and accurate, hole drilling has no value for large-scale surveying or

long-term monitoring ofsea ice thickness. Further discussion ofinherent biases of

this technique is given inAllison and Worby [1994] and Worby et al. [1996b].

Larger scale measurements are derived from hourly observations of seaice

thickness and overall ice conditions made by trained observers on the bridge of ships

traversing theseaicezone [Allison and Worby, 1994; Worby andAllison, 1999;

Worby, et al, 1996b]. While early measurements were somewhat biasedby the

sampling strategy, whereby ships avoided regions of thick deformed ice for

navigation purposes, recent efforts have been made toremove biases andstandardise

the datacollection using an internationally recognised and adopted protocol [Worby

andAllison, 1999]. Comparisons with drilled measurements and possible sources of

ambiguity are discussed in Worby et al. [Worby, etal, 1996a] and a more detailed

description of theship-based observation technique is given in Section 3.2.2.

When drawn together, drill-hole measurements and ship-borne observations give

large-scale seasonal and regional mean thickness distributions [Worby, et al, 1998].

Each data point, however, represents a snapshot in space and time. Table2.2 in

Worby [1998] presents a summary of published seaice and snow thickness data

obtained from drilled measurements and ship-based observations in Antarctica.

Worby andAckley [2000] have identified a total of 11,000 individual records of in

situ observations in Antarctica from 42 voyages between 1980 and 1997. These data

are beingprocessed and catalogued by the ASPeCt program for future release onthe

internet [www.antdiv.gov. au/datacentre).
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2.2.2 Near-Surface Remote Sensing Measurements

Due to the large scales involved and the importance of measuring and

monitoring sea ice thickness, the development of remote sensing technology has

received a good deal of recent attention. Several studies have employed various

forms of near-surface remote sensing techniques such as acoustic and laser

profilometers, electromagnetic induction instruments and moored upward-looking

sonars (ULS) in an effort to gain information on Antarctic sea ice thickness.

Moored ULSs provide information on the draft of floes moving above the sensor

via the measurement of the ice draft \Bush, 1997; Strass and Fahrbach, 1998]. While

useful, ULS measurements are limited in space and time and the number and location

of moorings is insufficient to derive large-scale seasonal andregional estimates of

ice thickness distribution. Of the 37 instruments deployed in the Southern Ocean

since 1990, only seven are currently operational: five between 59° and 69° S along

the Greenwich line and two between 64° and 66° S and 142° E [AntCRC, 1998].

Arctic studies of sea ice thickness have to a large extent been based upon the analysis

of submarine upward-looking sonar data [Rothrock, et al., 1999; Wadhams, 1994].

However, such data are not available for the Southern Ocean due to restrictions on

submarine activities set out in the Antarctic Treaty.

Helicopter-bome impulse radars have been tested in the Weddell Sea by

Wadhams et al. [1987]. The authors found that, while results were in some cases

reasonable and agreed with drill-hole calibration measurements, superimposition of

the bottom and surface echoes undermined the ability of the sensor to measure sea

ice thinner than 1 m. Moreover, the slowness of data gathering due to the necessary

slow speed of the helicopter when flying such sensors is also a serious limitation.

Electromagnetic induction instruments attached to ships provide information on

ice plus snow thickness {Haas, et al, 1998]. When combined with laser altimetry, a

method that provides information on the height of the snow/ice surface,

electromagnetic induction techniques can give a profile of ice thickness while the

ship is in motion. Although the results are highly promising, ambiguities still occur

in regions where water-filled interstices are present in the ice and further studies are

necessary until this method becomes operational [Worby, et al, 1999].
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Menashi et al. [1993] tested a long-wavelength (50 cm, frequency 611 MHz)

passivemicrowave system onboard the RV Polarstem during winterin the Weddell

Sea. This technique showed potential for ice thickness measurement (for thicknesses

up to 0.7 m), but technological limitations remain to be solved before such sensors

can be employed operationally {Wadhams and Comiso, 1992]. Difficulties also

remain regarding the unambiguous interpretation of the microwave emissivity as it

relates to ice thickness, given the complexity of Antarctic sea ice and its snow cover

[Massom, et al, 1999].

Laser profilometry has beenextensively carried out in the Arctic Ocean over the

past 30 years (e.g. Tucker et al [1979], Wadhams [1976], Weeks et al. [1971]), but in

a much more limited fashion in the Antarctic sea-ice zone [Weeks, et al., 1989].

Analysing the results of previous Arctic experiments, Wadhams and Comiso [1992]

suggest that in regions with mean ice thickness varying in the range of 4 m to 6 m,

the accuracy of this technique is approximately ± 0.12 m in mean ice thickness.

According to Wadhams [1998] and Wadhams and Comiso [1992] more validation is

necessary before laser profilometry can provide routine sea ice thickness data in

Antarctica. Latterly, it has been used in conjunction with an electromagnetic

induction sensor on a boom extending out from the ship as it traverses the pack ice in

East Antarctica [Worby, 2000, pers. comm.].

Analysis of aerial photography provides a qualitative estimate of sea ice

thickness, whereby greyscales can be related to sea ice type as a proxy for ice

thickness. Eppler and Farmer [1992] suggest that the thickness distribution of new

and young ice (less than0.3 m) canbe obtained through the analysis of differences in

grey tones which arises from changes in albedo, reflectivity and absorption. This

thickness-greytone relationship enables the collection of informationon the

thickness distribution at the thin end of the spectmm, which would be difficult to

obtain with other methods. The technique employed by Eppler and Farmer [1992]

and others in the Arctic and Ackley et al. [1992] in the Weddell Sea involved the use

of digitised pictures (512 x 512 pixels) with the aid of a PC-based interactive image

processor software. In both studies, the classification was based on the WMO

scheme [WMO, 1970] and the analysts also employed additional information such as

the presence and morphology of deformational features such as rafts, ridges and

fractures. Digital aerialphotographyis employed in this study as a source of data

with which the results are calibrated (Section 5.3.1).
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2.2.3 Satellite Remote Sensing Measurements

Whereas near-surface remote sensing and in situ measurements are limited in

bothspace andtime, satellite remote sensing offers thepotential means to obtain

information on important seaice variables overlarge areas on a repetitivebasis. The

use of remote sensingfor measuring such parameters in the polar regions and

monitoring their short andlong-term behaviour presents several advantages: large

areal coverage (ranging from 100 km^ per image to mosaics that encompass the

whole Antarctic continent), good temporal resolution (ranging from a few hours in

the case of polarorbiting satellites to a few weeks in thecaseof spacecraft carrying

narrow-swath, high-resolution imaging sensors), cost-effectiveness, data uniformity,

and data availability [Massom, 1995]. An overview of the various remote sensing

techniques employed to infer the sea ice thickness distribution is given by Wadhams

and Comiso [1992] and Thomdike et al. [1992].

Large-scale information onAntarctie seaicedrift is available from satellite data,

including the AVHRR [Emery, et al, 1997], passive microwave [Kwok, et al, 1998;

Liu and Cavalieri, 1998],radar scatterometer [Drinkwater, 1995; Drinkwater and

Lytle, 1997; Long andDrinkwater, 1999] and SAR [Holt, et al, 1992]. Reasonably

accurate global sea ice concentrations are derived from passive microwave sensors as

reviewed by Steffen et al [1992]. Observations of seaice thickness are, however, far

more limited [Carsey, et al, 1992], and are largely derived from in situ or near-

surface remote sensing measurements, which are inherently limited in space and

time. This is due to the fact that no direct measurements of sea ice thickness are

possible from space using current technology.

Satellite instruments do not sense the bottom surface of sea ice. Rather, they

measure radiation emitted or scattered from the upper surface, the volume of the

snow cover, or the volume of the upper few tens of centimetres of the ice

[Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992].Lindsay and Rothrock [1993] identified three

groups of techniques forinferring seaice thickness using satellite remote sensing

technology. Two involve microwave (radar andpassive microwave) and the third

involves thermal infrared sensors. Brief discussions of passive microwave and radar

techniques employed in recent studies are given below. Thermal infrared techniques

are presentedin moredetail in Section 2.2.4, with emphasis in the AVHRR sensor.
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The first satellite-borne instruments with real potential for sea ice investigation

were passive microwave sensors. Following successful experiences in the late 1960s

and early 1970s, the development of the Scanning Multichannel Microwave

Radiometer (SMMR), which operated on the Nimbus 7 satellite from 1978 to 1987,

led to the establishment of a very useful long-term data set [Gloersen, et al, 1992].

In 1987 the Defence Meteorological Satellite Programme (DMSP) launched the

SSM/I, extending the long-term daily record of passive microwave information over

the Southern Ocean.

Efforts have been made to relate surface radiative and microwave properties to

ice thickness through a mixture of empiricism and physics. For example, Cavalieri

[1994] mapped the distribution of new, young and first-year Arctic sea ice using

microwave spectral and polarisation data from the SSM/I sensor. Zabel et al. [1996]

developed a method to determine the thickness of artificially-grown sea ice via

changes in radar backscatter as they relate to surface roughness and dielectric

properties. Wensnahan et al. [1993] employedprincipal component analysis to

distinguish Arctic thin ice types. Massom et al. [1999] used a cluster analysis

technique with input from four channels of the SSM/I to distinguish large-scale sea

ice regimes of differing thicknesses within the East Antarctic sea ice zone.

Another approach employed by Cavalieri et al. [1984] has been to distinguish

multiyear ice from first-year ice in the Arctic, based upon the contrast in their

respective passive microwave signatures as measured from space, using algorithms

reviewed by Eppler et al. [1992]. However, this technique is not applicable in

Antarctica, where the radiometric contrast between annual and perennial sea ice is

not as great due to different environmental conditions [Comiso, et al, 1992].

Moreover, current passive microwave algorithms perform relatively badly in regions

of predominantly thin ice, partly due to limitations in the spatial resolution of

passive-microwave radiometers (25 x25 km for sea ice products derived from current

SSM/I data) and the mixed-pixel effect [Grenfell, et al, 1992]. Other issues

regarding the microwave remote sensing of Antarctic sea ice are reviewed by Comiso

etal [1992].
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The second type of instruments with potential for inferring sea ice thickness are

active microwave (radar) systems. Unlike passive microwave systems such as the

SSM/I that measure the blackbody radiation emitted by the surface, airborne and

spacebome radar instruments generate a series of microwave pulses and measure the

intensity and delay of the returned backscattered signal. These pulses interact with

the surface (surface scattering) and can also penetrate the target (volume scattering)

or, in some cases like new ice, be absorbed. The backscattered energy as detected by

the satellite instrument contain information about the state and physical properties of

the surface.

While the spatial resolution of real-aperture radar instruments, like the Side-

Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), is limited by the size of the antenna and the range

to the target, SAR instruments rely on the motion of the satellite to simulate

(synthesise) a larger antenna and therefore achieve a finer spatial resolution of up to

10 metres which is suitable for sea ice studies [Kwok, et al, 1992].

A technique employed in studies such as Barber and LeDrew [1989] and Kwok

et al. [1992] is to estimate sea ice thickness from SAR data in the Arctic region is to

identify the sea ice type and use it as a proxy for thickness. Another approach is

presented by Haverkamp et al. [1994] who developed an automated system for the

determination of sea ice thickness from SAR data using a combination of algorithmic

and heuristic methods. The application of this system to a set of Arctic European

Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1) SAR images showed promising results. However,

the authors of that study acknowledge that further studies are necessary to assess the

effectiveness of this method as the analysis of the results was made only by visual

judgement.

More recent studies such as Kwok [in press] and Kwok and Holt [2000] have

outlined a new technique which uses time series of Radarsat SAR data to create

gridded fields of sea ice thickness (as well as ice motion and deformation). Operating

within the Radarsat Geophysical Processor System (RGPS), this technique estimates

ice age and thickness from repeat observations of Lagrangian cells in sequential SAR

imagery. Further details of this technique are given in Kwok et al. [1999]. However,

at present and in the foreseeable future, the application of this technique is limited to

the Arctic Ocean basin. It has yet to be tested in the seasonal sea ice zone, and it is

unlikely to produce accurate results in Antarctica without considerable development.
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The most evident advantage of SAR and passive microwave over visible and

thermal infrared sensors is the fact that its noicrowavepulses can penetrate cloud

cover and thepolar night. Furthermore, while visible and infrared sensors aremostly

sensitive to chemical andthermal properties of the observing medium, SAR has the

ability to sense physical (morphology, roughness, geometric shape, etc.) and

electrical properties of the surface andsubsurface in great detail.

While promising however, theapproaches described in this section depend

largely ontheknowledge of surface conditions, anda good understanding of the

complex relationships between electromagnetic radiation and the ice and snow

surface roughness, electrical properties, and their structure and salinity [Hallikainen

and Winebrenner, 1992]. Furthermore, these techniques are yet to be tested on an

operational basis.

2.2.4 AVHRR

The third satellite-based technique for estimation of sea ice thickness involves

the use of visible and thermal infrared data. By estimating the albedo and

temperature of the snow/ice surface, together with knowledge of the near-surface air

temperature, it is possible toestimate ice thickness from a thermal balance {Lindsay

and Rothrock, 1993]. This study focuses on the use of the AVHRR sensor.

2.2.4.1 Remote Sensing of Surface Physical Temperature From Space

Before entering into a discussion on the use of the AVHRR sensor for the

retrieval ofpolar geophysical parameters, it is important tobriefly review the theory

on which this sensor is based, especially the physical processes that control the

interactions between thermal energy and matter, which constitute the foundation for

the AVHRR's ability to detect andrecordthermal radiation. Formal and more

detailed discussions of the principles presented in this section can be found in remote

sensing texts such as Lillesand and Kiefer [1987] and Colwell [1983].
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The spectral distribution of the radiation produced by a blackbody (defined as an

ideal radiator of thermal radiant energy) is defined by Planck's equation as:

M, =
271^0

^ A'

1
hciJUir _i Equation 1

whereh = 6.62x10" '̂̂ J-s"' is Planck's constant, k = 1.38 x10'̂ ^ J"K"^ is Boltzmann's

constant, c is the speed of light, T is the temperature (in K) and Ais the wavelength..

The radiant exitance (the flow of energy per unit time per area) is obtained by

integrating Planck's formula over all wavelengths. The result is known as the Stefan-

Boltzmann Law:

^ Equation 2

where a = 5.6693 x 10"^ W-m'̂ -K""^ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For a non-black

body, the Stefan-Boltzmann Law ismodified to M= ecfl^ where eis theemissivity,

which is a physical property that depends only on the nature of the substance/surface,

being independent of temperature but possibly dependent on wavelength.

Therefore, by measuring the radiant exitance of a particular object in a part of

the electromagnetic spectrum, and with knowledge of the appropriate emissivity, it is

possible to determine the physical temperature of the object. This is the principle

utilised by a radiometer placed at a short distance from an object. For an instrument

located above the atmosphere, one has to consider a number of additional sources of

radiant energy: direct atmospheric emissions, direct cloud emissions, reflected cloud

emissions, and - of less importance in the thermal infrared - solar emissions scattered

into the satellite's field of view and reflected solar energy.

In summary, the three most important atmospheric effects which must be

quantified when remotely sensing surface physical temperatures are: direct

atmospheric emissions, scattering and absorption. A component of the radiant energy

reaching the Earth is emitted by the atmosphere itself, especially from clouds. A

proportion of the radiation emitted by the atmosphere combines with radiation from

the surface and is sensed by an instrument at the top of the atmosphere.
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Molecular absorption, caused by the presence of gases in the atmosphere,

removes energy from the beam of radiation as it travels through the atmosphere. This

energy is generally re-radiated in all directions at longer wavelengths. The primary

mechanism for absorption by gases is the transfer of energy from the electromagnetic

wave to a gaseous molecule or atom. These exchanges of energy are quantised i.e.

each change in energy is associated with a particular frequency or wavelength.

Because of this variation of atmospheric absorption with frequency/wavelength,

there are a number of windows in the electromagnetic spectrum in which the

atmosphere is relatively transparent, allowing the observation of the surface from

space.

Scattering is the process by which the particles in the atmosphere (water

droplets, smoke, haze etc.) can change the direction of propagation of the beam of

radiation without altering its wavelength. Scattering usually dominates over

absorption. Furthermore, the influence of scattering by particles in the atmosphere is

complicated by a number of factors such as the polarisation of the scattered energy,

the strong dependence of scattering on the size of the particles relative to the

wavelength of radiation, the strong directional properties of scattered radiation and

multiple scattering which can both remove and add energy to the beam of radiation.

Scattering can be classified into three different categories, based on the

relationship between the particle's diameter (a) and the wavelength of the

propagatingradiation (/I): Isotropic or non-selective scattering occurswhen X« a.

At visible wavelengths isotropic scattering is associated with thick clouds or fog,

containing water droplets with radii of the order of 5 -10 /rni. Rayleigh scattering

occurs when the wavelength of the propagating radiation is much larger than the

diameter of the particles iX» a). In this case the amount of energy scattered is

smaller than the amount of energy absorbed. Mie scattering occurs when the

wavelength of the propagating radiation is of the same order as the diameter of the

particles (X~ a). Mie theory is applied to most practical situations such as

atmospheres containing dust, water vapour, sea spray, aerosols etc.
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At near infrared wavelengths, Rayleigh scattering is not valid, and Mie

scattering theory must be applied. The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with

the atmosphere, its effects on satellite remote sensing of temperatures and correction

techniques are discussed in detail in several studies such as Colwell [1983],

Cracknell [1997], Cracknell and Hayes [1991], Kaufman [1989], Slater [1980] and

Wolfe [1996],

Since NOAA-7 was launched in 1981, carrying the first AVHRR/2 on board, a

number of algorithms, both theoretically- and/or empirically-based have been

developed, to make the best estimate of the target's temperature when observed from

TOA. These algorithms generally utilise two or more channels in an effort to

eliminate atmospheric effects from surface physical temperature data retrieved from

satellite thermal infrared measurements. These techniques are called "split-window"

algorithms and have been largely employed in the estimation of ice and sea surface

temperatures [Skirving, 2001].

The split-window technique is based on the principle that the emissivities for

water and ice in the 10.3 -11.3 fjm (AVHRR channel 4) and 11.5 -12.5 //m

(AVHRR channel 5) are effectively equal. AVHRR channel 4 coincides with the

middle of the thermal infrared water vapour window, whilst channel 5 is just off-

centre. Therefore, channel 4 has less atmospheric effect than channel 5 and the

AVHRR channel 4 / channel 5 difference can be related to the amount of

atmospheric attenuation associated with water vapour {Skirving, 2001]. A description

of the theory and detailed discussions about the development of split window

algorithms can be found in McMillin and Crosby [1984], Barton [1995] and Walton

et al. [1998]. Section 2.2.4.5 presents a more detailed discussion of split-window

algorithms designed to estimate sea ice surface temperature from thermal infrared

AVHRR data.
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2.2.4.2 Radiometric Techniques

Portable radiometers have been used in several studies over the past fifty years

to derive the temperature of different types of surfaces [Ball, 1954; Sounders, 1967;

Woodcock and Stommel, 1947], They are particularly useful in the measurement of

water and ice/snow surface temperatures on a large scale [Campbell, et al, 1976;

Coppin, et al, 1991; Guestand Davidson, 1994; Rapier, 1995;Schluessel, et al,

1990; Schluessel, et al, 1987] as the amount of data collected using traditional

methods such as drifting buoys, oceanographic cruises or ice stations is insufficient

and sometimes inaccurate.

The operational use of spacebome radiometers to retrieve accurate estimates of

the temperature of polar surfaces is yet to be achieved, mostlybecause of the issues

to be discussed in Section 2.2.4.5. Therefore, performing in situ radiometric

measurements along with traditional temperature measurements is essential for the

validation of algorithms to derive water and ice/snow surface physical temperatures

from satellites [Barton, et al, 1989; Coppin, et al, 1991]. Studies of radiative

measurements over polar surfaces are less frequent than those of sea surface

temperature (SST). The main reasons are the highcost and logistic difficulties

involved in conducting voyages or setting ice stations in the Arctic or Antarctic.

Most of the studies found in the literature describe experiments carried out in the

Arctic pack ice to correlate in situ measurements with AVHRR-derived ice surface

temperature (1ST) data e.g. Massomand Comiso [1994].

Guest and Davidson [1994] for example demonstrated that, during the Arctic

winter, the near-surface air temperature (TAir) is usually closely linked to the

temperature measured at the top of the snow or ice surface (Ts/c) through turbulent

heat transfer processes, in spite of the constant presenceof low-level temperature

inversions. With the exception of light wind periods (less than 2m-s'̂ ), the authors

concluded that the difference between TAir and Ts/c was less than 2 K. Although this

study is specific to the Arctic winter, its results are important as they confirm that

sensors such as the AVHRR can be used as operational tools for 1ST retrieval.
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In order to validate the algorithm proposed by Key and Haefliger [1992] to

derive Arctic 1ST from AVHRR images, Key et al. [1994] performed a series of

radiometric measurements during the Sea Ice Monitoring and Modelling Site

(SIMMS) in 1992. In this Arctic study, AVHRR-derived 1ST data were compared to

near-surface air temperatures, surface temperatures derived from upwelling

longwave radiation measured by a pyrgeometer, snow/ice interface temperatures

measured by thermocouples below the snow surface and skin temperatures measured

by a hand-held infrared radiometer. Key et al. found that the difference between the

skin temperature and the upwelling longwave radiation-derived surface temperature

was small (0.33 K). However, the difference between the AVHRR-derived

temperature and the pyrgeometer temperature varied between < 0.1 K and >3 K, with

the satellite estimates always less than the in situ measurements. This difference was

attributed to undetected clouds, spatial and temporal variability of the temperature

field and incorrect assumptions made in the retrieval procedures.

Haefliger et al. [1993] conducted a similar experiment on the Greenland Ice

Sheet in 1991 to derive temperature and narrow band-albedo estimates from AVHRR

imagery using the Low Resolution Atmospheric Transmission Code (LOWTRAN)

radiative transfer model. Results showed an RMS error of 0.3 K between the in situ

and the AVHRR-derived 1ST.

Michael et al. [1998] utilised two thermal infrared radiometers installed on the

RSV Aurora Australis to collect surface temperature data on the East Antarctic sea

ice during the austral autumn of 1993. Additional information on the characteristics

of the targets were obtained through standardised ship-based sea ice observations and

environmental/meteorological data collected by the ship's sensors. As the two

radiometers failed to produce consistent results, a composite temperature was created

to retain the full temporal resolution of approximately 30 seconds and the stability of

calibration under the low air temperatures found in the Southern Ocean at this time

of the year. The results showed a broad agreement between the in situ 1ST and the

composite radiometric surface temperature, and the variability observed in the latter

could be explained by changes in the snow and ice conditions as the ship traversed

the sea ice pack. To ensure the successful application of this method in the future, the

authors recommended that the instruments should be calibrated as frequently as

possible. Furthermore, the quantitative interpretation of results can only be achieved

with a very detailed record of the sea ice conditions.
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2.2.4.3 Characteristics of the AVHRR Sensor

The AVHRR sensor is a cross-tracking scanning instrument that has been flown

on the NOAA polar orbiting series of satellites since October 1978. Since then, at

least two satellites have usually been in orbit at any one time, with a period of

approximately 102minutes, andat an orbital inclination of about 99°. The sensor

swath width is 2750 km, or 25° of latitude, and the pixel resolution at nadir is

approximately 1.1 km. At the time of writing of this document, NOAA operated two

polar orbiting satellites: NOAA-14, which was launched in December 1994 and

carries the AVHRR/2 sensor and NOAA-15, launched in May 1998, which is the

first satellite to carry a new series of sensors that include the AVHRR/3. This

instrument has an additional channel (3A) centred on 1.61 //m. AVHRR data are

available at two spatial resolutions: Local AreaCoverage (LAC) data have resolution

of 1.1 km, while that of Global Area Coverage (GAC) is of 4 km. Further

information on the characteristics of this sensor can be obtained from Kidwell [1998]

and Cracknell [1997]. The use of AVHRR data for the retrieval of geophysical

parameters of the sea ice cover in the Southern Ocean has several benefits compared

to in situ methods and other remote sensing platforms. These include the following:

a) Data Availability.

AVHRR sensors have been in operation since the late 1970s and similar

instruments are planned for the next decadeor so [Massom, 1995], providing a

long and unintermpted dataset for climatological studies. The images are easy to

obtain at a reasonably low cost. Furthermore, because of their application in

operational weather forecasting, the numberof stations capable of receiving

AVHRR images in Antarctica has grown considerably in the past ten years

[Turner, et at, 2000].

b) Resolution, Coverage and Radiometric Range.

The AVHRR's moderately high spatial resolution and large spatial coverage are

suitable for geophysical applications and its revisit time is excellent in the polar

regions, with up to 15 passes a day available from up to three different satellites,

both in ascending and descending mode. Another important aspect of this sensor

is its radiometric range that covers the visible, near-infrared and thermal infrared

areas of the electromagnetic spectrum with 4, 5 or 6 channels.
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c) Processing Techniques.

The basic image pre-processing techniques, such as navigation and mapping,

have been developed within the wider remote sensing community, which has

facilitated the development of more advanced algorithms capable of addressing

issues such as the retrieval of 1ST and albedo.

Table 4 presents the parameters for each of the AVHRR channels in the NOAA

satellites. These, along with the characteristics described above, make the AVHRR a

very useful resource. However, in spite of its potential, the sensor has not been

widely applied to Antarctic sea ice research and, until recently, most of the studies

have been conducted on a demonstration and/or case study basis, without attaining a

monitoring capacity [Stejfen, etal, 1993].

Channel Wavelength (jutn) WaveleJtgth (jum) FOV

NOAA-6,8,10 NOAA-7,9,11,12,14 (miliradians)

1. Visible 0.58-0.68 0.58-0.68 1.39

2. Near Infrared 0.73-1.10 0.73 -1.10 1.41

3. Infrared 3.55 - 3.93 3.55-3.93 1.51

4. Thermal Infrared 10.50-11.50 10.30-11.30 1.41

5. Thermal Infrared - 11.50-12.50 1.30

Table 4 Characteristics of the AVHRR channels. Adapted from Fetterer and
Hawkins [1993], Stejfen et al. [1993] and Kidwell [1998]. This table
does not include the characteristics of the AVHRR/3 sensor, recently
launched onboard the NOAA-15.

The main reason for this lack of application has not been of methodology, but

difficulties in understanding aspects of the polar atmosphere such as temperature,

humidity and aerosol as well as the microphysical properties of polar clouds [Key

and Haefliger, 1992]. Cloudiness is a major limitation, especially during the summer.

Even in situations where there are "holes" in the cloud cover, the differentiation

between the snow and/or ice surface and the clouds can be quite difficult, as they

tend to have similar spectral signatures in the AVHRR channels. In 1992, a

workshop held in Colorado on snow and ice applications of AVHRR in polar regions

discussed a number of key research topics to be developed in the future which could

improve the use of this important remote sensing tool in high latitudes [Stejfen, et al.,

1993]. The following sections will elaborate upon issues featured in the Stejfen et al.

paper such as cloud masking, ice surface temperature, and narrow-band albedo, also

incorporating newer references when available.
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2.2.4.4 Cloud Masking

The method proposed in this study depends on the ability to discriminate

between clouds and snow/ice surfaces in AVEDRR scenes, hence the discussion

presented below. The fact that clouds and polar surfaces have similar characteristics

in both the visible and the infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum makes the

screening of polar scenes a very challenging task.

Many authors have reported difficulties with the screening of clouds in polar

regions. Welch et at. [1992], for instance, found that clouds can be warmer and

darker than the background ice and snow, and can easily be confused with melt

ponds, thin ice and pancake ice in Arctic Landsat imagery. In addition to simple

obscuration of the surface, parameters such as albedo and ice temperature can be

biased by the presence of optically thin clouds such as high level cirms, stratus and

low-level fog [Stejfen, et al, 1993].

One set of algorithms used to mask clouds relies on visible and infrared

thresholds. Reflectance thresholds are generally set at about 3% above the

background value, while thermal thresholds are set at 3 K below the surface target

value [Stejfen, et al, 1993]. However, those techniques were developed for tropical,

subtropical and temperate regions, where the contrast between clouds and the surface

is much more evident.

Other studies [Key, 1990; Welch, et al, 1992] indicate that a combination of

spectral measures'based upon AVHRR channels 1,3, and 4 and textural measures

computed from channels 1 and 4, can effectively detect polar clouds. Some success

has also been achieved using channel differences, such as [channel 1 - channel 2] and

[channel 3 - channel 4], and band ratios such as [channel 3 / channel 1] [Stejfen, et

al, 1993].

Four general approaches to cloud masking have been described in the literature:

a) spectral thresholding; b) statistical and clustering; c) textural and d) a combination

of spectral, statistical and textural. The relative merits of each of these techniques are

evaluated by Comiso et al [1992]. Darzi [1992] presented a review of methods for

detecting and screening cloud contamination on images from the AVHRR and the

Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) sensors. The work of Stejfen et al. [1993]

contains a similar review. This section presents a brief description and update of

some of these techniques found in recent publications and cited here in chronological

order.
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Welch et at. [1990] used Landsat images to generate two different sets of

textural features for polar scene discrimination. Textural features can be described as

statistical measures of the spatial distribution of grey levels in an image. Results

showed that typical polar surfaces such as consolidated sea ice, glaciers, open water,

snow-covered mountains and cloud-covered areas have distinguishable textural

features, suggesting that this technique could successfully discriminate clouds in

polar scenes. However, some problems were experienced in distinguishing between

broken sea ice and stratocumulus and thin cirrus clouds.

Welch et al. [1992] found overall accuracies of 85.6%, 87.6% and 87.0% using

three different types of polar cloud and surface classifiers respectively: a) the

stepwise discriminant analysis method; h) the feed-forward back-propagation neural

network and c) the probabilistic neural network. Among the 10 classes of surface,

clouds or cloud/surface selected, the "Cirrus Over Ice" class presented the best

results (94.34%, 93.09% and 94.48% for each of the classifiers respectively).

However, other cloud classes presented lower accuracies.

Lindsay and Rothrock [1993] developed a subjective cloud masking procedure

that relies solely on combinations of AVHRR channel reflectances, such as the

[channel 4 - channel 3] difference for sunlit scenes and the [channel 4 - channel 5]

difference at night. The results showed some uncertainties in the screening of cloudy

areas which affected the estimates of surface albedo.

Gallegos et al. [1993] applied a multiple band approach to produce signatures

not readily available in single-channel data, an edge detection technique to locate

features in the clouds and a polygon identification technique to remove noise and

separate clear regions from cloud-contaminated areas. The authors reported

encouraging results, especially in the discrimination of very cold clouds, on a limited

dataset of AVHRR images. However, this technique fails to detect the presence of

thin cirrus and low level clouds.

Massom and Comiso [1994] used the [channel 3 - channel 4] difference and

empirical threshold values in daylight conditions to separate clouds from the rest of

the scene. This technique was applied on a case-by-case basis, as the spectral

response of clouds within a given scene vanes with cloud type, height, and sensor

geometry. However, the detection of low level and subpixel-scale clouds remained a

source of uncertainty.
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Yharm and Simpson [1995] applied two different types of neuralnetwork for

cloud screening of AVHRR data. The first involved an interactive cloud screening

technique, whereby a simple network was trained on a set of datapoints selected

from the image to be screened.The second approach, which was designed to handle

a large number of images, incorporated a more complex network. Results were

promising, with accuracies above 95% in somecases. However, the 7-year AVHRR

dataset employed in that study mostly comprised low-latitudeopen ocean data. Using

a similar approach. Turner et al. [1996] achieved approximately 98% accuracy in the

discrimination of regions of sea ice, ocean and cloud cover for a limited data set of

AVHRR images of the Antarctic sea ice.

From the techniques describedabove, it can be seen that there is no consensus as

to what technique can be usedto achieve a consistent polar cloudclassifier, although

it is generally agreedthat spectral information alone is inadequate. Difference and

ratio methods, textural measures and neural networks techniques appear to have

varying degrees of success, but all require further testing using broader polar

AVHRR datasets, particularly in the Southern Ocean. Anothercommonlimitation is

that almost all the cloud screening algorithms found in the literature are effective

only during daylight hours, thus precludingthe polar night.

In addition to the techniquesdiscussedin this section, other methods have been

tested involving the combination of sensors, such as the Televisionand Infra-Red

Observational Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS), used to

improve the detection of thin clouds, or the coupling of AVHRR datawith passive

microwave retrievals [Comiso, 1994]. Another approach is based on temporal

analysis, through the subtraction of consecutive images to evaluate cloud motion

[Steffen, et al, 1993]. This latter technique relies on the fact that the sea ice is

relatively staticcompared to clouds. It is clear from the studies mentioned above that

the best techniques presently available are capableof fairly high levels of accuracy

(more than 90%) on a case-by-case basis.
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2.2.4.5 Ice Surface Temperature

Ice surface temperature is an essential prerequisite to the accurate estimation of

turbulent and radiative fluxes in polar regions. A number of studies have exploited

data from AVHRR channels 4 and 5 to derive large-scale maps of 1ST \Key, et al,

1997a; Lindsay andRothrock, 1994b; Massom and Comiso, 1994], However,

limitations in our knowledge of atmospheric temperature, humidity, the spatial and

temporal distribution of aerosols, micro-physical properties of polar clouds and the

spectral characteristics of snow, water and ice surfaces have caused difficulties in the

development of more robust 1ST algorithms using satellite data as input [Key and

Haefliger, 1992; Steffen, et al., 1993].

1ST algorithms are adaptations of similar techniques designed to retrieve SST

information from satellite thermal infrared data. In contrast to the open ocean, where

the surface is relatively homogeneous, dark and warm, polar scenes present a great

number of different surfaces, even within the space of a single AVHRR pixel. The

spatially-integrated emissivity/temperature will depend upon the exact proportion of

types of ice encountered, along with the amount of open water and snow cover

present.

The general form of the algorithm proposed by Barton et al. [1989] for the

retrieval of SST takes into account the correction for atmospheric attenuation of

upwelling radiation primarily due to water vapour absorption:

5

T = a{0) + {P)T, Equation 3
1=3

where ^is the sensor scan angle, a and bi are satellite angle-dependent coefficients

and Ti is the satellite-measured brightness temperature in each of the three AVHRR

thermal infrared channels. The coefficients are determined through a least squares

regression procedure, where surface temperatures are regressed against modelled

brightness temperatures.
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Consistent with the general approach to estimate 1ST from the AVHRR's

thermal infrared channels, Massom and Comiso [1994] sought to correlate the

satellite data with in situ observations. An 1ST algorithm was developed by

correlating thermal infrared data from the 10.8 and 12.0 /mi channels with surface

temperature data from the Bering Sea through a regression model. The RMS

differences of this algorithm, when compared with the in situ data, are estimated to

be about 0.5 K over leads and 0.5 K -1.5 K over thick ice.

In the absence of corresponding in situ measurements, satellite radiances or

brightness temperatures can be modelled using radiative transfer models. This

method has been used by several authors to obtain SST data with an accuracy as high

as 0.5 K -1 K [Barton, et ah, 1989; Hepplewhite, 1989; Schluessel, et al, 1987]. On

the other hand, land surface temperatures (LST), estimated using the same approach,

showed accuracies of 2 K - 3 K, mainly because of the larger variability in the

surface conditions affecting emissivity [Barton and Takashima, 1986; Kerr, et al,

1992].

Key and Haefliger [1992] used Arctic atmospheric temperature and humidity

data from radiosonde profiles to develop an 1ST algorithm using AVHRR thermal

infrared channels. Instead of using a different set of coefficients for each scan angle

(as in Equation 3), the authors applied an equation that explicitly included the scan

angle:

T^ce = <3 + +cTj +^[(r^ —Tj) sec 9'\ Equation 4

where Tice is the 1ST, a, b, c and d are the calculated coefficients and and Ts are

the AVHRR channels 4 and 5 brightness temperatures, respectively. Among the

different equations tested in that study, Equation 4 produced the smallest RMS error.

Coefficients appropriate to three Arctic clear-sky "seasons" (spring, summer and

winter) were created through statistical analysis of the atmospheric profiles for the

NOAA 7, 9 and 11 satellites. Results showed the overall RMS error for all seasons to

be less than 0.1 K. However, this value is based on the regression analysis of the

modelled data only. Lindsay andRothrock [1993] applied the same coefficients to

summer data from Arctic drifting buoys and reported a bias of +4 K which they

ascribed to the presence of ice crystal precipitation (also known as "diamond dust").
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The same approach was taken by Haefliger et al. [1993], who used thermal

radiances from AVHRR channels 4 and 5 of NOAA 11 and temperature, pressure

and humidity profiles collected over the Greenland Ice Sheet. The in situ data were

used in the LOWTRAN 7 radiative transfer model to retrieve the correction

coefficients for atmospheric effects. The comparison between measured 1ST and the

calculated AVHRR 1ST showed differences of +0.5 to -0.6 K, with a mean difference

of approximately -0.2 K and a RMS error of 0.3 K.

Maslanik and Key [1993] used co-located sets of AVHRR and SSM/I passive

microwave imagery to estimate 1STin the Arctic. The authors used the coefficients

from Key and Haefliger [1992] to estimate the surface temperatures in 25 x 25 km

cells. In spite of the errors reported (up to 4 K), the authors concluded that this

technique could be improved if smaller cells were used. The advantage of the method

is the small amount of AVHRR data necessary to calibrate the SSM/I imagery, which

can be then used to calculate physical temperatures on a larger scale. However, it

should be noted that sea ice, snow and ocean emissivities at microwave frequencies

cover a wider range.

Key et al. [1997a] subsequently presented an improvement to the Key and

Haefliger [1992] method which could be applied to thermal data from the Along-

Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) and the AVHRR sensors both in the Arctic and

in Antarctica, over ocean and land. For the AVHRR sensors in the Southern Ocean,

the equation proposed is:

= a + hTj + - T5) + d[(J^ - Tj)(sec 6 -1)] Equation 5

where (9is the scan angle and a, b, c and d are the scan-angle dependent coefficients.

The AVHRR radiances were simulated via LOWTRAN 7 using more than 1000

radiosonde profiles from 18 Antarctic stations between 1982 and 1990 and the

coefficients a, b, c and d were derived separately for three temperature ranges

(T4. < 240 K, 240 < 24 < 260 and T4. > 260) in order to increase the algorithm's

flexibility. The validation process, which utilised satellite data coincident with

surface observations made at two sites in the Arctic, showed an improvement over

previous studies: the accuracies found varied between 0.3 and 2.1 K (RMS errors).

The authors concluded that this method is suitable for application over homogeneous

surfaces, even when apphed in conjunction with current cloud-masking techniques.
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1ST retrievals using the methods described above have an accuracy of

0.1 K - 0.2 K in the case of modelled data or 1 K - 4 K if more realistic approaches

are considered, including accounting for uncertainties in the measurements and

physical (atmospheric and surface) systems. The resultant errors in the longwave

upwellingfluxes obtained with thesevalues vary from 3 to 11 W-m" at 230 K and

from 5 to 18 W-m"^ at 270 K. Thesevalues are of the same order of magnitude as the

variations expected m a monitoring scenario [Steffen, et al, 1993].

2.2.4.6 Narrow-Band Albedo

Satellite visible and near-infrared sensors provide the only effective means of

evaluating large-scale spatial and temporalchanges in the albedo of sea ice covered

areas [Lindsay andRothrock, 1994a]. The AVHRR's multi-spectral narrow-band

radiometer scanners, with their small fields of view (see Table 4 - Channels 1 and 2),

can be used to estimate the broad-band (planetary) albedo for the shortwave

spectrum (from0.24 to 4.2 /an), provided the scattering and absorbing effects of the

atmosphere are properly considered. This can be achievedby numerical simulation

or by using radiative transfer models [Koepke, 1989; Stejfen, et al, 1993]. A review

of recent attempts to derive albedofrom AVHRR data is presented in this section.

Haefliger et al [1993] used NOAA 11 radiances from channels 1 and 2 and in

situ data to derive albedos for the Greenland Ice Sheet. The results for the AVHRR-

derived narrow-band albedo, when compared to ground observations modelled by

LOWTRAN 7, showed a difference of less than 0.02 in the visible band. However,

for the near infrared channel, the difference was 0.14, probably due to inaccuracies in

the aerosol scattering modelling.

Lindsay and Rothrock [1993; 1994a] estimated the surface albedo by applying

the following steps to a NOAA-10 and NOAA-11 AVHRR Arctic dataset: a) obtain

the digital counts from the AVHRR images; b) determine the narrow-band radiances;

c) calculate the TOA reflectance assuming a Lambertian surface; d) account for the

anisotropic reflectance of the ice and atmosphere; e) correct for atmospheric

interference;/) convert the narrow-band (AVHRR channel) reflectance to broad-band

albedo, and g) normalise to a common solarzenith angle of 70°. These steps are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2.1), as Lindsay and Rothrock'^

method is employed in this study.
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Lindsayand Rothrock reported many uncertainties in both studies, exacerbated

by the lack of adequate surface-based data with which to evaluate the results

independently. However, they acknowledge that the results can be improved by

incorporatingbetter data on the characteristics of the polar atmosphere such as

aerosol concentration and ozone distribution. In spite of recent efforts in this field,

the post-launch calibration of the radiometers remains the largest source of

uncertainty of this method.

Schweiger et al. [1993] carried out a comparison between spatial patterns of

Arctic monthly surface albedo derived fromDMSP Operational Line Scan (OLS)

data and values derived from AVHRR channel 1 for the International Satellite Cloud

Climatology Programme (ISCCP). Results showed that the albedo values from both

techniques are in general agreement, although systematic differences of 5%-10%

were found, probably related to uncertainties in theparameterisations used in the

DMSP analysis.

The error sources described by Lindsay and Rothrock [1994a], along with cloud

contamination of pixels and sensordegradation, are common to all of the narrow

band albedo retrieval attempts made so far. At this stage, the expected error can be as

large as 10%, which, after the calculation of the heat flux budget, can be equated to a

difference of 3 K in the air temperature on an annual mean basis. This value is too

large to permit the use of these techniques in examinations of climate sensitivity.

Further studies involving AVHRR Antarctic imagery are necessary. Stejfen et al.

[1993] recommended the following improvements:

a) Measurements of humidity, aerosol and ozoneconcentrations to characterise the

atmospheric conditions and account for absorption and scattering;

b) A reduction in the uncertainties for a possible large-scaleoperational retrieval of

albedo values, through a statistical climatology of aerosol, ozone and humidity

distribution, including different regions of the Arctic and Antarctic;

c) The use of high spectral resolution radiative transfer models in order to correct

the absorption and scattering effects, and;

d) Careful monitoring of AVHRR radiometric degradation over time. The issue of

monitoring the time-dependentcalibrationcoefficients for the visible channels of

AVHRR have been addressed in recent studies [Cihlar and Teillet, 1995; Rao

and Chen, 1994; Teillet and Holben, 1994].
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Knap and Oerlemans [1996] applied a method similar to that of Lindsay and

Rothrock [1994a] to derive the surface albedo of the Greenland Ice Sheet during the

1991 melting season. However, the authors assumed that the reflected radiationfield

is isotropic, so that theplanetary albedo would equal the spectrally-integrated albedo.

Because of the homogeneity of the GreenlandIce Sheet, it was possible to set a

representative value of the surface albedo and then calculate the atmospheric

attenuation coefficients, avoiding the use of radiative transfer models, a method

which would not be as successful if applied to the much more heterogeneous

Antarctic sea ice surface. A comparisonbetweenthe measured and modelled data

showeda high degree of consistency in temporal variability. However, large and

consistent average differences (up to 0.08) between the satellite andthe ground

albedos were found. The authors attributed these differences to variations of the

albedo on a sub-pixel scale and also to errors introduced by themethod employed to

retrieve the satellite albedo.

Stroeveet al. [1997] compared AVHRR-derived and in situ surface albedos over

the Greenland Ice Sheet between 1990 and 1993. Their study used the 6S radiative

transfer model to determine the coefficients for atmospheric correction. It also

incorporated an improved relationship between channel 1 and2 narrow-band

reflectances and the broad-band albedo based on regression statistics from

measurements carried out in the field. More importantly, the authors also modelled

the anisotropic reflection function (f) using a discrete-ordinate radiative transfer

model, which, for AVHRR channel 2, showeda direct proportionality between/and

snow grain size. These results agree with theobservations of Wiscombe and Warren

[1980] who proposed that, for the near-infrared wavelengths, snowbecomes more

forward scattering with an increase in grain size. The comparison between the

AVHRR-derived and surface-measured broadband albedo in Stroeve et al. [1997]

showed good agreement before the snowbegan to melt. However, the improvements

of this method are somewhat restricted to the homogeneous conditions of the

Greenland Ice Sheet and are linked to long-term field measurements of radiative

fluxes, spectral reflectance, ice and air temperature, humidity, pressure andcloud

observations.
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2.3 Modelling of Sea Ice Thickness

In response to the need for large-scale mapping of the Antarctic sea ice thickness

distribution, this study seeks to develop a technique which melds remote sensing

with numerical modelling techniques. In so doing, it exploits the relatively high

spatial resolution of the AVHRR and the more complete spatial and temporal

coverage offered by satellite remote sensing. A brief history of the development of

numerical models is followed by a review of studies where this technique is applied

to gather information and predict the future behaviour of key properties of the sea ice

cover in the polar regions.

The interaction between the atmosphere and ocean at high latitudes is

considerably affectedby the presence of sea ice. Being essentiallyinhomogeneous,

the sea ice cover responds to both dynamic andthermodynamic forcing in a very

complex manner which ultimately reflects onchanges in the atmospheric and oceanic

circulation patterns. Therefore, accurate modelling of the sea ice cover is an essential

prerequisite to the improvement of numerical investigations of potential climate

changes [Hibler, 1980].

The concept that the physical laws which govern the atmosphere, the oceans and

the cryosphere could be used to simulate and predict future conditions is the basic

principle of numerical modelling of the climatesystem. By the end of the nineteenth

century, the fundamental principles of classical Newtonian mechanics and the laws

of thermodynamics were already available, which led to the first developments in the

science of accurate prediction through means of numerical calculation [Washington

and Parkinson, 1986].

It soon became obvious that the equations involved in those calculations are

highly complex and could not be solved without the aid of electronic computing

resources which became available only in the late 1940s. This was the framework in

which the first weather forecasting models were created. With the advance of

computational technology in the mid-1960s, the atmospheric models were soon

followed by large-scale ocean models and calculations aimed to investigate the role

of the land, biosphere and cryosphere. However, the incorporation of all these

components into large scale models only began to take place in the early 1980s

[Washington and Parkinson, 1986]
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Sea ice models can be classified broadly as dynamic, thennodynamic and

coupled dynamic-thermodynamic [Hibler, 1980]. Thermodynamic sea ice models

seek to calculate the thickness and temperature structure of the sea ice, making use of

the principle of conservation of energy, while dynamic sea ice models are based on

the principle of conservation of momentum and focus on the drift of sea ice. Coupled

dynamic-thermodynamic models are concerned with the large-scale variability of sea

ice and seek to predict ice drift, thickness and concentration [Hdkkinen, 1990;

Washington and Parkinson, 1986].

Coupled dynamic-thermodynamic models comprise four components, namely:

a) thickness distribution equations describing the evolution of ice thickness due to

thermodynamic and dynamic effects; Z?] a momentum balance describing ice drift;

cj an ice rheology relating ice stress to ice thickness and deformation characteristics;

and d) ice thermodynamics. The work of Parkinson and Washington [1979] and

Hibler [1979] in the Arctic, and Parkinson [1983] in the Antarctic are representative

of this type of sea ice model.

Unlike ocean and atmospheric models, which focus on determining the

properties of the water and air, sea ice models used in climate simulations focus on a

given geographical location and time step, determining the presence or absence of

ice. In cases where ice is present, the models seek to calculate its areal concentration

and thickness [Washington and Parkinson, 1986]. The present section will

concentrate on the review of literature published on thermodynamic sea ice models

which relate more closely to the scope of this study.

Several authors have attempted to develop empirical relationships to predict the

sea ice growth, based on temperatures observed at its surface [Barnes, 1928; Eilello,

1961; Eilello, 1964]. Notwithstanding the practical value of those studies, they do not

include a physical background which is realistic enough to describe the phenomenon

[Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971]. Improvements in the speed of computational

methods allowed the development of numerical models to simulate the thickness and

the horizontal extent of the pack ice. The work of Untersteiner [1966] and Eudyko

[1966] are representative of these developments.
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Maykut and Untersteiner [1971] proposed a one-dimensional thermodynamic

sea ice model which laid the foundation for future studies. Its calculations accounted

for the effects of ice salinity, snow cover, and internal heating caused by the

penetration of solar radiation. In this model, sea ice is assumed to be an infinite

horizontally homogeneous slab with energy fluxes occurring at both surfaces: the

snow/ice - atmosphere boundary and the iee - ocean boundary.

Heat balance equations relate the various energy fluxes towards and away from

the boundaries to the rates of freezing and melting. Figure 3 shows the heat balance

in an atmosphere - snow/ice - ocean system as described in the Maykut and

Untersteiner [1971] study. The fluxes that occur in this system are:

Fl Incoming long-wave radiation from the atmosphere and clouds

Fr Incoming solar short-wave radiation

oFr Reflected short-wave radiation, where cris the surface albedo

£lOT^ Outgoing long-wave radiation, where Sl is the long-wave emissivity
and is crthe Stefan-Boltzman constant

Fs Sensible heat

Fl Latent heat

Fc Conductive heat flux in the ice or snow

lo Flux of radiative energy through the surface into the ice

Fw Oceanic turbulent heat flux

Monthly values of Fr, Fl, Fs and a for the Arctic perennial sea ice, proposed by

Fletcher [1965], were employedby Maykutand Untersteiner to provide the

boundary values (energy fluxes) for the model's initial conditions. Average values of

snow cover and ice salinity were also suggested and the initial thickness was set to

3.40 m.

The results showed an average equilibrium thickness of 2.88 m with a maximum

of 3.14 m and a minimum of 2.71 m. The amount of surface ablation predicted was

0.4 m. Although these values and the predicted temperature field differ somewhat

from contemporary submarine data available at the time, they are in good agreement

with data from drifting stations established on the Arctic pack ice. According to

Maykut and Untersteiner, the main limitations of this model are: a) its inability to

account for the effects of the wind in producing mechanical stresses in the ice; b) the

fact that it requires an existing layer of ice and; c) the fact that Fr, Fi and F^ are

assumed to be independent of growthrate and the physical state of the ice at the

boundaries, i.e., the environment affects the ice but not vice versa.
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Snow

Water

Figure 3 Schematic illustration ofMaykut and Untersteiner's [1971] sea ice
model. The coefficients k and h represent the thermal conductivity of
ice and snow and Z; and Zs are the thicknesses of the ice and snow
respectively.

AfterMaykut and Untersteiner [1971], several studies have addressed the

thermodynamic growth and decay of seaiceusing models under different conditions,

both in the Arctic and Antarctica [Bintanja and Oerlemans, 1995; Grumbine, 1994;

Heil, etal, 1996\ Ramstein and Joussaume, \995\ Semtner, 1976].

Key et al. [1996] evaluated recent parameterisations for downwelling shortwave

and longwave radiative fluxes that can be used in thermodynamic seaice models and

concluded that existing methods perform reasonably well for clear sky conditions

(RMS errors of 4% and6% for shortwave and lopigwave fluxes respectively). With

the advent of satellite technology, it became evident that thermalinfrared and visible

imagery could be used in association with thermodynamical models to characterise

the sea ice and predict changes.

Maykut [1986] provided thetheoretical foundation for thecalculation of ice

thickness with known ice surface temperature, surface air temperature, and the

freezing temperature of sea water. In this review, Maykut presents the various

components of the surface heat balance of the Arctic seaice, introducing recent

parameterisations obtainedfrom several different authors.
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Groves and Stringer [1991] proposed the use of AVHRR imagery to distinguish

between ice and open water areas in the Chukchi Poljmya in the Arctic, to calculate

its area and also to provide data for ice thickness calculations.For these calculations,

the authors tested two empirical equations proposedrespectively by Ai^derson [1961]

andMaykut and two models proposed by Maykut [1986] and Kuhn [1975]. Maykut's

model showed results that appear to be more realistic for the ice thickness

distribution within the polynya, although the movementof floes in its later stages of

formation caused problems with the thickness calculations.

Yu and Rothrock [1996] made quantitative estimates of the thickness of thin ice

in the Beaufort and Greenland Seas in early winter and spring using AVHRR

imagery. Maykut and Untersteiner's [1971] model was combined with satellite

observations of albedo and snow/ice surface temperature to produce estimates of the

sea ice thickness for each pixel in the images. These thicknesses were then binned to

produce thethickness distribution ofice up to a metre thick in each scene. The

equation for conservation of energy at the top of the ice/snow surface was specified

according to Maykut and Untersteiner's model as:

(1 - a)F^ - 7o - Si^cfT^ + + F, +F, + F, = 0 Equation 6

The definition of the fluxes in Equation 6 is given on page 214 above.

This equation allows the solution of the modelfor ice thickness (Zj) using

AVHRR estimations of the surface albedo {d) and the snow/ice surface temperature

(Tsfc)- Further details on Yu andRothrock's method and its adaptation for the sea ice

conditions found in the Southern Ocean will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Yu and Rothrock conducted an assessment of the uncertainties associated with

the heat fluxes and surface albedo at two different ice thiclcnesses (0.2 m and 0.8 m)

for the winter and springseasons, with the objective of determining the magnitude of

the error of this method. They found that the largest sources of error came from

downward radiation and sensible heat flux in winter and from solar radiation and

surface albedo in spring. The variance in the thickness error is about half the ice

thickness, but the uncertainty of the cumulative distribution in three examples was no

more than 3% for ice thinner than 0.2 m and 9% for ice thinner than 0.8 m.
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A comparison between the AVHRR-derived thicknesses and ULS data from

three locations inside the study area showed that, in spite of the satellite's limited

temporal sampling and its inability to resolve sub-pixel features, the difference

between the two methods was generally less than 2%. The authors concluded that

this method was suitable for monitoring the thin end of the ice thickness distribution

in the Arctic.
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Chapter 3

Data Collection and Processing

This chapter consists of a description of the data used in this study and the

methods employed to collect and analyse them. It is divided into two sections:

Satellite data and in situ data. Visible/near infrared and thermal infrared remote

sensing data (i.e. from the AVHRR sensor) are employed to generate estimates of

albedo and ice/snow surface physical temperature, respectively. This information is

the main input to an algorithm designed to estimate sea ice thickness (see Chapter 4).

In situ data are then employed to compare and validate the results.

3.1 Satellite Data and Techniques

Satellite data from two areas of the East Antarctic pack ice were selected for this

study. The first area (named Mertz hereafter) is located around the Mertz Glacier

Tongue (~ 67° S, = 145° E) and extends northwards to 58° S (covering an area

approximately 1250 km by 760 km). The second area (named Davis hereafter) has its

southern end located around the Prydz Bay area, including Davis Station (66° 15' S,

110° 32' E), with the northern end at approximately 57° S (covering an area

approximately 1500 km by 500 km). These areas were selected to coincide with the

regions visited by two cruises which are described in Section 3.2.1. Figure 4 shows

the location of the Davis and Mertz areas, along with the RSV Aurora Australis'

track for the two voyages from which in situ data were employed (see Section 3.2).

3.1.1 AVHRR

The primary set of remote sensing data for this study were AVHRR images from

the NOAA-14 polar orbiting satellite. A description of the general characteristics of

the spacecraft and the sensor can be found in the literature review (Section 2.2.4.3) or

in texts such as Kidwell [1998] and Cracknell [1997]. These images were routinely

collected by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

(CSIRQ) Marine Research Laboratories in Hobart and by the Antarctic

Meteorological Centre (AMC) at Casey Station. All of the AVHRR passes that fell

inside the study areas were extracted from the original dataset and recorded onto

DAT tapes.
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Figure 4 Location ofthe two study areas: Mertz (A) and Davis (B), along with
the cruise tracks for Voyage 1 - 1995 (Blue) and Voyage 2 -1996
(Red). See section3.2.1 for details on the cruises.

The preliminary processing of the images took place at the Antarctic CRC as

part of an ongoing large-scale initiative including several projects such asa survey

ofpolynyas and mapping of UV radiation in the East Antarctic sector. The methods

ofdecoding, calibration, navigation and cloud screening are described inmore detail

below. Additional information can be found in Hill [2000].

The main steps in the processing are as follows:

a) Retrieving raw datafrom tape.

Theraw AVHRR passdataconsists of a THUS file (which contains all the meta

datanecessary to geolocate andnavigate the image) and the data themselves. In

this first step, they are retrieved from the original tapesand converted intoa

format compatible with theDevice Independent Software for Image Processing

(DISIMP) software which hasbeen developed by CSIRO for thedisplay,

processing and analysis ofdigital images. The orbit number, the pass ID and the

position of each image on the tape are specified in a separate file also recorded

on the tape. Theconversion into the DISMP format includes theincorporation of

gain and intercept values needed for the calibration of the visible and infrared

channels and the application of a propagation model to predict the satellite's

orbit \Hill, 2000].
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b) Placement of the data into a region of interest.

To conform with the objectives established by the Antarctic CRC for the uses of

AVHRR data mentioned above, the East Antarctic coast was divided into seven

rectangular regions of interest, defined by minimum and maximum false eastings

and northings (X,Y co-ordinates that correspond to the number of pixels from a

pre-established origin) andone pairof latitude andlongitude locations for each

of the four comers. The Davis and Mertz areas coincide with two of these

regions (see Figure 4). The reference X and Y co-ordinates and the latitudes and

longitudes of the comers of both areas are presented in Table 5. In this step, the

information contained in the TBUS file is analysed, providing the system with

the necessary information to decide if the pass that is being processed contains

data that fall into one of the regions of interest.

X Y Latitude ("S) Longitude (°E)

Davis Area

2060 4400 70.859 79.011

2060 4900 69.522 66.400

3560 4900 57.102 75.812

3560 4400 57.865 83.589

Mertz Area

1150 1400 70.220 147.995

1150 2160 58.240 137.291

2400 1400 62.676 127.476

2400 2160 64.259 156.140

Table 5 Location of the four comers of the Davis and Mertz areas. Adapted
from Hill [2000].

c) Conversion of raw data into geophysical parameters.

This routine transforms the raw digital counts (integer values from 0 to 1023)

from each of the five channels into albedos (for channels 1 and 2) and brightness

temperatures (for channels 3 to 5). These calibrations are performed using fixed

coefficients, taken from every 50^ line ofthe original image. Further details on

the calibration of the solar reflective and thermal infrared channels can be found

in Hill [2000] and Kidwell [1998]. The routine also produces a "solar zenith

angle" band (with a precision of two decimal places) to be used in the next step.
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d) Solar zenith angle correction.

The signal sensed by AVHRR channels 1 and 2 is affected at any given time by

the position of the sun. If the sun is lower in the sky, this would result in

relatively little radiation being received by the sensor which would produce

lower albedo estimates. To normalise the data for this effect, the albedos of each

pixel obtained through the conversion routine mentioned above are divided by

the cosine of their corresponding solar zenith angle (^). This normalisation

routine also discards pixels with 6q greater than 85°. Similar cut-off values have

been suggested in other AVHRR polar studies such as Lindsay and Rothrock

[1994a].

e) Re-warping the image to a polar stereographic projection.

This routine redefines the albedos and brightness temperatures into the selected

areas of interest by re-mapping the data into a polar stereographic projection

centred at 71° S with its central meridian at 180°E (Figure 5). This displacement

of the origin was chosen to ensure that X and Y co-ordinates in all regions of

interest in East Antarctica are positive. The equations for the projection

conversion are taken from the General Cartographic Transformation Package

(GCTP) developed by the U.S Geological Survey {Snyder, 1987]. This routine

also replaces the "solar zenith angle" band created in step c) by a file

(angles.dat) containing more precise values of the direction cosine for the sun

and the satellite.

f) Checking of the solar zenith angle.

After re-warping, there is the possibility that portions of images with acceptable

values of 6q may have been discarded due to the use of the less precise "solar

zenith angle" band. This routine uses the better resolution of the angles.dat file

created in ej to reclaim data that were discarded erroneously.

g) Rotating the image and angle data.

In order to ensure that all images are navigated with north in the same position

{i.e. to the right), this routine checks each image of the dataset and performs a

90° rotation in both the data and the angles.dat file, if necessary.
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180°E

60° S

Figure 5 Positions of the X and Y axis in the polar stereographic projection
employed by the Antarctic CRC to re-map the AVHRR dataset.

h) Creation of the ice classification map.

This step consists of applying an automated image-analysis system to detect

cloud-covered pixels and classify sea ice pixels according to their concentration.

This system, known as ICEMAPPER, was developed as a tool to assist

forecasters at the AMC in the interpretation of Antarctic AVHRR imagery and

the production of sea ice maps for navigation and logistical purposes. It utilises

the calibrated albedo values from channels 1 and 2 and the brightness

temperatures from channels 3, 4 and 5. Its basic principle is to determine a set of

relationships between various albedo and brightness temperature values that

characterise different ice classes, such as nilas, snow-free young ice, first-year

ice etc.

ICEMAPPER drastically reduces both the time required for this task (compared

to manual interpretation and production of maps) and the possible ambiguity in

distinguishing between clouds and sea ice [Williams, et al, in press]. A

comparison between ICEMAPPER outputs and the manual interpretation of

1406 pixels from two test images from East Antarctica was conducted by

Williams et al. [in press]. This comparison showed that the system produced a

correct identification in 79.1% of cases. However, the mis-classification rate

increases considerably in autumn and winter images and in those images where

the solar zenith angle is greater than 75°.
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An appropriate class for eachpixel in the imageis then determinedby applying

those relationships through a set of rules.These rules were derived from

information gainedfrom currentsea ice andcloud research [Ebert, 1992; Gesell,

1989; Massom and Comiso, 1994; Zibordi and Van Woert, 1993] and from the

analysis of 20 summerimages (fromDecember 1996 to April 1997) of the East

Antarctic performed by an expert image interpreter [Williams, et al., in press].

While ICEMAPPBR requires some development and validation, it provided

useful output by separating the image into areas of cloud, water and ice. Even

though the output also included a sea-iceconcentration product, this was not

incorporated into the present study.

i) Spatialfiltering.

The last step of the preliminary processing aims to reduce the number of mis-

classified pixels through a spatial filter thatoperates on the ice map createdin

step h). A manual analysis of selected images showed that those pixels couldbe

safely classifiedas interference or noise becauseof their randomdistribution

throughout the scene andtheir exceptionally high digital count values. The filter

flagged as invalidthe pixels withextreme values (i.e. albedos higher than 1 and

brightness temperatures higher than 273 K or lower than 220 K). Random noise

is removed through the applicationof a low pass spatial filter based on a matrix

with dimensions of 3 x 3 pixels.

The final result of the preliminary processing is an image containing seven

bands; the five AVHRR bands (two albedo and three brightness temperature bands),

an "angles"band (containing information on the solar zenith angle, satellite zenith

angle and sun-satellite azimuth angle) and the classified band (i.e. ice map) which is

an output from the ICEMAPPER system. The dimensions of each band are: 501

columns by 1501 lines for the Davis area and760 columns by 1250 lines for the

Mertz area. The pixel size in both cases is approximately1.0 km . The classified

band contains integer values that correspond to 12 different classes, which were used

to separate valid sea ice pixels from clouds, land and null data. Figure 6 shows

ICEMAPPER classes and their corresponding colours and codes, along with an

example of a classified image.
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Colour Class Code Concentration

Open Water 0
Null Data 1

Cloud 5

Coastline 25

Land (Bare) 27

Land (lee) 29
Continental Ice 23

Compact Sea Ice 23

Very Close Sea lee* 12
Close Sea Ice* 7

Open Sea Ice* 19

Very Open Sea Ice* 17

Fast Ice/Icebergs

9/10

7/10 to 8/10

4/10 to 6/10

1/10 to 3/10

Figure 6 An example ofice map from the Davis area based on an NOAA-14
image from 30-Sep-1996 at 0909 Z. The table shows the classes
generated by the ICEMAPPER system. The asterisk (*) denotes
classes containing valid sea icepixels. The descriptors of each class
and the associated concentrations (as defined by the WMO
classification) arepresented in the methods of Williams et al. [in
press].

3.2 In Situ Data

The techniques employed to collect in situ sea ice data from East Antarctica,

both for input into the algorithm and for validation purposes, are described in this

section. Data sources include ship-based sea iceobservations, environmental and

meteorological data, ship-bome radiometric data, digital aerial photography and

video footage.

3.2.1 Description of the Cruises

Data employed in this study were collected during two cruises - Voyage 1(95)

and Voyage 2 (96) - ofthe RSV Aurora Australis (Figure 7) to the East Antarctic as

part of the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE)

programme. These cruises are part ofa multiyear investigation which has been

conducted by the SeaIce Sub-Programme of the Antarctic CRC since 1991 to

determine the regional and interannual variability inthe characteristics and physical

properties ofthe pack ice from 75° to 150° Eand 60° to 70° S {Worby andAllison,

1999; Worby andMassom, 1995]. To date, sea ice research has been performed on

nine cruises between 1991 and 2000.
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Figure 7 The RSV Aurora Australis. The location ofthe meteorological
instruments mentioned in Section 3.2.3 is shown in (a) and (b). The
position of the radiometer described in Section 3.2.4 is shown in (c).

Voyage 1(95) was dedicated to a multi-disciplinary study conducted between

August and September 1995 to understand the interactions between atmosphere, sea

ice and the oceanin the East Antarctic pack iceduringwinter. Its objectives were: to

provide quantitative estimates ofvarious components ofthe surface energy balance,

todetermine the processes of ice formation and thickening and to quantify the mass

budget ofthe East Antarctic sea ice. Further details on this experiment can be found
in Lytle etal. [1998b], Massom etal. [1998b], Worby etal. [1996b] and Worby etal.

[1998].

Voyage 2 (96) occurred between September and November 1996 and included

both a scientific programme and re-supply operations atCasey (68° 35' S; 77° 59' E)

and Davis (66° 15' S; 110° 32' E) stations. Along with the activities carried out as

part ofthe Antarctic CRC's multiyear investigation ofsea ice described above, four

other related experiments occurred on this cruise: the measurement and modelling of

UV-B radiation, the measurement of physical, thermal and optical properties of

various types ofsea ice, the analysis ofsolar radiation processes inthe sea ice and

thermal infrared radiometric measurements of sea ice and open water. Figure 4

shows the tracks of the RSV Aurora Australis for the two cruises, along with

information on satellite data described in Section 3.1. These cruises were chosen

primarily because ofthe availability ofremote sensing data and the collection of in

situ thermal infrared radiometric data which was specifically designed for this study.
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3.2.2 Ship-Based Sea Ice Observations

Ship-based observation is a particularly useful method as it allows the

characterisation of the pack ice at a relatively fine scale of 100s of metres and

provides a quasi-S5moptic coverage of the area visited by the ship [Worby and

Allison, 1999]. The method of observation employed in this study was developed by

the Sea Ice sub-programme of the Antarctic CRC and has been used on several

cruises in East Antarctica since 1988 [Allison, et al, 1993; Allison and Worby, 1994;

Worby, et al, 1998]. Worby and Allison [1999] described this observational method,

which has been endorsed and adopted by the SCAR/ASPeCt programme as the

preferred protocol for conducting ship-based observations of sea ice characteristics.

According to Worby [1998], the accuracy of the method varies with ice

thickness. For thin ice types (< 0.3 m) it is estimated to be 20% of the actual

thickness, while for ice types thicker than 0.3 m, the accuracy improves to 10%. For

ice types thicker than 1 m, the error increases primarily because of deformation

processes. Thickness estimates are not made for deformed floes.

Sea ice thickness data obtained from these observations, supplemented by video

footage and meteorological information, were directly compared with the results of

the satellite-based procedure developed in this study (see Section 5.3.1). Each

observation was treated as a data point. Although video imagery cannot be used for a

quantitative analysis, it can assist in the interpretation of the ship-based observations,

and also in the identification of specific regions of interest.

Hourly observations were made by trained observers on the ship's bridge. The

three dominant ice thickness categories - defined as those with the greatest areal

concentration - were determined within a radius of approximately 0.5 nautical miles

from the ship. Within these three dominant categories, the thickest is defined as the

primary ice type and the thinnest as the tertiary ice type [Worby and Allison, 1999].

For each category, the observers estimated the following characteristics:
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a) Ice Thickness: expressed in centimetres. A spherical buoy, 0.55 m in diameter,

was suspended over the side of the ship, close to the water line, to provide a

scaled reference for the thickness estimates of level floes turned sideways along

the ship's hull. Thinner, snow-free ice types such as nilas and grease ice were

classified according to contrasts in their apparent albedo (i.e. light nilas versus

dark nilas) and the thickness of very thick floes was estimated by their freeboard

[Worby and Allison, 1999]. Table 6 shows the range of thicknesses associated

with different types of sea ice and the code used to identify them in the ship-

based observation protocol.

Ice Type Thickness (m) Code

Frazil 10

New Ice Shuga <0.1 11

Grease 12

Nilas 20

Pancakes <0.2* 30

Young grey ice 0.10-0.15 40

Young grey-white 0.15-0.30 50

First-year ice 0.30 - 0.70 60

First-year ice 0.70-1.20 70

First-year ice > 1.20 80

Multiyear ice <20* 85

Brash <0.5* 90

Fast ice <3.0* 95

Table 6 Sea ice types and their thickness ranges according to the WMO
classification, along with their corresponding ship-based observation
protocol codes. The asterisk (*) indicates that the thickness range is a
guide only. Adapted from Worby and Allison [1999] and WMO
[1970].

b) Ice Concentration: an estimate of the total area covered by ice floes (in tenths);

c) Ice Type-, classified according to the WMO [1970] sea ice nomenclature and

expressed in a two digit code (see Table 6);

d) Floe Size: the average size (in metres) of floes assigned to the category, recorded

using a three digit code. A new sheet ice code was normally used for nilas;
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e) Topography, this category was usedto estimate the areal extentand mean sail

heightof ridges for each ice type. The mean sail height was estimated to the

nearest half-metre below 2 m, and to the nearest metre above 2 m. A three-digit

code was used to classify the ridges: the first digit, from 5 to 8, described the

type of the ridge. Thesecond digit, from 0 to 9, described the areal coverage and

the third,'from 0 to 7, described the mean sail height to the nearest 0.5 m;

f) Snow Cover: an integer codebetween 0 and 10 was used to describethe different

types of snow cover, such as fresh snow, wind-packed snow and glaze;

g) Snow Thickness: similarly to ice thickness, this parameter was expressed in

centimetres and measured with reference to the 0.55 m spherical buoy;

h) Open Water: the amount of open water present in the pack was expressed by an

integer code between 0 and 10thatdescribed the sizeof cracks, breaks, leads

and polynyas.

Additionally, the following environmental and meteorological parameters were

recorded during each observation: water temperature (°C), air temperature (°C), wind

speed (kt) and direction (°), visibility (km) and weather state (WMO code). Items b)

to h), along with the meteorological parameters were employed as additional sources

of information to assist m the interpretation of eventual differences found between

the in situ and the satellite-based methods.

A total of 562 ship-based observations were recorded during VI(95) and459

during V2(96). Data were initially recorded in logbooks and thenenteredinto a

computer program designed specifically for the analysis of ship-based sea ice

observation data. The main features of this system are: quality control, data editing,

estimates of area-averaged ice and snow thickness and calculation of area-averaged

albedo [Worby and Dirita, 1999]. The computer program also filters the data by

removing hourlyobservations separated by less than 6 nauticalmiles, thereby

avoiding the natural bias towards thicker ice (which acts to slow the ship's passage).

Examples of observation sheets andthe complete listing of codes used in this

protocol can be foundin Worby andAllison [1999] and Worby [1999a].
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To assist with the interpretation of the data, a time-lapse video recorder system

was installed on the ship's port rail (close to cin Figure 7). It consisted of aPhillips®

LDH 0647/XX CCD camera mounted in an outdoor housing to protect the equipment
(S)

from the elements. The camera was connected to a monitor and to a Javelin

Heliquad II video recorder installed in the ship's meteorology laboratory. The

equipment was set to take approximately oneframe every 8 seconds and the

information was recorded on 180-minute VHS tapes. A photographic record was also

maintained during both cruises, consistingof 35 mm slides taken from the bridge,

whenever possible, at the time of each hourly ice observation.

3.2.3 Meteorological Data

Meteorological and environmental data from sensors installed on the RSV

Aurora Australis were automatically recorded every 10 seconds by the ship's Data

Logger System (DLS). The parameters shown in Table 7 were retrieved from the

original dataset and imported into electronic spreadsheets for analysis. The air

temperatureand humidity sensors weremounted outboard of the port and starboard

bridge wing railings, approximately 20 m above sea level (Figure 7 - a), while the

wind sensors were mounted on the top of the main mast, 31.6 m above sea level

(Figure 7 - b).

Parameter Unit

Wind Speed* m-s"^
Wind Direction* °

Air Temperature* °C
Relative Humidity* %
Solar Radiation* W-m"^
Ship Speed Kt
Ship Heading (true) °
Ship Position (lat./long.) °
Atmospheric Pressure hPa

Table 7 Meteorological and other parameters obtained from the RSV Aurora
Australis' DLS. The (*) denotes the presence of instmments on both
port and starboard sides.
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3.2.4 Shipborne Radiometric Data

Radiometric data, collected only during Voyage 2 (96), were used to estimate

the snow/ice surface temperature alongthe track of the ship.These data were

employed to evaluate the accuracy ofthe snow/ice surface temperatures estimated by

the AYHRR (Section 4.3.2.2) and the effectiveness of the method proposed to

estimate the near-surface air temperature (Section 4.3.2.3).

One Everest® radiometermodel 4000 ALCS (Figure 8 - a) was used to

continuously measure the thermal infrared radiation emitted bywater and snow/ice

surfaces. The instrument, which is 0.125 m long and 0.065 m in diameter, was

mounted onthe ship'sport-side railing (Figure 7 - c), approximately 15 m above sea

level and was protected from salt, sea spray, rain, snow and solar radiation by a PYC

shield (Figure 8 - b).The radiometer was connected to an IBM-compatible computer

on which the resulting brightness temperatures (Tb) andthe radiometer internal

temperatures (Tr) were recorded approximately every 30 s.

Theradiometer, viewed thetarget from a distance of 15m with a beam width of

approximately 1.5 and afilter band pass of8 to 13 jUm [Rapier, 1995]. The

instrument was pointed downwards towards the surface at an angle of approximately

135° to the vertical to avoid the ship's wake and sea foam (in the case of open water

measurements), to minimise the effects of reflection of sky radiation from the surface

[Schluessel, et al, 1990] and also to minimise contamination of the signalby the

ship's superstructure.

Michael etal. [1998] made similar measurements with the Everest® radiometer

during anearlier cruise ofthe RSV Aurora Australis between March andMay 1993.

Comparisons with a more sensitive (but less robust) thermal infrared radiometer and

in situ ice surface temperature data showed that the Everest® performed
inconsistently, probably because of the low temperatures encountered in the Southem

Ocean at this time of theyear, which fell outside the instrument's recommended

range of operation (from 262.4 to 323.2 K). An attempt to insulate the instrument

was madeon Voyage 2 (96), but it was not completely successful and approximately

8% of the data from this voyage were removed from the analysis.
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Schematic representation of the Everest® radiometer (B) and its PVC
shield (A). Adapted from Rapier [1995].

To address the problem of inconsistency, a series of calibrations was made

during the cruiseusing a calibration unit provided by the radiometer's manufacturer.

The accuracy of the calibration unit was tested against a temperature probe and a

Heintronics® KT19 hand-held thermal infrared radiometer (spectralrange 8 to

14 iJm) with satisfactory results. Nine sets of calibration measurements were made in

air temperatures ranging from 263 to 298 K.

The results of these measurements, shown in Figure 9, indicate a good

agreement between the temperatures of theradiometer and the calibration unit (slope

= 1.0),with the radiometer being consistently 4 K warmer. The coefficients from the

calibration curve (Tr = 1.0086 Ts- 3.9808) were then used to correct the radiometer

readings. Besides the procedures mentioned above, standard cold room calibrations

(in temperatures ranging from 263 to 278 K) were alsoperformedbefore the voyage.

The methods and the equipment utilised in those calibrations are described by Rapier

[1995].
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Figure 9 Correlation between the temperatures ofthe Everest® radiometer (Jr)
and the calibration source (T^) obtained from calibrations performed
during Voyage 2 (96).

3.2.5 Digital Aerial Photography and Video Footage

Digital aerial photographs and video footage were collected on 15 flights during

Voyage 1 (95) and 9 flights during Voyage 2 (96). These data were of use in

interpreting AVHE.R-derived ice thickness estimates (Section 5.3.1), providing

important sub-pixel level information on how these estimates are affected by

processes such as rafting and swell penetration. AKodak® DCS digital camera was

mounted inside the helicopter to look down vertically through a hole in the fuselage.

Figure 10 and Table 8 show the details of helicopter flights from both cruises which

coincided with the two study areas.

The digital camera was connected to aMacintosh® 520c laptop computer and

was operated by software designed to produce overlapping images by controlling the

repeat rate of the shutter and triggering it automatically during the flight [Lytle, et al,

1998b]. The images (1536 x 1024 pixels, 1.5 Mb in size) were stored on PCMCIA

cards during the flights and subsequently converted into a standard TDF format and

downloaded onto DAT tapes. During the flights, the helicopter speed was maintained

at approximately 110 knots, while the altitude varied between 800 and 2800 m. The

size of the images was calculated using the following relationship;

^ (m)-
(35 *Altitudey^^ *0.3048)

28*2.6
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where X is the lengthof the longest sideof the image. The shortestside (T) is 0.67

times this value {Lytle, et al, 1998b]. Based on Equation 7 and the range of altitudes

given in Table 8, the pixel size rangedfrom 0.25 to 0.75 m. Figure 11 shows

examples of two overlapping photographs taken during Voyage 2 (96).

A Sony® Hi8 format video camera equipped with a 15-mm wide-angle lens was

also mounted in the helicopter alongside the digital camera. It provided a continuous

view at a substantially larger field of record than the digital photography. Footage

was recorded on VHS tapes [Lytle, et al, 1998b]. This information was used to pre

select areas for closer analysis and to assist in the identification of larger features

such as icebergs and polynyas in the photographs.

Flight Date/Time Start Position End Position Altitude
Number (GMT) Lon.(°E) Lat.(°S) Lon.(°E) Lat.(°S) (m)

Voyage 1 (95)

2 06-Aug-95 0120 141.12 64.33 140.98 64.43 1650

4 09-Aug-95 0415 140.40 64.98 140.31 64.98 825

14 19-Aug-95 0030 138.15 64.66 138.00 64.72 2640

16 19-Aug-95 2340 139.25 64.23 139.22 64.28 2640

17 20-Aug-95 0440 139.23 64.70 139.22 64.90 2640

Voyage 2 (96)

4 22-Oct-96 0213 74.00 63.32 74.25 62.50 1320

5 23-Oct-96 0117 74.17 64.17 74.17 64.28 990

6 25-Oct-96 0817 75.42 65.93 77.20 63.90 2640

7 26-Oct-96 0246 77.00 66.25 76.00 66.25 2640

8 26-Oct-96 0851 76.85 66.40 77.00 66.47 2640

9 27-Oct-96 0216 75.88 66.82 79.00 67.12 1650

Table 8 Information on the digital aerialphotography helicopter flights which
coincided with the two study areas.
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Longitude (°E)
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Figure 10 Helicopter tracks for the digital aerial photography flights from (A)
Voyage 1 (95) and (B) Voyage 2 (96).

i

r

Figure 11 Two overlapping digital aerial photographs taken on 14-Oct-1996 at
approximately 64° 04' S; 93° 00' E. With the aircraft atanaltitude of
1650 m, the dimensions of thescenes are: X= 914.6 m and F= 612.8
m. Noticeable features include: (A) large (> 500 m) snow-covered
floe, (B) areas of open water and/or snow-free thin ice, (C) medium
size (100-500 m), snow-covered first-year icefloes and (D) brash ice.
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Chapter 4

Sea Ice Thickness Model

4.1 Model Development

This section describes the procedure used to estimate sea ice thickness

distributions using inputs from Antarctic AVHRR imagery. It employs the principles

of a one-dimensional thermodynamic model proposed originally by Maykut and

Untersteiner [1971]. Yu and Rothrock [1996] developed a method for the application

of this model with input variables from Arctic AVHRR data. Section 2.3 of the

literature review chapter presents a more detailed analysis of these two studies. In a

similar fashion to Yu and Rothrock [1996], the system presented in this section

utilises AVHRR-derived albedo and ice surface temperature data as inputs for

Maykut and Untersteiner's [1971] thermodynamic model. However, several

significant structural and theoretical modifications and improvements were

incorporated to Yu and Rothrock'?, original model, leading to the development of a

completely new system, adapted specifically to the sea ice conditions of the Southern

Hemisphere. These modifications account for differences between Arctic and

Antarctic sea ice, and accommodate the nature and availability of in situ and remote-

sensing data employed in this study. The most important of these changes include:

a) an improved ice/snow surface temperature {Tsfc) derivation;

b) an improved estimate of the near surface (2 m) air temperature (7ai,);

c) a more robust parameterisation of the bulk transfer coefficients for heat and

evaporation (Q and Cg respectively);

d) use of a more recently-derived and realistic empirical value for the effective

thermal conductivity of snow {ks) based on data collected in the Antarctic sea ice

zone and;

e) an improved relationship between ice and snow thicknesses based on field

observations in the study region.
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Importantly, this algorithm does not possess all the elements of a typical

numerical model, as its principal aim is to estimate the apparent ice thickness

contained within each cloud-free pixel in an AVHRR image for a given instant in

time (i.e., the time of acquisition of the image). It is designed neither to detect

temporal changes nor to forecast thicknesses, although some information on temporal

trends can be derived if sequences of images are analysed. However, the term sea ice

thickness model will be employed hereafter for simplicity and consistency with Yu

and Rothrock's work.

For the purpose of this study, sea ice can be defined ideally as a horizontally-

homogeneous slab floating on its own liquid phase, with or without a homogeneous

snow cover [Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971]. There are incoming and outgoing

energy fluxes operating through both the ice/atmosphere and ice/water interfaces.

The apparent ice thickness returned by the model is the result of a

thermodynamic analysis of each pixel and therefore does not account for mechanical

processes that occur in the sea ice zone such as ridging, rafting and the opening and

closing of cracks and leads. This issue, along with the response of the model to

structures in the sea ice that are smaller than the size of the AVHRR pixel, will be

addressed in later sections of chapters 5 and 6.

In a given pixel of an AVHRR image, it is possible that the apparent ice

thickness may differ from the actual ice thickness, while still providing information

related to the bulk thermodynamic properties of the snow/ice column. This difference

is related to limitations of the method which are discussed throughout this chapter

and analysed with in more detail in Chapter 6.

The sea ice thickness model is based upon two assumptions; a) that there is a

linear temperature gradient across the snow and young ice layers, and b) that the

surface temperature of thin sea ice is closely related to its thickness. These

assumptions are valid primarily for snow-free ice but also for snow-covered ice, as

long as there is a close relationship between snow thickness and ice thickness

(Section 4.1.6) and the ice and snow are homogeneous in character [Lytle, et al,

1998b; Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Yu andRothrock, 1996]. For this reason, this

study adopts 1 metre as the upper thickness limit of thin sea ice. The model also

assumes no variability in the stratigraphic structure of the ice layer, which permits

the adoption of a single value for the thermal conductivity of sea ice (fcj) that varies

only with its temperature and salinity.
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By assuming a linear ice/snow temperatureprofile, it is possible to estimate the

conductive heat flux through the sea ice (i/c) using theoretical expressions such as

those suggested by Ono [1967] and Untersteiner [1964]. Although the analysis of ice

core and snow pit data collected in East Antarctica since 1991 demonstrates that

stratigraphic uniformity is uncommon [Lytle, et al, 1998b; Worby and Massom,

1995], many of the corresponding temperature profiles follow a linear behaviour, as

can be seen in Figure 12, which supports the rationale for the choice of ki presented

above.

Temperature (K)
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Figure 12 Temperature and stratigraphy profiles of a typical East Antarctic
winter snow pit collected on 4 August during Voyage 1 (95) at
0345 Z. The location of the ice station was 65° 01' S and 141° 49' E.
Adapted from Lytle et al. [1998b].

Maykut and Untersteiner [1971] present two possible scenarios for the energy

balance at the top of the ice/snow layer. If the temperature of the snow/ice surface

(JTsfc) is at the melting point, then a certain amount of melting will have to occur to

accommodate the excess energy flux reaching the surface. Alternatively, with Tsfc

below freezing point, the incoming and outgoing energy fluxes at the upper surface

will balance to reach an equilibrium state, which is the situation of interest in this

study (all pixels with Tsjc at or above melting point are removed from ice thickness

calculations). This situation is described by:

(1 - a)Q, - Til -a)Q,- , +H,+H,+Hc=0
Li Equation 8
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where:

a is the surface albedo;

Qs is the incoming shortwave radiation;

T is the transmitted portion of the shortwave radiation;

(2z,t is the upwelling longwave radiation;

Qa is the downwelling longwave radiation;

Hs is the turbulent sensible heat flux;

is the latent heat flux and;

He is the conductive heat flux.

The terms in Equation 8 are the same as those described by Yu and Rothrock

[1996] and mentioned previously in Chapter 2 (Equation 6). However, the current

study adopts a more recent notation, following the standard terminology for

electromagnetic radiation [Lide, 1991], Positive signs in Equation 8 indicate fluxes

directed towards the ice/snow surface, while negative signs indicate fluxes leaving

the surface. The turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes can assume either negative

or positive signs, depending on the valuesof air temperature and humidity. Each

component of the heat balanceis calculated separately, based on theoretical and

empirical relationships as detailed in the following sections.

4.1.1 Net Solar Radiation at the Surface

The first term of Equation 8 [{l-d)Qs] is the net solar radiation at the surface,

where Qsis the incoming solar radiation and ais the AVHRR-derived surface

albedo. Qs was estimated using an empirical relationship proposed originally by

Zillman [1972] and subsequently modified by Shine [1984]^:

1368.0//' t:- «
Oo = Equation 9

1.2//+(1.0+ //K10-'+0.0455

3 The formulation for Qs found in Yu and Rothrock [1996] and Yu [1996] contains a
typing error: Qs = 1368 [1.2// + (1.0 +//) ealO'̂ +0.046]"^
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where ju. is thecosine of the solar zenith angle andCa is the near-surface (2 m height)

water vapour pressure (inhPa), expressed as ea =fesa- The value usedin this study

for the relative humidity (f) was 0.81, an average obtained from the RSV Aurora

Australis DLS dataset from Voyage 2 (96). In comparison, the value employed by Yu

andRothrock [1996] in the Arctic was 0.90. The saturation vapour pressure at 2 m

{csa) was obtained through a fourth-order polynomial which was proposed by Maykut

[1978]:

Equation 10

where Tauis the air temperatureat 2 metres and the value of the a„ constants are:

flO',= 2.7798 X10"^ ui= -2.6913 x 10•^ ^2= 0.9792, ^3= -158.6 and a4= 9653.2.

4.1.2 Solar Radiation Penetrating the Ice Layer

The second term in Equation 8 [ril-cijQs] is the solar radiation that penetrates

the ice layer, where ris the fraction of the wavelength-integrated irradiance

transmitted through the ice layer. Grenfell [1979]^* parameterised Tas:

r - Equation 11

where Z; is the ice thickness and the appropriate constants for clear-sky conditions

are: a = 3894, b = 12.39, c = 0.35 and d = 1.578.

4.1.3 Upwelling Longwave Radiation

The next termin Equation 8 is the upwelling longwave radiation [Qlt], defined

as £sfcOTsfc, where Ts/c is the AVHRR-derived ice/snow surface temperature, cris the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6693 x10"^ W-m'̂ K'"^) and is the surface longwave

emissivity. A value of 0.9956 was usedfor in this study, derived from NOAA-7

snow emissivities published by Key and Haefliger [1992] andcalculated as an

average overthe range of AVHRR scan angles employed in this study.

Grenfell [1979] represented ras k in his study.
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4.1.4 Downwelling Longwave Radiation

The downwelling longwave radiation [Qa] is defined as >where TAir is

the near-surface (2 m) air temperature and £Air is the effective emissivity of the

atmosphere [Oke, 1990]. An empirical value of 0.7855 for SAir, as proposed by

Maykut and Church [1973], was utilised in this study.

4.1.5 Turbulent and Latent Heat Fluxes

The turbulent sensible heat flux {Hs) and the latent heat flux {Hi) are estimated

through the following relationships proposed by Maykut [1982]:

Hs = Pa^^pCh^^Mr -Tsfc) Equution 12

_0.622p^LC^u ^ Equation 13
Po

In Equation 12 and Equation 13, Pa is the air density (1.295 kg-m"^), Cp is the specific

heat of air (1004.4 J-kg"^-K"^), u is the wind speed 2 m above the ice/snow surface, L

is the latent heat ofvaporisation (2.49 x10^ J'kg"^), is the saturation vapour

pressure at the ice/snowsurface andpo is the surfacepressure (assumed constant at

1013.0 hPa). Ch and Ce are the bulk transfer coefficients for heat and evaporation,

respectively.

The values for Q and Ce employed in this study differ from those proposed by

Yu and Rothrock [1996]. Andreas [1996] demonstrated that the bulk transfer

coefficients for ice and/or snow are height-dependent and strongly influenced by the

stabilityof the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). For a constant wind speed, Q and

Ce will increase with increasing instability within the ABL. However, recent attempts

to parameterise these coefficients havemet with a lack of consensus, mainly because

of inherent difficulties in measuring such small quantities precisely. Although some

of these measurements led to an assumption that Ch = Ce,Andreas' work

demonstrated that this is not necessarily correct. Faced with a paucity of in situ data,

Andreas [1987] developed a model to express Ch and Ce as a function of the bulk

transfer coefficient for momentum (also known as the drag coefficient, Q), and the

near-surface wind speed. The drag coefficient is related to the surface roughness

parameter (§ [Andreas, 1996].
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Figure 13 shows how the modelled coefficients vary with wind speed for five

different values of These values, employed by An [1996] in his modelling

study, are consistent with the range of observed roughnesses found in several

Antarctic studies [Adolphs, 1999', Andreas, et al, 1993; Fisher andLytie, 1998; Tin

and Jejfries, in press]. As the coefficients are predominantly in the range 0.001 to

0.0016, it is clear that the values of Q and Cg employed by Yu and Rothrock [1996]

(C/i = Cg = 0.003 for very thin ice; Ch = Ce = 0.00175 for thick ice) are overestimates

at all wind speeds.

o

Figure 13

10 20

u (m's"^) u

Model predictions of (a) Ch and (b) Cg as a function of wind speed at
2 m from Andreas [1987]. Each curve represents the variation of the
two coefficients for five different values (0, 2, 4, 8 and 16 cm) of the
surface roughness parameter. Adapted from Andreas [1996].

An approximation of Andreas' [1987] model was used to obtain Ch and Cg in

this study. A direct relationship between the surface roughness parameter and ice

thickness was assumed, with larger values of ^corresponding to thicker ice types. Ice

thicknesses of 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2 m were associated with Rvalues of 0, 2, 4, 8

and 16 cm respectively. The choice of ice thickness and Rvalues was based on the

range of typical values encountered hy Andreas et al. [1993] in the Weddell Sea

during the austral spring of 1989. This association is also supported by more recent

observations made by Tin and Jejfries [in press] who found statistically significant

correlations between surface roughness and mean ice thickness in the Ross Sea.
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Using Andreas' [1987] model predictions, it was possible to build linear

equations (with a general form as shown by Equation 14) that relate the bulk transfer

coefficients to ice thicknesses for seven wind speed intervals. These intervals were

defined based on the range of values found on the DLS dataset from Voyage 2 (96).

^(h,e) - ^ Equation 14

Table 9 shows the values of a and b for each wind-speed interval and Figure 14

shows examples of histograms of Ch and Cg calculatedby this method for a NOAA-

14 image from 1996. With this method, it was possible to assign specific values of

the bulk transfer coefficients to each pixel of the image.

Ch Cg

u (m-s"') I0\a 10\b 10\a 10\b

0.0 - 2.5 0.783 1.167 0.789 1.236

2.5 - 7.5 0.301 1.131 0.312 1.168

7.5 - 12.5 0.201 1.100 0.216 1.133

12.5 - 17.5 0.154 1.075 0.170 1.106

17.5 - 22.5 1.053 0.125 0.140 1.086

22.5 - 27.5 0.109 1.032 0.118 1.069

>27.5 0.094 1.016 0.106 1.055

Table 9 Values of a and h (as employed in Equation 14) for seven wind speed
intervals, employed to calculate Q and Cg as a function of sea ice
thickness.

An alternative approach, which wouldgreatly increase the computation time of

the model, wouldbe to utilise in situ measurements to generate estimates of ^ and

calculate the coefficients directly from Andreas' [1987] model. As shown in a later

section (Section 4.4.3), the model results are not particularly sensitive to changes in

the bulk transfer coefficients, and there is no justification for increasing the

complexity of this parameterisationwithin the model, even if appropriate in situ data

were available.
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Figure 14 Example histograms of Ch and Ce calculated usingAndreas' [1987]
model with ice thicknesses obtained from a NOAA-14 AVHRR image
collected on 30-Sep-1996 at 0909 Z and wind speeds obtained from
the corresponding Global Assimilation and Prediction System (GASP,
see Section 4.3.1) output.

4.1.6 Conductive Heat Flux

Under the assumption made at the beginning of this chapter that there is a linear

temperature gradient within the ice andsnow layers, the conductive heat flux (J7c)

can be estimated through the following relationship:

Equation 15

where 7}is the temperature of seawater, defined as 7}=0.055 Sw, where Sw is the

salinityof seawater. The value chosen for Sw is 34.2743 psu whichis an average of in

situ measurements made during the two cruises of the RSV Aurora Australis. The

thermal conductance of the snow/ice layers (7) is expressed by the relationship:

y.
k,k.

{Kz,+k,z^) Equation 16

where kt and ks are the effective thermal conductivities of sea ice and snow

respectively, Z;is the ice thickness andZs is the snow thickness. Yu and Rothrock

[1996] utilised relationships between Z, and Zs based on the work of Doronin [1971]

in the central Arctic. The empirical relationship employed in this study (shown in

Figure 15) was obtained through 338 samples of Z, and accompanying Zsobtained

from drilled transects collected during Voyage 1 (95).
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Figure 15 A scatter plot showing the empirical relationship between ice (Zj) and
snow (Zj) thickness data collected in East Antarctica during the austral
winter of 1995.

In this study, ks was set to 0.164 based on measurements made by

Massom et al. [1998b] using data from Voyage 1 (95) and measurements made by

Sturm et al. [1998] in the Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross Seas in the 1994/95

season. Further details on the rationale for using this value, which is lower than that

typically employed in sea ice models, are given in Section 4.4.3. In Equation 16, the

thermal conductivity of ice (kt) was estimated by the following relationship proposed

by Untersteiner [1964]:

k. =•
kg + j3S

(r,,,-273.15) Equation 17

where ko is the conductivity ofpure ice (taken as 2.034 W-m'̂ -K"^), y^is a constant
2 1(0.13 W-m" -kg') and S is the sea ice salinity (in psu) and Tice is the mean

temperature within the ice layer. Studies by Maykut [1985] show that Tice depends

weakly on k^ for temperatures below 269 K. Therefore, setting the value of Tice to be

the same as Ts/c introduces no significant error [Yuand Rothrock, 1996]. The sea ice

salinity was estimated from an empirical relationship with ice thickness which was

proposed by Cox and Weeks [1974]® for theArctic:

' The relationships between sea ice salinity and thickness are erroneously quoted in
Yu and Rothrock [1996] and Yu [1996] as: S = 14.24 19.39Zj for Z, < 0.4 m and
S = 7.88 1.59 ZforZ > %m.
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For Z, < 0.4m S= 14.20 - 19.39Z, Equation 18

For Z, >0.4m 5=7.88-1.59Z,

While Worby [1998] presented salinity and thickness results from six Antarctic

voyages between 1991 and 1995, the data fit reasonably well with Cox and Weeks'

[1974] standard Arctic relationship. As such, the derivation of an Antarctic specific

empirical relationship between ice thickness and salinity is unwarranted. Moreover,

the uncertainties involved in the parameterisation of the thermal conductivity for ice

(discussed later in Section 4.6) and the low sensitivity of He to changes in sea ice

salinity do not justify the development of a new relationship.

4.2 Data Integration and Model Flow

The main input for the model is AVHRR data, pre-processed according to the

methods described in Section 3.1. Each image in this dataset contains the five

original AVHRR data bands, plus an "angles" band containing the solar zenith angle,

satellite zenith angle and sun-satellite azimuth and a classification band generated by

the ICBMAPPER algorithm. The classification band is used to eliminate invalid

pixels (such as those containing clouds, land and background noise), leaving for

analysis only the pixels classified as sea ice.

The next processing step consists of using bands 1 and 2 to calculate the

normalised albedo (a) and bands 4 and 5 to calculate the snow/ice surface

temperature {Tsfc), according to the techniques proposed by Lindsay and Rothrock

[1994a] and Key et al. [1997a] respectively. A detailed description of these

techniques is given in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2. This processing step is achieved

through two separate routines, which create two new bands (i.e., an "albedo band"

and a "snow/ice surface temperature band") for use in subsequent calculations.

Meteorological data from the Global Assimilation and Prediction System (GASP

- see section 4.3.1) are added to the model through another routine that extracts wind

speed and wind direction information from the original dataset. This routine also

performs spatial and temporal interpolations to ensure that the output data match the

AVHRR's spatial resolution and the time of acquisition of each image. A "wind

band" is created as an output of this routine.
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The last step of the model consists of calculating the apparent sea ice thickness

within each valid pixel through the methoddescribed in Section4.1, by combining

the wind, albedo and temperature bands generated in the previous routines. The

output of this routine is an"apparent seaice thickness band" from which classified

images and frequency distribution histograms are generated. Within this routine, a

non-zero value of ice thickness is necessary for the computation of r{l-d)Qs, Hs, Hi

and He- In this case, an initial thickness of 0.02 m is assumed at the beginning of the

routine and the calculation of the final thickness of each pixel is performed with an

incremental loopingsystem (seeFigure 16). In each iteration of the loop (n), Zq is

increased by 0.01 m andtheseven components of Equation 8 are recalculated and

summed.

Pixels with a net negative balance (i.e., pixels that lose heat to the atmosphere)

are kept in the loop for the next iteration, while pixels where the sumof all fluxes is

zero or positive are assigned thethickness of the current iteration (Z, = ZO -i- O.Oln,

where n starts at 0). This process is repeated until all the pixels havebeen assigned

anequilibrium seaicethickness. To allow for the fact that some pixels will notreach

an equilibrium, the iteration is stopped when n = 198 (i.e., Z, = 2.0m) in thespring

images, orn = 398 (i.e., Zi= 4.0m) in the winter images. These values were chosen

as they are significantly thicker than the thin seaice limitwhich is the focus of the

study.

Zq = O.Oln + 0.02 (n= 0...198 or0...398)

(l-ms - ^(^-cc)Qs - Qct + Qa + + + = Net Flux
s] a [u a ® s 0

H

z = z„

Z^ = Zo+0.01

Recalculate [^,[^,a \T\

Figure 16 A flow diagram describing thelooping system designed to calculate
the apparent sea ice thickness.
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Figure 17 is a flow diagram of the ice thickness model. The model, programmed

with IDL®, consists of onemain module that calls sub-routines which perform

different functions, such as the spatial filtering of the classified image, the

calculation of AVHRR-derived albedo and surface temperature, the calculation of the

ice thickness and generation ofoutputs. The complete IDL® code is listed in

Appendix I.

¥
AVHRR.pro

- Opens the AVHRR image;
- Extracts useful channels;
- Undoes solar zenith correction;
- Undoes radiance correction;
- Calculates &, (j) and 6^,
- Identifies invalid data (clouds);
- Calls other functions to

calculate or and 1ST.

GASP data

Temperature
Wind (m)

Wind (v)

GASP.pro

Generates wind speed, wind direction
and air temperature images to match
the size of the AVHRR image and to
correspond to each pass.

P

GASP image

Original AVHRR Image

r ^bedo (Channel 1)
^bedo (Channel 2)

Temperature (Channel 3)
Temperature (Chamiel 4)

Temperature (Channel 5)
~1Angles

Ice Map

Sizes:

Davis: 1251 x 761

Mertz: 1501 x 501

4

TIT Despeckle.pro

Reduces background noise of
the original image by applying a
spatial filter to the ice map band.

Albedo.pro

- Calculates the albedo using
channels 1 and 2 and &, (j) and 9^
according to Lindsay and
Rothrock [1994],

^ 1

Temperature.pro

- Calculates 1ST from channels 4
and 5 based on Key et al. [1997]

Despeckle.pro

- Calculates for each pixel with
outputs from a, 1ST and GASP,
after Yu and Rothrock [1996]

Air Temperature
Direction

Speed

J

Temperature contours
and wind plots

AVHRR.pro (cont.)

- Generates output
images and histograms
for o; 1ST and

Output images
and histograms

Figure 17 A flow diagram showing the sequence of events in the sea ice model.
The extension *.pro denotes an IDL® routine, while dashed rectangles
indicate input data. 6b is the solar zenith angle, ^is the satellite zenith
angle and <^is the sun-satellite azimuth angle (see Figure 20).
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4.3 Input Data

This section describes the main sources of data employed to generate the ice

thickness estimates through the model. It does not include in situ data used to

validate the relationships mentioned in previous sections.

4.3.1 Meteorological Data

Meteorological data employed in the model were obtained from the Australian

Bureau of Meteorology's GASP model [Bourke, et al, 1991]. The GASP model

utilises a resolution of rhomboidal wave number 31 with 9 sigma levels (0.991,

0.925, 0.811, 0.663, 0.500, 0.336, 0.188, 0.074 and 0.008). Input observational data

for this model include near surface observations from meteorological stations,

automatic weather stations, drifting buoys, vertical profiles from radiosonde launches

andNOAA-TOVS soundings. [Reid andBudd, 1995].

The dataset extracted consisted of arrays of wind (u and v components) and air

temperature data at the lowest sigma level (0.991) from four analyses per day (at

0500, 1100,1700 and 2300 Z) from two periods chosen to include VI (95) and

V2 (96): 01 July to 30 September 1995 and 26 September to 10 November 1996. The

original spatial resolution of the GASP grid was 1.5 degrees of latitude by 1.5

degrees of longitude, but they were matched to the dimensions of the AVHRR

images via a bilinear spatial interpolation. A temporal interpolation was employed to

calculate the u, v components and T^ir arrays corresponding to the time of acquisition

of each AVHRR image. The wind speed was then adjusted from the original altitude

(~ 71.8 m) to the 2 m level by using the logarithmic wind profile [Oke, 1990]:

u-u^ ln(z/Zg) Equation 19

where mis the wind speed at the original altitude, w, is the friction velocity, z is

the original altitude and Zo is the roughness length taken as 10" m [Oke, 1990].

Examples of wind and temperature outputs from the GASP system are shown in

Figure 18. The logarithmic profile is best applied in situations where the atmosphere

is near-neutral, which will be the case over sea ice. Over open water however, the

atmosphere is unstable in which case a log linear profile would be more appropriate.

In the absence of any information about the degree of (in)stability of the atmosphere

over each pixel, the logarithmic profile was chosen as a good approximation.
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Figure 18 Examples of(a) 2-metre air temperature and (b) 2-metre wind speed
and direction outputs from the GASP system, temporally interpolated
to coincide with an AVHRRimage from 30-Sep-1996 at 0909Z.
Polygons indicate the Davis area (see Figure4).

A comparison between the spatially interpolated air temperature data produced

by the GASP system and near-simultaneous air temperature data collected bythe

RSV Aurora Australis' DLS (Figure 19) showed very little correlation (r^ =0.088).
Thisdemonstrated that GASP outputs could not be used to accurately estimate the air

temperature near the surface, clearly due to its coarse spatial resolution, which is

insufficient to resolve air temperature variations that occur in different ice

conditions. The GASP windspeed data, however, presented a more stablebehaviour

= 0.658) andwereincorporated in themodel for theestimations of the sensible

and latent heat fluxes.
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Figure 19 Comparison between coincident GASP and DLS (portside) near-
surface air temperatures (a) and wind speed (b) from Voyage 2 (96).
Both datasets were adjusted to a height of 2 m.
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4.3.2 AVHRR-Derived Data

The 7-channel AVHRR image, pre-processed according to the methods

described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.1), provides the main source of data for the

model. The system utilises AVHRR estimates of albedo («) and ice/snow surface

temperature (Ts/c), which were obtained through the methods described below

(Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2). Estimates of near-surface air temperature at 2 m (TAir)

were also obtained from the AVHRR data through a relationship with Ts/c described

in Section 4.3.2.3.

4.3.2.1 Albedo

The method proposed by Lindsay and Rothrock [1994a] was employed in this

study to calculate the normalised broadband surface albedo using data from AVHRR

channels 1 and 2. This is the same approach as that taken by Yu and Rothrock [1996],

and consists of six steps:

a) The calibrated narrowband radiances (L,) from the digital counts for each visible

channel (i = 1 or 2) were obtained through the following relationship:

Counts, -0, ^
L,. = Equation 20

where Li is expressed in units ofW-m"^"sr"^"/mi"\ Countst are the digital counts

from channels 1 and 2, the fixed offset (oj) is expressed in counts and the fixed

instrument gain (g,) is expressed inunits ofcountsAV-m"^-sr"^-//m"\ The gain is

obtained through a relationship from Kidwell [1998]:

g, = Equation 21

where Ft is the integrated solar spectral irradiance, weighted by the spectral

response function ofchannel i (in W-m'̂ ), Wi is the equivalent width ofthe

spectral response function (in //m) and Si is the post-launch calibration slope.

The appropriate pre-launch values of Ft, Wi and Si for NOAA-14 are presented in

Kidwell [1998].
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The post-launch drift in the calibration of AVHRR's two solar reflective

channels is the largest source of uncertainty in this method. Several authors such

as Che and Price [1992] and Kaufman and Holben [1993] have used different

approaches to estimate the rates of change of the gain for different NOAA

satellites, but the large discrepancies between these studies suggested that more

attention was needed in this area \Lindsay and Rothrock, 1994a].

More recently, Rao and Chen [1994], Teillet and Holben [1994] and Cihlar and

Teillet [1995], amongst others, have achieved, with various degrees of success,

the goal of accounting for the temporal degradation in the performance of

channels 1 and 2 on the AVHRR sensors, particularly on NOAA-14. These

studies generally used areas of desert or open ocean as calibration targets, rather

than ice [Teillet and Holben, 1994].

As with Lindsay and Rothrock's approach, the offset value used in this study

was the pre-launch value obtained from Kidwell [1998], which is considered to

be relatively stable. The pre-launch gains were subsequently multiplied by an

empirical factor to produce a median albedo value of 0.81 for the brightest pixels

of each image. This value of 0.81 was reported hy Allison et al. [1993] as being

representative of fast ice (i.e., consolidated thick ice) covered with 0.3 m of

snow, based on clear-sky measurements made in the East Antarctic sector in a

similar season to that covered by Voyage 2 (96). Based upon this information,

the gains were calculated as:

M 23Gam, ~ •Qg^ Equation 22

The brightest pixels in each image were considered to be those classed as "very

compact sea ice" (class 23), with a thick snow cover, in the accompanying ice

map band. The median reflectance of class 23, symbolised by M23 in Equation

22, was employed to adjust the gains. Thirteen of the clearest NOAA-14 images

from the dataset for Voyage 2 (96) were employed to calculate the average

calibrated gains for each channel. These gains were then applied to all of the

images using Equation 22.
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Table 10 shows the calibrated gains for these images, along with the pre-launch

gains calculated using the values of W,-, F, and Si from Kidwell [1998] and post-

launch gains corresponding to mid-October 1996, obtained through a piecewise

linear (PWL) calibration method described by Rao and Chen [1994], The small

difference between the calibrated gains and the gains obtained through the PWL

method (2.53% for Channel 1 and 4.78% for Channel 2) indicates that this

technique can produce acceptable results in spite of the uncertainties it

introduces. These were thoroughly discussed by Lindsay andRothrock [1994a].

Acquisition Date Time (Z) Channel 1 Channel 2

30-Sep-1996 0909 1.49 1.97

30-Sep-1996 1050 1.85 2.44

l-Oct-1996 0858 1.40 1.85

l-Oct-1996 1039 1.72 111

5-Oct-1996 0955 1.73 2.28

6-Oct-1996 0945 1.66 2.18

6-Oct-1996 1124 1.57 2.07

2-NOV-1996 0953 1.66 2.19

3-NOV-1996 0941 1.45 1.91

4-NOV-1996 0930 1.36 1.80

8-NOV-1996 1027 1.83 2.41

lO-Nov-1996 0824 1.11 1.46

lO-Nov-1996 1006 1.74 2.29

Dataset Average 1.58 2.09

Pre-Launch (Kidwell, 1991) 1.73 2.28

PWL Method (Rao and Chen, 1994) 1.54 1.99

Table 10 Comparison between calibrated, post-launch and pre-launch values of
gain (expressed in countsAV-m'̂ 'sr'̂ "/mi"^) for channels 1and 2of
AVHRR onboard the NCAA-14 satellite. The bold values indicate the

average gains adopted in this study to calculate the albedos for the
whole dataset.

b) The next step of this method consists of converting the calibrated radiance to a

corrected narrowband reflectance Ri{do,0,^ using the following relationship:

TiW L
F, {6^ ' ' Equation 23

F, cos 9q
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where, as before, 0is the satellite zenith angle, (Z>is the sun-satellite azimuth and

00 is the solar zenith angle. Figure 20 is a schematic diagram depicting 0, <z>and

00. Calculations were restricted initially to pixels where 0o was less than 80°. In

order to maximise the number of pixels available for analysis, this limit was

increased to 85° for the winter images that coincided with Voyage 1 (95).

Satellite Zemth Line

0 iQ Satellite

Nadir

Earth Earth

Figure 20 Angular relationships between the satellite, the Earth and the Sun.
Adapted from Kidwell [1998].

cj From the corrected narrowband reflectance, the TOA narrowband albedo,

OiTOAido), was obtained in the same fashion as in Lindsay and Rothrock [1994a],

which uses a parameterised version of the broadband reflectance factor f{0o,0,<^

from Taylor and Stowe's [1984] compilation:

/ = + /3^x + ^2>' + A cos^ + A)'cos0 Equation 24

where x = sin0cos{7il2 - (^,y = sin0sin{nf2 - ^ and the least-squares regression

coefficients (fin) are: j3o = 0.681,Pi = 0.185,Pi = -0.222, Pi = 0.31O, yfi, = 0.413,

Ps = 0.608, and P(, = 0.338. The TOA albedo can be then calculated through:

^tTOA (^0) ~
RP9o,0,(l))

f{eo,0,(p)
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d) The narrowband surface albedo OiiOo) is obtained from the TOA albedo through

a linear equation proposed by Koepke [1989], which accounts for the

atmospheric attenuation in polar atmospheres:

o; (0 )- '̂TOA (^0) ~ (^0) Equation 26
bM)

The coefficients a, and bi depend on the atmosphere's optical depth ((^, the solar

zenith angle and the integrated ozone content [woa) for AVHRR's Channel 1

and water vapour content (mhio) for Channel 2. Koepke [1989] suggested the

following values for an average solar zenith angle of 70°: S= 0.05 /an,

Mo3= 0.24 cm NTP and mh2o = 0.5 g-cm"^. Appropriate values for the coefficients
in this case are: Ui = 0.086, hi = 0.791, <22 = 0.035, and ^>2= 0.804.

e) The broadband albedo is then estimated from the two narrowband values, a\ and

Oi. As in Lindsay andRothrock [1994a], the relationship between the

narrowband and the broadband albedos is obtained from measurements carried

out in Antarctica by Allison et al. [1993] in the austral spring of 1988:

~ 0.43c!rj (^0) +0.47a2 (Oq ) Equation 27

f) The final step of this method consists of normalising the albedo to a solar zenith

angle of 65°, a value close to the average for the dataset. This is done to acQount

for variations in the solar zenith angle within each scene and to make albedo

estimates comparable. The normalisation is achieved by multiplying the

broadband albedo by a factor:

a(65°)

«(^o)
Equation 28

where ) is the mean albedo of an ice/snow surface at the solar zenith angle

00. The relationship used for ^(6^) is the same as that employed by Lindsay

and Rothrock [1994a], which is based on a fit to data for Antarctic snow

originally published by Liljequist [1956]:

a{0Q) = 0.85 - 0.075 cos 0q Equation 29
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4.3.2.2 Ice/Snow Surface Physical Temperature

The ice/ snow surface temperature (Ts/c) within each pixel was derived from the

AVHRR channel 4 and 5 data following the polar multi-channel (split window)

approach proposed by Key and Haefliger [1992], rather than estimating Ts/c from

channel 4 alone, which is the method employed by Yu and Rothrock [1996]. The Key

and Haefliger approach was discussed in Section 2.2.4.5. This study employs an

updated version of the Key and Haefliger [1992] algorithm presented by Key et at.

[1997a], which incorporates angular-dependent coefficients derived especially for

Antarctica (see Equation 5).

The parameterisation of the coefficients a through d in Equation 5 was based on

temperature ranges for channel 4 (see Table 11 below) rather than the season-by-

season approach taken in the original algorithm of Key and Haefliger [1992]. This

technique increased the algorithm's flexibility and reduced its error [Key, et al,

1997a]. Section 2.2.4.5 presents a more detailed discussion of both of these studies.

Ch. 4 Brightness Temperature Ranges (K)

T4 < 240 T4 < 260 T4 > 260

a -1.180768 -SM11A3 -6.602028

b 1.003950 1.022697 1.025938

c 1.616824 0.919952 0.963384

d -0.729174 0.552105 0.793529

Table 11 Angular-dependent coefficients for NOAA-14 AVEK.R for various
ranges of channel 4 brightness temperatures [Key, pers. comm., 1998].

4.3.2.3 Near-Surface Air Temperature

To obtain the near-surface air temperature for their model, Yu and Rothrock

[1996] assumed that + ST where is the average AVHRR-derived

surface temperature over a 50 km^ area and ST has a constant value of 0.4K for the

areas of interest in the Arctic. Several studies have demonstrated that there is a close

link between Taiv and Tsjc and that, under clear-sky conditions, the snow/ice surface

will be slightly cooler than the air immediately above [Carrol, 1982; Guest and

Davidson, 1994\ Michael, et al, 1998; Overland and Guest, 1991; Sverdrup, 1933].

However, this is not necessarily valid for areas of thin ice with no snow cover.
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The adoption of a constant value for STin this study is inappropriate considering

the fact that the Southern Ocean shows a greater diversity of ice types, and that

Antarctic sea ice is generally thinner than is the case in the Arctic. Measurements

made by Guest [1998] in the Weddell Sea indicate that, on average, ST is close to

zero with the exception of areas of thin ice (less than 0.3 m thick) with no snow

cover or when the wind is very light (less than 3 m-s'̂ ). However, as can be seen

from the linear regression in Figure 21, values of 8r can vary considerably,

depending on the meteorological conditions and the presence of areas of open water.

Guest [pers. comm., 1999] suggested that the use of a linear fit to characterise the

relationship between TAir and Tsjc would prevent an accurate modelling of the surface

turbulence, and also neglect the effects of horizontal advection in the atmosphere and

the associated effects of changes in wind speed and direction.
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Figure 21 Relationship between Tau and Tsfc obtained from measurements made
during five ice stations in Voyage 2 (96) using the Everest®
radiometer and air temperature data (adjusted to 2 m) from the RSV
Aurora Australis' DLS.

Also important to consider are the variations of 81 when a parcel of air moves

from areas of snow-covered ice to areas of open water, a very common situation in

the vicinity of polynyas and leads, which are a characteristic feature of the Antarctic

sea ice zone {Worby, et al, 1998]. In this case, the characteristics of this air parcel,

especially its relative humidity and temperature, will ultimately control the

magnitude of the turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes. Vihma [1995] simulated

the behaviour of surface temperature and 2-m air temperature (along with other

parameters) over a domain containing different fractions of ice and open water areas

with a two-dimensional planetary boundary layer (PEL) model (Figure 22).
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Figure 22 A PBL model simulation of surface (black) and air (grey) temperature
variations over a 120 km field in three situations: (a) ice field with a
50% open water fraction and geostrophic wind (G) perpendicular to
the ice edges, (b) ice field with a 50% open water fraction and G
parallel to the ice edges and (c) single ice patch surrounded by open
ocean and G perpendicular to the ice edges. Adapted from Vihma
[1995],

As can be seen from Figure 22, the polynya-like situation of an ice-free area

with the geostrophic wind perpendicular to the ice edge (a) shows the strong link

between Taitand Tsfc over ice and a large temperature difference (from 25 to 27 K)

over open water, with Taitincreasing downwind by approximately 0.1 K per

kilometre. The second situation, with the geostrophic wind parallel to the ice edge

Qy), showed a similar behaviour but with higher temperatures. These were caused by

surface friction which deviates the near-surface winds by 15 to 20° to the left of the

geostrophic wind (in the Southern Hemisphere), producing a weak wind component

across the polynya. The third situation, where a single ice floe is surrounded by open

water (c), showed only a small variation in Tau-
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Based on these observations, the air temperature input for the model should

ideallybe from a source that is independent of the AVHRR-derived surface

temperature. However, theinjection of data from theGASP model did not produce

acceptable results (Figure 19), mainly because ofits poorspatial resolution. Other

possible sources of Tau data would be drifting meteorological buoys and TOVS

satellite data.

The main problem with buoy data in theSouthern Ocean is availability. The

International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB) reported a considerable

increase in buoy activities in theAntarctic seaice zone during theyears of 1995 and

1996 [IPAB, 1998]. However, thespatial andtemporal coverage providedby the 51

units deployed throughout that two-year period was insufficient to generate air

temperature fields to match the AVHRR imagery. Accuracy is another issue to be

considered. Allison [pers. comm., 2000] mentions that a majorproblemwith

Antarctic buoy temperature data is caused by radiational effects. While modem

buoys are equipped with some kind of protective shield, most historical buoy

temperature data may be inaccurate, and in fact are not generally incorporated by

operational meteorological agencies.

WhileTOVS may well provide useful additional information on surface

temperature and atmospheric temperature profiles, its reliable use over ice-covered

surfaces is still beinginvestigated [Francis, 1994; Lindsay, et al, 1997;Schweiger

and Key, 1997]. A limiting factor is also the larger FOY (in comparison to the

AVHRR) of 17-30 km. This inhibits its ability to view the surface withoutcloud

contamination, as sub-pixel scale clouds would tend to cold-bias the TOVS surface-

temperatm-eretrieval.

In the absence of independent near-surface air temperature data, an altemative

method was devised to derive lAir from the AVHRR data. This approach still

recognises the strong link between Tau and Tsfc and allows for the small 8r values

that typify areas with snow-covered thick (>0.8 m) seaice. It also addresses the

effect of spatial inhomogeneity within the Antarctic sea ice zone. The method is

based on the idea proposedby Vihma [1995] that the near-surface air temperature

over open water areas will follow closely thesurface temperature of the surrounding

snow-covered sea ice, and that this link is govemed by the wind speed and direction.
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By applying this principle, the value of Tait was set to the minimum value of Tsjc

within a rectangular shape measuring 9x1 pixels. This shape is oriented in the up

wind direction, as shown in Figure 23. Unfortunately, no in situ data were available

to confirm this principle either for thick ice/thin ice situations or different wind

speeds and directions. Therefore, in order to assess the effectiveness of this method,

a series of sensitivity tests are presented in Section 4.4. These tests present various

frequency distribution histograms of ice thickness obtained by altering the format

(square or rectangular) and size of this shape.
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Eight possible positions for the 9 x 1 shape from which the minimum
value of Tsfc is extracted to set the value of TAir for a given pixel. The
position is chosen according to the wind direction of the pixel
analysed.

Figure 24 shows examples of classified images (a and b) and frequency

distributions histograms of Taw and Tsfc (c) and longitudinal transects of Tait and Tsfc

located close to the Amery Ice Shelf (d) for an image from the spring of 1996. The

relatively high temperatures (260 - 270 K) of the Cape Damley polynya, clearly

visible in the bottom left comer of both Taiv and Tsfc images, are consistent with the

expected range within an active polynya. The central lower part of the scene

(between 66° and 70° S, around the Prydz Bay area) is dominated by a large region of

cold pixels (jAir and Tsjc < 256 K). The average 8r calculated from the Taiv and Tsfc

transects is less than 0.8 K, which is in agreement with modelled studies such as

Vihma [1995], even considering that the transects cross an area of large temperature

variations at the vicinity of the Cape Damley polynya.
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Figure 24 ClassifiedAVHRR images of (a) Txir and (b) Ts/c obtainedfrom a
NOAA-14 image of the Davis area from 30-Sep-1996at 0909 Z. Also
shown is (c) a comparison between the two frequency distribution
histograms and (d) longitudinal transects of Taik and Ts/c between A
and B. The average STfor this transect is 0.79 K.
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4.4 Sensitivity Tests

This section investigates the sensitivity of the model to variations in the

parameters which represent the most significant areas where this study has sought to

build upon Yu and Rothrock's [1996] work. These parameters are: air-surface

temperature difference, effective thermal conductivity of snow, bulk transfer

coefficients for heat and evaporation, and the gain for calibration of channels 1 and 2

(required for the calculation of the normalised broadband albedo). By analysing the

model's response to changes in these parameters, it is possible to estimate their

potential contribution to errors in the estimation of ice thickness.

Two types of tests were performed for each parameter: an analysis of changes in

the overall thiclcness histogram of a test image from the Davis area and an individual

analysis of five test pixels from the same image. These pixels, detailed in Table 12,

were selected to represent the broad range of values of solar zenith angle, albedo,

surface temperature and wind speed and direction found in the whole dataset.

Wind Wind
Pixel Location a Tsfc Speed Direction

# Column Row 0 (K) (m-s'̂ ) 0

1 276 30 67.87 0.092 269.12 6.19 212.5

2 A61 407 69.76 0.153 268.04 5.96 251.1

3 1336 122 63.49 0.306 269.07 4.84 225.2

4 1434 496 65.93 0.640 264.45 7.94 237.2

5 364 496 70.97 0.760 258.20 5.78 248.3

Table 12 Location, solar zenith angle (^), albedo (a), surface temperature (Ts/c)
and wind speed and direction values (obtained from GASP) for five
pixels selected from the test image (30-Sep-1996, 0909 Z) for
individual analysis.

4.4.1 Air-Surface Temperature Difference

The air-surface temperaturedifference (ST) is the most important parameter in

this model, as it affects the largest number of component fluxes in Equation 8.

Testing the sensitivity of the model to 3r implies changing the derivation of TMr, as

the value of Ts/c is fixed for each pixel (defined by the satellite data). An increase in

Tau- will increase both the downwelling longwave radiation and turbulent sensible

heat flux (Equation 12), thereby adding more heat to the system.
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lAir alsohas an indirect effect on the latent heat flux (through its effect on the

saturation vapour pressure) and on the incoming shortwave radiation (through its

effecton the surfacewater vapour pressure - see Equation 9) which is employed to

calculate the net solar radiation at the surface and the solar radiation that penetrates

the combined snow and ice layer.

Figure 25 shows variations in ice thickness of the five testpixels in response to

changes in ST from -4.0 to4.0 K. These values are one order of magnitude larger

than the ST value chosen by Yu andRothrock [1996], which is a constant 0.4K. The

largest changes occur inthe "cold" and "bright" pixels (4 and 5), markedly so when

(JTis less than zero. Although a negative <5ris rare, it canoccur in areas of thin

newly-forming sea ice, such as those encountered inpolynyas when cold katabatic

winds force the ice northwards, promoting the rapid formation of new ice [Massom,

etal., 1998b].
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Figure 25 Variations in sea ice thickness ofthe test pixels 1 to5 (see Table 12)
in response to changes in ST.

Figure 26shows a comparison between ice thickness histograms obtained by

three methods of expressing as a linear function of Ts/c, namely r^,> = aTs/c + b,

using three different sets of coefficients. Table 13 presents the coefficients and the

resulting median and mean thicknesses from the test image.
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Histogram 1 shows results obtained by using Yu andRothrock's ST value of 0.4

(a = 1.0and b - 0.4), histogram 2 was obtained by setting to the same value as

Tsfc (a = 1.0 and b= 0.0) and histogram 3 was derived through the empirical
relationship based on field observations obtained duringVoyage2 (96)

{a- 1.03 andb = -9.01, Figure 21). The three methods are very similar. Therefore, it

is not surprising thatthese histograms have very similar shapes (Figure 26),although

the mean and median values shown in Table 13 are slightly different.

iZ, 2.0

Figure 26

0.4 0.6

Z, (m)

Frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness obtained with
three different sets of coefficients (1-blue, 2-red and 3~yellow,
according to Table 13) for estimating Ta^ from Ts/c- Also plotted is the
thicknessdistribution histogram obtainedthrough the method of
estimating TAir used in this study (4-black).

A fourth methodof estimating Taw, by equating it to the minimum value of Ts/c

within a box of 9 x 1pixels (histogram 4), produced some noticeable changes,with

the resultant mean ice thicknessbeing 0.1 m greaterthan that from technique 1. It is

concludedfrom this sensitivity studythat fixing the air temperature directly to the

surface temperature of the pixel underneath through the use of a simple linear

relationship does not produce satisfactory results. The methodof setting TAir to a

minimum value of Ts/c in theupwind neighbourhood of thepixel adds more

flexibility to the model andtheresulting frequency distribution histogram is likely to

be more realistic, and accordingly this approach is adopted in this study.
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Tait - aTsfc + b Mean Zi Median Zi

a b (m) (m)

1 1.00 0.40 0.20 0.17

2 1.00 0.00 0.23 0.18

3 1.03 -9.01 0.25 0.19

4 9x1 rectangle 0.29 0.21

Table 13 Median and mean ice thicknesses for histograms generated with three
different sets of coefficients used to derive through a linear
relationship with Ts/c (1 to 3), along with values for the histogram
obtained using the minimum Ts/c valuewithin a rectangle measuring
9x1 pixels oriented upwind (4).

Following studies such as Vihma \\995'\,Andreas [1996] and Wu et al. [1997],

which motivatedthe development of the method employed to estimate TAtr in this

study, onehas to consider two other correlated factors to which the model might be

sensitive: the size and shapeof the neighbourhood from which the minimum Ts/c is

selected, and the influence of wind speed and direction. Figure 27 shows frequency

distribution histograms of sea ice thickness resulting from the application of square

neighbourhoods with sizes varying from 1x1 to 9 x9 pixels. The means and medians

of these histograms are listed in Table 14.
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Figure 27

Z, (m)

Frequencydistribution histograms of sea ice thickness corresponding
to the use of square neighbourhoods of varying sizes:1x 1 (1-black),
3x3 (2-blue), 5x5 (3-red), 7x7 (4-grey), and 9x9 (5-yellow).
These histograms correspond to the rows labelled 1 through 5 in Table
14, respectively.
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Box Size Mean Zi Median Zi

(m) (m)

1 1x1 0.20 0.17

2 3x3 0.28 0.20

3 5x5 0.32 0.22

4 7x7 0.35 0.23

5 9x9 0.39 0.24

6 1x9 0.29 0.21

7 3x9 0.33 0.22

8 Ixn 0.28 0.20

Table 14 Median and mean ice thicknesses for frequency distribution
histograms generated with increasing box size (numbers 1 to 5).
Numbers 6 and 7 refer to a rectangular region oriented upwind (results
shown in Figure 28). Number 8 refers to a rectangular region of
variable size (in pixels), where n is chosen from 5, 7, 9, 11 or 13,
depending on wind speed (results shown in Figure 29).

As can be seen from Figure 27 and Table 14, increasing the size of the area used

to select Tau effectively increases the average Z; for the whole image, as the air

temperature attains smaller values over larger portions of the image. It also increases

the number of pixels excluded from the final thickness image (through failing to

reach equilibrium during the looping process). The use of large square

neighbourhoods (5 x 5, 7 x 7, 9 x 9) seems to produce higher thickness values

compared to the 9x1 rectangular shape. The mean ice thickness produced using a

9x1 rectangle is comparable with that in a 3 x 3 square, which suggests that the value

of Taitis influenced more by the number of pixels analysed rather than the shape of

the area. Increasing the width of the rectangle from 1 to 3 pixels (entries 6 and 7 in

Table 14) produces very little change in the overall thickness histogram, as can be

seen from Figure 28, although the mean ice thickness increases by 0.04 m.
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Figure 28 Acomparison between the frequency distribution histograms ofsea
icethickness generated byusing a 1x9 rectangle (blue) and a 3 x9
rectangle (red). The corresponding mean and median values are listed
in Table 14.

Based onthe principle that the association between and Ts/c would be

extended over thin ice areas with increasing wind speeds{Vihma [1995], as shown in

Figure 22), the sensitivity ofthe model was also tested by varying the length ofthe

rectangle according towind speed in the following manner: 5pixels for speeds up to

5m-s"', 7 for speeds up to 10 m-s"', 9for speeds up to 15 m-s"', 11 for speeds up to
20 m-s\ and 13 for speeds greater than 20 m-s"'. As can be seen from Figure 29 and
from the mean and median values listed in Table 14, this test produced very little

change in the overall histogram.

The two previous tests support the notion that, in theabsence of independent

information on the near-surface air temperature, using the minimum valueof the

ice/snow surface temperature within an areaaround the pixel is a betteralternative.

The shape and wind speed-dependency are oflittle influence on the overall thickness

histogram, and the number ofpixels that comprise the neighbourhood is the more

influential parameter. Ideally, these tests should have been conducted using

dimensions and values that bear some relationship with in situ measurements. The

collection of such measurements for the Antarctic sea ice zone would be a valuable

source of corroborative information.
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Figure 29 Frequency distribution histograms ofsea ice thickness generated using
a rectangle with a fixed length of 9 (blue) and a rectangle of varying
extent (5,7,9,11 or 13) thatdepends on the wind speed (red).

4.4.2 Effective Thermal Conductivity of Snow

In this study, theeffective thermal conductivity of ice(k,) was calculated as a

function of both the temperature and salinity of the ice slab(Equation 17), using the

relationship proposed by Untersteiner [1964]. However, thethermal conductivity of

snow (ifci) was fixed at0.164 W•m•^•K"^ a value significantly lower than the

0.31 W-m''-K"' adopted by Yu andRothrock [1996] and typically employed by other

sea ice models such as thoseof Hibler [1979], Parkinson and Washington [1979] and

Semtner [1976].

This parameterisation of ks uses new results from Massom et al. [1998b] and

Sturm et al. [1998]. They combine measured values of snow thermal conductivity as

a function of snowtype, incorporating all measurements from entirecruises, to

derive a bulk effective thermal conductivity based upon theproportions of different

snow types encountered in the field. Areview ofmeasured ks values as a fimction of

snow type is given by Sturm et al. [1997] andMassom et al. [inpress-a].
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Snow thermal conductivity is defined as the proportionality constant between the

temperature gradient within the snow layer and the total heat transport across this

layer. It is generally expressed as an "effective" thermal conductivity to account for

all of the processes in the snow pack, including conduction and vapour diffusion

[Sturm and Johnson, 1992]. A few studies, such as Jordan [1991], have suggested

that ks can be calculated as a function of snow density ips). For example, Abels

[1892] proposed the following relationship which, according to Maykut and

Untersteiner [1971], satisfactorily described a wide range of in situ measurements.

= 2.2)A9p] Equation 30

Some of these proposed formulations have resulted in values even higher than

0.31 W-m'̂ -K"^ Recent studies bySturm etal. [1997], Sturm et al. [1998] and

Massom et al. [in press-a] have demonstrated that, for most types of snow, ks is

highly dependent on snow morphological and structural characteristics such as grain

size and shape. Sturm et al. [1997] have also demonstrated that in certain types, such

as new snow, there is no clear relationship between k^ and Ps.

In the case of the Massom et al. [1998b] study, data were taken from 46 show

pits collected in East Antarctica during Voyage 1(95) to derive a bulk effective

thermal conductivity value of0.164 W-m'̂ -K'̂ Details of the location and dates of

these snow pits can be found in Lytle et al. [1998b]. This value is used in an effort to

account for the range of stratigraphy and textural complexity of the most frequent

types of snow encountered on East Antarctic sea ice. Further details on the rationale

for the use of a bulk effective thermal conductivity in sea ice models can be found in

a review study by Massom et al. [in press-a].

ks Mean Zi Median Zi

(W-m'̂ -K'̂ ) (m) (m)

1. 0.07 0.22 0.16

2. 0.16 0.29 0.21

3. 0.31 0.34 0.24

4. 2.20 0.48 0.35

Table 15 Median and mean ice thicknesses for histograms generated with
four different values of ks.
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Figure 30 shows variations in sea ice thickness of the five testpixels in response

to changes in ks between limiting values of0.07 W-m '-K"' (for low-density new
snow [Sturm, etal., 1997]) and 2.2 W-m '-K"' (for icy melt layers [Ratcliffe, 1962]).
"Warmer" and "darker" pixels (1, 2, and 3) show little or no response to changes in

thisparameter, with variations of lessthan0.01 m. Pixels thatare "colder"and

"brighter" (4 and 5) presumably havea thicker layer of snow and therefore are more

sensitive to changes in ks. Evenin these cases, however, the mostnoticeable changes
-i.t'-ioccur only when ks is less than 0.2 W"m' "K

10,00 -F-

1,00

0,10 • ;

0,01 * ' ' * I » • • I

0,00 0,50 1,00 1,50

it,(Wm''K"')
2,00

Figure 30 Variations in sea ice thickness of the testpixels 1 to 5 (seeTable 12
above) in response to changes in ks.

Figure 31 shows frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness obtained

with four different values of ks: 0.07 W'm '-K"\ the lower limit from Figure 30

(histogram 1), 0.164 W-m"^-K'', the value employed in this study (histogram 2),

0.31 W-m"'"K'\ which is the value proposed by Yu and Rothrock [1996] (histogram

3), and 2.20 W-m"''K"', which isupper limit from Figure 30 (histogram 4). The

median and mean ice thicknesses of these histograms are listed in Table 15. It is clear

from Figure 31 thatthe choice of an appropriate value for this coefficient is

important. Theuse of extreme values, such as the ones for low-density new snow and

icy melt layers (histograms 1 and4 respectively), produces histograms, withmean

ice thicknesses that are too small or too large if comparedwith histograms 2 and 3.
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Figure 31 Frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness (Z,) obtained
with four values of k/. (1-yellow) 0.07, (2-blue) 0.164, (3-red) 0.31
and (4-black) 2.20 W*m''-K"'. The depression around 0.4 m(0-)
found in (4) occurs, albeit to a lesser extent, in all histograms
generated through this model and is a numerical anomaly caused by
the introduction of the second equation of Coxand Weeks' [1974]
empirical relationship usedto calculate the sea ice salinity (see
Equation 18).

In spite of its widespread use in other seaicemodels, including Vu andRothrock

[1996], the value of0.31 W-m'̂ -K"' (histogram 3) is higher than estimates ofbulk ks
obtained from direct measurements of Antarctic snow [Sturm, et al, 1997; Sturm, et

al, 1998]. The application of this value leads toa scenario with more thick iceanda

large number of pixels that do not reach the equilibrium at the end of the model's

iterations.

In summary, this study will therefore employ avalue of0.164 W*m '-K' for the
thermal conductivity for snow, as it hasbeenfound to be a more representative value

for Antarctic sea ice. In addition, the histograms of sea ice thickness compiled with

this value of snow thermal conductivity are morephysicallyreasonable. For a fuller

discussion of the rationale behind the development of this value for the snow thermal

conductivity, see Massom et al. [in press-a].
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4.4.3 Bulk Transfer Coefficients

Bulk transfer coefficients for heat and evaporation are notoriously difficult to

measure over polar surfaces \Andreas, 1996]. Theyare an integralpart of the

formulations of the turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes, which are the only two

fluxes in Equation 8 that can assume either positive or negative signs (i.e., removing

heat from, or adding heat to the ice/snow surface respectively), depending on Ts/c and

on the meteorological conditions. It is therefore important to evaluate the effect of

varying Ch and Ce in the overall heatbudget and the corresponding ice thickness

frequency distribution histograms.

Figure 32shows variations in seaicethickness of thefive test pixels resulted

from variations of Ch and Cg. The selection of the upper and lower limits in this

figure was based onthe maximum and minimum values of modelled results

published byAndreas [1987], shown in Figure 13. They bracket thevalues chosen by

Yu and Rothrock [1996] and also include the range over whichthese coefficients are

permitted to vary in this study (i.e., from 1.0 x10"^ to 1.5 x10"^). As expected, little
change occurs in thethickness of the test pixels with increasing Ch and Cg. The

variation in the magnitude of the coefficients is too small to produce any noticeable

variations in the net flux. Moreover the fluxes themselves are too small.

10.00 c

1.00

ts

0.10

0.01 I I I I I I i I i I I I I L.

0.0010 0.0014 0.0017 0.0021 0.0024

Ch andCe

Figure 32 Variations in seaice thickness of the test pixels 1 to 5 (seeTable 12
above) in response to changes in Q and Cg.
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Figure 33 shows frequency distribution histograms of icethickness obtained

with Ch and Ceset to the same lower and upper limits from Figure 32 (histograms

1 and 3) plus the histograms obtained with coefficients for thin and thick ice chosen

by Yu andRothrock(4) and the method to obtain the coefficients employed in this

study (2). Table 16shows the median and mean ice thicknesses for thesehistograms.

Figure 32 implies that the model is not verysensitive to variations in thebulk

transfercoefficients, although "dark" and "warm" pixels are lessaffected than"cold"

and"bright"pixels. However, thechoice of correct values for those coefficients is

important. Figure 33 and Table 16 show that, incomparison with the fixed values

chosen by Yu andRothrock [1996], the method utilised in this studyto calculate Ch

and Ce (histogram 2) produces results that arecloser, bothin the shape of the

histogram and the mean icethickness, to those produced through model predictions

hyAndreas [1996], especially in the lower limit (histogram 1).

y 3.0

Figure 33 Frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness obtained with
four sets of values for C/, and Q: (1-yellow) C/, = Q = 0.0010,
(2-black) the method employed in this study, (3-red) Ch = Ce =
0.0022, and (4-blue) the valuesemployed by Yu and Rothrock [1996]:
Ch-Ce = 0.003 for thin ice and Ch-Ce- 0.00175 for thick ice.
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Ch and Ce Mean Zi Median Zi

(m) (m)

1. 0.0010 0.27 0.20

2. This study 0.29 0.21

3. 0.0022 0.41 0.25

4. Yu and Rothrock [1996] 0.40 0.30

Table 16 Median and mean ice thicknesses for histograms generated with four
different conditions for Q, and Ce-

4.4.4 Calibration Gains

As discussed in Section 4.3.2.1, thepost-launch drift in the gains{g^ andg2) used

to retrieve the narrow-bandradiance from the digital counts of channels 1 and 2

(Equation 20) are the largest source ofuncertainty inthe method ofalbedo retrieval

from AVHRR data. Figure 34 shows variations in ice thicknesses of the five test

pixels in response to changes ing] and g2. The upper and lower limits used in this

figure are the pre-launch values listed inKidwell [1998] and the post-launch values

from Rao and Chen [1994] respectively (see Table 10).

-2 -1 -1
gi (coimtsAV-m -sr -//m )

1.533 1.566 1.603

10,00
1.638 1.673 1.708 1.743

—I—

1.778

1,00

IN

0,10

0,01

4-

7

1
„3

. 1

.1111 _.i—1—1—1—1—1—1—1—

2,037 2,072 2,107 2,142 2,177 2,212 2,247 2,282

Figure 34

-2 -1 -1
g2 (countsAV-m -sr Mva)

Variations in sea ice thickness of the test pixels 1 to 5 (see Table 12
above) in response to changes in gi and
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Figure 35 shows the frequency distribution histograms of ice thickness generated

using the same upper and lower limit values ofgi andg: mentioned above

(histograms 1 and 2), together with the histogram generated using the new values of

g, and g2 employed in this study. The median and mean ice thicknesses

corresponding to these histograms are given in Table 17. The useof pre-launch

values (histogram 1) caused a decrease in theaverage albedo, allowing more solar

radiation to enter the ice, so that on average, pixels took fewer iterations to reach

equilibrium and were consequently assigned smaller thicknesses. The sets of

coefficients employed in this study and those obtained through thepiecewise linear

calibration method (histograms 2 and 3 respectively) led to similar histograms, with

both the mean and median values being considerably larger than in histogram 1.

gi g2 Mean Zi Median Zi

(W-m'̂ 'sf '•/mi"') (m) (m)

/. 1.73 2.28 0.20 0.17

2. 1.54 1.99 0.37 0.23

3. 1.58 2.09 0.29 0.21

Table 17 Median and mean ice thicknesses for histograms generated with three
different sets of values for gj and g^.

cr 3.0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Z, (m)

Figure35 Frequency distribution histograms of seaice thickness obtained with
three sets of values forg/ and g^: (1-blue) the pre-launch values from
Kidwell [1998], (2-black) the values used in this study and, (3-red)
the PWL post-launch values published by Rao and Chen [1994].
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4.5 Analysis of the Model's Response to Sub-Pixel Scale Features

The spatial resolution of the model presented in this study is determined by the

size of the AVHRR pixel (approximately 1.0 x 1.0 km). The radiances and brightness

temperatures from which the normalised albedo and the ice/snow surface

temperature are respectively derived are an integration of the radiances emitted by all

targets (i.e., types of surfaces) present within that ~ 1km^ area. In the caseof

Antarctic sea ice, several types of surfaces can typically occur within a single pixel,

such as open water, nilas, pancake ice, new ice, first-year and multiyear ice (with or

without snow cover) etc. In addition, radiances measured by the satellite's sensor

may also be contaminated by the presence of sub-pixel clouds, which axe especially

difficult to detect and remove.

In this section, the model's response to pixels containing more than one surface

type is tested. Sets of typical cloud, open water, snow-free sea ice and snow-covered

sea ice pixels were manually retrieved from the same test image used in the

sensitivity tests. Their original radiances and brightness temperatures (shown in

Table 18) were averaged and then employed to re-create pixels with varying

concentrations of ice (with and without a snow cover), water and cloud. In each case,

a pixel was composed of two different surfaces in varying proportions. The

combination of types of surface employed were: cloud x open water, cloud x snow-

free ice, cloud x snow-covered ice, snow-free ice x cloud, snow-free ice x snow-

covered ice, and snow-covered ice x cloud.

Surface Radiance 1 Radiance 2 Temp. 3 Temp. 4 Temp. 5

Type (W-m-^) (W-m'2) (K) (K) (K)

Cloud 64.57 61.67 261.95 242.46 241.78

Open Water 4.04 2.55 272.69 270.93 270.13

Snow-free ice 51.24 48.94 263.45 257.25 256.60

Snow-covered ice 70.38 70.30 261.06 252.87 252.07

Table 18 Typical cloud, open water, snow-free ice and snow-covered ice
averaged radiances (from AVHRR channels 1 and 2) and brightness
temperatures (from AVHRR channels 3, 4 and 5) employed in the
combinations to create pixels with more than one feature.
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Figure 36 Apparent sea ice thickness variations in response to changes insub-
pixel concentrations of (1—black) open water xcloud, (2—blue) open
waterx snow-free ice and (3-red) open water x snow-covered ice. The
bottom scale indicates the percentage of open water and the top scale
indicates the percentage of the other three features. The model does
not in fact deal with open waterpixels, and assigns them a default
thickness of 0.02 m (marked by <=•).
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Figure37 Apparent seaice thickness variations in response to changes in sub-
pixel concentrations of (1-blue) snow-free icexcloud and (2—red)
snow-free ice x snow-covered ice. The bottom scale indicates the
percentage of snow-free ice andthe top scale indicates the percentage
of cloud and snow-covered ice. In the sixth scenario (snow-covered
ice Xcloud) the ice thickness remained at 0.20 m regardless of
variations in the concentration of the two features.
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Figure 36 and Figure 37 show variations in apparent sea ice thickness in

response to changes in sub-pixel concentrations of cloud, open water and various

types of ice. From the analysis of these figures it is possible to conclude that, because

of the thermodynamic nature of the model, the apparent ice thickness of a pixel

containing more than one surface type depends approximately on the concentration

of each feature. This is particularly critical in the case of pixels containing a mixture

of open water and cloud. In this scenario, unless the pixel is classified by the

ICEMAPPER system as open water (which would preclude it from further sea ice

thickness calculations), the model retums an unrealistic ice thickness for this pixel

for any concentration of cloud greater than zero. This effect is further investigated in

Chapter 5. The apparent ice thickness of pixelscontainingvarious concentrations of

ice (with or without snow cover) and open water is also affected in the same manner.

The Antarctic sea ice zone is a very diverse region, with a large variety of

surface types typicallypresentin even small areas of a satellite image. Furthermore,

sub-pixel clouds are very common. This analysis is useful to help understand the

model's response to such diversity, in spite of the relative simplicity of the scenarios

investigated.

4.6 Error Analysis

In this section, the accuracy of the apparent sea ice thicknesses returned by the

model is estimated through an analysis of the uncertainties that arise from the various

parameterisations employed to calculate eachof the fluxes in the model (Equation 8).

The general equation to calculate this error is given by Young [1962]:

2 _ 2 dH

dH
+ cr.

{dH \
—

Ql J

+ 0-
dH

+ cr^tqI

+ 0",

/

^ dH^

^ dH
dH c 7

Equation 31

where (y\ is the uncertainty associated with a flux X (see Equation 8). Eachof these

uncertainties is calculated separately using the error estimates shown in Table 19.

Where appropriate, the typical values used to calculate the partial derivatives from

Equation 31 were obtained by averaging the dataset.
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The resulting uncertainty {Uh =11.23 W-m') was then used to calculate ice

thickness uncertainties (crj for four selected thicknesses (0.05, 0.11, 0.25 and

0.37 m). These were obtained from pixels extracted from the test image (see Section

4.4) and were judged to be representative of the values found in the spring dataset.

Parameter

(Unit)
Fractional

Error (%) Source

a 10.0 De Abreu et at. [1994]

T 4.0 Grenfell [1979]

£sfc 1.0 Key and Haefliger [1992]*

SAir 1.0 Maykut and Church [1973]*
Ce and C/, 10.0 Andreas [1987]*

TsfciK) 1.5 Key et al [1997a]
TAir(K) 1.5 Keyetal. [1997a]

ki (W-m"^"K'̂ ) 5.0 Untersteiner [1964]*
k, (W-m"^-K"^) 1.0 Massom et al. [in press-a]

Qs (W-m"') 5.0 Shine [1984]
Zs(m) 1.0 Massom [pers. comm., 1999]

U (m-s"^) 10.0 Adams [pers. comm., 1999]

/(%) 5.0 Davey [1997]

Table 19 Fractional error estimates used to calculate the accuracy of the
AVHRR-derived apparent sea ice thicknesses. An asterisk indicates
that the fractional error was not available in the publication, and
typical values were employed to produce best estimates of the error.

Figure 38 shows plots of net flux and the resulting values of Z; and cr^, at

equilibrium (net flux = 0). These values are also shown in Table 20. The

uncertainties in the turbulent and latent heat fluxes (9.8 and 3.9 W-m"^ respectively)

are the greatest contributions to the value of11.23 W-m'̂ for o)/. Still, this value is

less than the sum of the uncertainties reported by Yuand Rothrock [1996], mainly

because of the smaller error in the estimation of Tsfc and Taitand the smaller

uncertainty for the downwelling longwave radiation flux (1.64 W-m" in comparison

with 13.7 W-m"^ reported by Yu andRothrock for the Arctic spring).

From the analysis of Figure 38 and Table 20, it is concluded that increases

with Z; and that +cr^, increases more rapidly than -a^,. This is due to the fact that the

net flux does not vary linearly, which means that the longer it takes for a pixel to

reach the equilibrium (i.e. the greater the number of iterations), the wider the gap

between Z and (7^, is. Since the variation of net fluxes assumes a logarithmic form,

+(7z, will always be larger than -cr^,.
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Figure 38 Net flux (black line with crosses) and corresponding ranges of
uncertainties {oh, grey lines) for four representative ice thicknesses:
(a) 0.05 m; (b) 0.11 m; (c) 0.25 m and; (d) 0.37 m.

For thicknesses up to 0.1 m, <7^ is approximately ± 0.01 m, which is the

minimum thickness increment employed by the model. For thicknesses between 0.1

and 0.2 m, -Cj., is 10% and is 20%. These error estimates increase to 16% and

32% respectivelyfor thicknesses between 0.2 and 0.3 m, reaching up to 22% and

35% for thicknesses above 0.3 m. Considering that 55.7% of the pixels analysed in

the 1996 dataset are between 0.02 and 0.20 m and 24.8% are between 0.2 and 0.4 m,

the incorporation of these error estimates in the 33 images from that period will incur

uncertainties of no more than 35% for more than 80% of the pixels analysed.

z, + CTzi

(m) (m) (m)

0.06 0.05 0.07

0.11 0.10 0.13

0.25 0.21 0.33

0.37 0.29 0.50

Table 20 Positive and negative uncertainties in estimated ice thickness.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter presents the results of the application of the sea ice thickness model

described in Chapter 4 to a set of 35 NOAA-14 images from the austral winter of

1995 and spring of 1996. In Section 5.2, these results are interpreted in light of the

current knowledge of albedo, 1ST and sea ice thickness distributions in East

Antarctica. Comparisons between these data and concurrent digital aerial

photography and ship-based observations are presented in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4,

the results are compared with "climatological" data such as ship-based observations

and drill-hole measurements collected in East Antarctica since 1991. A discussion of

the results is presented in Section 5.5.

5.1 Data Summary

Table 21 presents the complete list of NOAA-14 images which provided input

data for the sea ice thickness model, along with relevant sea ice thickness statistics

obtained from them. In the V2(96) dataset, an average of 2.3% of valid pixels did not

attain equilibrium after 198 iterations, while 14.9% of valid pixels from the two

Vl(95) images did not attain equilibrium after 398 iterations. These pixels were

initially classified as sea ice pixels and were assigned the maximum thicknesses

permitted by the system (2.0 m and 4.0 m, respectively). However, an analysis of

their spatial distribution in the V2(96) dataset (exemplified in Figure 39) showed that

these pixels occur on the periphery of large areas that were classified by the

ICEMAPPER system as "clouds", leading to the conclusion that they had been

erroneously inserted into the system as valid sea ice pixels. For this reason, they were

removed from further sea ice calculations.

Considering the analysis of the model's sensitivity to sub-pixel scale features

(Section 4.5), it is important to evaluate the spatial distribution of pixels that reached

equilibrium in the first iteration and were therefore assigned a thickness of 0.02 m. In

the same test image (Figure 39), only 159 pixels satisfied this condition. These occur

in the vicinity of areas classified by the ICEMAPPER system as "open water" and

"clouds", such as in the Cape Damley polynya (Figure 39, A), which could indicate

that they are accurately reflecting the process of ice formation in those areas.
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Another possibility, however, is that theseare actually openwaterpixels

contaminated by cloud, fog or frost smoke emanating from theopenwater itself.

Figure 36shows that open water pixels containing even a small percentage (less than

5%) of cloudcontamination will be erroneously classified as thin ice by the model,

provided that its surface temperature is lower than 271.35 K (the approximate

freezing point of sea water). Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence to

differentiate between these two possibilities.

Figure 39
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The spatial distribution of pixels in a test image from the Prydz Bay
region, during theaustral spring of 1996 (30-Sep, 0909Z). Pixels
classified by the ICEMAPPER system as clouds are coloured in light
grey, pixels classified as "very compact ice" (including icebergs or
fast ice) are in black,pixels that were classified as valid by the
ICEMAPPER but did not reach the equilibrium after 198 iterations are
red, and pixelsassigned a thickness of 0.02 m are blue and their
position is highlighted by the circles. The location of the Cape
Damley polynya is indicated by (A).

As expected, the number of cloud-free images available for theperiod

coinciding with theaustral winter of 1995 was very small (only two), which limits

the validationprocess for this period. Cloud coveralso played a major role in

limiting the amount of data available forprocessing in the spring of 1996, as canbe

seen by the percentage of validdata in Table 21.
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Orbit Date/Time d(, Valid Data Z,>limit z Median Oz,

Number (dd-mmm-yy, hhmm Z) (°) (%) (%) (m) (m) (m)

Voyage 1 (95) limit = 4.0 m

3270 19-Aug-1995,0549 82.37 22.71 12.60 1.84 0.82 1.63
3284 20-Aug-1995,0539 81.91 21.41 17.28 1.01 1.18 0.73

Average values for dataset: 82.14 22.06 14.94 1.43 1.00 1.18

Voyage 2 (96) limit = 2.0 m
9028 30-Sep-1996,0909 67.02 49.52 0.75 0.29 0.21 0.30
9029 30-Sep-1996, 1050 76.67 12.95 20.20 1.44 2.00 0.74
9042 Ol-Oct-1996,0858 66.96 24.11 0.13 0.24 0.20 0.19

9043 Ol-Oct-1996, 1039 75.18 14.55 18.19 1.31 2.00 0.80

9056 02-Oct-1996,0848 64.62 18.52 0.00 0.14 0.13 0.05

9099 05-Oct-1996,0955 70.53 6.70 4.21 1.07 0.77 0.80

9113 06-Oct-1996,0945 68.72 11.81 3.34 0.77 0.41 0.73

9114 06-Oct-1996, 1124 78.39 8.70 4.69 1.19 1.11 0.71

9126 07-Oct-1996,0752 61.52 4.45 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.03

9212 13-Oct-1996, 1009 68.60 8.64 2.82 0.67 0.20 0.79

9213 13-Oct-1996, 1149 77.27 6.15 1.84 0.89 0.63 0.73

9225 14-Oct-1996,0817 61.40 3.25 0.00 0.09 0.10 0.04

9226 14-Oct-1996,0958 68.86 5.05 1.44 0.67 0.24 0.76

9254 16-Oct-1996,0936 65.19 9.98 0.76 0.37 0.18 0.50

9255 16-Oct-1996, 1116 73.34 8.56 2.05 0.67 0.28 0.71

9268 17-Oct-1996,0925 64.81 4.18 0.04 0.24 0.19 0.23

9269 17-Oct-1996,1106 72.51 2.14 1.46 1.06 0.64 0.82

9282 18-Oct-1996,0914 61.29 5.79 0.01 0.09 0.07 0.10

9283 18-Oct-1996, 1055 72.37 3.40 1.43 0.97 0.71 0.76

9310 20-Oct-1996,0852 58.50 11.17 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.08

9311 20-Oct-1996, 1033 68.59 3.55 1.70 0.91 0.47 0.80

9339 22-Oct-1996, 1011 66.61 4.05 3.49 1.15 1.12 0.84

9352 23-Oct-1996,0820 58.99 4.17 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.03

9353 23-Oct-1996, 1000 65.95 5.95 4.13 1.10 0.85 0.80

9395 26-Oct-1996,0928 61.41 5.83 0.19 0.26 0.16 0.36

9465 31-Oct-1996,0833 54.82 1.31 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.04

9494 02-NOV-1996,0953 62.12 7.43 0.52 0.34 0.14 0.52

9508 03-Nov-1996,0941 60.45 4.03 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.11

9522 04-Nov-1996,0930 58.93 8.81 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.11

9578 08-Nov-1996,0846 53.54 7.32 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.04

9579 08-NOV-1996, 1027 63.13 10.56 1.10 0.39 0.15 0.58

9606 lO-Nov-1996,0824 51.69 6.46 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.06

9607 lO-Nov-1996, 1006 59.52 8.93 0.19 0.18 0.10 0.32

Average values for dataset: 65.44 9.03 2.26 0.52 0.41 0.44

Table 21 Summary of the AVHRR images employed to derive apparent sea ice
thickness distributions in this study, along with the resultant ice

thickness mean (Z,), median and standard deviation {Cz) for each

image. Average values for the Vl(95) and V2(96) datasets are shown
in bold. Oq is the solar zenith angle.
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5.2 Albedo, Ice/Snow Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Thickness Distributions

In this section, the results summarised in Table 21 are interpreted in terms of

what is currently known about the albedo, 1ST and sea ice thickness distributions of

the two study areas. Examples of frequency distribution histograms and classified

images are presented (Figure 40 to Figure 45), along with average ice thickness

distributions for the entire Vl(95) and V2(96) datasets (Figure 46). The analysis

presented in this section concentrates on the images from 1996, as the two 1995

images from the Mertz area are spaced less than 24 hours apart, an interval which is

insufficient to establish a sea ice climatology for that region.

Inter-comparisons between the albedo, 1ST and sea ice thickness data from

individual images are complicated by the presence of a cloud cover as can be seen

from Figure 40 to Figure 43. The images shown in these figures are the ones with the

least cloud obscuration within the entire 1996 dataset. However, sea ice distribution

patterns are discernible in some cases and can be explained in light of the

meteorological and environmental conditions at the time of acquisition of the images.

For example. Figure 40 and Figure 41 are the ones with the least cloud

obscuration and their acquisition time is only 24 hours apart. Data obtained from the

RS V Aurora Australis' DLS and from the GASP system show no substantial

alterations in the meteorological and environmental conditions during this period,

suggesting that there should have been no major changes in the sea ice regime.

Although atmospheric pressure at sea level was not available from the GASP dataset

at this time, low temperatures observed at the coastline (-253 K) and moderate to

strong winds blowing from southwest (15 to25 m-s'̂ ) suggest the occurrence of

freezing and divergent conditions. The sea ice thickness distribution during this

period, is consistent with the pattern described in the literature for such divergent

conditions in the East Antarctic sector [Allison, 1989; Massom, et al, 1999; Worby

and Massom, 1995; Worby, et al., 1998], with the inner pack consisting mostly of

thin ice (0.02 to 0.10 m) and polynyas near the coast, the central pack, consisting of

bands of thicker ice (up to 1 m) and icebergs, and the outer pack, characterised by

areas of thinner ice (up to 0.10 m), probably brash and broken floes, mixed with open

water areas near the ice edge.
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Figure 40 Classified AVHRRimages and frequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperature and (c) sea ice thickness on
30-Sep-1996 at 0909 Z.
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Figure 41 Classified AVHRR images and frequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperature and (c) sea ice thickness on
01-Oct-1996at0858Z.
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Figure 42 Classified AVHRR images and frequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperature and (c) sea ice thickness on
16-Oct-1996at 1116Z.
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Figure 43 Classified AVHRR images andfrequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperatureand (c) sea ice thickness on
08-NOV-1996 at 1027 Z.
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Figure 44 Classified AVHRR images and frequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperature and (c) sea ice thickness on
19-Aug-1995 at 0549 Z.
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Figure 45 Classified AVHRR images and frequency distribution histograms of
(a) albedo, (b) ice surface temperature and (c) sea ice thickness on
20-Aug-1995 at0539Z.
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In general, the albedo and 1STdistributions observed in images from the Davis

area follow the ice thickness distribution pattern closely. The model assigns apparent

ice thicknesses below 0.2 m to dark pixels (albedo less than 0.4) with relatively high

temperature (close to 273 K), and apparent thicknesses of 0.6 to 1.0 m to cold (below

255 K) and bright (albedo above 0.6) pixels. This pattem of association is also

observed in the two images from the Mertz area. In this case however, the albedo

values associated with thicknesses above 0.6 m are lower (0.4 to 0.5), due to the

larger solar zenith angles that occur in winter. The range of 1ST values observed in

the two winter images does not differ from that found in the spring images. The

association of albedo values with sea ice thicknesses in the V2(96) dataset is not

inconsistent with the in situ measurements of Allison et al. [1993] and Brandt et al.

[1999] (see Table 3)

The presence of a cloud cover represents a major influence in the range of values

and the shape of the albedo, 1ST and ice thickness frequency distribution histograms

obtained from the V2(96) dataset. During periods of divergent conditions (Figure 40

and Figure 41), clouds tend to concentrate on the northern part of the scene, leaving

large areas of thin ice near the coast exposed for analysis, which reflects on the

narrow and uniform shape of the histograms. With the passage of synoptic weather

systems, cloud cover increases taking up most of the scenes in a much less selective

way (Figure 42 and Figure 43). In these cases, the shape of the histograms tends to

be more irregular. The range of values however is roughly maintained throughout the

V2(96) dataset: approximately 0.05 to 0.90 for albedo, 250 to 270 K for 1ST and 0.02

to 1.2 m for sea ice thickness.

The frequency distribution histograms from the two VI (95) images (Figure 44

and Figure 45) are less affected by cloud cover and therefore the range of values of

albedo, 1ST and ice thickness and the shape of the histograms are likely to be more

representative of the area analysed. In both images however, only the north-eastern

sector contains valid data (corresponding to 22.06% of the area). It is clear from

these two winter images that the ice is considerably thicker (median = 1.00) if

compared to the images from the spring of 1996 (median = 0.41). Although there is

no ice thickness data near the coast for the Vl(95) dataset, it is possible to identify a

pattem of gradual decrease northwards, with values ranging from 0.9 m around 64 °S

to 0.1 m around 59 °S.
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Figure 46 Classified AVHRR images of (a) average sea ice thickness and (b)
number of pixels analysed (n) for the two images of 1995 and (c)
average sea ice thickness and (d) number of pixels analysed for the 33
images of 1996.
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Certain broad-scale morphological features of the Davis area are apparent in the

albedo, 1ST and sea ice thickness classified images presented in Figure 40 to Figure

43 and especially in the average image presented in Figure 46 (c). For example, in

Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 43 a region of generally thin sea ice is apparent in

the south-western comer of the scenes, near Cape Damley. Massom et al. [1998a]

investigated the distribution of latent heat polynyas around the east coast of

Antarctica with eight years (1987 to 1994) of SSM/I data. The Cape Damley polynya

(centred at approximately 67° 30' S and 69°45' E) is described in that study as a

recurring polynya with its maximum extent occurring in October and a mean area of

17.8 X10^ lon^. This feature isclearly visible inFigure 46 (c). By summing the pixels

with an ice thickness less than 0.1 m in the area around Cape Damley, the mean area

of the polynya for the V2(96) period was estimated as 8.16 x10^ km^. Thedifference

between these two figures may be due to the fact that a large percentage of the Cape

Damley polynya lies outside the region of analysis. Furthermore, open water pixels

were not counted as they were previously discarded by the ICEMAPPER system.

Another distinguishable feature in Figure 41, Figure 42 and in Figure 46 (c) is a

narrow band of thin ice (up to 0.1 m) immediately north of the fast-ice edge in the

Prydz Bay area. Ship-based observations made by several authors [Allison and

Worby, 1994; Worby, 1998; Worby and Massom, 1995; Worby, etal, 1998] showed

a marked decrease in mean ice thickness in this region in spring between the central

pack ice zone and the coast, due to the presence of a persistent flaw lead along the

fast-ice edge.

Figure 40 and Figure 41 show a band of thicker ice (from 0.4 up to more than

1.0 m) between 68° and64° S, with several large grounded icebergs lined up roughly

around 67° S. Although icebergs are not classified as such by the model, they can be

identified by their size, shape and orientation. In this instance, the ICEMAPPER

system classified them as "compacted ice". Indeed several large icebergs have been

reported in the Prydz Bay area by in situ observers and remote sensing surveys such

as Young [1998] and Young etal. [1998]. This band of thick ice is also clearly

distinguishable in Figure 46, although the average classified image do not show the

icebergs. This feature is further discussed in Section 5.5.1
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The northward gradation from thin ice/open water to thicker sea ice in the

corridor between 70° and 76° E is also reflected in the albedo, 1ST and ice thickness

classified images from the spring of 1996. Despite the more specific features

described above, Figure 46 (c) show that, in general, the Davis area present the

generally expected pattern where the northernmost sea ice is thinner (and therefore

warmer and less bright) than the southernmost sea ice. This is also valid for the two

images from the Mertz area, as can be observed in Figure 46 (a).

Another advantage of using remote sensing information to derive sea ice

thickness is the ability to resolve temporal variations in an Bulerian fashion. Figure

47 shows the variation of AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness in two sub-areas of the

Davis region from late-September to mid-November 1996. The large time-dependent

changes in sea ice thickness observed in both sub-areas cannot be attributed to

thermodynamic growth alone, as this would require the formation and melting of an

enormous volume of ice in the short period of a few days.

These changes in ice thickness are likely caused by dynamic processes such

rafting and ridging and the advection of ice into and out of the two sub-areas {Worby,

et al, 1998]. There are two other hypotheses that could satisfactorily explain such

variations. In the space of a few days, the presence of clouds can act as a "selective

screened' of pixels within a given range of thicknesses. An example of this process is

found by comparing the spatial distribution of cloud cover (obtained from the pixels

classified as clouds by the ICEMAPPER system) and the ice-thickness distributions

in Figure 40 and Figure 41. In less than 24 hours, the cloud cover increased from

47% to 76%, mostly because of a large cloud band that obscured the northern section

of the second image. Even though the ice conditions did not change significantly

over this period (as evidenced by comparing the cloud-free areas of the two images),

the resulting ice thickness histograms are very different.

Another possible explanation for the variability shown in Figure 47 is also

related to the presence of clouds. As demonstrated in Section 4.5, open water or thin-

ice pixels containing even a small amount of cloud contamination will be generally

misclassified by the ICEMAPPER system as snow-covered ice, and will therefore be

assigned an unrealistic thickness value by the model. Depending on the amount of

contamination, the ice in some of these pixels will not attain the thermodynamic

equilibrium even after the system performs all its iterations. These pixels will be

discarded.
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Overall it is not certain how many of these contaminated pixels are incorporated

into the ice thickness distribution. As can be seen in Figure 39, these pixels are

usually found in the vicinity of cloud formations, which reinforces this hypothesis.

Setting aside the influence of these sources of ambiguity, and notwithstanding the

size of the error bars in Figure 47, it is possible to observe a thinning trend through

the period of analysis (between September and November 1996). This trend can be

attributed to a combination of dynamic and thermodynamic processes that occur as

the season progresses and the temperatures increase.
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Figure 47 Average sea ice thickness and cloud cover variation in two sub-areas
within the Davis area in 1996; (a) south of 68° S and (b) between 62°
and 60° S. The errorbars for ice thicknesses were estimatedthrough
the error analysis described in Section 4.6.
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By determining the position of pixels located at the northern end of the average

image of the Davis area (Figure 46 - c) that were assigned the minimum thickness of

0.02 m by the system, it is possible to estimate the average position of the ice edge

for the spring of 1996. A comparison between the model outputs and data obtained

from the Antarctic CRC's SSM/I dataset provides useful information on the system's

ability to estimate two important parameters besides sea ice thickness: sea ice extent

and areal coverage.

Figure 46 (c) shows that the sea ice cover in the Davis area in late spring extends

roughly up to 58° S. The position of the ice edge is consistent with the analysis

conducted by Worby et al. [1998] of four years (1991-1994) of daily sea ice

concentration maps derived from SSM/I data. The authors of that study found that at

75° E the position of the iceedge ranges from 57° to 59° S at this time of the year.

A period of 10 years (from 1987 to 1996) of SSM/I data analysed with the same

method employed by Worby et al. [1998] showed that, for the Davis area, the

average areal coverage for the months of October and November is 5.65 x10^ km^

with extremes of3.68 and 6.51 x10^ km^ (see Figure 48). Comparatively, the average

areal coverage obtained from the 33 images from this same period is 5.91 x10^ km^.

The fact that this value is roughly in the middle of the range observed in the SSM/I

dataset is a good indication that the system is capable of satisfactorily estimate sea

ice areal coverage in East Antarctica.
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Figure 48 Variations in areal coverage within the Davis area obtained from
SSM/I data. The dashed line and the circle indicate the area coverage
value derived from the AVHRR dataset, referring to a period between
late September and early November 1996.
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5.3 Comparisons with Concurrent In Situ Data

In this section, the sea ice thickness distributions resulting from the application

of the model to the 1995 and 1996 AVHRR datasets are more formally compared

with information from other sources, namely ship-based observations and digital

aerial photography. Unfortunately, the number of images with pixels coinciding with

data from either of these sources is limited, which prevents the completion of a

statistically-meaningful validation of the model. It also must be noted that these

comparisons are largely of a qualitative nature, as the results obtained from the

model bear little similarity (in terms of synoptic coverage, resolution and accuracy)

to the data obtained from other methods. In spite of these discrepancies, certain

large-scale similarities are apparent.

5.3.1 Ship-Based Sea Ice Thickness Observations

Consideringthat the model output is the result of the thermodynamic analysis of

an area approximately 1km^ in size (i.e. one AVHRR pixel), the resulting apparent
ice thickness is an average that reflects the characteristics of albedo and ice surface

temperature of the various ice types and open water fraction present within this area.

Therefore, in order to compare this information with ship-based sea ice observations,

the in situ weighted-average ice thickness (Zob,) must be recalculated to include the

open water fraction. This can be achievedby employing the following equation:

z„. =„ Z,., +-%rZ™ +̂ Z„, Equation 32
^OW ^OW ^OW

where Ci,„ Cind and C^rd are the primary, secondary and tertiary sea ice concentrations

(in tenths) respectively, Z,,,, Z^d and Z^rd are the primary, secondaryand tertiary sea

ice thicknesses (in metres) respectively, Cj is the total sea ice concentration (in

tenths) and Cov/ is the open waterfraction (in tenths), as determined by the ship

observations. The sum of Cow and Cj is always 10.Table 22 presents a comparison

between the AVHRR-derived apparent thicknesses and the ice thickness calculated

from ship-based observations.
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Of the 33 images from the spring of 1996,19 could not contribute to the analysis

in this section because, at the time of their acquisition, the ship was located outside

the Davis area. Of the remaining 14 images, 9 had coincident pixels that were

covered with clouds and only 5 contained useful data. Unfortunately, for the winter

of 1995, there were no contemporary ship observations corresponding with either of

the AVHRR images obtained for that period.

Date/Time Zavhrr 'Zobs Total Primary Secondary Tertiary

Cow Cice Cist Zjst C2nd '^2nd Csrd ^3rd

20-Oct-1996 0852 Z 0.19 0.45 0 10 5 0.65 4 0.30 1 0.05

26-Oct-1996 0928 Z 0.29 0.51 0 10 1 0.90 8 0.50 1 0.20

04-NOV-1996 0930 Z 0.03 0.08 1 9 7 0.10 2 0.05 0 0.00

08-NOV-1996 1027 Z 0.61 0.65 0 10 9 0.70 1 0.15 0 0.00

lO-Nov-1996 1006 Z 0.03 0.18 1 9 9 0.20 0 0.00 0 0.00

Table 22 Comparison between AVHRR-derived ice thicknesses (Zavhrr) and co-
located data from ship-based observations (Zobs)- Zots is the weighted
average of the three ice-thickness categories (see Section 3.2.2),
considering the open water fraction. Concentrations are expressed in
tenths and thicknesses in metres.

As can be observed in Table 22, in each of the five co-located points, Zob^ is

larger than Zavhrr- The smallest difference between Zobs and Zavhrr (6.15% or 0.04 m)

was found on the 8'*^ ofNovember when no open water was present andthe region

observed was almost entirely covered with snow-covered first-year ice 0.7 m thick.

At the thinner end of the thickness spectmm, the difference between Zo^ and Zavhrr

on the 4^ of November was 0.05 m.

Assuming that this pixel is not contaminated by clouds, the analysis of curve (3)

in Figure 36 indicates that the AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness of a pixel

containing 9 tenths of snow-covered ice and 1 tenth of open water is 15% thinner

than the value returned by the model, which in theory could reduce the difference

between Zobs and Zavhrr to 0.03 m. Considering the margins of error for this method

(see Section 4.6) and the accuracy of individual ship-based observations (± 20% as

reported hy Allison et al. [1993]), this can be considered a reasonably good

agreement.
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The largest difference between the in situ observations and the model outputs

(600% or0.15 m) was found on the 10'̂ ofNovember. Inthis case, the application of

the sub-pixel resolution test does not improve this figure significantly. The margins

of error in the estimation of a and Tsfc for thin, snow-free ice and the geo-location of

the AVHRR pixels may be possible explanations for the model's underestimation in

this situation.

Figure 49 compares the histogram of weighted-average sea ice thicknesses from

all the ship-based observations made during V2(96) with the frequency distribution

histogram of sea ice thickness derived from the 33 AVHRR images that coincided

with this period (from September 30 to November 10, 1996). In both histograms, the

data are arranged in 0.2 m bins.

It is important to note the differences between the methods employed to generate

these histograms. The average AVHRR-derived ice thickness frequency distribution

histogram (Figure 49 - a) was created by summing all valid pixels in the 33 images

and dividing them by the number of occurrences throughout the period (shown in

Figure 46 - d in the form of an image). The lower histogram in Figure 49 (b) was

obtained by calculating the weighted-average sea ice thickness from each ship-based

observation from V2(96) that fell within the Davis area, through Equation 32.

Although the two datasets refer to the same period, the latter covers an area of less

than 500 km^ while the AVHRR-derived thickness values refer to an area of

approximately 6x10^ km^.

Another important aspect to be considered in this comparison is the fact that,

during V2(96), a problem in the ship's engine prevented it from maintaining a

straight course, which led to the introduction of two biases in the sampling program.

Firstly, in order to facilitate navigation under reduced power, routes with open water

and thinner ice (i.e. nilas, pancakes etc) were preferred. Secondly, when the vessel

encountered areas of thicker ice, the speed was reduced more than usual and a greater

number of observations per unit distance was made. Although the sea ice observation

analysis software discards subsequent observations made within 20 km of each other

(see Section 3.2.2), this bias is still apparent when the V2(96) dataset is compared to

others collected under normal navigation conditions.
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Figure 49 Frequency distribution histograms of (a) average AVHRR-derived sea
ice thicloiess from the 33 images of 1996 and (b) weighted-average
sea ice thickness obtained from 459 ship-based observations from the
same period.

The largest difference between the two histograms in Figure 49 is in the open

water/thin ice class (0.0 to 0.2 m). Whereas 31% of the ship-based observations have

a weighted-average thickness of less than 0.2 m, 56% of all AVHRR-derived ice

thicknesses fall within this category. This discrepancy is most likely caused by the

inclusion of a large number of open-water pixels contaminated by clouds into the

AVHRR algorithm. The parameterisation of snow thickness also contribute to this

discrepancy. The relationship between Z, and Zj employed in this study is based on

winter measurements (see Figure 15). Since the snow-fall regime is probably

different in spring [Bromwich, 1990], it is likely that changes in this parameterisation

will affect the AVHRR-derived ice thickness distribution.
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The fraction of ice with thicknesses between 0.2 m and 0.4 m is similar in both

histograms (25% for the model and 27% for the ship-based observations), but there is

a large (16%) difference in the bin centred at 0.5 m. The subsequent bins have

similar frequencies in both histograms, with the ship-based observations presenting

lower values. Possible explanations for the discrepancies between the two histograms

in Figure 49 are discussed in Section 5.5.

Figure 50 shows the ice thickness frequency distribution histogram derived from

the two 1995 images. Although there is no direct sea ice thickness information from

the ship-based observations for this period, it is possible to comment on this

histogram in light of meteorological data from both GASP and the RSV Aurora

Australis' DLS. The most noticeable feature in Figure 50 is the near-absence of thin

ice (between 0.02 and 0.2 m), which is consistent with the findings of other winter

studies conducted in this area [Lytle, et al, 1998b; Worby, et al, 1998]. Worby et al.

[1998] showed that in August, the East Antarctic pack ice is very consolidated, with

an open water fraction of approximately 12%. Worby et al. attributed this small

percentage of thin sea ice and open water to a) low air temperatures typical of this

time of the year which leads to the rapid freezing of leads (to ice thicknesses of more

than 0.4 m), and b) the effects of deformation.
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Figure 50 Frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness generated from
the two AVHRR images from August 1995.
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The dominance of 0.4 to 0.6 m thick ice in the winter ice thickness distribution

histogram shown in Figure 50 is supported by Lytle et al. [in press-a] who showed

that the packice in wintertime in thevicinity of 65° S; 140° E attains an equilibrium

thermodynamic thickness of approximately 0.5 to 0.6 m, observing both basal

freezing and melting in ice of this thickness range. These findings also agree with

those of Allison and Worby, [1994].

An alternative explanation for the near-absence of thin ice in the AVHRR

histogram can be formulated by analysing the synoptic conditions over the 24-hour

period when the two AVHRR images were collected. The analysis of the data from

the DLS onboard the RSV Aurora Australis (Figure 52) and the outputs from the

GASP system (Figure 51) show the occurrence of persistent westerly winds on the

period from 17'̂ to 19*^ ofAugust, which originated a swell that penetrated more than

350 km into the ice pack. The effect of this swell was to alter the floe-size

distribution and promote rafting in the subsequent convergent regime. It also

introduced sea water onto the ice surface. This same event was reported by Worby et

al. [1998] and Massom et al. [1999]. Under these circumstances, relatively little

thermodynamic ice formation is expected (even at low temperatures), which is

consistent with the relative absence of ice between 0.02 and 0.2 m in the AVHRR-

derived frequency histogram of ice thickness.
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Figure 51 GASP predictions of wind speed and direction temporally interpolated
to coincide with an AVHRR image from 19-Aug-1995 at 0549 Z. The
polygon indicates the Mertz area (Figure 4) and the circle indicates the
approximate position of the RSV Aurora Australis at the time.
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Figure 52 (a) Air temperature, (b) wind speed and (c) wind direction data from
the DLS onboard the RSV Aurora Australis collected during Vl(95).

5.3.2 Digital Aerial Photography

A visual analysis of grey tones, textures and the presence and morphology of

features such as rafts, ridges, folds and fractures was used in conjunction with the

WMO classification scheme (see Table 6) to identify ice types and assign thickness

ranges within each photograph. These values were then compared with thicknesses

retrieved from pixels that coincided with the path of the helicopter flights, similarly

to the method employed by Eppler and Fanner [1992] and AckZey et al. [1992],

Of the eleven aerial photography flights from 1995 and 1996 that fell within the

Davis and Mertz areas, only Flights 7 and 8 (see Table 8) coincided with an AVBDRR

image, namely that collected on 26-Oct-1996 at 0928 Z. The flight paths, along with

the AVHRR-derived ice thicloiess distribution obtained from that image, are shown

in Figure 53. The analysis conducted in this section concentrates on Flight 8, as the

number of valid pixels available for comparison is considerably larger than in Flight

7. Furthermore, Flight 7 occurred between 0245 and 0530 Z, while Flight 8 occurred

between 0850 and 1100 Z, bracketing the image's acquisition time.
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During Flight8, the helicopter flew at approximately 185 km/h and at an altitude

of 2438 m (8000 ft). A navigator recorded the time, aircraft position (latitude and

longitude), elevation, speed, heading, photograph frame numberand an estimation of

the total ice concentration once every 60 seconds. The average dimensions of the

frames, calculated using Equation 7 are 1172 x785 m, which corresponds to an area

approximately 8% smaller than the size of one AVHRRpixel.

Compacted ice
Open water

Flight 7

Flight 8

Figure 53 Paths of helicopter flights 7 and 8 plottedon top of the ice thickness
distribution obtained through an AVHRR image from the same day
(26-Oct-1996). Letters a' to P and a to e indicate the starting point of
each section of flights 7 and 8, respectively. The asterisk indicates a
large tabular iceberg.
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Analysis of photographs from the first leg of Flight 8 (from a to b in Figure 53),

showed that the helicopter flew over areas of large (> 500 m diameter) snow-covered

first-year floes separated by leads less than 100 m in width. The total ice

concentration recorded by the navigator varied between 9 and 10 tenths. In the

AVHRR image, most of the pixels corresponding to this section of the flight were

classified as "compacted ice" by the ICEMAPPER system and were therefore

excluded from the ice thickness calculations. The second leg (from b to c in Figure

53) was approximately 160km in length, andit followed the 76°E parallel

southwards to approximately67° 50' S. Figure 54 shows the AVHRR-derived sea ice

thicknesses along the path of this section of the flight. In the first 20 km, the

navigator assigned concentrations of 9 to 10 tenths to most of the ice underneath the

helicopter, and the corresponding pixels in the AVHRR image were also classified as

"compacted ice" by the ICEMAPPER.
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Figure 54 AVHRR-derived sea ice thicknesses along the path of the second
section of Flight 8. The numbers indicate sub-sections as follows; (1)
field of nilas with finger rafting; (2) section of the field of nilas
misclassified as "open water" by the ICEMAPPER system; (3)
iceberg; (4) large floes of snow-covered ice. Circles indicate the
approximate location of the photographs shownin Figure 55 and
Figure 56.

After a distance of 30 km, the total ice concentration remained unchanged but

most of the ice observed in the pictures was classified as snow-free nilas, with finger

rafting. This area of thin sea ice was accurately described by the model, with

thicknesses varying from 0.04 to 0.07 m (Section 1 in Figure 54). However, as the

ice thickness decreased southwards, the ICEMAPPER misclassified some of these

pixels as "open water", preventing the model from assigning a thickness to them

(Section 2 in Figure 54).
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A large tabular iceberg located between 66° 45'and 66° 55' S andmeasuring

approximately 18.5 km across was observed immediately south of the field of dark

nilas (Section 3 in Figure 54). The corresponding pixels in the image were classified

as "compacted ice". However, the model described accurately the transition from the

nilas field to the iceberg and from the iceberg to an area of medium size, snow-

covered first-year floes (Section 4 in Figure 54), as can be seen in Figure 55.
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Figure 55 Mosaics of digital aerial photographs showing two parts of the second
section of Flight 8: (a) a field of nilas north of an iceberg and (b) an
area of brash ice and snow-covered first-year ice immediately south of
the same iceberg.

Between 65 and 80 km into the same section of Flight 8, the aircraft flew over an

area of snow-covered consolidated ice (10/10 concentration), constituting large

expanses of level refrozen lead ice with small ridges covering an area of 10% to 20%

of the floes. The model recorded apparent thicknesses varying from 0.12 m to 0.18 m

for this region. Figure 56 (a) shows a mosaic of two photographs representative of

this area. About 85 km into this section, the navigator observed a field of rafted light

nilas or young grey ice with finger rafting.



The apparent ice thickness given by the model for that area was 0.O8 m, which is

consistent with this type of ice [WMO, 1970]. The corresponding mosaic (Figure 56 -

b) also shows that, preceding this field of thin ice, was a large snow-covered first-

year floe of levelled ice, to which the model assigned an apparent thickness of

0.18 m.
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Figure 56 Mosaics of digital aerial photographs showing two parts of the second
section of Flight 8: (a) An area of snow-covered first-year ice and (b)
the transition between that area and a field of rafted light nilas or
young grey ice.

In the third section of Flight 8 (from c to d in Figure 53), the aircraft flew over

areas of snow-covered "cemented" floes with practically no open water (10/10

concentration). The navigator observed the presence of clouds, which were also

recorded by the ICEMAPPER system. Therefore, there are no thickness data for

most of the pixels in this section. The same pattern occurred in the fourth section

(from d to e in Figure 53).



The fifth section of Flight 8 (from e to f in Figure 53) was approximately 110

km in length. It followedthe 76° 55' parallel northwards to 66° 28' S. The variation

in AVHRR-derived sea ice thicknesses coinciding with this section is shown in

Figure 57 below.
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Figure 57 AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness along the path of the fifth section
of Flight 8. The numbers indicate sub-sections as follows: (1) Snow-
free ice with finger rafting; (2) open water with frazil streams; (3)
iceberg; and (4) snow-covered young grey-white ice with portions of
rafted nilas and open water. Circles indicate the approximate location
of the photographs shown in Figure 58 to Figure 62.

The same band of clouds observed in the two previous sections of the flight

prevented the recording of ice thicknesses by the model for the first 20 km of this

section. The photographs of the next cloud-free area showed a field of snow-free ice

with rafting (either light nilas or grey-white ice), shown in Figure 58 (b). The ice

thickness assigned by the model for this area varied from 0.10 to 0.12 m, which is

again consistent with the expected values for rafted light nilas or young grey-white

ice [WMO, 1970]. The first photograph of this area, however, showed a large (greater

than 500 m) snow-covered first-year floe with some cloud contamination in the

middle of the scene (Figure 58 - a). This is probably the cause of an increasing trend

(from 0.08 to 0.13 m) in the AVHRR-derived thickness for the first three pixels of

this section.

This field of light nilas, mentioned above, extended for approximately 20 km.

The last photographs depicting this formation show an increasing concentration of

open water and, more importantly, a decrease in the degree of rafting, which possibly

explains the drop in AVHRR-derived thickness from 0.10 to 0.07 m. The model also

registered a few pixels as open water which were not encountered in the

photographs.
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Digital aerial photographs showing two parts of the fifth section of
Flight 8: (a) Transition between a large snow-covered floe to a field of
snow-free ice, with cloud contamination in the centre of the scene, (b)
Mosaic of two photographs showing a field of light nilas or young
grey-white ice with rafting.

Immediately to the south of the field of nilas mentioned above, the photographs

show the presence of a large area of open water with frazil streamers crossing the

surface at an angleof approximately 235°, which is consistent with the wind

direction recorded by the DLS on the RSV Aurora Australis. The transition between

the two types of surfaces (Figure 59 - a) is recorded accurately by the model.

However, it assigns thicknesses (from 0.10 to 0.13 m) to the open water pixels, most

likely due to the presence of the bright frazil streamers (Figure 59 - b). This process

is presumably similar to the cloud-contamination scenario described in Section 4.5. It

is possible to observe a relationship between the concentration of frazil in each scene

and the AVHRR-derived thickness of the corresponding pixel.
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Mosaics of digital aerial photographs showing two parts of the fifth
section of Flight 8: (a) Transition between a field of light nilas or
grey-white ice with rafting to an area of open water with frazil
streamers, and (b) a large extension of open water with frazil
streamers.

Figure 60 (a) shows a concentration of frazil of 60 to 70% with the presence of

some brash ice or newly formed pancakes in the centre of the scene. The

corresponding AVHRR-derived ice thickness is 0.12 m. The frazil concentration

drops to 10 - 15% in Figure 60 (b) and, although a few small pieces of ice are

present, the apparent thickness assigned by the model is 0.10 m.
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Figure 60 Changes in the concentration of frazil ice in two scenes from Flight 8.



In this section of the flight, the aircraft also flew over the large iceberg described

earlier, this time travelling from south to north. The iceberg was preceded by a

region of open water with hardly any frazil ice present, which was accurately

recorded by the model (Figure 61). Once again, the pixels that correspond to the

iceberg were classified by the ICEMAPPER system as "compacted ice" and

therefore no AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness data exist for them. Photographs of

the transition between the iceberg and the next section of sea ice were not available,

as the camera was subject to a mechanical problem. Immediately north of the

iceberg, approximately 80 km into the flight, the navigator recorded the presence of

open water and grease/frazil ice. The ICEMAPPER classified the corresponding

pixels as "open water" and therefore no ice thickness data exist for them.
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Figure 61 A mosaic of digital aerial photographs showing a part of the fifth
section of Flight 8. From right to left are: an area of open water
followed by a band of medium-size, cemented, snow-covered floes
and the tabular iceberg.

The first available photographs for this part of the flight show a mixture of

surfaces, including open water (around 2/10), grease and rafted nilas and medium to

large young grey-white ice floes, generally snow-free or with a thin snow cover

(Figure 62). This pattern extends to approximately 10 km and is the last section of

the flight that has corresponding pixels with valid AVHRR-derived ice thicknesses.

These vary between 0.04 and 0.05 m.



In the last section of Flight 8 (from e to f in Figure 53), the helicopter flew over

an area of compacted snow-covered floes with hardly any open water. The

corresponding pixels were classified as "compacted ice" by the ICEMAPPER system

and therefore no ice thicknesses were assigned to them.
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Figure 62 Mosaic of digital aerial photographs showing a characteristic scene
from the last part of the fifth section of Flight 8. Noticeable features
are: open water (OW), rafted nilas (RN) and snow-free young grey-
white ice (YGW).

An important aspect observed in the analysis conducted in this section is the

effectiveness of the preliminary classification performed by the ICEMAPPER

system. Although this classification was useful in that it removed from the thickness

calculations some unwanted features such as clouds and icebergs, the photographs

showed that some pixels classified as "open water" and "compacted ice" contained

valid information from which the model could have derived an apparent sea ice

thickness.

The co-geolocation of the photographs and the corresponding pixels in the

AVHRR image is another issue to be considered. The first difficulty is that there are

no ground control points in the sea ice, so the accuracy of the geo-location cannot be

determined. Furthermore, the manual recording of the aircraft's altitude, speed,

latitude and longitude by the navigator during the flight is an inadequate method of

registering the real location of the scenes as the camera generally collects between 4

and 10 pictures within the 60 seconds between two records.



Finding the corresponding pixels in the image is also a source of uncertainty, as

the accuracy of the AVHRR geo-location is reported to be between ± 1 to ± 3 pixels

[Turner, et al, 1999]. In this study, photographs were located basedon the position

of a large iceberg or based on features reported by the navigator. This method

however is not practical if a large number of scenes is being analysed.

The analysis of the digital aerial photography data in this section does not allow

a quantitative comparison with the model results, as it is not possible to obtain ice

thickness directly from the photographs. However this comparison has demonstrated

that the model is capable of identifying major morphological features in thepack

and, in some cases, the AVHRR-derived thickness were comparable with the type of

ice observed in the photographs. However, in most photographs analysed, more than

one type of ice was presentalong with varying concentrations of open water. In those

cases, the ice thickness givenby the modelcan be interpretedby using the

relationships derivedfrom the analysis of the response of the model to sub-pixel

features (Section 4.5).

5.4 Comparisons With Climatologicai Data

This section presents comparisons between the AVHRR-derived sea ice

thickness estimates and climatologicai estimates of sea ice thickness from both drill

holes and ship-based observations. Histortical data employed in Sections 5.4.1 and

5.4.2 were collected by the Antarctic CRC in several expeditions to the East

Antarctic sector since 1986. These results have been reported in numerous

publications such as Allison et al [1993], Allisonand Worby [1994], Lytle et al.

[1998b],Massom et al. [1998a], Massom et al [1999], Massom et al. [in press-b],

Worby and Massom [1995], Worby [1998], Worby et al [1998], Worby and Allison

[1999] and Worby andAckley [2000]. A summary of published Antarctic sea ice and

snow thickness data derived from drilled measurements and ship-based observations

can be found in Table 2.2 in Worby [1998]. As in Section5.3, the comparisons

discussed here should be analysed taking into consideration the differences in terms

of synoptic coverage, spatial resolution and accuracy between the sea ice thickness

model and the other two methods.
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5.4.1 Drill-Hole Measurements

Drill-hole measurements in East Antarctica were typically made along 100 m

transects (spacing 1 - 2 m) and ice core sites. The data presented in this section were

collected in six voyages between 1991 and 1996 (see Table 23), totalling 849 drilled

measurements and 134 ice cores. With the exception of VI 1995/96, all of the

voyages listed in Table 23 collected data in the Prydz Bay area.

Voyage Name Drilled Ice

Season Measurements Cores

VI 1991/92 0 4

V2 1991/92 31 8

VI 1992/93 43 18

V9 1992/93 133 18

VI 1994/95 54 34

VI 1995/96 588 52

Total 849 134

Table 23 Summary of drilled measurements made since 1991 in the East
Antarctic sector. Adapted from Worby [1998].

Sea ice thicknesses obtained from drill-hole measurements are inherently biased

in two ways: a) undersampling regions of very thin ice (less than 0.1 m) and open

water [Wadhams, et al, 1987], and b) undersampling the proportion of thick ridged

ice [Worby, 1998], although this is less important for the comparison presented in

this study. The first bias is evidenced by the fact that the 0.0-0.1 m and the 0.1-0.2 m

thickness categories together contributed less than 2% of the total ice thickness

range, while the 0.0-0.2 m bin in the AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness frequency

distribution histogram (Figure 49 - a) contributes to almost 56% of its total range of

thiclcnesses.

Figure 63 presents a sea ice thickness frequency distribution histogram obtained

from drill-hole measurements collected in East Antarctica between 1991 and 1996.

The histogram shows a sharp modal peak in the 0.6-0.7 m thickness category and,

according to Worby [1998], its shape is similar to that of the histograms derived from

other regions of the Antarctic pack ice such as the Weddell Sea [Wadhams, et al.,

1987] and the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas [Worby, et al, 1996a]. This

overall shape is also present in the AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness frequency

distribution histogram for the Vl(95) period (Figure 50), although the modal peak is

centred on the 0.3-0.5 m thickness category.
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Figure 63 Sea ice thickness frequency distribution histogram obtained from drill
hole measurements collected in East Antarctica between 1991 and

1996. Adapted from Worby [1998].

Worby [1998] reported a mean ice thickness value of 0.80 m (± 0.41 m),

corresponding to 614 ice thickness measurements (combining drilled measurements

and core sites) for the VI (95) voyage. The average ice thickness value for the two

AVHRR images is 1.43 m (± 1.18 m). The difference between these two figures can

be attributed to the fact that, while the voyage spent a total of 28 days in the pack ice,

the two images are spaced less than 24 hours apart. Furthermore, strong convergent

conditions occurred during that period (see Section 5.3.1), contributing to the

reduction of the open water and thin ice fraction and also to the overall thickening of

the pack ice through mechanical forcing. Therefore, the model results for the VI (95)

dataset are not representative of the average sea ice conditions of the Mertz area for

the winter of 1995.

For the remaining voyages shown in Table 23, the mean ice thickness is 0.97 m

(± 0.89 m), a value almost twice the mean ice thickness for the V2(96) spring dataset

(0.52 m ± 0.44 m). Despite the undersampling of ridged ice mentioned above, these

figures indicates that drill-hole measurements perform better than the method

proposed in this study for ice thicknesses above 1.0 m. The reason for this poor

performance of the model is that, once the ice floe is covered with a layer of fresh

snow and its surface temperature is in equilibrium with the near-surface air

temperature, the thermodynamic analysis of the model is not capable of resolving

thickness increments that occurred through mechanical processes.



5.4.2 Ship-Based Sea Ice Thickness Observations

In this section, the AVHRR-derived sea ice thickness estimates are compared

with data from 10 field experiments conducted in the Prydz Bay area between 1986

and 1995, representing a total of 1965 sea ice thickness observations. Table 24 shows

the details of these expeditions, along with their corresponding mean ice thickness

values. Unlike the results published by Worby [1998] and Worby et al. [1998], where

the open water fraction is shown in a separate bin, the results presented in the current

section show the open water fraction distributed proportionally throughout the

thickness range (Figure 64) using the same process described in Section 5.3.1.

Voyage Number Dates in Ice Region Number of Mean Ice

Season (°E) Observations Thickness (m)

VI 1986/87 22-Oct To01-Dec 60-120 213 0.40

V3 1987/88 21-Oct To31-Oct 60-120 33 0.40

VI 1988/89 28-Oct To23-Nov 60-120 299 0.28

VI 1989/90 22-Oct To03-Dec 60-120 230 0.43

V2 1990/91 16-Oct TolO-Nov 60-120 202 0.19

V2 1991/92 08-Nov Tol9-Nov 60-100 101 0.24

VI 1992/93 25-Oct To05-Nov 60-100 213 0.37

V2 1993/94 20-Oct ToOl-Nov 60-100 113 0.30

VI 1994/95 08-Sep Tol2-Oct 75 -140 315 0.47

V2 1994/95 27-Oct To23-Nov 60-120 246 0.41

Total = 1965 z, = 0-35

Table 24 Summary of ship-based sea ice thickness observations made since
1986 in the Prydz Bay area. Adapted from Worby [1998].

The largest difference between the two histograms in Figure 64 is a 10%

increase in the 0.0-0.2 m thickness class from October to November, which is

accompanied by a 10% decrease in the 0.2-0.4 m bin, evidencing the mechanic and

thermodynamic processes that occur as the season progresses and the temperatures

increase. Compared with this 10-year dataset of ship-based sea ice observations, it is

possible to conclude that the model overestimates the percentages of thin ice (up to

0.4 m) and underestimates percentages of ice thicker than 0.4 m. The mean ice

thickness for the V2(96) dataset (0.52 m) is 32.7 % higher than the average obtained

from the ship-based observations (0.35 m).
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Figure 64 Average frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness
obtained from ship-based observations for the months of (a) October
and (b) November. The black lines represent the mean sea ice
thickness frequency distribution histogram derived from the analysis
of the 33 AVHRR images from the spring of 1996.

Two reasons can be enumerated to explain this overestimation of thin ice in the

AVHRR results when compared to ship-based observations. According to Worby

[1998], the ship-based observation method has an estimated accuracy of 20% for ice

thinner than 0.3 m, which certainly affects the thin ice categories of the histograms in

Figure 64. On the other hand, if the model's sensitivity to sub-pixel scale features

(Section 4.5) is taken into consideration, a large number of open water pixels (which

would otherwise be removed from ice thickness calculations) may have been inserted

into the system due to cloud contamination, thereby increasing the contribution of the

first thickness category (0.0-0.2 m) to the total range of ice thicknesses.
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Regarding the data from the winter of 1995, the mean ice thickness value for the

two AVHRR images for this period is 1.43 m. Ship-based observation values for

specific periods within the Vl(95) voyage were reported by Worby et al. [1996b].

Between 5 and lO-Aug-1995 mean ice thickness values ranged from 1.08 to 1.66 m.

Closer to the date of acquisition of the two images (between 12 and 23-Aug-1995),

mean values decreased from 1.66 to 1.03 m which, given then uncertainties and

biases mentioned previously, can be considered a good agreement.

It became clear from the data presented in the current section, that comparing the

model outputs with historical sea ice thickness data is not only an alternative to the

absence of concurrent in situ data but also an essential source of information to

assess the feasibihty of the method proposed in this study. In spite of problems such

as seasonal and interannual variability, synoptic coverage, spatial resolution and

accuracy, the comparisons shown in this section contributed to highlight some of the

strengths of the method that were not evident during the validation process

conducted in Section 5.3.

5.5 Discussion of Results

This section presents a discussion of the results in comparison to recently

published data on the spatial and temporal distribution of sea ice thickness in East

Antarctica, aiming to identify similarities and present possible explanations for

discrepancies. Similar but less detailed analyses are also presented for ice/snow

surface temperature and albedo. This discussion focuses on the 1996 results for the

Davis study area. Besides the fact that only two images of the Mertz study area were

available for analysis in this study, there is a general lack of winter sea ice data

published in the sector between 120° and 150° E.

5.5.1 Sea Ice Thickness

Comparisons between the frequency distribution histograms of sea ice thickness

obtained through the method proposed in this study and concurrent (Figure 49) and

climatological (Figure 64) data indicate that the AVHRR-based method tends to

overestimate the amount of sea ice thinner than 0.4 m. Besides the issues of accuracy

and cloud contamination of open water pixels discussed in Section 5.3.1, a complex

mixture of factors contribute to explain such discrepancy. In order to highlight the

importance of each of these factors, the analysis conducted in the current section

takes three different approaches:
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a) Overall Sea Ice Thickness Distribution

Seasonal variability is one important aspect that regulates the overall sea ice

thickness distribution in East Antarctica. Based on the analysis of ten years of ship-

based observation data (see Table 24), Worby et al. [1998] found that the greatest

seasonal change in sea ice thickness distribution lies in the open water and thin ice

categories, with values varying from 60% in December to less than 10% in August.

Figure 47 and Table 21 show that the results of the present study are in accordance

with this conclusion. The analysis of individual AVHRR images and histograms

(Figure 40 to Figure 45) also show little or no variation in the amount of ice thicker

than 1.0 m, which is consistent with the results of Worby et al. [1998].

Worby [1998] showed that the greatest variability in sea ice conditions occurs in

the austral spring. During this time, open water and ice thicker than 0.3 m accounted

for 60% to 90% of the total pack ice zone, with thinner ice in the form of nilas and

pancalce ice in leads being observed in lower and more variable concentrations. In

October, there is a general flattening of the thickness distribution, histogram with

virtually equal ice in many thickness categories. Worby [1998] attributes this to the

continuing formation of sea ice, but at a lower rate than in winter, combined with the

presence of thick ice formed earlier. The AVHRR-based sea ice thickness histogram

for the Davis area in Figure 49 (a) shows a dominance of thin ice (0.02 - 0.2 m),

corresponding to 56% of the data. This pattern is comparable to the average results

for the month of November published by Worby et al. [1998] (shown in their Figure

12). The flattening of the sea ice thickness histogram however is observed to a lesser

extent in the thicker ice categories of Figure 49 (a).

Interannual variability also plays an important role in determining East Antarctic

sea ice thickness distribution. Analysing ship-based observation data from six field

experiments conducted in the austral spring between 60° and 90° E (an area which

brackets the Davis study area), Allison and Worby [1994] observed that the relative

percentages of open water and ice categories varied considerably from season to

season, as can be seen in Figure 65. Such interannual variability was also observed in

the comparisons presented in this study. In fact, the differences (both in the overall

shape of the histograms and the percentages of each ice thickness categories)

between concurrent ship-based sea ice thickness observations and the AVHRR

results (Figure 49) are larger than the differences between the later and the average

of ship-based observations from 10 field experiments (Figure 64).
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Figure 65

Oct/Nov 1992

Nov 1991

Oct/Nov 1990

Nov1989

Nov1988

Oct/Nov 1986

20 40 60 80 100

Ice Thickness Concentration (%)

H New Ice (< 0.15 m)

Thin Ice (0.15 - 0.3 m)

I IFirst-Year Ice (>0.3 ml

Relative concentrations for three ice-thickness categories (New Ice,
Thin Ice and First-Year Ice) obtained from ship-based observation
data collected in six spring field experiments in East Antarctica,
between 60°and 90° E. Numbers in the vertical axis correspondto the
area-averaged, undeformed mean ice thickness for each voyage (in
metres). Adapted from Allison and Worby [1994].

Another factor that could help to account for the apparent underestimate in the

mean thickness distributions computed from the present study is related to

mechanical processes of ice thickening. Worby [1998] and Worby et al. [1998] have

shown that deformation and ridging make a substantial contribution to the ice

thickness distribution across East Antarctica. This is also highlighted in Lytle et al.

[1998a]. Analysis of ice cores show that dynamic forcing plays a central role in the

evolution of East Antarctic sea ice from its earliest stages of formation. These studies

concluded that ship-based sea ice observations corrected for the presence of pressure

ridges, which contain a significant volume of ice, generally provide better estimates

of the overall sea ice thickness distribution in a given area. Worby [1998] and Worby

et al. [1998] presented a detailed treatment of adjusting the distribution of level

undeformed ice for the presence of pressure ridges based upon its areal extent and

sail height.
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Based on eight East Antarctic field experiments where surface ridging is

calculated, Worby [1998] and Worhy et al. [1998] also showed that ridged ice

represents an increase in the mean thickness for East Antarctica of 70% compared to

uncorrected level ice. In other words, there appears to be a 70% increase in the mean

East Antarctic sea-ice thickness for dynamical compared to thermodynamic forcing.

It should also be noted that this parameteiisation does not account for rafting, which

is a common mechanism for the thickening of level floes and may be dominant over

ridging in terms of its effect on the thickness distribution of East Antarctic sea ice

[Worby, et al, 1998]. Presently, the AVURR-based method proposed in this study

does not account for mechanical processes of ice thickening, which is probably the

most influential factor in the underestimation of sea ice thicker than 0.3 m. Chapter 6

presents possible alternatives for the incorporation of such processes.

b) Latitudinal Variations

Analysing East Antarctic data from ship-based observations between 1986 and

1992, Allison and Worby [1994] concluded that, between 60° and 90° E, the change

in mean undeformed ice and snow thickness with distance from the ice edge is

remarkably constant from year to year. In the outer zone (up to 150 km from the ice

edge), sea ice concentration is only 20 - 30% and the area-averaged ice thickness is

strongly biased by the presence of open water. Ice-covered areas are usually

composed of new ice formed due to localized cooling and small floes 0.5 - 2.0 m

thick. Figure 46 (c) shows this pattern of low ice concentration with new ice

formation. Floes thicker than 0.5 m however are not observed near the ice edge,

which can be explained by the analysis of the model's response to sub-pixel features

presented in Section 4.5. In a low ice concentration scenario, the model tends to

underestimate the thickness of small floes because of the presence of open water

and/or new ice in the space of the same pixel.

According to Allison and Worby [1994], there is an increase in ice concentration

in the central zone (between 150 km and 550 km from the ice edge), mostly due to

the presence of ice thicker than 0.3 m. The concentration of new ice also increases

with the appearance of leads. A trend towards thicker ice south of the ice edge is

observed. At the inner pack, more than 550 km from the ice edge, there is a decrease

in the area-average undeformed ice thickness caused by increasing concentrations of

open water and ice thinner than 0.3 m and the presence of a flaw lead between the

fast ice and the pack.
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This pattern of zonation presented hy Allison and Worby [1994] is similar to the

results for the spring of 1996 presented in Section 5.2, as well as to other East

Antarctic studies found in the literature (see Section 2.1.3). Figure 66 shows a

comparison between the changes in undeformed area-averaged ice thickness with

distance from the ice edge and an average longitudinal transect (centred at 75° E) of

AVHRR-based sea ice thicknesses. Despite the variations inherent to the AVHRR

method, it is possible to identify the ice regimes described by Allison and Worby

[1994]. An analysis of Figure 46 (c) also confirms the model's ability to resolve

latitudinal variations in East Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution.

Distance From the Ice Edge (km)

Figure 66 Changes in sea ice thickness with distance from the ice edge. Grey
bars indicate the area-averaged ice thicknesses from ship-based
observations collected between 1986 and 1992. Adapted from Allison
and Worby [1994]. The black line refers to a longitudinal transect
centred at 75° E, retrieved from the average imagefor the Davis area.

Allison and Worby [1994] also analysed the latitudinal variations in autumn

between 120° and 150° E (an area which brackets the Mertz study area) and

concluded that a high proportion of ice trapped near iceberg tongues along the coast

survives the summer melt and tends to drift north. This ice, which accounts for a high

percentage of floes 2.0 - 5.0 m thick near the ice edge, is formed by a continuous

deformation of thinner floes. Figure 46 (a) shows a band of floes thicker than 1 m

lined up at approximately 62° S, but not as close to the ice edge as describedby

Allison and Worby [1994]. This discrepancy is probably due to convergent regime

caused by the swell penetration event described in Section 5.3.1.



c) Zonal Variations

The analysis of the average sea ice thickness distribution for the spring of 1996

(Figure 46 - c) clearly shows that the characteristics of the outer pack, the central

zone and the inner pack, described in item a) above, are not constant throughout the

longitude range of the Davis area. Superimposed on the large-scale patterns of ice

thickness distribution are smaller scale regimes related to factors such as bottom

topography, coastal features and the distribution of grounded icebergs.

Figure 46 (c) shows that the most prominent feature to break the zonal sea ice

distribution pattem in the Davis area is a band of thick ice (from 0.4 up to more than

1.0 m) that stretches from 74° to 82°E, occupying a latitudinal range between 68°

and 64° S. Climatological analyses of ship-based sea ice observations from previous

years (11 sets of observations between September and November from 1986 to 1995)

confirm that this is indeed a common feature of the region [Allison and Worby, 1994;

Worby, 1998; Worby andMassom, 1995; Worby, etal, 1998]. Worby andAckley

[2000], in a summary of these studies, noted a persistent band of thick ice with

primary ice thicknesses up to 2.5 m, which can be attributed to the cyclonic

circulation pattem in the Prydz+ Bay area (described by Wong et al. [1998]) and the

barrier provided by the frequent presence of grounded icebergs.

The bathymetry of this region is dominated by the Four Ladies Bank with depths

as shallow as 200 m (as shown m Figure 67), which explains the presence of

grounded icebergs. The latter act as obstacles to sea ice drifting within the cyclonic

circulation of the Prydz Bay gyre [Wong, et al, 1998], causing the pack to

accumulate and thicken through rafting and ridging "upstream" of the blocking

feature. As such, icebergs play a significant but as yet unquantified role in the local

production and thickness distribution of sea ice, and the concomitant rejection of

brine into the underlying ocean.

Southerly winds and the lee effect "downstream" promote the appearance of

areas of thin ice and open water immediately north of the icebergs (as can be seen in

Figure 40), a phenomenon which has been reported in previous studies [Heil and

Allison, 1999; Wong, et al, 1998]. This presence of thin ice and open water, along

with the pattem of narrow cloud strings north of the icebergs, is a possible indication

that these areas may be related to ice formation processes during periods of divergent

conditions.
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Ice drift is another important process controlling zonal variations in the Prydz

Bay area. Through their analysis of drifting buoy data, Heil and Allison [1999] show

that oceanic circulation along the East Antarctic coast is generally barotropic, with

the ice drift being strongly correlated with bottom topography. However, northward

outflows occur in certain locations due to the effects of both the bottom topography

and seasonal changes in the position of the zonal shear zone. One important such

outflow is in the Prydz Bay region, allowing the discharge of ice from the westward

drift in the south to the predominantly eastward drift to the north.

Within the Prydz Bay region, Heil and Allison [1999] identify two regions which

are dominated by net northward advection, namely around 67° E and 77° E. These

are likely associated with the presence of a large-scale cyclonic oceanic gyre in

Prydz Bay itself (Figure 67), andan eddy at 79° E. Due to their closeproximity, the

two current axes act as broad conveyors of sea ice from the coastal current region

and into the ACC [Heil and Allison, 1999]. Drift rates in the Prydz Bay sector are

moderate, being lowest in the northernmost pack and the far south. In their buoy drift

analysis, Heil and Allison [1999] and Worhy et al. [1998] have also identified the

regions around 125° and 135° E asbeing zones of net northward sea-ice transport out

of the East Wind Drift. These northward deflections are clearly related to the sea

bottom topography.
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5.5.2 Albedo and Ice/Snow Surface Temperature

Total albedo and surface physical temperature retrievals from the AVHRR data,

while a key input to drive the thermodynamic model described in this study, are in

themselves important climate variables. While no contemporary data were available

for validation, comparison are made with previous field observations and

climatological data from East Antarctica.

a) Albedo

Most measurements of sea ice albedo have either been made in the Arctic (e.g.

Grenfell and Perovich [1984], and Perovich et al. [1986]) or in the laboratory (e.g.

Perovich and Grenfell [1981]). However, sufficient data have been collected in East

Antarctica by Allison et al. [1993] and Brandt et al. [1999], to evaluate the albedo

results presented in this study, and to infer information on the ice type (and indirectly

ice thickness) from this comparison. Other albedo measurements in the Southern

Ocean were made by Spano [1965] md Andreas andMakshtas [1982]

The most influential factor controlling the surface albedo of Antarctic sea ice is

snow cover. In fact, Allison et al. [1993] mention that a snow cover of a few

centimetres is sufficient to hide the underlying ice, so that the albedo becomes

essentially that of the snow. Snowfall is frequent in the Southern Ocean because of

the passage of synoptic storms. As such, young sea ice acquires a covering of snow

within a few days afterit forms {Allison, et al, 1993]. Throughoutthe 22 ship-based

and helicopter-based observations conducted in East Antarctica between October and

December 1988, Allison et al. [1993] noted that sea ice thicker than 0.15 m always

had a snow cover.

Snow parameters that control the total surface albedo are: snow thickness, grain

size and wetness [Allison, et al., 1993]. Zhou et al. [inpress] found for example that

the total albedo of the snow on sea ice decreased between the continent and the ice

edge, i.e. from south to north, due to an increase in snow wetness and grain size. Of

secondary importance for snow-covered ice are the effects of the solar zenith angle

andcloud cover [Warren, 1982; Wiscombe and Warren, 1980]. The most important

variables determining the albedo of young snow-free ice are the size and number of

air bubbles and ice thickness [Allison, et al, 1993]. Snow-free ice albedo also

increases significantly with decreasing solarelevation [Grenfell, 1979; Grenfell and

Maykut, 1977].
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Comparing the recommended East Antarctic values of albedo for each ice

category (shown in Table 3) suggested by Allison et al. [1993] and Brandt et al.

[1999] with average values for the spring of 1996 obtained from the AVHRR dataset

(shown in Table 25), it is possible to evaluate the results of the present study.

Ice Type (Thickness) Albedo

Grease (0.02 m)* 0.08

Nilas (<0.1 m) 0.15

Young Grey Ice (0.1 - 0.15 m) 0.46

Grey-White Ice (0.15 - 0.3 m) 0.57

First-Year Ice (0.3 - 0.7 m) 0.69

First-Year Ice (>0.7 m) 0.75

Table 25 Average albedos for each thickness class obtained from the 1996
AVHRR dataset. (*)The value for grease ice was to set to 0.02 m to
allow a comparison with the model's minimum thickness.

The values in Table 25 are systematically smaller than those of Table 3, but the

difference is never superior to 11.5%. It is important to notice however that, to

estimate snow thickness, the model employs an empirical relationship with ice

thickness in the parameterisation of the conductive heat flux (Section 4.1.6) and

therefore the effects of snow cover in the model outputs might be underestimated

(See Section 6.2). Furthermore, the albedos in Table 25 are averages for each ice

type, regardless of the presence or absence of a snow cover. At the sub-pixel level,

open water contamination may also contribute to the reduction of albedo estimated

by the model, especially for ice classes thicker than 0.15 m.

The results presented in this study show an expected broad-scale variability in

the total albedo, from the ice-edge region southwards to the coast. In the outer pack,

wave-ice interaction removes much of the snow from the ice cover [Massom, et al,

in press-a], which is composed of smaller floes [Lytle, et al, 1998a]. This results in a

circumpolar zone of relatively low (intermediate) albedo. Although the ice edge is

obscured by clouds in most images, values as low as 0.05 can be observed at lower

latitudes (Figure 40) In contrast, the inner pack comprises large floes with a

relatively thick snow cover and hence a high albedo (0.6 - 0.8). At the coast,

significant areas of relatively low albedo (0.05 - 0.1) correspondto the presenceof

recurrent and persistent coastal polynyas. Adjacent to these, regions of higher albedo

(0.2- 0.4) can be fund near the fast ice which has been misclassified by the

ICFMAPPFR as clouds.
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b) Ice/Snow Surface Temperature

Measurements of in situ surface temperature for the Antarctic ice sheet showed

reasonably good results when compared to thermal infrared satellite data such as the

Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) [Comiso, 1983; Comiso, 1994],

the ATSR {Key, et al., 1997a] and AVHRR [Comiso, 2000; Key, et al, 1997a].

Similar comparisons involving the sea ice cover of the Southern Ocean however are

far more limited, mostly because of the lack of in situ data, which can be linked to

the small number of platformslike buoys, drift stations and ships. Other issues such

as the insulation of buoy thermistors by snow also contribute to limit the number of

experiments conducted in the Southem Ocean [Comiso, 1994].

Variations in Antarctic sea ice extent have been correlated with interannual

changes in surface temperature from continental stations [Weatherly, et al, 1991],

but the dataset may not reflect actual surface temperatures in sea-ice-covered regions

because of large distances between the stations and the ice edge and the influence of

local phenomena such as katabatic winds [Comiso, 1994]. Furthermore, Comiso

[1994; 2000] noted that the seasonal fluctuation of surface temperature over the

Antarctic ice sheet is larger than that of sea ice.

Comiso [2000] published AVHRR-derived average surface temperature values

from 1992 for both descending (night) and ascending (day) data. The approximate

day-time averagevalues for the springmonths were: 257 K for September, 260 K for

October and 263 K for November. As expectedthe difference between day and night

data increases (from +1 K to +2 K) within this threemonth period. At 55° S, the

average values encountered for the entire year range from 257 K to 271 K. Comiso

[2000] also noted that the temperature cycle is asymmetrical, with the cooling period

being longer than the warming period, a phenomenon which has also been observed

in other remote sensing studies such as Gloersen et al [1992]. The average values

published by Comiso [2000] show an increaseof 7 K between September and

November. Comparatively, the median values for the images from the 1996 AVHRR

datasetshow an increase of 7.7 K (from 257.5 K to 265.2 K) for the same period.
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Parish and Bromwich [1987] and Comiso [2000] noted that the coldest regions

within the pack ice of the Southern Ocean occur in the vicinity of drainage basins

and ice shelves. Analysis of the Davis study area shows that one such region occurs

north of the Amery Ice Shelf, which presents the lowest temperatures (below 250 K)

within the 1996 AVHRR dataset, despite the presence of warmer areas such as leads

and polynyas. This phenomenon is well depicted in the image of 30-Sep-1996 shown

in Figure 40.

The expected spatial distribution pattern of colder areas near the coast and

warmer areas to the north, closer to the ice edge, can be observed in the 1996 spring

dataset, albeit the obscuration caused by cloud cover that occurs in some of the

images (Figure 41 to Figure 43). Besides this overall warming trend towards the

outer pack, the relatively small amount of clouds observed in Figure 40 allows the

identification of important features. The flaw lead immediately north of the fast ice

(which in this case is mis-classified as "Cloud" by the ICEMAPPER) between 74°

and 78°E shows temperatures above 268 K which is consistentwith values found in

the literature for this type of feature [Key, et al, 1993; Worby, 1998]. The

temperatures of the Cape Damley polynya (between74° and 78° E) vary between

265 K and 271 K, which is an indication of the presence of newly-formed young ice

[Massom, et al, 1998a]. East of the Cape Damley polynya is a region of very low

temperatures (between 250 and 253 K) that extends from the tip of Cape Damley to

the westem limit of the Amery Ice Shelf. The corresponding sea ice thickness for this

area is less than 0.10 m which indicates that the low temperatures are not caused by

the presence of thick, snow-covered ice floesbut might be related to a cold and dry

air parcel originated at the Amery Ice Shelf.

As can be observed in Figure 40, the central pack is dominated by large areas of

relatively low temperatures (between 250 and 258 K), which is consistent with the

band of thick ice mentioned in Section 5.5.1. The temperature decreases gradually

towards theice edge, reaching 263 K at 61° S. The only features to breakthis pattem

are areas of high temperature (between 265 and 270 K) located immediately north of

grounded icebergs which might be related to ice formation processes (see Section

5.5.1). The marginal ice zone is dominated by temperatures below 263 K, indicating

the decrease in ice concentration and the contamination of sea ice pixels with open

water.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This chapter presents an assessment of the technique in terms of the achievement

of the objectives specified in the Introduction chapter (Section 6.1), followed by

discussions of the limitations of the method (Section 6.2), and operational and future

research requirements (Section 6.3). The chapter is concluded with an analysis of

future remote sensing technology applicable to sea ice thickness research (Section

6.4) and a brief summary of this study (Section6.5).

The sea ice zone encircling the Antarctic continent acts as a highly variable

interface between the ocean and the lower atmosphere, and is of immense global

significance as a region of physical and biogeochemical interaction processes. An

important characteristic goveming these processes is the sea ice thickness

distribution, and its variability. While there is still much work to be done towards a

better understanding of the current conditions, a growing concern is the potential

effect of global warming on sea ice, and the feedback processes involved

[Allison, et al, 2000].

Although decreasing trends in Arctic sea ice extent have been recently reported

by several authors [Cavalieri, et al, 1997; Maslanik, et al, 1999; Rothrock, et al,

1999; Vinnikov, et al, 1999], projected changes and their timing in the extent of the

Southern Hemisphere sea ice cover are less certain, with various coupled models

predicting contradictory responses of the sea ice cover to an increased carbon dioxide

atmosphere [Barren, 1995]. Moreover, it appears that there has been a slight increase

(1.3% per decade) in Antarctic sea ice extent from 1978 to 1996 [Cavalieri, et al,

1997]. Analysing satellite data from 1988 to 1994, Parkinson [1998] observed no

indication of an overall lengthening or shortening of the ice season in the Southern

Ocean as a whole. However, short-term changes of opposite sign in ice extent tend to

occur in different regions and have been reported in recent studies such as Jacobs

and Comiso [1997], Gloersen andMemicky [1998] and Parkinson [1998].
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A complicating factor in Antarctica is the role played by snow cover in a global

change scenario. Possible changes in the sea ice mass balance or volume due to

global warming may be complex, rather than simply a progressive thinning of the ice

cover. The predicted enhanced precipitation [Hunt, et al, 1995], for example, may
I

increase the contribution of snow-ice formation, as suggested by modelling studies

[Wu, et al., 1999]. Indeed, snow-ice formation may act to counterbalance ice volume

loss due to basal melting. Moreover, an increase in snowfall may increase the sea ice

albedo, with significant implications for the ice-albedo feedback mechanism. This

may also act to retard summer melt in certain regions [Ledley, 1991].

Recent modelling efforts such as Wu et al. [1999] and Wu and Budd [1998]

show that the response of Antarctic sea ice to global change may manifest itself as a

change in sea ice thickness or volume, with important climatic ramifications.

However, model reproductions of cun-ent conditions, and predictions of change, are

impossible to evaluate without more detailed knowledge of the Antarctic sea ice

thickness distribution [Allison, et al, 2000]. Indeed, it is currently difficult to

ascertain which, if any, of the models yield realistic physical representations of the

Antarctic sea ice cover.

Another complicating factor is the incomplete representation of much of the

physics of sea ice in many of the current models [Allison, et al, 2000]. Rind et al

[1995] for example, stress the importance of properly constraining the sea ice

response to climate perturbations, through the use of more realistic sea ice and ocean

models. As such, it is imperative to acquire long term, consistent and accurate time

series of ice and snow thickness in order to evaluate whether potential changes in sea

ice parameters reflect long-term global warming, natural variability on shorter time

scales, or a complex combination of both.

While consistent data on Antarctic sea ice concentration and extent are routinely

available from satellitepassive microwave remote sensing to a reasonable accuracy

[Stejfen, et al, 1992], a comparable large-scale determination of the thickness

distribution represents a major challenge. As a result, the Antarctic sea ice thickness

distribution, and its spatial and temporal variability, are typically poorly represented

in numerical models [Morales Maqueda and Fichefet, 1996].
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A procedure based on thermodynamic modelling combined with cloud-free

visible and thermal infrared satellite data, as proposed in this study, has the potential

to fill this gap, providing a monitoring tool that can be employed in conjunction with

numerical models. While many aspects of such an approach need to be refined, this

study has demonstrated that the combination of numerical modelling and remote

sensing techniques has the ability to provide useful information on the distribution of

albedo, ice/snow surface temperature and sea ice thickness in the Southem Ocean.

6.1 Assesment of Objectives

The main objective of this work has been to address the problem of lack of

large-scale information on Antarctic sea ice thickness by developing a technique

which combines the special attributes of satellite remote sensing with a

thermodynamic sea ice growth model. This melding effectively addresses the issue

that current satellite technology cannot directly measure Antarctic sea ice thickness,

although future sensors show some promise (see Section 6.4). Due to the immense

scales involved, the remoteness of the Antarctic sea ice zone, data sparsity and the

need for consistent and repetitive coverage, satellite remote sensing is well suited to

this problem. The work in this study incorporates data from the NOAA AVHRR

sensor, which has the excellent attribute of providing coincident information on both

surface reflective and thermal properties [Cracknell, 1997; Stejfen, etal., 1993].

This is the first time that such a technique has been developed and tested

specifically for the Southem Ocean. While the concept of the method presented in

this study is based on the Arctic technique proposed by Yu and Rothrock [1996], a

number of significant changes and improvements have been made to adapt this

technique to Antarctic conditions, which are considerably different to those

encountered in the Arctic sea ice zone (see Section 2.1.1). Most of the

parameterisations employed by Yu and Rothrock, which were based on empirical

observations obtained from Arctic measurements, were replaced or updated with

parameterisations based on data collected in the Southem Ocean, leading to the

creation of a completely new algorithm. The main differences between this new

technique and that of Yuand Rothrock can be summarised as follows:
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a) The inclusion of a more accurate and flexible algorithm for the retrieval of ice-

surface temperature following Key et al. [1997a], which includes coefficients

derived specifically for Antarctica;

b) The incorporation of a more robust, wind-dependent system for retrieval of near

surface air temperature;

c) The adoption of a recently published (Massom et al. [1998b] and Sturm et al.

[1998]) value for the effective thermal conductivity of snow (ks), which takes

into account the presence of different snow types with different effective ks

values in the typical snow stratigraphy encountered in the East Antarctic sea ice

zone;

d) The replacement of the original relationship between Z; and Zs for sea ice and

snow in the Arctic (Doronin [1971]) by a more recent one obtained from data

collected in East Antarctica and;

e) The replacement of the constant values of bulk transfer coefficients (Q and Ch)

by modelled data based on the work of Andreas [1987].

Another important modification was the introduction of the looping system

described in Section 4.2. Yu and Rothrock [1996] calculated all of the terms in

Equation 8, solving the system for Z/ for each AVHRR pixel. This approach creates a

situation whereby more than one thickness can satisfy the equation. This problem is

eliminated by using a looping system which checks the net flux for all pixels in the

image at thickness increments of 0.01 m, ensuring that the minimum possible

thickness is assigned to a pixel as soon as it attains thermodynamic equilibrium.

When compared with Yu and Rothrock's work, the improvements and modifications

mentioned above led to considerably smaller error estimates (see Section 4.6).

Important by-products of this study are the classified images and frequency

distribution histograms of total albedo and surface physical temperature of the East

Antarctic sea ice zone, the variability of which is intimately tied to the variability in

the sea ice thickness distribution. In themselves, these are also key parameters in the

global climate system and are likely to respond to global climate change. The ice-

albedo feedback, wherein warming leads to a reduced albedo which in tum leads to

further warming, is, for example, an important topic in the discussion of global

climate change [Chu, 1996; Rind, et al., 1995], which could benefit from such

products.
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The recent study by Comiso [2000] has intriguingly indicated that, over the

period 1979-1998, the sea-ice surface temperature around Antarctica exhibited a

slight cooling trend. Both surface albedo and temperature are closely linked to

seasonal and interannual variability in Antarctic sea ice surface melt [Drinkwater and

Liu, 2000], the patterns of which may also change in response to long-term global

warming. Again, the overall accuracy, reliability and predictive ability of numerical

models depend strongly upon the input of accurate surface temperature and albedo

data. Such data are also essential to the validation of the model results. The data from

the current technique will complement those from the NSIDC's NOAA Polar

Pathfinder compilation of AVHRR data, which covers the period from 1983 to 1996

[Maslanik, et al, 1998]. Both the albedo and temperature outputs form useful data

with which to run and test existing coupled models.

This study also demonstrated that the thermodynamic model adapted

satisfactorily to the sea ice conditions of the Southern Ocean. Because of the

assumption of a linear temperature profile within the ice-snow layer (see Section

4.1), the generally thinner ice of the Antarctic pack is more suitable for the

application of this model than the thicker sea ice cover of the Arctic. On the other

hand, the greater diversity that Antarctic sea ice types present at sub-pixel scales, and

its greater mobility in comparison with the Arctic are clear disadvantages. The latter

is a critical problem as the model focuses on the thermodynamic characterisation of

each pixel and cannot resolve thickening due to ice dynamics or snow-ice formation.

These limitations are further discussed in Section 6.2.

The validation process was impaired by a relative lack of coincident data. Of the

whole dataset analysed, only five pixels had concurrent ship-based observations. In

spite of this problem, the overall ice thickness frequency distribution histogram

obtained from the 33 images from the spring of 1996 is in reasonably good

agreement with concurrent ship-based observations (Figure 49 - a) and historical data

published in several studies such as Allison and Worby [1994], Lytle et al. [1998b],

Worby and Massom [1995], Worby [1998], Worby et al. [1998], Worby and Allison

[1999] and Worby andAckley [2000].
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Although there were some significant differences between the apparent sea ice

thickness returned by the model and the other methods investigated in this study,

these could he largely explained by the margins of error and also by the model's

response to the presence of more than one feature in the space of one pixel. Also

important is the fact that the model outputs of albedo and 1ST are in agreement with

results published by Allison et al. [1993], Brandt et al. [1999], Comiso [2000], Key et

al. [1997a] and Laine and Heikinheimo [1996].

The comparison with digital aerial photographs showed that, on the scale of tens

kilometres, the model is capable of resolving areas of transition between different ice

regimens such as thick, snow-covered ice and areas of open water and/or thin ice

(e.g. Figure 56). This is a crucial parameter for the characterisation of the heat budget

in the Southern Ocean. In areas of homogeneous ice cover, the thickness returned by

the model is in good agreement with the ranges associated with the ice types

observed in the photographs.

Comparisons with the two AVHRR images from winter 1995 are, of course, less

meaningful as these are separated by less than 24 hours. However, by analysing the

synoptic conditions of that one-day period it was possible to satisfactorily explain the

sea ice regime observed in the classified images.

The present work complements that of Worby [1998] and Worby et al. [1998],

and also that of the current SCAR ASPeCt programme. A major objective of the

latter is to assimilate all available ship observational data from various national

programmes into a common dataset to produce a regionally and seasonally varying

climatology of Antarctic sea ice thickness [Worby andAckley, 2000]. The ASPeCt

product will be a circumpolar climatology of sea ice and snow thickness in 30°

longitudinal bands, covering the period froml980 to 1997. Another aim is to compile

a circumpolar sea-ice and snow cover thickness climatology at a longitudinal spacing

of 15° around the continent for the period from 1998 to 2007.

The regional and seasonal distribution of the entire dataset compiled by ASPeCt

and presented in Worby [1999b] and Worby andAckley [2000] show significant gaps,

particularly in the Ross and Amundsen Seas in summer and autumn. It is hoped that

transects, along-commonly-travelled routes to Antarctic bases and in regions of

particular scientific interest, will be repeated more than once per season. Again, it is

likely that significant spatial and temporal gaps will be present in this dataset [Worby

and Ackley, 2000].
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In East Antarctica, ship observations are largely limited to certain periods of the

year, and datasets are collected on an opportunity basis or as part of dedicated sea ice

cruises. The dataset analysed by Worby et al. [1998] and Worby [1998] largely

emanates from the October-November period, with some data available for March-

May, September and December for the eight-year dataset. Significant gaps exist in

February, as well as May, June and July. Although further validation and

development is essential, the technique proposed in this study has the potential to

make a significant contribution by helping to fill in these seasonal gaps, as well as

the spatial gaps between the ship tracks, which also tend to be concentrated in certain

regions (see Figures 1 and 2 in Worby andAckley [2000]).

6.2 Limitations of the Method

The technique proposed in this study shows considerable promise. However, a

number of issues require attention before it can be used as a tool to routinely and

systematically monitor sea-ice thickness over large areas to the accuracy and

consistency required by climate studies.

a) Forecasting of the sea ice thickness distribution.

Unlike typical numerical models, the procedure presented in this study is not

capable of forecasting changes with time, mostly because of the nature of the

input data (i.e. the satellite image). The issue of modifying this model to work

with consecutive images to characterise dynamic and thermodynamic processes

in the pack ice is discussed in Section 6.3.

b) Water vapour contamination in polynyas and leads.

The effect of contamination by strong fluxes of water vapour from leads and

polynyas on ice-thickness retrievals derivedfrom the system proposed in this

study is currently unknown. As demonstrated in Sections 4.5 and 5.3.1, cloud

contamination may have a significant effect on the model retrievals of thin sea

ice classes. This situation can only be improved with the collection of specific in

situ data and further developments in the ICEMAPPER system, which are

outlined in Section 6.3 below, and by further validation in the field.
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c) Sub-pixel scale features.

The issue of how the model responds to the presence of more than one surface

type within the space of a pixel has been discussed in Section 4.5. It is clear

from that analysis that the apparent ice thickness returned by the model is the

result of the radiometric characteristics and the relative concentrations of all

features (i.e. ice, water, clouds etc.) present within the area of each pixel. By

using this information in conjunction with fine resolution data such as digital

aerial photography, it is possible to characterise regions of large ice diversity

such as polynyas and the marginal ice zone. This analysis also exposed

deficiencies in the ICEMAPPER system in its inability to unambiguously

identify cloud-contaminated pixels in areas of open water, which may be related

to the occurrence of strong moisture fluxes in such regions. Improvements to the

ICEMAPPER system are discussed in Section 6.3.

d) Dynamic processes and snow-ice formation.

Studies by Worhy et al. [1998], Worby, [1998] and Lyt/e [1998b] demonstrated

that the ice-thickness distribution in East Antarctica is governed by a complex

interaction of dynamic and thermodynamic processes. Ridging and rafting

caused by episodes of convergence in the pack are the dominant processes of sea

ice thickening beyond approximately 0.5 m. This may help to explain why the

frequency distribution histogram of ice thicloiess obtained from ship-based

observations is "thicker" than the one produced by the model (see Figure 49).

Thickening due to snow-ice formation is another important mechanism that

cannot be resolved by the sea ice model, which is currently concerned only with

the thermodynamic characterisation of each suitable pixel within an image. The

possible future incorporation of ice dynamics and snow-ice formation processes

into the algorithm is discussed in Section 6.3.

e) Night-time ice thickness data.

Due to its reliance on albedo retrievals from channels 1 and 2, this technique is

not applicable during periods of polar darkness.
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f) Variations in snow depth and properties..

As mentioned in Section 2.1.8, the snow cover has both direct and indirect

effects in the ice thickness distribution. The system proposed in this study cannot

produce information on local variations of snow properties such as grain size or

the thickness of the snow cover. Instead, it employs a relationship between Z,-

and Zs based on data collected on the field.

g) Ridge parameterisation.

The studies of Allison and Worby [1994], Worby [1998] and Worby et al. [1998]

show that a large proportion of pack ice in East Antarctica is at any one time

contained within pressure ridges. Worby [1998] points out that resolving the

thick end of the thickness distribution spectrum is essential to accurately

estimate climate parameters such as the total ice production and the resultant

flux of salt into the underlying ocean. Obviously, thermodynamic modelling

alone cannot account for this extra ice. As such, it may be that the mean

thicknesses derived from this study should be adjusted by some factor (e.g. 1.7

as proposed by Worby [1998]) in order to more accurately parameteiise this

ridge ice. However, while the current technique may not be optimally adapted to

yielding ice thicknesses at the thicker end of the spectram, it does a reasonable

job in identifying and measuring thin ice regions. The latter are of crucial

importance to the surface heat and radiation budgets and to water mass

modification due to rapid ice growth rates therein [Allison andMoritz, 1995;

Maykut, 1978].

h) Temperature profile in the snow/ice column.

As mentioned m Section 4.1, the model assumes a linear ice/snow temperature

profile which allows the estimatation of the conductive heat flux through the sea

ice using theoretical relationships. Although reasonable for many situations

encountered in the Antarctic sea ice cover, this assumption cannot be

generalized.
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6.3 Future Model Developments

This study has demonstrated the feasibility of a semi-automated method for

obtaining Antarctic sea ice thickness distributions using visible and thermal infrared

data from satellite remote sensingplatforms. Such a system, once properly validated,

can be employed both for logistical support and as a source of high-resolution,

albedo, 1ST and sea ice thickness distribution data for input and validation of ice-

ocean-atmospheric coupled numerical models. However, a number of issues remain

to be addressed for this technique to achieve its full potential as a tool for monitoring

changes in Antarctic sea ice thickness distribution.

a) Employment of large and more extensive datasets.

One of the major limitations of this study was the small amount of AVHRR

images concurrent with in situ data. The causes of this are: extensive cloud cover

typical of this region of the Southern Ocean and problems in the co-ordination

between the collection of field data and the passage of satellites, especially

during V2(96), when a problem with the RSV Aurora Australis' engine caused

most of the in situ data to be collected outside the area of study. To overcome

this problem, it is necessary to increase the number of images analysed, which

can be achieved by extending the period of analysis, enlarging the areas of study

and most importantly including other NOAA satellites. In this context, the

recently launched NOAA-15, with its new 1.6 jum channel will offer potentially

improved cloud maskingcapabilities over snow and ice surfaces. Retrospective

analysis is also possible, with the AVHRR dataset extending back to 1978.

At present, the sea ice thickness model described in Chapter 4 is capable of

running only on the seven-bandDlSlMP-based AVHRR images generated

through the process described in Section 3.1.1. The use of larger datasets

suggested here requires a greater flexibility, which includes the capacity to open,

navigate and calibrate any Antarctic AVHRRimage, including important

datasets such as the NSEDC's Polar Pathfinder compilation [Maslanik, et al,

1998]. The Pathfinder product series are available at 25-km, 5-km, and 1.25-km

grid resolution.
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This flexibility could also be extended to acconmiodate other visible and thermal

infrared sensors such as the first spacebome Moderate-resolution Imaging

Radiometer (MODIS). Launched on the EOS Terra satellite in December 1999,

MODIS forms an important continuation of the AVHRR programme, yielding

improved surface albedo and physical temperature datasets. Superficially similar

to the AVHRR, this sensor will provide higher radiometric resolution images of

daylight-reflected solar radiation and day/night thermal emissions over all

regions of the globe. Marked improvements are its precise spectral band,

geometric registration and high calibration accuracy and precision, including

sophisticated onboard calibration. This sensor will view the entire surface of the

Earth every 1-2 days, making observations in 36 co-registered spectral bands

(from 0.4 - 14.4 /rm) at a spatial resolution of 0.25 -1 km across a 2330 km-

wide swath [NASA, 1999].

Section 5.2 demonstrated that it is possible to employ the method presented in

this study to build a climatology of the sea ice for the region between 60° and

80°E, which could then be validated and comparedwith in situ information such

as ship-based observations and ULS data. Prydz Bay is the largest embayment in

East Antarctica and therefore very important in terms of its glaciological and

oceanographic influence [Wong, et al, 1998]. It is also geographically important

because of the location of Davis and Mawson stations and the ship traffic they

generate.

b) Validation.

Consistent with item a) above, to strive for larger and more extensive sets of

satellite data, it is essential to incorporate more in situ data for further validation

of the technique. This work will initially concentrate on periods and regions

within which field observations are available. Ship-based sea ice observations

provide the best means of comparing the AVHRR-derived ice thicknesses on a

pixel-by-pixel basis. The number of coincident ship-based observations analysed

in this study was too small to derive any robust statistical comparisons.

Obtaining a statistically-representative relationship between Zobs and Zavhrr, and

understanding the processes that account for possible differences between the

two methods, is an essential step towards the operational use of the model. Apart

from extending the analysis with more points from the same season, it is also

desirable to replicate this procedure for winter and summer months.
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Additional data are also necessary to evaluate specific topics raised by the

method developed in this study as well as the strength of some of the model's

assumptions, specially the employment of a linear temperature profile in the

snow/ice column and the inability to account for variations in snow depth and

properties over different areas in the ice pack.

As demonstrated by Yu and Rothrock [1996], moored ULS devices are also a

suitable source of data for validation. There have been deployments of ULS in

the East Antarctic sector in 1994 and 1996 [Bush, 1997] and more are planned

for the near-future, which will permit new possibilities to calibrate and validate

the AVHRR-derived ice thickness distributions. Prospective sources of suitable

data include those from moored ULS sensors within the WCRP AnSITP

programme. These datasets, which are from the Weddell Sea and East

Antarctica, date back to 1990 (a data listing is given on the AnSTTP web site at

http://www.awi-bremerhaven.de/Research/IntCoop/Oce/ansitp.htmiy Transects

of moored ULS arrays are also planned for the near future. Future validation

efforts will also focus on data from dedicated field experiments, and will use

extensive climatological data from the ASPeCt compilation.

c) Improvements in the model's response to sub-pixel scalefeatures.

Although the spatial resolution of the procedure presented in this study is finer

than most numerical models, it cannot differentiate features smaller than

approximately 1 km. The sub-pixel resolution tests presented in Section 4.5

provide some indication of the response of the model when more than one

feature (i.e. cloud, snow-free ice, snow-covered ice and open water) is present

within a pixel.

The scenarios presented were, however, simplified and are probably different

from the complex reality encountered in areas such as the marginal ice zone and

polynyas. Digital aerial photography provides a suitable source of in situ data to

assist in the development of a more complete view of this issue. Although it is

not possible to obtain sea ice thickness directly from this technique, it provides

important information on the distribution of thin ice and open-water areas. With

a few improvements in the sampling method and the co-location of the satellite

images and the photographs (discussed in Section 5.3.1), it will be possible to

better calibrate the model outputs.
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d) Improvements in the parameterisation ofthe near-surface air temperature.

The sensitivity tests presented in Section 4.4 demonstrated that a correct

parameterisation of the air-surface temperature difference is essential for the

successful application of the sea ice model. In this study, several techniques for

estimating TAir were tested. The chosen method uses a combination of wind

direction and Ts/c to obtain Tau (see Section 4.3.2.3). In spite of the

improvements achieved with this technique in comparison with the simplistic

approach taken by YuandRothrock [1996], it still requires validation with field

measurements. These should include detailed surface and air temperature data at

various height levels, under different meteorological conditions and for different

ice types.

As mentioned in section 4.3.2.3, TOVS is a possible alternative for an

independent source of information on surface temperature and atmospheric

temperature profiles, pending further studies to warrant its applicability over ice-

covered surfaces. Comparisons between TOVS and in situ TAir data may lead to

a retrieval algorithm which can be employed in conjunction with this method

e) Improvements to the cloud-screening algorithm.

Extensive cloud cover around the coast of Antarctica is a well-reported

phenomenon [King and Turner, 1997; Orvig, 1970; Schwerdtfeger, 1984]. The

passage of synoptic systems and the persistent near-coastal effect of katabatic

winds lead to a very dynamic environment where changes can occur in a matter

of hours. Given these conditions, the use of a semi-automated system to screen

pixels for cloud contamination is an essential part of the method proposed in this

study. The principal issue to be considered in such a system is not the capacity to

separate as many cloud-free pixels as possible (although this is a desirable

outcome) but rather to ensure low levels of misclassification when screening the

pixels to be analysed by the sea ice thickness model. The results presented in

Chapter 5 demonstrated that under certain conditions, the ICEMAPPER system

fails to provide reliable cloud-free data for the model.
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Williams et al. [in press], reported that the performance of the ICEMAPPER

deteriorates when it is used with non-summer images and images with solar

zenith angles higher than75°. This fact was confirmed by this study, as

evidenced by the large number of open water pixels, especially in the two winter

images, mis-classified by the algorithm as "sea ice" and introduced into the ice-

thickness calculations. These pixels did not reach the thermodynamic

equilibrium and were subsequently discarded, which is consistent with cloud

contamination. However, it is not possible to estimate the percentage of these

pixels that remained in the system and were erroneously assigned an ice

thickness by the model. To overcome this problem, which would also contribute

to increase the flexibility of the system, Williams et al. [in press] recommend

that AVHRR datasets from different times of the year and different regions of

the Southern Ocean should be employed to train the system and improve its

classification sldlls. This process is to be conducted in the near-future at the

Antarctic CRC using, in the first instance, the same set of spring AVHRR

images employed in this study.

Other approaches like temporal analysis (i.e. subtraction of consecutive images

to obtain velocity vectors) and spatial coherence methods could potentially be

employed to assist the ICEMAPPER in the task of screening polar clouds.

However this issue has to be consideredcarefully as most of these techniques are

still the subject of current research [Darzi, 1992; Stejfen, et al, 1993] and their

application has been restricted to case studies.

f) Investigation ofdynamic processes.

Dynamic processes such as ridging and rafting can be investigated through this

model by analysing temporal changes in the ice-thickness distributions derived

from pairs of AVHRR images separated in time and/or by introducing wind and

ocean current forcing into the system and tracking its effects. In both cases, it

would be necessary to incorporate the equations that define mechanical

processes and ice drift [Gray and Killworth, 1996; Hibler, 1979] as well as

sources of atmospheric and oceanic forcing from coupled atmosphere/ocean

models. Sea ice motion can also be estimated from the analysis of successive

classified images in a method similar to that described by Emery et al. [1997].
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In the long term, it may be possible to assimilate time-dependent ice motion

fields into the thickness computation, in an effort to better account for ice

thickening by dynamic processes. Such data would ideally come from coincident

Radarsat SAR data products, produced using algorithms operating within the

RGPS \Kwok, in press]. An alternative source of ice motion data for the period

from 1982 to 1997 emanates from the NSIDC's Polar Pathfinder Programme.

g) Characterisation of the ice/snow thickness relationship for non-winter months.

The snow thickness is a critical parameter in the model. The presence of snow

significantly decreases the heat loss to the atmosphere from the ice surface, and

thus the thermodjmamic ice growth rate. Furthermore, the snow cover can

obscure the relationship between surface temperature and thin ice thickness {Yu

and Rothrock, 1996]. In this study, an empirical relationship between Z, and Zs

based on measurements made in the winter of 1995 was employed. Although

this is an improvement from the Arctic relationship proposed by Doronin

[1971], this parameterisation needs to be extended for autumn, spring and

summer months.

The technique would also benefit from the assimilation of improved snow

thickness data, in an effort to resolve the contribution of snow ice to the large-

scale sea ice thickening process, and its spatial and temporal variability. Snow

thickness data are available both from climatological datasets, such as the

ASPeCt compilation [Worby and Ackley, 2000] and data from recent field

observations, as summarised in Massom et al. [in press-a]. Larger-scale and

possibly more suitable data may be available from passive microwave remote

sensing techniques (e.g. Arrigo et al. [1998] and Markus and Cavalieri [1998]),

although these new snow-thickness retrieval algorithms themselves require

further validation.

h) Improvements in the ice-surface temperature retrieval algorithm.

The work of Key et al. [1997a] represented a considerable improvement over

previous methods of retrieving Antarctic ice surface temperature from satellite

thermal infrared data, reducing the error to an acceptable level of 0.3 K. In order

to improve this result even further, the angle-dependent coefficients derived for

the whole of Antarctica could be replaced by more localised coefficients derived

with the aid of in situ data (i.e. radiosondes) and radiative transfer models such

as LOWTRAN.
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i) Improvements to the albedo retrieval algorithm.

The albedo controls the intensity of shortwave radiation that reaches the system,

through two terms in Equation 8: the net solar radiation at the surface and the

solar radiation that penetrates the snow/ice layer. The reported uncertainty for

Lindsay and Rothrock's [1994a] albedo retrieval algorithm is 10%. When

translated into the net flux, this uncertainty accounts for ± 1.8 W-m"^, or 16%, of

the total cth. Since this algorithm was originally designed for the Arctic, there is

scope for further adaptation to the sea ice conditions of the Southern

Hemisphere. This could be accomplished by comparing the albedo results with

in situ measurements such as those conducted hy Allison et al. [1993] and

Brandt et al. [1999].

i) Synergistic utilisation ofother remote sensing data.

The SAR and AVHRR sensors have complementary radiometric and geometric

characteristics which can be combined to generate products that are capable of

providing geophysical information on the Antarctic pack ice, which otherwise

could not be acquired if the sensors were used separately. A good example of

this synergistic approach is given by Glueck and Groves [1994]. In that study,

the authors employed SAR backscatter and AVHRR thermal infrared data

combined in a Hue, Lightness and Saturation (HLS) colour model to assist in the

identification of open water and thin ice in leads and polynyas. This same

approach, or a development of it can be incorporated in the system proposed in

this study in order to assist in the resolution of ambiguities between cloud and

snow-covered pixels and between icebergs and fast ice.

k) Provision ofdatafor input to, and validation of numerical models.

Comparisons between numerical models and observational data are essential for

the verification of the models' treatment of processes such as melting and

thermodynamic growth, ice dynamics, drift and the effect of oceanic and

atmospheric circulation. Ice thickness is of particular interest in such

comparisons [Gates, et al, 1996]. Studies such as Worby [1998] and Worby and

Wu [1998] presented extensive comparisons between in situ data and model

outputs of sea ice thickness, concentration, rafting, ice volume and structural

composition.
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These comparisons demonstrated that most sea ice models are limited in their

ability to describe the sea ice thickness distribution. The method proposed in this

study has the potential to provide a synoptic, mesoscale view of the pack ice

which can be employed by modellers to improve the parameterisation of these

thickness distributions.

I) Data assimilation.

The method proposed in the current study is comparable to a direct insertion

assimilation technique applied to the sea ice thickness model, providing the

foundation for future studies in this area for the Southern Ocean. Other

assimilation strategies are available to improve the effectiveness of the

combination of AVHRR data and modelling techniques. Despite being focused

on the Northern Hemisphere sea ice cover, the RGPS technique is a successful

example of theoperational dataassimilation using, satellite imagery (in this case p"'
f'i

from Radarsat) in combination with well-documented algorithms. Et j

6.4 Future Remote Sensing Technology

Although in situ measurements may never be replaced by remote sensing, the

benefits of the unique, synoptic view of the Earth's surface provided by satellite

technology is becoming increasingly important. This is evidenced by the growing

number of missions that now concentrate on the generation of higher-level products

destined to validate models and process studies [Massom, 1995; Yu, 1996]. The

commitment to the maintenance of long-term datasets such as the AVHDR.R and

passive microwave is essential for the detection of possible global trends [Massom,

1995]. It is envisaged that new technology will make a significant contribution to the

problem of estimating sea ice thickness from space, as will the adaptation of existing

technology.

A number of promising innovative satellite remote sensing techniques and

sensors will potentially yield large-scale sea ice thickness data in the near future. For

example, a method has recently been proposed to estimate spatially-averaged sea ice

thickness using spacebome altimetry [Peacock, et al, 1998]. These estimates may

become available on a routine basis from CryoSat, a satellite which has been

approved for launch by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2003. The goals of this

dedicated mission are to measure large-scale sea ice thickness variability to within
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the limit established by SAR andinterferometric techniques in synergy withradar

altimetry [Wingham, 1999].

With its ability to penetrate cloud andpolar darkness, SARalsohas the potential

to make a significant contribution to the measurement of Antarctic sea ice thickness

in the near future. Radarsat's RGPS system currently outputs estimates of ice age and

thickness from repeatobservations of Lagrangian cells in sequential SAR imagery,

but for the Arctic Ocean basin only [Kwok and Holt, 2000]. TheRGPS algorithm is

unlikely to produce accurate results in the Antarctic sea ice zone without

considerable development, due to the complex variability in the physicalproperties

of Antarctic sea ice and its snowcover [Massom, et al, in press-a].

At the moment, the SAR classification of Antarctic sea ice types as a proxy for

ice thickness is limitedby the lack of an Antarctic sea ice backscatter signature

database equivalent to that in the Arctic [Drinkwater, 1998; Drinkwater, et al,

1995]. This also applies to the forthcoming wide-swath SAR sensors onboard ESA's

Envisat and the Japanese Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS), to be

launchedin August 2002. However, the Phased Array type L-bandSynthetic

Aperture Radar (PALSAR) onboard ALOS and the Advanced SAR (ASAR) onboard

Envisat will allow data collection at a number of different polarization combinations

(i.e. HH or VV, and HH-fHV or VV+VH). This may aid the distinction of different

surface types, which is a difficult problem using single-frequency data [Drinkwater,

et al, 1992].

Another potentially useful new technology is ESA's Soil Moisture and Ocean

Salinity Mission (SMOS) satellite, due for launch in 2005 [Kerr, et al, 2000]. This

satellite will carry, for the first timein space, an L-band (1.4GHz) passive-

microwave radiometer which has thepotential to measure sea ice thickness. Theory

indicates that it may be possible to determine the thiclcness of a slab of sea ice when

it approximates the wavelength of the radiometer i.e. 21.4 cm for the 1.4 GHz

instrument [Comiso, 1996]. As a result of the complexity of Antarctic sea ice, the

monotonic increase in emissivity with thickness, as predictedby theory, may not

necessarily always hold true as it depends on complex interactions of factors other

than ice thickness. The potential capabilityof low-frequencyradiometry as a tool to

remotely measure Antarctic sea ice thickness was, however, demonstrated using a

UHF radiometer (611 MHz) in the Weddell Sea onboard the German icebreaker

RVPolarstem. These ship-bome observations indicated that emissivity is a function
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of ice thickness up to a thickness of about 0.8 m, at which the emissivity saturates

[Menashi, et al, 1993], Compared to the MODIS and AVHRR, however, the pixel

size of SMOS data will be very poor, at approximately 50 x 50 km, and considerable

uncertainties in accuracy may remain due to the complexity of the combined sea ice-

snow substrate as a microwave target.

In all cases, there is great potential in the synergistic approach of combining

satellite data with different attributes, such as SAR and AVHRR (see Section 6.3),

and in the merging of satellite data with a modelling approach. However, a key to the

usefulness of both these new and existing sensors as tools for measuring and

monitoring important sea ice properties is their validation under the range of

conditions encountered in the Southern Ocean. Compared to the Arctic, virtually no

validation has been carried out of remotely-sensed geophysical data products

collected from the Antarctic sea ice zone. Dedicated validation field experiments

planned for the next few years should address this issue [Massom, 2000, pers.

comm.].

6.5 Summary

In summary, this study presents a technique which can provide large-scale

estimates of the thickness distribution of East Antarctic sea ice for a number of

applications;

a) Creation of a baseline dataset or climatology, against which to gauge possible

future large-scale changes related to global climate variation;

b) Provision of input into sea ice models and GCMs, as well as independent data

for their validation;

c) Testing or validation of numerical models or new concepts about the rheology of

Antarctic sea ice and;

d) Improvement of navigation and logistic operations in the Southern Ocean

through the generation of sea ice thickness maps on an operational basis.

Ultimately, modelling is a key tool to enhance our understanding of the role

played by sea ice in the global climate system, its complex feedback mechanisms,

and the system's possible response to climate change. However, this can only be

achieved if accurate independent large-scale Antarctic sea ice thickness data are

available for input and validation.
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The data produced through the application of the technique described in this

study may not attain the absolute accuracy required to detect a thinning of the

Antarctic sea ice cover. In this respect, the continuing operation and extension of the

existing moored ULS arrays (see Section 2.2.2) is of great importance, as is the

planned launch of a long-range autonomous unmanned mini-submarine (AutoSub)

equipped with ULS devices [NERC, 2001]. Furthermore, it is hoped that civilian-run

non-nuclear submarine programmes will in the future address the issue of collecting

Antarctic sea ice thickness data along repeat transects in a manner similar to the

Arctic [Massom, 2000, pers. comm.]. Constituting one-dimensional transects of sea

ice draft (or, equivalently, thickness), these data are suitable for building up a

climatology of mean sea ice thickness over extended periods of time, or for

computing the volume transport of ice across a given region. However, such

techniques do not produce a spatial picture of the sea ice thickness distribution over

large areas. This is where the technique presented in this study has the potential make

a very significant contribution.

This study has helped to demonstrate that, for Antarctic sea ice, many benefits

can be derived from the integration of in situ and remote sensing techniques. While

the meso- and macro-scale views of the pack ice are provided by satellite data at low

cost and for relatively long periods, a more detailed view of the dynamic and

thermodynamic processes is provided by field observations. While the combination

of such distinct methods is a challenging task, the ultimate gain, a better

understanding of the role played by the sea ice in the Southern Hemisphere's

ocean/atmosphere system, is certainly worth the effort.
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Appendix

Sea Ice Thickness Code

This section presents the IDL® source code used in the sea icethickness model.

The program consists of eight routines (procedures and functions), listed below. A

more detailed description of the model and the flow of information within it is given

in Chapter 4. Figure 17 shows a flow diagram with the model's sequence of events.

MAIN.PRO - This procedure automates the process of running the model in more

than one image through a FOR loop. It also adds the data resulting from this

process into "average images" of albedo, 1ST and ice thickness.

AVHRR.PRO - This procedure is responsible for the main processing and for

calling all the other procedures and functions of the program. It achieves the

following: a) opens an AVHRR image in the DISIMP format; b) reads the image

headers to retrieve useful information such as the date and time of acquisition,

satellite number etc; c) extracts the seven bands of data (2 albedos, 3 brightness

temperatures, 1 sea ice map; and 1 angles band); d) extracts the relevant

information (solar zenith angle, satellite zenith angle; sun-satellite azimuth) from

the angles band; e) creates a "mask image" to remove invalid data (clouds, land,

NaN values, etc);/) calls a procedure that applies a spatial filter

(DESPECKLE.PRO) to remove random noise from the sea ice map band; g)

plots histograms of original and valid data; h) calls the function that calculates

the albedo (ALBEDO.PRO); i) calls the function that calculates 1ST

(TEMPER.PRO); j) removes the pixels with albedo greater than 1.0 and pixels

with temperatures warmer than the freezing point of sea water from the sea ice

calculations; k) calls the function that processes the GASP data (GASP.PRO); I)

calls the procedure that estimates the sea ice thickness of each valid pixel

(NET_FHJX.PRO); calls the procedure that displays the map and histogram

outputs on the screen (WINDOW_OUTPUTS.PRO); and m) appends the

newly-created albedo, 1ST and ice thickness bands to the original AVHRR

image.
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DESPECKLE.PRO - This function applies a low-pass spatial filter based on a 3 x 3

matrix to remove random noise from the original AVHRR image.

HISTOGRAMS.PRO - Auxiliary function that plots frequency distribution

histograms on the screen at various places within the program.

ALBEDO.PRO - This function calculates surface albedo using inputs from AVHRR

channels 1 and 2, according to the method described by Lindsay and Rothrock

[1994], through the following steps: a) restricting the processing to valid data

only; b) undoing the solar zenith correction and the radiance correction; c)

converting the digital counts for channels 1 and 2 to a narrow-band radiance; d)

converting the narrow-band radiances to corrected narrow-band radiances; e)

converting the corrected narrow-band radiances to TOA narrow-band albedos;/]

calculating the narrow-band anisotropic reflectance factor; g) forming the TOA

narrow-band albedos; h) calculating the surface narrow-band albedo corrected

for atmospheric attenuation; i) estimating a broad-band albedo from the two

narrow-band albedos; and/ normalising the albedo to a solar zenith angle of

70°.

TEMPER.PRO - This function calculates 1ST using the method proposed by Key

and Haefliger [1992] and updated by Key et a/. [1997] through the following

steps: a) restricting the processing to valid data only; h) calculating the satellite

scan angle using the satellite zenith angle; c) choosing the appropriate correction

coefficients according to the satellite number and temperature range; d) applying

the appropriate 1ST calculation equation based on the chosen coefficient; and e)

plotting a 1ST frequency distribution histogram.

GASP.PRO - Opens the raw GASP files (see Section 4.3.1) and generates air

temperature and wind vector (u, v) arrays that match the characteristics of the

AVHRR image through the following steps: a) locating the two raw GASP files

relevant to the satellite image (based on the acquisition date and time); b)

opening the raw GASP files; c) performing a temporal interpolation to match the

AVHRR's date and time of acquisition; d) performing a bilinear spatial

interpolation to match the dimensions of the AVHRR image ; e) generating a

three-dimensional array holding the GASP arrays (TAir, u and v) and saving it as

a file;/) plotting temperature contour curves and a wind vector field; and g)

plotting frequency distribution histograms of wind speed and air temperature.
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NET_FLUX.PRO - Calculates the sea ice thickness of each pixel of an AVHRR

image using the thermodynamic modelproposed by Yu and Rothrock [1996],

through the following steps: a) retrieving air temperature and wind speed and

direction from the GASP data; b) determining the position of the 9x1 shape

based on the wind direction (seeSection 4.3.2.3); c) choosing the appropriate

bulk transfer coefficients for each pixel based on the wind speed; d) calculating

incoming solar radiation; e) calculating the solar radiation reaching the ice

surface;/) calculating the transmitted fraction of the solar radiation; g)

calculating the solar radiation absorbedin the ice layer; h); calculating the

upward longwave radiation; i) calculating the downward longwave radiation;/

calculating the turbulentsensibleand latentheat fluxes; k) calculating the

conductive heat flux; I) summing the heat fluxes (terms from d) to k) above) to

calculate the net flux; and m) initialising an incremental looping system (see

Section 4.2) that assigns an estimate of sea ice thickness to pixels with zero or

positive net flux. Pixels with a negative net flux (those that lose heat to the

atmosphere) are passed to the next iteration, until all of the valid pixels within

the image are analysed or a thickness limit (2 or 4 m) is attained.

WINDOW_OUTPUTS.PRO - This procedure displays the data outputs of albedo,

1STand sea ice thickness on the screen and saves them as bitmap files. Each

display consists of a window containing the frequency distribution histogram,

the image plotted on top of a griddedmap and the appropriate colour legend.

In the following pages, characters preceded by a semi-colon (;) indicate

comments to the program or pieces of code that were commented out. The code itself

is shown in a different font (courier New - size lOpt).
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8.1 MAIN.PRO

NAME:

PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:
CALLING SEQUENCE:
INPUTS:
KEYWOI® PARAMETCRS:

OUTPUTS:

COMMON BLOCKS:

SIDE EFFECTS:
SYSTEM VARIABLES:

RESTRICTIONS:. ...
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

Main

..MAIN.PRO
..Automate the process of calling more than one

image and running the whole model
.None

... None

.. File name to process
None

FILE: all the outputs from AVHRR plus an
average thickness image and another array
counting the number of images analysed per
pixel
None

None

.None
None

.AVHRR.PRO
Clemente Hungria, June 1999
Clemente Hungria, August, 1999

; Initiate FOR LOOP to open images, create an average image and save the thickness images.

Displays = DIAIjOG_MESSAGE('Multi Irtages ?', /QDESTIQN)
Iitis = [' tSysb', 't6ytb', ' t6z6b', 't6z7b', 't6zKb', 'tVOrb', 't715b', $

't716b', 't71ib', 't73^', 't73xb', 't749b', 't74ab', 't752b',$
't753b', 't75^', 't75hb', 't75iib', 't75vb', 't76n±)', 't76nb' ,$
't77fb', 't77sb', 't77tb', 't782b>', 't7axb', 'tTbc^', 't7c4b' ,$
' t7Gib', ' t7e2b', ' t7e3b', ' t7eub', ' t7evb', ' t2ii±)', ' t2j 8b' ]

; Chooses a file name from the list, unzip it from the INPUTS directory and moves it to the
; main IDL directory.

start = 0

Finish = 34

IF Start EQ 33 AND Finish BQ 34 $
THEM IirageYear = '95' & Cols = 1251 & Lins = 761

IF Start LT 33 AND Finish LT 33 $

THEN ImageYear = '96' & COls = 1501 & Lins = 501

Ocrjltig = FLTARR(Cols,Lins)
Avg_Inig = FLTARR(Cols,Iiins)

FOR j = Start, Finish DO BEGIN
IitageFile = Ims(j)+ '.dat'
XInzip = DIAIjOG_MESSAGE('Dnzip Images ?', /QCJESTICN, /DEFADLT_FD)
IF tSnzip BQ 'Yes' THEN BEGIN

CD, ' inputs'

SPAWN, str

Str = 'iiiv ' + ImageFile + ' . . '
SPAWN, str

CD, ' /u/chungria/idl'
ENDIF
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; Runs AVHRR using the file name selected.

h = 1

H_Zi = HANDEE_CREATE{)

H_Eatajyiask = HJiNDLEjZREA.'IE()

H_File_Name = HSNDUEJZREAIE ()

HMSiri£_VALUE , H_Data_Mask , h, /SET, /N0JX)PY'

HANnnE_\ffi]JUE , H_File_Nartie , h, /SET, /ISD_CDPY
HRNDLiE_VaLUE , H_Zi , h, /SET, /NQ_COPY

AVHRR, IttBgeFile , Di^lays , H_Zi, H_Eata_Wask, H_File_Name
HfiNDLiE_VRLUE , H_Zi , Zi
HANE!LjE_VALUE , H_Eata_Mask , Eata_Mask

HZSNDEE VALUE , H FileJNTame , File_Naire

Table of Codes for Data Mask:

l....Bad data (Noise, NaN)
2....Open Water (Ts > Tw)
3....Very Compacted Ice (Class 23)
4....Zi > than limit

5....Cloud (all types 3>Icemap>13)
6....Coastline (Icemap = 25)
7....Land (Icemap = 29)

Good = WHERE (Eata_Mask EQ 1)

land = WHERE(Eatajfesk EQ -7)

Coast = WHERE(Data_Mask EQ -6)

Cloud = WHERE(Eata_Mask EQ -5)

; Data is added to the average image created from the original mask.
; In the Mask, -1 correspond to the coastline and -2 to land.

Avg_lrtg = Avg_lrtg' + Zi
Ocr_Irtig (Good) = C)cr_Img(Good) + 1

; The Zi image is saved on the OUTPUTS directory and the original AVHRR image is
; removed from the main IDL directory.

CD, 'outputs'

FileJMame = STRMID(File_Naire, 4, 10)
FileJSTanie = File_Nanie + '_Zi.dat'
OPENW, lun, File_Naire, /GELTJUN
WFilTEU, lun, Zi

EREE_IUN, lun

CD, '/u/dhungria/idl' & Str = '/btn/rm ' + ImageFile
SPAWN, Str

PRINT, 'Nunbsr of iitages processed: ', j + 1
EiSDFOR

; Average image is saved.

Avg_lmg = Avg_Ii:tig/Ocr_Iirg

FileJSlame = ' average' + ImageYear + '. dat'

CD, 'outputs'

OPENW , lun, FileJSlame, /GBTJUN
WRITEU , lun, Avg_Inig

FREEJUN , lun

FileJSlaitie = 'occurence' + ImageYear + ' .dat'

OEE3S1W , lun, FileJsTaine, /GETJUN

WRITEU , lun, Ocr_Inng

FREEJUN , luin

CD, '/u/dhungria/idl'
END
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8.2 AVHRR.PRO

NAME:
PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:

CALLING SEQUENCE:.
INPUTS:

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS:....
; OUTPUTS:

COMMON BLOCKS:
SIDE EFFECTS:
SYSTEM VARIABLES:
RESTRICTIONS:
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

AYHRR.PRO
This function will undo the solar zenith

correction and then the brightness temperature
correction as used by the DISIMP routine
CNVRT5. The resulting image is then restored
to its original digital count values. It calls
ALBEDO.PRO and TEMPER.PRO to generate
albedo and ice/surface temperature images and
then proceed to NET_FLUX.PRO where it
finishes the calculation of the thickness of each

valid pixel.
.None

AVHRR, image=image
.IMAGE: file name to process (must be a
processed image)
None
FILE: three "images" holding the normalized
albedo, the 1ST and the ice thickness.
None

None

. ...None
None

AVHRR.PRO
Clemente Hungria, February/March 1998
Katrina Hill, March 8, 1998. Altered to allow
image to be open and processed utilizing IDL
array processing techniques.
Clemente Hungria, August, 1998. Final
alterations to accommodate new image format

HID OPEN_DISIMP, file,hdrsize,ns,nl,nb,ribits,num_utr,b_utr,geq_tvpe,descrip, null

!error = 0

CN_IOERROR, trouble

EfEVICE, retain=2

GBr_bUN, imit

GEENR, unit, file

header = INTARR{256)

REAEQ, unit, header

null = header(60) & rib = header(3) & ribits = header(25)

ns = IOSG(header (29)) & nl = lOG(header (30)) & numjutr = headfir(18)

b_utr = header(19) * 2

CASE ribits OF

8: BEGIN

data_type = 1

IF ((ns FDD 2) EQ 1) THEN ns = ns + 1

END

16: data_type = 2

ENDCASE

hdrsize = Header(10)*2

POINT_LUN, unit, hdrsize+(ns*nl*rib*data_type)
no_user_recs = header(16) & nD_taytes_ur = header(17) *2
user_rec = BYIARR(no_bytes_u:r,no_user_recs)

KEAEU, unit, user_rec
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; Image description record.

IF (SIRIN3(user_rec(0:l,3)) BQ 'II') THEN BEGIN

dlea = user_rec(3,3) < (128-4)

descrip = STEHISE(tiser_rec (4:4+dlen-l, 3))
ENDIF ELSE dfiscrip = "DISIMP Image"

; Channel names record.

IF (STRING(user_rec(0:1,2)) EQ 'Cl') THEN BEGIN

clen = user_rec(3,2) + user_2:ec(2,2) *256

nchns = user_rec(5,2) + user_rec(4,2)*256

hnames = STRARR(nGhns) & k = 6

FOR i =0, nchns-1 DO BEGIN

hnames (i) = STRING (user_rec (k: k+clen-1,2))
k = k + clen

ENDFOR

ENDIF

geo_type = header(64)

anin = 0.0 & Imin = 0.0 & anax = 0.0 & Imax = 0.0

IF (geo_type GT 0) THEN BEGIN

einc = 10000.0 * header(66) + header(67) + 0.0001 * header(68)
line = 10000.0 * header(69) + header(70) + 0.0001 * header(71)
amn = 10000.0 * header(72) + header(73) + 0.0001 * header(74)

Imin = 10000.0 * header(75) + header(76) + 0.0001 * header(77)
atax = 10000.0 * header(78) + header(79) + 0.0001 * header(80)

Imax = 10000.0 * header(81) + header(82) + 0.0001 * header(83)

rot = header(84) + 0.0001 * header(85)

descrip = descrip + STRING(format=' (" [GeoType=", iO,"; $
Pixels=",iO,"(",iO,") ",iO,"; Lines=",iO,"(",iO,") ", iO,";$

Rot=", iO,"]") ', geo_type, amin, einc, anax, Imin, linc,$
Imx, rot)

ENDIF

!error = 0

trouble:

IF !error NE 0 THEN BEGIN

PRINT, 'Error reading DISIMP file (getting next image) '
EXIT, status=l

ENDIF

FREE_LUN, unit
END

PRO AVHRR, ItrageFile, Displays, H_Zi, H_Data_Mask, H_File_Name

>?/_start=[0,1000] & >^_di[tt=[200,200]

TO = SYSTiMEd) . ; Starts counting the time.

; The acquisition time will be used by GASP.PRO to rehieve the appropriate GASP files.

IF (KEyWGRD_SET(satcode)) THEM code = satcode ELSE code = 'NULL'

IF (KEYV\>DRD_SET(:)^tart)) THEN x/_start = j!y_start ELSE 3Q'_start = [-1,-1]
IF (KEYW3RD_SET(:>wdim)) THEN Xi'_dim = xyjdim ELSE xy_dim = [-1,-1]

; Set the colour table (This colour table is already on lASOS system).

GOTO, Skip_Table
Rlocols = [0,4,4,0,0,4,4,0,2,4,3,0,3,4,0,4] & rlocols = 63 * rlocols
Glocols = [0,4,0,4,0,4,0,4,2,2,0,2,4,2,2,3] & glocols = 63 * glocols
blocols = [0,4,0,0,4,0,4,4,2,0,0,2,4,4,2,1] & blocols = 63 * blocols

rhicols = [0,0,1,2,3,4,1,3,3,0,0,1,2,3,2,4] & rhicols = 63 * rhicols
ghicols = [0,0,1,2,3,4,1,3,3,2,3,4,4,4,0,3] & ginicols = 63 * ^rLcols
bhicols = [2,3,4,4,4,2,1,3,1,0,0,1,2,3,0,4] & bhicols = 63 * bhicols
rglevel = IND3EN(63) * 4 & greenglevel = IND3EN(63) * 4
bglevel = INDGEN(63) * 4
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A_r = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,25,60,85,120,140,180,215]
A_g = [0,0,0,0,10,50,60,80,90,105,120,130,150,160,180,190,200,210,225,240]
A_b = [30,65,90,110,140,170,180,190,205,210,230,240,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255]
Ts_r = [0,10,45,12,0,0,0,0,0,229,250,255,255,255,255,225,198,180,155,120]

Ts_g = [0,0,0,0,85,137,187,238,255,255,255,199,112,70,20,0,0,0,0,0]
Ts_b = [90,180,210,248,255,229,255,255,153,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
Zi_b = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,150,130,160,180,150,130,110,90,70]
Zi_r = [90,170,220,250,250,255,255,255,255,255,255,245,225,210,200,190,170,150,130,110]

Zi_g = [0,0,0,0,100,140,160,180,200,220,240,255,225,210,200,190, 170,150,130,110]
red = [rlocols, rhicols, rglevel, A_r, Ts_r, Zi_r]
green = [glocols, ghicols, gglevel, A a. Ts a, Zi_g]
blue = [blocols, bhicols, bglevel, A_b, Ts_b, Zi_b]
colors = [red, green, blue]

TVLCT, red, green, blue ; Creates the new colour table.

Skip_Table:

DEVICE, PSEUDOJOOLDR = 8

DEVICE, DECCMPOSED = 0 ; Tests the number of colours
Nuniber_colors= iD.NjCODORS ; used by the system.
IF (Kluniber_colors GT 256) IHEM Color_Test=l

; Opens the DISIMP image and retrieve the satellite number and acquisition time.

PEUNT, 'Opening Disiitp Image... '

IF Displays B2 'No "THEN
ImageFile = DIAIjOG_PICKFIIE(/READ, FILTER = '*.dat')

cpen_disir[p, imagefile, skip,x,y,bands,bits,nr,ribyt,geot, img_descriptian,null
imagel = INTaRR(x, bands, y)
hdr = INTARR(skip/2)
userrec= BYTARR(128,4)

IF (nr GT 0) AND (nbyt GT 0) THEN BEGIN
textrec = BYTARR(nbiyt, nr)

ENDIF

OPENR, lun, imagefile, /get_lun
REAEU, lun, hdr

REftEU, lun, imagel
READU, lun, userrec

IF (nr GT 0) AND (nbyt GT 0) THEN BEGIN

READO, lun, txtrec

ENDIF

FREE_LUN, lun

IF (bands B2 5) THEN BEGIN

PRINT, 'Sorry - this is not a processed image. Exciting!'
GOTO, end_stat

ENDIF

IF (bands E2 6) THEN BEGIN

PRINT, 'Sorry - probably only has the OLD angles loand. Exiting! '
GOTO, end_stat

ENDIF

; Collects information from the image description string.

n=STR_SEP (STRCCMERESS (img_description), ' ' , /TRIM)

sat_code = n(0) & orbit_no = n(2) &
a_time = n(6)
a_hour = STRMID(a_time, 0,2)

a_minute = STRMID(a_time, 2,2)
a_day = n(3)
a_nionth = n(4)
a_year = '19' + n(5)

PRINT, 'SATELLITE ID ', sat_code

PRINT, ' ORBIT NUMBER ', orbit_no
PRINT, 'ACQUISITICW DATE ', a_day + '/' + a_noath + '/' + a_year

PRINT, 'AOQUISITICN TIME ', a_hour + ' : ' + a_minute + ' Z'
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; Generates a satellite code to be used; within ALBEDO.PRO and TEMPER.PRO.

CASE sat code OF

'TIROS-N' sat = 0

'N0AA6' sat = 1

'NQAA7' sat = 2

'NDAA8' sat = 3

'NDAA9' sat = 4

'NQAAIO' sat = 5

'NQAAll' sat = 6

'NQAA12' sat = 7

'NQAA13' sat = 8

'N0AA14' sat = 9

'N0AA15' sat = 10

ENDCASE

; Transforms the month string into its; correspondent number from 1 to 12

CASE a noith OF

'Jan' Month

O

II

'Feb' Month

11

O
CO

'Mar' Month

m
o

II

'Apr'^ Month = '04'

'May'̂ Month = '05'

'Jun' Month = '06'

'Jul' Month = '07'

'Aug' Month

CO
o

II

'Sep' Month

o

11

'Oct' Month = '10'

'Nov' Month = '11'

'Dec' Month = '12'

ENDCASE

Sat_Code = STRMrD(Sat_Ccde,0,l)
File_tirtie = STRMID(a_haur, 0, 2)

File_date = STRMID(a_year, 2,2)

+ STFMID(Sat_Code, 4,2)

+ STRMn3(a_rniiiute, 0,2)
+ STRMID(noith, 0,2)+STFiMlD(a_day, 0,2)

File_id = Sat_Code+'_' + File_pate + File_Titre
Irtiage_Id = SatjOodef' -' +a_day+' /' +a_nic(nth+' / ' +a_year+', ' +a_haur+': ' +a_niimte+' Z'

; Extracts the 7 bands of data (2 albedos, 3 brightness temperatures, I sea ice map
; and 1 angles band - where there are five angles presented).

ERINT, ' Extracting channels to be used... '

albedol = REFORM(imagel(*, 0, *)) *0.01
aIbedo2 = REFORM(imagel(*,1,*))*0.01
tarpGrl= REF0RM(itiHgel(*,2,*) )*0.01 + 273.15

taiper2= REF0RM(imagel{*,3, *))*0.01 + 273.15

tstper3= REF0FM(iri:Bgel(*,4,*) )*0.01 + 273.15
icarap = REFORM(imagell*,5,*))
angles = REF0RM(imagel{*,5,*))

; Extracts the angles from the "angles" band.

HUNT, ' Extracting the angles fron thr angle channel... '
a_x = hdr(62) & a_y = hdr(63) & lcw_y = 0 & hi^_y = a_y
satdcE = angles(0:a_x-l,law_y;high_y-l)

lcw_y = high_y & high_y = high_y + a_y
satdcN = angles(0:a_x-l,low_y:hi^_y-l)
low_y = high_y & high_y = high_y + a_y
sundcE = angles (O:a_x-l,low_y:high_y-l)
low_y = high_y & high_y = high_y+a_y
sundcN = angles (O:a_x-l,low_y:high_y-l)
hi^_y = high_y + a_y & low_y = high_y
sundcZ = angles (O:a_x-l,low_y:high_y-l)
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; Alters the solar zenith angle data to begin processing.

EFUNT, 'Calculating the angles into probable bands... ' '
satdcE = CQKORID (satdcE,x,y) & satdcN = CCNSRID (satdcN,x,y) & $
sundcE = CCSSGRID (sundcE,x,y) & sundcN = CQNGRID (sundcN,x,y) & $

sundcZ = CCWGRID (sundcZ,x,y) & NULIj=32767 .

PRINT, ' Calculating the angles into cosine values... '
ND = WHERE(satdcE BQ NUEL, cnt) & satdcE = TEMPORftRy(satdcE)/16384.

IF (cnt GT 0) THEM satdcE (ND) = NULL

ND = WIHERE(satdcN EQ NULL, cnt) & satdcN = TEMPORARI(satdcN)/16384.

IF (cnt GT 0) THEM satdcN(ND) = NULL

ND = WHERE (sundcE EQ NULL, cnt) & sundcE = TEMPORARY(sundcE)/16384.

IF (cnt GT 0) THEM sundcE(ND) = NULL

ND = WHERE(sundicN EQ NULL, cnt) & sundciM = TE3MP0RARY(sundcN)/16384.

IF (cnt GT 0) THEN sundcN(ND) = NULL

ND = WHERE(sundcZ EQ NULL, cnt) & sundcZ = TEMPORARY(sundcZ)/16384.

IF (cnt GT 0) THEM sundcZ (ND) = NULL

; Calculates the three angles to be used by the model:
; Solar Zenith Angle (solza), Satellite Zenith Angle (satza) and Sun-Satellite Azimuth (ssaz).

PEIENT, 'Calculating Solar and Sat. Zenith Angles and Sun-Sat. Azimuth Angle... '
solza = ACOS(sundcZ)

satza = ACOS(SQRT(1- (satdcE) ^^2- (satdcN) ^2))

ssaz = ATAN(sundcN/sundcE) - ATAN(satdcN/satdcE)

; Creates the Data_Mask array with Is corresponding to valid data and -Is for invalid data.

m = SIZE(albedol) & AVHRRjColumns = m(l) & AVHRR_Lines = m(2)

AVHRR_Size = [AVtlRRJColumns, AVHRR_Lines]
Eata_Mask = ELTARR(AVHRR_Col\mns, AVHRR_Lines)
Data_Mask = Eata_Mask + 1

; Initial screening: Data will be considered invalid under the following conditions:
; 1) Non ice pixels as classified by icemap (Ice pixels are currently classified as 16,17,18,19).
; 2) Pixels with solar zenith angles higher than 80 degrees.
; 3) Pixels with values less than zero.
; 4) Maximum values of each channel (Null Data fromDlSlMP).

PRINT, ' Initial number of pixels: ', AVHRRjColumns*AVHF?R_Lines
HUNT, 'Screening invalid data... '

lfex_albedol = MAX(allDedDl) & ]yiax_albedo2 = MAX(albedo2) & $
Max_ta:iper2 = MAX(tatper2) & Max_tenper3 = MAX(tatper3)
IF a_year EQ '1996' THEM Limit = 80*!dtor
IF aj^ear EQ '1995' THEM Limit = 85*!dtor

Bad = WHERE((icaiap LT 16) OR (icarap GT 19 ) OR $
(albedol EQ Max_albedol) OR (albedol LT 0.0) OR $

(aIbedD2 EQ Max_aIbedo2) OR (albedo2 LT 0.0) OR $
(tatper2 EQ Max_tenper2) OR (tG[tper2 LT 0.0) OR $

(tarperl EQ Max_tarpGr3) OR (tatper3 LT 0.0) OR $
(solza GT Limit), Bad_cnt)

Good = WHERE (Icaiap EQ 0, Good_cnt) ; Include open water pixels.
IF (Bad_cnt) GT 0 THEM BEGIN

Eata_Mask(Bad) = -1

Data_mask (Good) = 1

ENDIF

; Defines the valid pixels after the screening processes.

Good = WHERE (E&ta_Mask BQ 1, Good_cnt)

Bad = WHERE (DataJMask EQ -1, Bad_cnt)

PRINT, ' 1st screening (valid pixels) : ', Good_cnt
PRINT, ' 1st screening (bad pixels): ', Bad_cnt
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; Applies a spatial filter to the icemap image to remove noisy pixels.

Filter=DESEEO<EL (Icanap)

ND = WHERE (Icemap BQ 0, Count)

Data_Mask (ND) = -1

; Defines the valid pixels after the filtering processes.

Good = WHERE (Data_Mask B2 1, Good_cnt)

Bad = WHERE(Data_Mask EQ -1, Bad_cnt)
ERINT, '2nd screening: Filter (valid pixels) : ', Good_cnt
ERINT, '2nd screening: Filter (bad pixels) : ', Bad_cnt

; Prints the average Solar Zenith Angle.

Stats = ICMENT (Solza)

Avg_Solza = Stats(0)
ERINT, 'Average Solar Zenith Angle ', Avg_Solza*!radeg

; Closes the program if no data is available for analysis.

IF (Good_cnt) BQ 0 IHEN BB3IN

ERINT, 'No data available for analysis. Terminating program. ..
GOID, End_Stat

ENDIF

; Generates pointers to pass data to other procedures.

HJTaiperl =

H_Tatper3 =

H_Albedo2 =

H_Solza =

HJcertap =

HSNDIE_VmJE,

HfiNDLE_VMlUE,

HANDLE_VALUE,

HANDLE_VAIJJE,

HANDLE_VAinE,

HMS!nLE_VaLUE,

HSNDLE_VALDE,

HSNDIE_VAUJE,

HSNDLE_VAUJE,

HSM3IEVAnJE,

HSNDIEJIREATEO &

HANDLEJCREATEO &

HaNDLE_CREATE() &

HfiNDLEjCREATEO &

HfiNEMLCREATE () &

H_AIbedol, Albedol

H_Albedo2, Albedo2

HJTatperl, Tatperl

H_Tatper2, Tatper2

H_Taiper3, Tatper3

H_Solza, Solza

H_Satza,Satza

H_Ssaz, Ssaz

HJcatap , Icatap

H_Tatper2

H_AlbedDl

H_Ssaz

H_Satza

H_Eata_Mask

, /SET, /KD.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

, /SET, /NO.

= HAMDIEJOREATEO

= H5NDIE_CREATE()

= HANDLE_CREATE()

= HANDLE_CREATE()

= HANDIEJCREATEO
COPY & $

COPY & $
COPY & $

COPY & $
COPY & $

COPY & $
COPY & $

COPY & $
COPY & $
COPYH_Data_Mask, Data_Mask, /SET, /MO_C

Auxiliar = [H_Eata_Mask, H_Icatiap]
Albedos = [H_Albedol, H_AlbedD2]

Taiperatures = [HJTatperl, Hjrenper2, Hjratper3]

Angles = [H_Solza, H_Satza, H_Ssaz]

; Plots histograms of the original data.

IF Displays EJQ 'No' THEN GOTO, Skipjhstl
PRTNT, 'Plotting histograms of the original data...

Title = 'Original I&ta'
H_Data = [H_AIbedol, H_Albedo2,H_Solza, HJTatperl, Hjraiper2, HJTatper3]

Names = ['Albedo Chi', 'Albedo Ch2', 'Solar Zenith', "Tatperature $
Ch3 ', ' 'Tertperattjre Ch4', ' Tatperature Ch5 ' ]

RangeX = [0,0,60,240,240,240,100,100, 90,280,280,280]

RangeY = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1]

Bin = [2.0,2.0,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5]

Vtatjttiber = 1

Selection = LCNARRd)

HISTOGRAMS, H_Data, Title, Names, RangeX, RangeY, Itrage_ID, WNutriber, Bin
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Selection;

WSEir, WNuniber

File_Name = 'Original_' + File_Eate + ' .hnp'
W[II'IE_BMP, FileJMaitie, TVRDO

WSHCW, WNuniber, /ICCWTC

Skip_hstl:

; Plots histograms of valid data.

Process = 0

Plot_Histograins:

IF Displays BQ 'No' THHST GOTO, Skip_hst2
PRINT, 'Plotting histograms of valid data. . . '
Title = 'Valid Data After Screening and Filtering'
H_Eata = [H_Albedol,H_Albedo2,H_Solza,H_'ratperl,H_Taiper2,H_'ratper3]
Names = [ 'Albedo Chi', 'Albedo Ch2', ' Solar Zenith', 'Tarperature $

Ch3 ', ' lanperature Ch4', ' Taiperature Ch5' ]
Range = [0,0,60,240,240,240,100,100, 90,280,280,280]
RangeY = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0.12,0.12,0.12,0.12,0.12,0.12]
Bin = [2.0,2.0,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5]

WNuniber = 2 Selection = Good

HISTOGRAMS, H_Eata, Title, Names, RangeX, RangeY, Image_ID, WNuniber,Bin., Selection
WSET, WNuniber

File_Name = 'Filtered^' + File_Date + ' .hnp'
WRITE_HyiP, FileJSTame, TVRDO

WSHCW, WNuniber, /ICCWIC

Skip_hst2:

IF Process BQ 1 THEN GOTO, End_Stat

; Calls the function ALBEDO.PRO to calculate a normalised albedo based on Channels
; 1 and 2 and the three angles generated above. Calibrates the gain if requested.

PRINT, 'Calculating the nomalized broadband albedo (ALBEDO.PRO) . ..'

H_Alpha = ALBEDO (Albedos, Angles, Auxiliar, Avg_Solza, Iimge_Id, $
File_Id, Sat, AVHRR_Size, Di^lays)

HANDLE_VALUE, H_Alpha, Alpha

; Calls the function TEMPER.PRO to calculate an 1ST based on Channels
; 1 and 2 brightness temperatures and the solar zenith angle generated above.

PRINT, ' Calculating the 1ST (TEMPER. PRO) .. . '

H_Ts = TEMPER(Tscperatures, Angles, Auxiliar, Sat, Iirage_Id, $
File_Id, AVHRR_Size, Di^lays)

HANCLE_VALUE, H_Ts, Ts

HANDLE_VALOE, H_Eatajyfesk , Data_Mask

HANDLE_VALtIE, H_Icamp, icanap
H20_Sal = 34.2743

; Calculates the temperature of freezing sea water based on average salinity for V2(96)

Tw = 273.15 + (-0.055 * H20_Sal)
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; Excludes from the dataset the pixels that have albedo greater than 100% or ice surface
; temperature greater than -1.8C or less than -53C. Also removes NaN occurrences.

Bad = WHERE((Data_Mask EQ -1) OR (Alpha LT 0) OR (Alpha GT 1) $
OR (Ts LT 220) OR (Ts GT TW), Bad_cnt)

IF Bad_cnt GT 0 THEN Edtajtesk (Bad) = -1

Bad = WHERE(Ts NE Ts, Bad_c3it)

IF Bad_cnt GT 0 THEN E&ta_Mask (Bad) = -1

Bad = WHEFCE (Alpha NE Alpha, Bad_cnt)

IF Bad_cnt GT 0 THEN Data_tfesk (Bad) = -1

Bad = WHERE( (Icsnap BQ 0) AND (Ts GT Tw), Bad_cnt)
IF Bad_cnt GT 0 THEN Eata_Mask (Bad) = -2

VCIce = WHEElE(Icatep B2 23, VCIce_cnt)
IF VCIce_cnt GT 0 THEN Eata_Mask (VCIce) = -3

Cloud = WHEFiE( (Icamp GE 3) AND (Icemap IE 13), Claud_cnt)
IF Cloud_cnt GT 0 THEN DataJXIask (Cloud) = -5

Coast = WHERE(Icaiap B2 25, Coast_ait)
IF Coast_cnt GT 0 THEN EataJXhsk (Coast) = -6

Land = WHERE (Icamp BQ 29, Land_cnt)

IF Iand_cnt GT 0 THEN DataJXIask (Land) = -7
Good = WHERE (DataJXIask BQ 1, Goodjcnt)

Bad = WtlERE(DataJXIask LT 0, Bad_cnt)

EEdNT, 'Nurtiber of valid pixels: ', Good_cnt
PRINT, 'NLitiber of bad pixels: ', Bad_cnt

; Calls the function GASP.PRO to locate and open the two sets of neighbour GASP files.
; Performs a temporal interpolation to match the AVHRR acquisition time and also performs
; a spatial interpolation to match the size of the AVHRR array.

PRINT, 'Generating wind and air tatperature data fron GASP...'

GASP_Eata = GASP(AVHRR_Size, File_id, Image_id, Displays, WNutriber)
HJTa = GaspJData(O) & H_u = Gasp_Data(l)

H_v = Gaspj:ata(2) & Gaspjiata = [HJEa, H_u, H_v]

; Generates 3D arrays to pass the outputs to other procedures.

H_Alpha = HfiNDLEJZREATEO & HJTs = HANDLE_CREATE ()
HfiNnLEJ/ALUE, H_Alpha, Alpha, /SET & HANDLEJTALOE, HJTs , Ts, /SET
HANDLEJIALDE, HJlataJXlask, Datajfesk, /SET

HANIXE_VALQE, HJEcemap, Icamp, /SET

Auxiliar = [HJTataJXIask, H_Icamp ] & CXitputs = [H_Ali±ia, HJTs]

; Calls the function NET_FLUX.PRO to calculate ice thickness using the normalised albedo
; and 1ST from AVHRR.

PRINT, 'Calculating the ice thickness (NET_FLUX.PRD)...'
Zi = NE!r_ELDX(Outputs, Angles,GASPJTata,Auxiliar,AVHRR_Size,Iimge_Id,File_Id)
H_Zi = ze[0] & HJTa = ze[l] & HJlataJXIask = ze[2]
HANDLE_VALUE, H_Zi, Zi & HANDLEJ/AIEE, HJTa, Ta

HANDLEJ/ALUE, H_EataJXIask , DataJXIask

Good = WHERE (DataJXIask BQ 1, Good_cnt) & Bad = WHERE (DataJXIask LT 0, Bad_cnt)
PRINT, ' Final nurriber of valid pixels: ', Good_cnt
PRINT, ' Final number of bad pixels: ', Bad_cnt

; Calls the procedure WINDOW_OUTPUTS.PRO to display data on the screen.

HANDLEJVALUE, HJTataJXIask , DataJXIask
Auxiliar = [H_DataJXIask, H_Icamp ] & WNuniber = 6

Outputs = [H_Alpha, HJTs, HJTa, H_Zi]
WINDGWJDUTPUTS, Image_Id, Auxiliar, Outputs, Colors, File_ID,AVHRR_Size, WNutriber
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; Calls a widget that displays portions of the data based on conditions specified by the user.

IF Di^lays EQ 'No' THEN GOTO, El:ia_Stat
DialogiBcK = DIALCG_ME£SSGE('Displsy portions of c3ata set?',/OJESIICN,
IF DialogLBox EQ 'No ' THEN GOTO, Eiid_Stat
IF Dialog Bcgc EQ 'Yes' THEN BEGIN

WSHCW, 1, /ICONIC & WSEnW, 2, /ICCWIC

DISELAYER, Albedos,Tatperatures, Outputs, Auxiliar, AVHRR_Size, Colors
HANDLE_VALUE, Hj:ata_Mask, New_Mask

Count_Ttest = VSHERE (Newjfesk EQ -1, NewjCnt)

IF Bad_cnt NE New_cnt THEN BEGIN

Eata_Mask = New_Mask

HANDLE_VALUE:, H_Data_Mask, E&tajfesk

Auxiliar = [H_Eata_Mask, H_Icennap] & Etocess = 1
WINDCWJOUTPUTS, Image__Id, Auxiliar, Outputs, Colors
HANDLELVAINE, H_Solza , Solza

HANDLE_VADJE, H_AlbedDl , Albedol
HANDIELVALUE:, H_AIbedo2 , AIbedD2

HANDLE_VALDE, H_Tenper2 , Tatper2

HANnLE_VAIjQE, H_Tarper3 , TatperS
HANDLE_VALnE, H_Icat^ , Icanap

GOTO, Plot_Histograms

ENDIF

ENDIF

Ekid_Stad:

; Attaches the three new bands (Alpha Ts and Zi) to the original file and saves is as new
; *.dat file ready to be opened by ENVI.

GOTO, Skip_Save
CD, '..' & CD, 'envi'
output_image = File_Id + '.dat'

Noise = where:((Icanap EQ 3) OR (Icamp EQ 5) OR (Icanap EQ 13) $
OR (Data_Mask LT 0), Noise_cnt)

Alpha (Noise) = -1 & Ts (Noise) = -1 & ze(Noise) = -1
Land = WHERE: (Icanap EQ 29)

Alpha(Land)= -2 & Ts(Ijand) = -2 & Zi(Land) = -2 & Coast = WHERE(Icemap EQ 25)
Alpha (Coast) = -3 & Zi (Coast) = -3 & Ts (Coast) = -3 & Alpha (Good) = 100*Alpha(Good)
Ts (Good) = 100 * Ts(Good) & Zi (Good) = 100 * Zi(Good)
new_kands = 10 & hdr(3) = newjoands

image2 = INrARR(AVHRR_Colriinns,new_bands,AVHRR_Lines)
imge2 (0,0,0) = iitagel
image2 (0, new_bands-l, 0) = REROFM (TEMPORAEtY (Alpha) ,x, 1,y)
inage2 (0, new_bands-2,0) = REFORM (TEMPORARY (Ts), x, 1,y)
image2(0,new_bands-3,0) = REFORM(TEMPORARY(Zi) ,x,l,y)
OEENW, lun, outpait_inB.ge, /get_lun & WRITED, lun, hdr
WEHTEU, lun, image2 & WEHTEU, lun, userrec & EREE_LUN, lun

Skip_Save;

; Create handlers to pass to MAIN.PRO.

H_File_Name = HANDLEJCREATE()
HANDLE_VALOE, H_Datajyiask, EataJMask, /SEJT

HANDLE_VALUE, H_File_Narte, File_ID, /SET
HANDIiE_VAmE, H_Zi, Zi, /SET

; Calculates the running time before closing the program.

T1 = SYSTIME(2)

Running_Time = T1 - TO

PRINT, ' Eimning Time (itiin) : ' , Rurming Time/60
Fim:

END
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8.3 DESPECKLE.PRO

NAME:

PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:
CALLING SEQUENCE: .
INPUTS:
KEYWORD PART^TERS:
OUTPUTS:
COMMON BLOCKS:
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION fflSTORY:

.. DESPECKLE.PRO
. ..Remove random noise from the image by using

a 3 X3 matrix smoothing filter.
None

None
Image being processed by the main routine.
None

.Alterations in the ICE MAP band.

.None
None

Katrina Hill, January 1999
None

FUKCTIQN FILT, t_data,x,y

; Common values for mask, size mask and edge (use as columns).

col = 0 & w = 3 & edge = 1 & out_edge = 2
data2 = IKTARR(x,y)

FOR i = edge,x-out_edge DO BEGIN

FOR j = edge,y-out_edge DO BEGIN

c = t_data(i,j)
n = t_data(i-edge:i+edge, j-edge: j+edge)
n = WHERE(n EQ c, cnt)

IF ((cnt EQ 1) OR (cnt EQ 2)) THEN data2(i,j) = 1
ENDFOR

ENDFOR

ND = WHERE(data2 EQ 1)

t_data (ND) =col

RETQEtN, t_data

END

FDNCriCJSr DESEEOKEL, data, icaTap=icemap

i[n_size=SIZE (data)

IF (iin_size(0) EQ 3) THEN data=REFORM(data(*, 0, *))

IF (im_size(2) EQ 5) THEN data=I®EORM(data(*, 5, *))
ERINT, 'Filtering data. Please wait...'
IF (KEEiWDRD_SET(icemap) ) THEN BEGIN

1 =(data EQ 5 )&ll_f=FILT(ll,im_size(l) ,im_size(2))

2 =(data EQ 0 )&12_f=fILT(12,im_size(l) ,im_size(2))

3 =(data EQ 17)&13_f=FILT(13,im_size(l) ,im_size(2))

4 = (data EQ 19) &:14_f=FILT (14, im_size (1), im_size (2))

5 =(data EQ 7 )&:15_f=FILT(15,im_size(l) ,im_size(2))

6 =(data EQ 12)&:16_f=FILT(16,im_size(l) ,im_size(2))

7 =(data EQ 23)&17_f=FILT(17, im_size(l),im_size(2))

8 =(data EQ 8 )S:18_f=FILT(18, inusize (1), im_size(2))

9 =(data EQ 29)&19_f=FILT(19, iin_size(l),im_size(2))

10= (data EQ 28) &110_f=FILT(110, im_size(l), ain_size(2))

ll=(data EQ 25)&lll_f=FILT(lll,im_size(l),im_size(2))

12=(data EQ 1 )&:112_f=FILT(112,irti_size(l),im_size(2))
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filt_data = (lciw_cloud) *5B + (hi^_cloud) *5B $
+ (icejunder_lcw_cloud) *5B $
+ (ice_under_hi^_claud) *5B + (very_qpen_sea_ice) *17B $
+ (cpen_sea_ice) *19B + (close_sea_ice) *7B $
+ (very_close_sea_ice) *12B + (ccitpact_sea_ice) *23B $
+ (interference) *IB + (continental_ice) *8B + (qpen_water) *0B

ENDIF ELSE filt_data=FILT(data,im_size(l), im_size(2))
REJIURIsr, filt_data

END

8.4 ALBEDO.PRO

;NAME;.
; PURPOSE:...

CATEGORY:

CALLING SEQUENCE:
INPUTS:

KEYWORD PARAMETERS:..,.
OUTPUTS:
COMMON BLOCKS:
SYSTEM VARIABLES:. ...
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

.. ALBEDO.PRO
Calculate surface albedo as a function of

AVHRR channels 1 and 2 based on Lindsay
andRothrock [1994].
None

None

Digital counts from AVHRR's channels 1 and
2; angles generated by AVHRR.PRO and
satellite number.

....None
. Albedo image.
None

...None

....None
Clemente Hungria, February 1998
Katrina Hill, March 1999

FUNltiCN ALBEEO,AlbedDS,Angles,Auxiliar,Avg_Solza,]itage_Id,File_Id,Sat,AVHRP^Size, Di^lays

; Arrays of constants:
; Slope, Intercept, Gain, Offset, Width and Solar were all obtained from the NOAA POD
; user's guide (Kidwell [1991]).

offset = FLTARR (11, 2)

Width = FLTARR (11, 2)
Solar = FLTARR (11, 2)

Atm_Slape = FLTARR (2, 1)
Slope = FLTARR (11, 2)

Int = FLTARR (11, 2)

Gain = FLTARR (11, 2)
Atm_Int = FLTARR (2, 1)

Slope(*,0) = [.1071, .1071,.1068,.1060, .1063,.1059,.0906,.104025,
Slqpe(*,l) = [.1051,.1078,.1069,.1060,.1075,.1061,.0900,.103193,
Gain(*,0) = [1.00,1.79,1.79,1.73,1.81,1.79,2.03,1.87149,1.00,1.
Gain(*,l) = [1.00,2.83,2.79,2.81,2.77,2.85,2.81,2.91017,1.00,2.
Width(*,0) = [0.325,0.109,0.108,0.113,0.117,0.108,0.113,0.124,0.
Width(*,l) = [0.303,0.223,0.249,0.230,0.239,0.222,0.229,0.219,0.
Solar(*,0) = [443.3,179,177.5,183.4,191.3,178.8,184.1,200.1,194.
Solar(*,l) = [313.5,233.7,261.9,242.8,251.8,231.5,241,229.9,249.
Int(*,0) = [-3.9,-4.1136,-3.44,-4.1619,-3.8464,-3.5279,-3.73,-4.
Int(*,l) = [-3.5,-3.4539,-3.488,-4.1492,-3.877,-3.4766,-3.39,-4.

.1076, .1115,1]

.1035,.1337,1]

583017,1.0000]

087248,1.0000]

121,0.136,0.0]

243,0.245,0.0]

09,221.42,100]

42,252.29,100]

16098,-3.9747,-4.5715,0]

12770,-3.828,-5.4817,0]
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NOAA14 Ch. 1 Ch. 2

Pre Launch Gains: 1.730600 2.281840

New Gains: 1.583017 2.087248

Rao and Chen [mA] 1.540000 1.990000

; Atmospheric correction coefficients obtained from Koepke [1989].

At[n_Slqpe = [ 0.791 , 0.804] & Atin_Int = [ 0.086 , 0.035]

; Define the arrays that came from AVHRR.PRO.

H_Albedol = Albedos (0) & H_AIbedo2 = Albedos (1)

H_Solza = Angles (0) & H_Satza = Angles (1)
H_Ssaz = Angles (2) & H_Eata_Mask = Auxiliar(O)
H_Icamp = Auxiliar(l)

HfiNDIiE_VaD3E, H_Albedol , Albedol

HS1SIDIjE_VALUE, H_Albedo2 , Albedo2

HfiNDIjE_VAIIIE, H_Solza , Solza

HaNnLE_VALUE, H_Satza , Satza

HS]SDLE_VALUE, H_Ssaz , Ssaz

HfiNDLE_VAIXIE, H_Data_Mask , Data_Mask

HfiNDLE_VAIIIE, HJcanrap , Icanap

AVHRR_Columns = AVHRR_Size(0) & AVHRR_Lines = AVHRR_Size(l)

; Initial IF statement to restrict the calculation only to the valid data using Data_Mask.

Good = WHERE((Data_Mask EQ 1), Good_cnt)

Bad = WHERE{(EataJMask HQ -1), Bad_cnt)

PRINT, '2nd screening: Filter (valid pixels) : ', Good_cnt
PRINT, '2nd screening: Filter (bad pixels) : ', Bad_cnt

; Undoes the solar zenith correction and the radiance correction.

PRTNT, 'XMoing the solar zenith correction on channels 1 and 2. . . '
Revert_l = albedol(Good) * COS(solza(Good))

Revert_2 = albedo2(Good) * COS(solza(Good))

PEUNT, 'Returning the values back in to digital counts (di) ... '

Digital_counts_l = (Revert_l - Intercept[sat, 0]) / Slope[sat,0]
Digital_caunts_2 = (Rfivert_2 - Intercept [sat, 1]) / Slope [sat, 1]

; Converts digital counts for channels 1 and 2 to narrow-band radiances.

PRINT, 'Obtaining the calibrated narrowband radiances (Li)... '
LI = (Digital_counts_l - Offset[sat,0]) / Gain[sat,0]

L2 = (Digital_caunts_2 - Offset [sat, 1]) / Gain[sat,l]

; Converts the narrow-band radiances to corrected narrow-band radiances.

PRIwr, 'Converting narrowband radiances to corrected narrowband radiances (Ri)...'

Rl = (!pi * Width[sat,0] * LI) / (Solar [sat, 0] * COS (solza (Good)))
R2 = (!pi * Width[sat,l] * L2) / (Solar [sat, 1] * COS(solza (Good)) )

; Converts the corrected narrow-band radiances to TOA narrow-band albedos and
; calculate the variables x, y and p (as functions of the angles).

PRINT, 'Converting corrected nanrowband radiances to TOA narrowband albedos '
X = SIN(satza (Good)) * SIM(ssaz(Good))

Y = SIN(satza (Good)) * COS (ssaz (Good)) & mu = COS (solza (Good))
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; Calculates the narrow-band anisotropic reflectance factor f = f(x,y, fi).

Beta_0 = 0.681 & Beta_l = -0.185 & Beta_2 = -0.222 & Beta_3 = 0.310
Bet:a_4 = 0.413 & Beta_5 = 0.608 & Beta_6 = 0.338
f = Beta_0+Beta_l*x+Beta_2*y+Beta_3*ina+Beta_4*x'^2+Eeta_5>y-2+Beta_6 *y*inu

; Forms the TOA narrow-band albedos.

TQA_1 = R1 / f & TOA_2 = R2 / f

; Calculates the surface narrow-band albedo, corrected for atmospheric attenuation.

HUNT, ' Calculating the surface narrovdDand albedo... '
Narrow_Band_l = (T0A_1 - Atm_lht[0])/Atm_Slqpe[0]
Narrcw_Band_2 = (TDA_2 - Atm_Int [1])/Atm_Slape[l]

; Estimates the broad-band albedo from the two narrow-band albedos.

HUNT, ' Estinating the broad band albedo...'
Broadjoard = 0.43 * Klarrow_bard_l + 0.47 * Narrow_band_2

; Normalises the albedo to a solar zenith angle of 70 degrees and calculates the normalised
; albedo.

Avg = STRTRIM(STRING(Avg_Sol2a*!radeg) ,2)
h_avg = 0.85 - 0.075 * COS(avg_solza)
h = 0.85 - 0.075 * COS(solza(Good))
Alb = Broadjard * {(h_avg) / (h))
HUNT, 'Calculating norrtalized albedo to a solar zenith angle of '+ Avg + '. ..
IF Displays EQ 'No' THEN GOTO, Skip_Hst
H_AlE±ia = HANDIEjCREATE ()

HSNnLE_VAUJE, H_Alpha, Alb, /SET, /NO_COPY
Title = 'Albedo' & HJlata = [H_Alpha] & Naires = ['Albedo']
Range = [0,1] & RangeY = [0,0.04] & Bin = [ 0.01] & WNimber = 3
Selection = LONARR(l)

HISTDGtytMS, H_Eata, Title, Names, RangeX, RangeY, Imge_ID, WNurriber, Bin, Selection
WSET, WNurriber

File_Date = STFMID(File_ID, 4,6)
File_Name = 'Albedo_' + File_Date + ' .bctp'
WEUTE_EMP, FileJSIame, TTRDO

WSHCW, WNumber, /ICONIC

Skip_Hst:

; Reconstruct the albedo array to the sizeof theAVHRR image andreturnit to
; AVHRR.PRO.

HANDLE_VALDE, H_AIpha, Alb
Alpha = FLTARR (AVHRR_Columns, AVHRR_Lines)
Alpha [Good] = Alb

HfiNDIjE_VAmE, H_Alpha, Alpha, /SET, /NO_COPY
RETORN, H_Alpha

Fim:

END
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8.5 TEMPER.PRO

; NAME:
; PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:
CALLING SEQUENCE:
INPUTS:

KEYWORD PARAMETERS:.
OUTPUTS:
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

TEMPER.PRO
. Calculate the 1ST using the method proposed
by Key and Haefliger [1992] and updated by
Key et al. [1997]. The air temperature deltas
will be calculated as a function of wind

direction obtained from GASP.

None

None

Digital counts from AVHRR's channels 4 and 5,
satellite zenith angle generated by
AVHRR.PRO and satellite number.

None

Temperature image.
.None

.Clemente Hungria, February 1998
None

FIjKCTICN TEIMPER, Taiperatures,Angles,Auxiliar,Sat,Ittage_Id,File_Id,AVHRR_Size,Displays

; Defines the arrays that were brought from AVHRR.PRO.

H_TaTper2 = Tatperatures(l) & HJtetperl = Tatperatures (2)

H_Solza = Angles (0) & H_Eata_Mask = ALixiliar(O)
H_Satza = Angles (1) & H_Icamp = Aijxiliar(l)
H_Ssaz = Angles(2)

HfiMXE_VAIjUE, H_Tecrper2, Tatper2 & HSNDLEJWALUE, H_Tatper3, TatperS

HANIXE_VALUE, H_Solza, Solza & HfiNDLE_VAUJE, H_Satza, Satza

HANDLE_VALUE, H_Ssaz, Ssaz & HANDLE_VALUE, H_Data_Mask, Eatajyi^k

HANDIjE_VALnE, H_Iceite.p, Icanap

AVHRR_Columns = AVftRR_Size (0)

AVHRR_Lines = AVHElR_Size(l)

; Initial IF statement to restrict the calculation only to the valid data using Data_Mask.

Good = WHERE ((Data_Mask EQ 1) ,Good_cnt)

Bad = WHE[tE{ (r:ata_Mask EQ -1) , Bad_cnt)

Til = 'teTper2 (Good) &T12 = TarperS (Good)

; Calculates the satellite scan angle (Ssa) using the satellite zenith angle obtained from
; AVHRR.PRO and calculates the secant (1/cos) of Ssa.

Ssa = ASIN(0.99986501 * SIN (Satza (Good))) & Sec = l/COS(Ssa)

; Coefficients were determined through a least squares regression procedure where surface
; temperatures are regressed against modelled brightness temperatures. The values for the
; arrays were provided by Key et al [1997]. N0AA14 coefficients provided by Jeff Key.

ERINT, 'Choosing the coefficients based on tetperature range.. . '
Cfs = EhTARR (11,12)
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Cfs(*,0)

Cfs(*,l)

Cfs(*,2)

Cfs(*,3)

Cfs(*,4)

Cfs(*,5)

Cfs(*,6)

Cfs(*,7)

Cfs(*,8)

Cfs(*,9)

Cfs(*,10)

Cfs(*,ll)

[1,1,-

[1,1,-

[1,1,-

[1,1,

[1,1,

[1,1,

[1,1,

[1,1,

[1,1,

[1,1,-

[1,1,

[1,1,

•1.216191,1, •

•6.400722,1, •

•7.000356,1,-

1.004336,1,

1.025619,1,

1.027369,1,

1.365568,1,

0.981037,1,
1.079770,1,

•0.650609,1,-

0.562568,1,

0.889363,1,

•1.762823,1, •

•8.083512,1,-

-7.985411,1,-

1.007446,1,

1.032868,1,

1.031757,1,

0.477679,1,

0.600573,1,

0.921390,1,

-0.080109,1,-

1.158426,1,

1.433513,1,

-1.466105,-

-7.100426,-

-7.398464,-

1.005666,

1.028625,

1.029138,

1.092875,

0.857094,

1.035730,

-0.477556,-

0.766613,

1.073912,

-0.800189,1,-

-4.823715,1,-

•6.114496,1,-

1.002277,1,

1.019081,1,

1.023614,1,

1.729552,1,

1.138661,1,

1.174924,1,

-0.757764,1,-

0.383119,1,

0.676141,1,

•1.180768,1]

•5.647743,1]

-6.602028,1]
1.003950,1]

1.022697,1]

1.025938,1]

1.616824,1]

0.919952,1]

0.963384,1]

-0.729174,1]

0.552105,1]

0.793529,1]

; Selects the appropriate coefficients for the estimation of surface temperature from
; Temper2 and TemperS, hased on the value of Temper2 (as per Key et al. [1997]) and
; applies the equation to calculate Ts.

PRINT, 'Calculating the snow/ice surface tatperatures...'
1st = FLTRRR(Good_cnt) & Low = 1aHERE( (Til LT 240), Law_cnt)

Hi = WHERE((Til GT 260), Hi_cnt )

Med = WHERE((T11 GE 240) (Til LE 250), Med_cnt)
IF Low_cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

a=Cfs(sat,0) & b=Cfs(sat,3) &

1st (Low) = a -1 b* (Til (Low)) +

ENDIF

IF Med_cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

a=Cfs(sat,l) & b=Cfs(sat,4)

1st (Efed) = a -1 b* (Til (tfed))

ENDIF

IF Hi_cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

a=Cfs(sat,2) & b=Cfs(sat,5)

1st (Hi) = a + b* (Til (Hi)) -l-

c=Cfs(sat,6) & d=Cfs(sat,9)

c* (Til (Low)-T12 (Low)) $

-1 d* ((Til (Low) - T12 (Low)) * (Sec (Low) -1.0))

& c=Cfs(sat,7) & d=Cfs(sat,10)

-(- c* (Til (Med)-T12 (Med)) $
+ d* ((Til (Med) -T12 (Med)) * (Sec (Med) -1.0))

& c=Cfs(sat,8) & d=Cfs(sat,ll)

c* (Til (Hi) -T12(Hi)) -i- d*((Tll(Hi) $
- T12 (Hi)) * (Sec (Hi) -1.0))

ENDIF

PRINT, 'Pixels calculated with low tenperature range coeff. ' ,Law_ciit
PRINT, 'Pixels calculated with nedium tenperature range coeff. ' ,Med_cnt
PRINT, 'Pixels calculated with hi^ toiperature range coeff. ' ,Hi_Cnt

; Plots the 1ST histogram.

IF Di^lays BQ 'No'THEN GOTD, Sld.p_Hst
H_Ts = HHNnLEjCREATEO

HSMXE_VaLI3E, H_Ts, 1st, /SET, /1SD_C0PY

Title = 'Surface Tstperature'
HJiata = [H_Ts]

Names = [' Surface Tenperature' ]
Range = [245,275] & RangeY = [0, .1]
Bin = [0.5] & WNurtiber = 4 & Selection = La®RR(l)

HISTOGRfliyB, H_Data, Title, Names, RangeX, RangeY, Image_ID, WNuitiber, Bin, Selection
WSET, WNutriber

File_Eate = STRMID(File_ID, 4,6)
File_Name = 'SfcTenp_' + File_Eate -^ '.htrp'
WRITE_HyiP, FileJName, TVRD() & WSHOW, WNuiriber, /ICCNIC

S]d.p_Hst:

; Returns the Ts array containing the surface temperature through a pointer.

HNSItlEVAUJE, H_Ts, 1st

Ts = FLTARR(AVHRR_Columns, AVHRR_Lines) & Ts[Good] = 1st

HfiNDLE_VALUE, H_Ts, Ts, /SET

RETURN, H_Ts

END
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8.6 GASP.PRO

; NAME:
; PURPOSE:..

CATEGORY:
CALLING SEQUENCE:..
INPUTS:

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS:.,
; OUTPUTS:

COMMON BLOCKS:
SYSTEM VARIABLES:
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

...GASP.PRO
This function opens the GASP files, generates
two 3d arrays, with temperature and wind
(m and v), that are the closest to the AVHRR
acquisition time. It interpolates them temporally
to match the acquisition time and spatially to
match the size of the AVHRR pixel.

..None
None

GASP files, AVHRR number of lines and

comer coordinates.

. None
.. Three arrays containing GASP temperature,

wind direction and speed.
...None

None

None

.Clemente Hungria, May 1998
None

Ft®CTICN GASP, AVHRR_Size, File_id, Imge_id, Displays, WNuitter

; Constants (AVHRR and GASP box coordinates).

AVHRR_Columns = AVHRR_Size[0] & AVHRR_Lines = AVHRR_Size[l]
LQADCT, 43

DEVICE, PSEODO_COLOR=8 & DEVICE, DSCCMPOSED=0 & DEVICE, RBTAI1J=2

Nut±)er_colors=! D. NjCOIDRS

IF (Nu!Tiber__colors GT 256) THEN Color_Test=l

; Locates the two GASP probable neighbour files in relation to the satellite image using
; its acquisition date and time.

FIRINT, 'Locating nearest GASP files based en the acquisition time...'

; Retrieves date and time of acquisition from the original strings obtained from the image
; header at AVHRR.PRO.

AVHRR_Year = '19'+ STRMID (File_id, 4, 2)

AVHRRJtonth = STRMID (File_id, 6, 2)
AVHRRJIay = STRMID (File_id, 8, 2)

AVHRRHour = STRMID (File_id,10, 4)

AVHRR_Eate = Julday(AVHRR_MDnth, AVHRR_Eay, AVHRR_Year)
Acquisition = AVHRR_Date + AVHRR_Time

AVHRRThte = FLQAT{ {(60.*STRMID(AVHRR_Hour, 0, 2)) + $

(STRMID(AVHRR_Hour, 2, 2))) / 1440.)
Dec_Haur = 1.0/24.0

Dec_05 = 5.0 * Dec_Hour & Dec_06 = 6.0 * Dec_Hour

Dec_ll = 11.0 * Dec_Hour & Dec_17 = 17.0 * Eec_Hour

Dec_23 = 23.0 * Eec_Haur

CD, ' ga^'
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IF AVHRRjriitie GT 0.0 AND AVHRR_Tiite LT Dec_05 THEN BEGIN
Pre_Eec = AVHRR_Eate - 1 & Post_Dec = AVHRR_Eate

Ere_Hc!ur = Dec_23 & Post_Hbur = Dec_05

ENDIF

IF AVHRRjrime GE Dec_05 AND AVHRRJTime LT Dec_ll THEN BEGIN
Rre_Dec = AVHRR_Date & Post_DeG = AVHRR_Date

Ere_Hour = Bec_05 & Post_Hour = Dec_ll

ENDIF

IF AVHRRJTime GE Eec_ll AND AVHRR_Tiire LT Dec_17 THEN BEGIN

Ere_Dec = AVHRR_Date & Post_Dec = AVHRR_Date

Ere_Hour = Eec_ll & Post_Haur = Itec_17

ENDIF

IF AVHRRJTime GE EfecJV AND AVHRRJTime LT Dec_23 THEN BEGIN
Pre_Dec = AVHRR_Date & PostJDec = AVHRR_Eate

Pre_Hour = Eec_17 & PostJHour = Bec_23

ENDIF

IF AVHRRJTime GE Dec_23 AND AVHRR_Time LT 1.0 THEN BEGIN
Pre_Dec = AVHRRJDate & PostJDec = AVHRRJDate + 1

PreJIour = Dec_23 & PostJIour = Dec_05

ENDIF

Build_Pre:

CALDAT, ETDOR(PreJDeG) , Prejyicnth , PreJDay , Prejifear

Prejrfear = STRING(STRMID(STRTRIM(PreJirear,2 ) ,2,2))

IF Pre_Manth LT 10 THEN Prejfonth = '0'+STRIN3(STRTRIM(Pre_Monih, 2))

IF Pre_Mbn1±i GE 10 THEN Prejyibnth = STElING(STEN3lIM(Pre_Mbnth, 2))

IF PreJDay LT 10 THEN PreJDay = '0' + STRING(STRTFiIM(PreJDay, 2))
IF PreJDay GE 10.0 THEN PreJDay = STFaNG(STRTRIM(PreJDay, 2))
IF PreJIour EQ D9C_05 THEN StrJIour ='0' + STRIN3(STRTRIM( (FLDDR{EreJIbur*24)) ,2)}

IF PreJIour GT DeG_05 THEN StrJIour = STRING(STRTRIM( {FDOOR(PreJIour*24)) ,2))

PreJOLFilename ='u'+Ere_Year + PreJIcnth + PreJDay + StrJIour + ' .ciat'

PreJJFilenarte ='v'+Pre_Year + Pre_Mbnth + PreJDay + StrJIour + ' .dat'

PreJTJ'ilename = 'tatperature' + PreJIrar + Prejfaath. + PreJDay + StrJIour + ' .dat'

; Searches the dataset for a file with such a name.

FileJTest = FINDFILE (PreJJFilename, COGNT=cnt)

IF cnt BQ 0 THEN BEGIN

PreJIour = PreJIour - Dec_06

IF PreJIour LT 0 THEN PreJIour = Dec_23 & PreJDec = PreJDec - 1

GOTO, Build_Pre

ENDIF

; Repeats the process for the "POST" files.

Build_Post:

CALDAT, FLXiR(PostJDec) , PostJIcnth , PostJDay , Post_Year
PostJTear = STRING(STRMID(STRTRIM(PostJifear,2 ),2,2))

IF Postjfcnth LT 10 THEN Postjtonth ='0'+STRIN3(STRTRIM(PostJfc(rith, 2))

IF Postjionth GE 10 THEN Postjfonth = STRING(STRTRIM(Post_M3ith., 2))

IF PostJDay LT 10 THEN PostJDay ='0' + STRING(STRTRIM(PostJDay, 2))
IF PostJDay GE 10 THEN PostJDay = STRING(STRTRIM(PostJDay, 2))

IF Post_Hour EQ Dec_05 THEN StrJIour = ' 0' + $
STRING(STRTRIM( (FDOOR(PostJIour*24)) ,2))

IF PostJIour GT Dec_05 THEN StrJIour = STRING(STRTRIM( (FLOOR(PostJIour*24)) ,2))
PostJJ_Filenaine = 'u' +PostJTear+PostJfcnth+PostJDay+StrJIour+' .dat'
Post_V_Filenaine = 'v'+Post_Year+PostJ!4onth+PostJDay+StrJIour+' .dat'
Postjrj'ilenaitH = ' tarperature'+Post_Year+BostJfcnth+PostJDay+ StrJIour + '.dat'
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; Seai'ches the dataset for a file with such a name.

File_Test = FINDFTTR (Post_U_Filename, COUNT=cnt)

IF cnt BQ 0 THEN BEGIN

Post_Haur = Post_Hour + Dec_06
IF Post_Haur GT 1 THEN Post_Hour=DeG_05 & Post_Eec=Post_Dec + 1

GOID, Biiild_Post

ENDIF

; Opens the 6 neighbour GASP files (PRE and POST acquisition time).

PRINT, ' Opening 1±e files. .. '
IF AVHRR_Y0ar EQ '1996'THEN BEGIN

Nlins=ll & Ncols = 13 & Cols = 51 & Lins = 151 & ColO = 4900

LinO = 2060 & X_Size = 52 & Lon_Lab = -55.9 & Ijat_Lab =65.5
xl=4 & x2=14 & yl=ll Sc y2=23

Lats = INDGEN(Nlins)*{1.5) - 71 & Lons = IMGEN(Ncols) *1.5 + 66

Borcier = [-70.95,66.0,-56.02,84.0]

Bax_x = [ 66.3998, 79.0113, 83.5892, 75.8124, 66.3998]

Box_y = [-69.5220,-70.8592,-57.8546,-57.1023,-69.5220]
ENDIF

IF AVHRR_Year EQ '1995'THEN BEGIN

Nlins = 10 & Ncols= 22 & Cols = 77 & Lins= 125 & ColO = 2160

LinO = 1150 & X_Size = 22 & Lon_Iab = -57.3 & Lat_Lab = 125

xl=5 & x2=14 & yl=0 & y2=21
Lats = INDGEN(Nlins)*(1.5) - 70.5 & Lons = INDGEW(Ncols) *1.5 + 125

Border =[-70.5,126,-57.0,157.5]

Bqx_x =[ 127.476, 137.291, 156.140, 147.995, 127.476]

Bax_y = [-62.6756, -58.2403, -64.2586, -70.2206, -62.6756]

ENDIF

Jurik=' ' & Array = FLTARR(18,X_Size)

FOR i=0,5 DO BEGIN

CASE i OF

OrBEGIN

Name = Ere_U_Filename
CpenR, ION, Name, /GET_ION

ReadF, LUN, junk

FeadF, ION, Array

EreJO = Array[xl:x2, yl:y2]

FREEJXN, ION

END

1:BEGIN

Name = Pre_V_Filename

OpenR, LUN, Name, /GET_ION

ReadF, ION, junk

ReadF, LUN, Array

Pre_V = Array[xl:x2, yl:y2]

FREE_ION, ION

END

2:BEGIN

Name = Pre_T_Filename

OpenR, LtU, Name, /GET_LUN

ReadF, LUN, junk

ReadF, LUN, Array

Pre_T = Array[xl:x2, yl:y2]

FREE_ION, ION

END

3:HEGIN

Name = Post_U_Filename

OpenR, LUN, Name, /GEILLUN

ReadF, LUN, junk
ReadF, LUN, Array

PostJJ = Array [xl:x2, yl:y2]
FREE_ION, ION

END
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4:BEGIN

END

5:BE3IN

Name = Post_V_FilenartE

OpenR, LUN, Name, /GST_LtIN
ReadF, LUN, junk
ReadF, LUN, Array

Post_V = Array[xl:x2, yl:y2]

EREE_LUN, LUN

Name = Post_T_Filename

OperiR, LUN, Name, /GBr_rUN

ReadF, LUN, junk
ReadF, LUN, Array

Post_T = Array[xl:x2, yl:y2]

FREE_LUN, LUN

END

ENDCASE

ENDFOR

CD, ' /u/dhungria/idl'

; Temporal interpolation.

PRLNT, 'Performing linear tarporal interpolation. .. '
IF Ere_U_Filename EQ PQst_U_Filename THEN B03IN

GASP_u = PreJU & GASP_v = Pre_V & GASP_t = Pre_T

GOTO, Spatial_Interpolation
ENDIF

GASPjGap =1440.* (((Post_Dec-Pre_Dec) + Post_Hour) - Pre_Haur)

AVHRR_Gap=(1440.* (AVHRR_Date-Pre_Dec)) + 60*(FIX{STRMID(AVHRR_Hour, $
0, 2))) + FIX(STRMID(AVHRR_HGur, 2,2)) - (1440.*Ere_haur)

UJDifference = PostJJ - PreJU

V_Difference = Post_V - Pre_V
T_Difference = PostJT - PreJT

GASPJU = PreJU + ((U_Difference / GASPjGap) * AYHRRJUap)
GASP_V = Pre_V + ((V_Difference / GASPjGap) * AVHRRjGap)
GASPJT = PreJT + ((T_Difference / GASPJOap) * AVHFKGap)

; Spatial Interpolation. Firstly the GASP data is rotated 270 degrees counter clockwise.

PEUNT, 'Rotating the GASP data...'

Spatial_Interpolatian:

Ga^JU = ROTATE(GASPJU, 4)

Gasp_V = ROTATE (GASP_V, 4)

Ga^JT = ROTATE(GASPJT, 4)

; Step 1: Create two arrays containing the x's and y's.

PRINT, ' Interpolating the GASP data...'
Column = IND3EN(Cols)*(-10) + ColO & Line = INDGEN(Lins) *10 + LinO

Y_array=REELICATE(l,Cols) # Line & X_array=Column # REPLICATE(1,Liins)

; Step 2: Run Map_Loc to generate 2 arrays containing the latitudes and longitudes that
; correspond to the x's and y's from Step 1.

LL = LATJCCNVERT (Y_array, X_array)

Y_Size = Cols -1 & X_Size = Cols*2 -1

Lts = LL[0:Y_Size ,*] & Lns = LL[Cols:X_Size,*]

; Convert the latitudes and longitudes to grid coordinates.

Lts = (- Lats(O) + Lts)/1.500 & Lns = (Lns - Lons(0))/1.500
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; Step 3: Interpolate the three GASP an^ays into an array 10 times smaller than the AVHRR
; using the latitudes and longitudes from Step 2.

U = INTERPOLATE(GaspJCJ, Lns, Lts)
V = INTERPOIATE(Ga^_V, Lns, Lts)

Ta = INIERPOIATE{Gasp_T ,Lns, Lts)

; Generates a three dimensional array holding the GASP data and saves the file using the
; name structure 'GASP_YYMMDDHH', saving it as a file.

CD, 'gasp/outputs'
ERINT, 'Generating a 3D a2rray...'
File_Naiie = 'ga^_'+ File_Id + '.c3at'
GASP_Data = FLTARR(Cols,Lins,3)

GASP_Data(0,0,0) = Ta & GASP_Data(0,0,1) = U & GaSP_Eata(0,0,2) =V
PRINT, ' Saving array as ' + File_NaiTe + ' ... '
OPENW, lun, File_Narte, /GETJIUN'

WRITEU, lun, GASP_i::ata

FREE_LUN, lun

CD, '/u/chungria/idl'

; Calculates the statistics for wind speed and air temperature and plots histograms.

Ws = SQRT(v^2 + u^2)

Speed_Stats = KOyiENT(Ws) & Lfean_Speed = Speed_Stats[0]
Taip_Stats = MOMENT (Ta) & tfeanjlsip = Tatp_Stats [0]

PRINT, 'Kfean Wind Speed: ', ivfean_%)eed
PEUNT, 'Rtean Air Tstperature:....', MeanJTatp

; Plots contour curves of temperature data and a wind vector field.

PRIWr, ' Plotting tetiperature contour and wind vector naps.. . '
!P.BACKGROUND = 1 & WNuniber = WNumber + 1

WINDCW, WNuBitoer, XSIZE=1000, YSIZE=500, XPOS=750, YP0S=1, $

TTTLE= 'GASP data corresponding to : ' + Inage_id
iP.MULTI = [0,2,1] & IP.FCWT = 0

DEVICE, FQNT=Tinies

Lat_Center = Border(2) + ((Border(0)-Border(2))/2)

Lan_Center = Border(3) + ((Border(1)-Border(3))/2)
MAP_SEir, Lat_Center, Lan_Center, /STEREO, LIMIT^Border, /HIRES

MAPJGRID, GLINESTYLE=1, LABEL=1, 00L0R=8, iaS[LAB=Lan_Lab, LATLAB=Lat_Lab
MAPjXNTINENTS, /COASTS, /HIRES, GOLOR=8

GaspJT = Ga^_T - 273.15

COSnOCR, Ga^_T, Lons, Lats,/OVERPDOT, C_CHARSIZE=0.8, OOLOR=0, $

LEVELS=[-40, -35,-30,-25,-20,-15,-10,0,5]
PLOTS, Box_x, BQX_y, C0L0R=2, /DATA

MAP_SET,Lat_Center, LcnjOenter, /STEREO, LBUT^Border, /NOERASE, /HIRES

MAPJGRID, GLINESTYLE=1, LABEL=1, C0L0R=8, imLAB=Lon_Iab, LATLAB=Iat_Lab
MAPjXNTINENrS, /COASTS, /HIRES, C0L0R=8

FDR i = 0,Ncols - 1 DO BEGIN

FOR j = 0,NLins - 1 DO BEGIN

Pos_0 = CQNVERT_COORD(Lans(i), Lats(j), /DATA, /TO_DEVICE)
XO = Pos_0(0) & YO = Pos_0(l)

XI = XO - Gasp_U(i,j)*3 & Y1 = YO - Ga^_V(i,j)*3
ARROW, X0,Y0,X1,Y1, /SOLID, COLOR=0, HSIZE=7

END

HMD

PLOTS, Bqx_x, BcK_y, COIOR=2, /D?^TA.

XYOOTS, 945, 40, '10 m/s' , COLOR=0, ALI(3SIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 250, 485, 'Tsiperature (C) ' , CODOR=0, ALIC3SIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 750, 485, 'Wind (m/s) ' , COLOR=0, AT.TGNMROTan, /DEVICE
Bqx_x = [950, 950, 980, 980, 950]

Bqx_j/ = [ 30, 30, 30, 30, 30]
PLOTS, Bqx_x, Bax_y, COLOR=0, /DEVICE
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; Stops the program to display the window. Restarts it when right mouse button is pressed.

CURSOR, X, Y

IF IMCUSE.BDTICN B2 4 THEN BEGIN

WSHCW, 3, /ICONIC
ENDIF

; Plots the histograms of wind speed and air temperature.

Title = 'Gasp Eata' & Ws = SQRT(v^2 + u'"2)
H_Ta = HfiNDLEJCREaTEO & H_Ws = HM®LE_CREA.TE()
HfiNDLEJVAUJE, H_Ta, Ta, /SET & HANDLE_VAIIJE, H_Ws, Ws, /SET

H_Data = [H_Ws, HJTa] & Nartes = ['Wind Sfeseed', 'Air Tatperature']
Range = [0,240, 20,280] & RangeY = [0, 0,0.1,0.1] & Bin = [0.5,1.0]
Vtomiber = WNuniber +1 & Selection = LaS!ARR(l)

HISTDGEy^MS, H_Eata, Title,Names, RangeX, RangeY, Image_ID, ViNumber,Bin, Selection
WSET, WNuniber

File_i:ate = STRTRIM(STRMID{File_Id, 4, 6),2)

File_Nanis = 'Ga^_' + File_Eate + ' .hrtp'
WRITE;_BMP, File_Name, TVRD()

WSHCW, WNuniber, /ICCaTtC

; Creates Pointers to pass the GASP data to other procedures.

H_u = HANDLEJCREATEO & H_v = HANI3LE_CREA.TE () & H_Ta = ANDLE_CREATE()
HSNDLE_VArXE, H_Ta, Ta, /SET & HANDLE_VRiriE, H_u , U, /SET

HaNDLE_VALUE, H_v , V, /SET

GASPJData = [H_Ta, H_u, H_v]

RETURN, GASPJOata

END

8.7 NET FLUX.PRO

; NAME:
; PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:
CALLING SEQUENCE:,
INPUTS:

; KEYWORD PARAMETERS:
; OUTPUTS:...

COMMON BLOCKS:

SYSTEM VARIABLES:.. .
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

NET_FLUX.PRO
Calculate the ice thickness of each pixel using
the thermodynamic model proposed by Yu and
Rothrock [1996].

. .None

None

Normalised averaged albedo values obtained
from ALBEDO.PRO, Ice/snow surface and air

temperature obtained from TEMPER.PRO,
Solar Zenith Angle from AVHRR.PRO, Wind
vector components and air temperatures
obtained from GASP.PRO.

None
Thickness image, thickness distribution
histogram.
None
None

None

Clemente Hungria, February 1998
Katrina Hill, March 1999

FUNCTION NET_FLUX, Outputs, Angles, GASP_Data, Auxiliar, AVHRR_Size, Iitage_Id,File_ID
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; Data retrieved from the pointers.

H_Alpha = Outputs (0) &H_Ts = Outputs (1) & H_Solza
H_Data_Mask = Auxiliar(O) & HJcanap = Auxiliar(l)
H_v = GASP_Data(2)

HANDLEJWALOE, H_Alpha, Alb
HSNDLiELVALaE, H_Ts, 1st

HANDLE_VALUE, H_Solza, Sza

HSNDLE_VAIjOE, H_Eata_Mask, Data_M^k
HANDLE_VAIjUE, H_Icemap, Icanap
HANTMLVALOE, H_u, u

HANDIiE_VaiIJE, H_v, v

= Angles (0)

& H_u= GASP_Eata(l)

Atrruonissivity

RD_air

C|p_air

Po

L

Kd

Beta

Zo

ks

= 0.7855 Effective atmospheric emissivity.
= 0.995608 Average emissivity of snow/ice.
1= 5.6693E-08 Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

= 1.295 Air Density.
= 1004.4 Specific heatof air in J.Kg"\K"^.
= 1013 Surface pressure in hPa.
= 2.49E06 Latent heatof vaporisation in J.Kg'\
= 2.034 thermal conductivity of ice in W.m"\K"\
= 0.13 Constant expressed inW.m"^.kg"\
= 0.02 Initial ice thickness in m.

= 0.164 thermal conductivity of snow from VI 95
[Massom et al, 1998]. ks - 0.3097 for
Yu and Rothrock [1996] .

AVHRR_Columns = AVHRR_Size[0] & AVHRR_Lines = AVHRR_Size[l]

; Initial statement to restrict thecalculation only to the valid datausingData_Mask.

Good = WHERE ((E&ta_Mask BQ 1), Good_cnt)
Bad = WHERE((Eata_Mask LT 0), Bad_cnt)

; Defines the initial ice and snow thicknesses for the first run.
; The snow thickness relationship was derived from data from Vl-95.

Zs = 0.28 * Zo - 0.035 + 0.035 * EXP(-8.0 * Zo)

; Calculates the wind speed based on u and v data from GASP and subscribe.
; all the variables to "good" to make sure the arrays have the same size.

PRINT, 'Generating wind speed and direction data.. '
u = CCM3RID(u, AVHRR_Colunins, AVHRR_Lines, INIERP)
V = CCKERID(v, AVHRR_Columns, AVHRR_Lines, USITERP)
Ws = SQRT (u^2 + v^2)

Ws = Ws/1.4710297 ; This step converts the GASP wind speed from the 0.991
w_Speed = Ws (Good) ; sigma level (approximately 71.76m) to 2 m using

; the logarithmic wind profile [Oke, 1990].

Ql = WHERE( (u GE 0.0) AND (v GE 0.0), cntl)
Q2 = WHERE{ (u GE 0.0) AND {v LE 0.0) , cnt2)
Q3 = WHERE( (u EE 0.0) AND (v EE 0.0), cnt3)
Q4 = WHERE( (u EE 0.0) AND (v GE 0.0), cnt4)
Wd = ELTARR(AVHRR_Colurnns, AVHRR_Lines)

IF cntl GT 0 THEM Wd(Ql)
IF cnt2 GT 0 THEM Wd{Q2)
IF cnt3 GT 0 THEM Wd(Q3)

IF cnt4 GT 0 THEM Wd(Q4)
Ts = 1st(Good) & Solza =

= 180 +

= 360 +

= !RADS3*ATAM(u (Q3) /v (Q3) )

= 180 + !RADBG*ATAM{u(Q4)/v(Q4))
Sza (Good) & Alpha = Alb (Good)

!RADB3*ATAN(u(Ql) /v{Ql))
!RADE3*ATAN (u (Q2) /v (Q2))

PRIMr, 'Generating an air tetrperature image.. '
Sat = FLTARR (AVHRRjDolumns, AVHRR_Lines)
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; Several methods of estimating the air temperature.

; Ta = i.0337*Ts -9.0091 ; Ta based on in situ measurements

; Ta = Ts + 0.4 ; Ta used by YuandRothrock [1996].

; Change the size of the box according to wind speed

; IF Ws{Col, Lin) GT 5 THEN m = 7 & IF Ws(Col, Lin) GT 10 THEN m = 9
; IF Ws(Col, Lin) CT 15 THEN m = 11 & IF Ws{Col, Lin) GT 20 THEN m = 13

; Uses the winddirection to find the minimum Ts of a 9x1 strip.

FOR i = OL, Good_cnt-l DO BEGIN
Point = Good(i)
Lin = FIX (Point/AVHRR_Colurnns)
Col = Point - (Lin * AVHRR_Colijmns)
Min_t = 1st (Col, Lin) - 4.0 & in=9

; 1. Northerly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 157.5 AND Wd(Col,Lin) LT 202.5 THEN BEGIN
Linl = MIN([AVHRR_Lines-l,Lin+(m-l) ]) & Coll = Col
Box = 1st(Col:Coll, Lin:Linl)

ENDIF

; 2. North-easterly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 202.5 AND Wd(Col,Lin) LT 247.5 THEN BEGIN
IF Lin GT (AVHRR_Lines-in ) THEN m = AVHRR_Lines-Lin
IF Col GT (AVHRR_Col-umns-in) THEN iti = AVHRR_Colunins-Col
xs = FINCGEW(m) + Col & ys = FIN[GEN(m) + Lin
Box = Ist(xs,ys)

ENDIF

; 3. Easterly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 247.5 AND Wd(Col,Lin) LT 292.5 THEN BEGIN
Coll = MIN( [AVHRR_Colurnns-l,Col+(in-l) ]) & Linl = Lin
Box = 1st (Col:Coll, Lin:Linl)

ENDIF

; 4. South-easterly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 292.5 AND Wd(Col,Lin) LT 337.5 THEN BEGIN
IF Col GT (AVHRR_Coltinnns-m) THEN m = AVHRRJOolumns - Col
IF Lin LT (m-1) THEN m = Lin + 1

xs = FIND3EN(m) + Col & ys = FINDGEN(m) *(-1) + Lin
Box = Ist(xs,ys)

ENDIF

; 5. Southerly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GT 337.5 OR Wd(Col,Lin) LT 22.5 THEN BEGIN
Coll = Col & Linl = MAX( [0,Lin- (m-1) ])
Box = 1st(Col:Coll, Linl:Lin)

ENDIF

; 6. South-westerly Wind.

IF lA}d(Col,Lin) GE 22.5 AND Wd(Col,Lin) LT 67.5 THEN BEGIN
IF Col LT (m-1) THEN m = Col + 1

IF Lin LT (m-1) THEN m = Lin + 1
Xs = FINDGEN(m)*(-l) + Col & ys = FINEGEN(m) * (-1) + Lin
Box = Ist(xs,ys)

ENDIF
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; 7. Westerly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 67.5 AND wa(Col,Liii) LT 112.5 THEN BEGIN
Coll = MAX([0,Col-(in-l)]) & Linl = Lin
Bccc = Ist(Coll:Col, Lin:Linl)

ENDIF

; 8. North-westerly Wind.

IF Wd(Col,Lin) GE 112.5 AND Wd(CQl,Lin) LT 157.5 THEM BEGIN

IF Col LT (m-1) THEM m = Col + 1

IF Lin GT (AVHRR_Lines-m) THEM m = AVHRR_Lines - T,in
xs = FINDGEN(in)*(-l) + Col & ys = FINDGEM(m) + Lin
Box = Ist(xs,ys)

ENDIF

Valid = WHERE (Box GT 100.0)

Max_T = MIM (Box(Valid)) ; Establishes a minirmim

Sat (Col, Lin) = MAX( [Mirt-t, Max_t]) ; value of 4K for delta T.
ENDPOR

tfe = Sat (Good) & H_'I^ = HANDLEJCREATE ()

HAMDLE_VALUE, H_Ta, Ta, /SET, /NOJCOPY

Title = 'Air Tstperature'
H_r&ta = [H_Ta] & Names = ['Air Tetrperatmre']
Range = [245,275] & RangeY = [0,0.1] & Bin = [0.5] & WNurriber = 7
Selection = LOSIARR(l)

HISTCGRAMS,H_Data,Title,Names,RangeX,RangeY, Inage_ID,WNLimber,Bin, Selection
WSET, WNurttoer

File_Date = STRMID(File_ID, 4,6)
File_Naiiie = 'AirTatp_' + File_Eate + ' .bnp'
WRITE_EMP, FileJName, TVRD()

WSHCW, WNurriber, /ICONIC

HANDLE_VALUE, H_Ta, Ta

; WHERE commands to choose the appropriate bulk transfer coefficients.
; Coefficients values for sea ice retrieved from modelleddata by Andreas [1996] and
; Andreas [1987].

Windl = WHERE((W_Speed GE 0.0) AND (W_Speed LT 2.5) , WljCnt)
Wind2 = WHERE((W_Speed GE 2.5) AND (W_Speed LT 7.5), W2_Cnt)
Wind3 = WHERE( (W_Speed GE 7.5) AND (W_Speed LT 12.5) , W3_Cnt)
Wind4 = WHERE((W_£t5eed GE 12.5) AND (W_Slpeed LT 17.5) , W4_Cnt)
Wind5 = WHERE( (W_Speed GE 17.5) AND (W_^ed LT 22.5) , W5_Cnt)
Wind6 = WHERE((W_Et>eed GE 22.5) AND {W_Speed LT 27.5) , W6_Cnt)
Wind7 = WHERE((W_St>eed GE 27.5), W7_Cnt)
Ch = FLTARR(Good_cnt) & Ce = FLTARR(Good_cnt)
IF WljCnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Qi (Windl) = 0.0007836735*Zo + 0.00116693

Ce(Windl) = 0.0007897959*Zo + 0.00123633

ENDIF

IF W2_Cnt GT 0 THEM BEGIN

Ch(Wind2) = 0.0003013605*Zo + 0.00113061

Ce(Wind2) = 0.0003115646*Zo + 0.00116816
ENDIF

IF W3_Cnt GT 0 THEM BEGIN

Ch(Wind3) = 0.0002013605*Zo + 0.00110041

Ce(Winds) = 0.0002163265*Zo + 0.00113306
ENDIF

IF W4_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind4) = 0.000153741*Zo + 0.00107469
Ce(Wind4) = 0.000170068*Zo + 0.00110571

ENDIF

IF W5_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

ai(Wind5) = 0.001052653*Zo + 0.00012517

Ce(Winds) = 0.000140136*Zo + 0.00108612

ENDIF
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IF W6_Cnt GfT 0 THEN BEXBIN

Ch{Wind6) = 0.000108843*Zo + 0.001032245

Ce(Wind6) = 0.000117687*Zo + 0.001069796

ENDIF

IF W7_Cnt CT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wiiid7) = 0.000094558*Zo + 0.001016326

Ce{Wind7) = 0.000106122*Zo + 0.001054693

ENDIF

; Calculates the surface water vapour pressure using the fourth order polynomial
; proposed by Maykut [1982].

a = 2.7798202e-6

b = -2.6913393e-3

c = 0.97920849

d = -158.63779

e = 9653.1925

Sfc_sat = a * Ts'^4 + b * Ts''3 + c * Ts^2 + d * Ts + e

Air_sat = a * Ta'^4 + b * Ta'^l + c * Ta'^2 + d * Ta + e

Air_s = Air_sat * 0.81

aO = 0.107799961

al =4.436518521e-01

a2= 1.428945805e-02

a3 = 2.650648471e-04 ; The equation below and the coefficients
a4 = 3.031240396e-06 ; were obtained from Kelvin's thesis but
a5 = 2.034080948e-08 ; didn't produce an acceptable result.
a6 = 6.136820929e-ll

; E_air_saturation=aO + al*Ta + a2*Ta^2 + a3*Ta''3-+ a4*Ta'^4 + a5*Ta^5 + a6*Ta^6

; E_sfc_saturation=aO + al*Ts + 32*13^^2 + a3*Ts^3 + a4*Ts^4 + a5*Ts'^5 + a6*Ts^6

; Calculates incoming shortwave radiation {Fr). This equation is based on Zillman [1972] hut
; modified by Shine [1984] and used again by Hell [1996].

PRINT, 'Calculating the incoming shortwave radiation (Qs)...'
Ml = COS(Solza)

Qs = 1368 * Mu'^2/(1.2 * Mu + (1.0 + Mu) * Air_s * 0.001 + 0.0455)

; The original equation below proposed by Yu and Rothrock [1996] contained a typing error.

; Qs = 1368.0 * Ml/(1.2 * Ml + (1.0 + Mi) * E_air * lOe-3 + 0.046)

; The equation below was proposed by Munk [1964] but the results weren't very good.

; Qs = 1350 * Ml * (0.61 + 0.2 * Ml)

; The equation below was proposed by Zillman [1972] and used by Maykut [1977].

; Qs = 1368 * Mi'"2/(1.085 * Mi + (2.7 + Mi)* E_air * lOe-3 + 0.1) ;

; Calculates the solar radiation at the surface.

PRINT, 'Calculating the solar radiation at the surface (Qs_Sfc).. . '
Qs_Sfc = (1 - Alpha) * Qs

; Calculates the transmitted fraction of the shortwave spectrum (Zo in metres)
; obtained from Grenfell [1979].

PRINT, 'Calculating transmitted fraction of the shortwave spectrum'
Its = 0.3894 * EXP(-12.39 * Zo) + 0.350 * EXP(-1.578 * Zo)
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; Calculates the solar radiation that passes through the interior of the ice slab.
; Sign is negative here becausethe energy is being removed from the ice despite the flux
; being directed downwards.

ERINT, 'Calculating net solar radiaticn transmitted through the ice... '
QsJErs = -1 * (Qs * (1.0 - Alpha) * Its)

; Calculates the upward longwave radiation.
; Sign is negative here because the flux is directed upwards.

EKINT, 'Calculating the upward longwave radiation (Ql_up) ...'
Ql_up = -1 * (Sfc_emissivity * Stefan_Boltzmann * (Ts)^4)

; Calculates the downward longwave radiation.

ERINT, ' Calculating the downward Icngwave radiation (Ql_dawn) ... '
Ql_down = Atm_aiiissivity * Stefan_Boltzmann * (Ta)''4

; Calculates the turbulent sensible heat flux.

ERINT, 'Calculating the turbulent sensible heat flux (Hs)... '
Hs = Ro_air * Cp_air * Ch * W_Speed * (Ta - Ts)

; Calculates the latent heat flux.

; The three equations below were tried without success.

HI = Ro_air * L * Ce * W_Speed * (Air_s - E_sfc_saturation) * (0.622/101300)
Hi = 0.00005391 * W_Speed * (Air_s - E_sfc_saturation)
HI = 0.0179705 * Ce * W_Speed * (Air_s - E_sfc_saturaticn)

; The equation utilised below was obtained ixomMaykut [1982].

EEUNT, 'Calculating the latent "heat flux (HI) ... '
Hi = 0.622 * Ro_air * L * Ce * W_SpGed * (Air_s - Sfc_sat)/Po

; Calculates the sea ice salinity based on an empirical relationship proposed by Cox and
; Weeks [1974].

PRINT, 'Calculating the sea ice salinity (Sal) .... '

ice_Sal = 14.24 - 19.39 * Zo ; Relationship for ice < 40 cm

; Calculates the thermal conductivity of sea ice.

PRINT, 'Calculating the thenml conductivity of sea ice (ki) .... '
ki = ko + ((Beta * Ice_Sal)/(Ts - 273.15))

; Calculates the freezing temperature of seawater(7}) in Degrees Kelvin using the average
; salinity for V2(96).

H20_Sal = 34.2743

Tf = 273.15 + (-0.055 * H20_Sal)

; Calculates the Conductive Heat Flux (Fc).

PRINT, ' Calculating the conductive heat flux (He)... '

He = -1*((ki * ks)/(Ks * Zo + ki * Zs))*(Tf-Ts)

; Adds all the terms to calculate the net flux.

PRINT, 'Calculating the net flux...'
Balance = Qs_sfc + Qs_trs + Ql_up + Ql_down + Hs + Hi + He
Zi = FLTARR (Good_cnt)
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; Loop to adjustthe thickness of all pixels with positive balance. The initialthickness of
; 2cm is increased by 1cm every iteration and this value will beset to the pixels that return a
; positive balance.

IF AVHRR_Col-umns EQ 1501 THEN Itr = 198

IF AVHRR_Col-umns BQ 1251 THEN Itr = 398

Exclude = WHERE (Balance GE 0, Exclude_cnt)
Include = WHERE (Balance LT 0, lnclude_Gnt)
Inc = Include

IF Exclude_cnt GfT 0 THEN Zi (Exclude) = Zo
OPENW, 1, 'hist6grams.txt', /APPEND
PRINTF, 1,'0.02', Exclude_cnt
PRINT, 'Thickness: Zd, ' Exclude_cnt

PGR j = l,Itr DO BE3IN

Zo = j*.01 + 0.02

; Recalculates the sea ice salinity, bulk transfer coefficients and snow thickness based on
; Zo defined above.

Zs = 0.28 * Zo - 0.035 + 0.035 * EXP(-8.0 * Zo)
IF Zo GT 0.4 THEN BEGIN

Ice_Sal = 7.88 - 1.59 * Zo
ENDIF

IF Wl_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Windl(Inc)) = 0.0007835735 * Zo + 0.00116593
Ce(Windl(Inc)) = 0.0007897959 * Zo + 0.00123533

ENDIF

IF W2_Cnt CT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind2(Inc)) = 0.0003013505 * Zo + 0.00113051
Ce(Wind2(Inc)) = 0.0003115545 * Zo + 0.00115815

ENDIF

IF W3_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind3(Inc)) = 0.0002013505 * Zo + 0.00110041
Ce(Wind3(Inc)) = 0.0002153265 * Zo + 0.00113305

ENDIF

IF W4_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind4(Inc)) = 0.000153741 * Zo + 0.00107459
Ce(Wind4(Inc)) = 0.000170058 * Zo + 0.00110571

ENDIF

IF W5_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind5(Inc)) = 0.001052653 * Zo + 0.00012517
Ce(Wind5(Inc)) = 0.000140135 * Zo + 0.00108512

ENDIF

IF W6_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind5(Inc)) = 0.000108843 * Zo + 0.001032245
Ce(Wind5(Inc)) = 0.000117587 * Zo + 0.001059795

ENDIF

IF W7_Cnt GT 0 THEN BEGIN

Ch(Wind7(Inc)) = 0.000094558 * Zo + 0.001015325
Ce(Wind7 (Ihc)) = 0.000105122 * Zo + 0.001054593

ENDIF

; Recalculates theremaining parameters using the new icethickness, icesalinity and
; bulk coefficients.

Trs(Ihc) = 0.3894 * EXP(-12.39 * Zo) + 0.350 * EXP(-1.578 * Zo)
Qs_Trs(Inc) = -1 * (Qs(Inc)' * (1.0 - Alpha(IhG)) * Trs(ixic))
Hs (Inc) = Ro_air*Cp_air*Ch(Inc)*W_Speed(Inc)*(Ta(Inc)-Ts(Inc))
HI (Inc) =0.522*Ro_air*L*Ce(Inc)*W_Speed(Ir!c) * (Air_s(Inc) - Sfc_sat (Inc)) /Pto
ki (Inc) = ko+(Beta*Ice_Sal)/(Ts(Inc)-273.15)
He (Inc) = -l*((ki(Inc)*>:s)/(ks*Zo+ki(Inc)*Zs))*(Tf-Ts(lnc))
Balance(Ihc) = Qs_sfc(Inc)+Qs_trs(Inc)+Ql_^(Inc)-K51_dawn(Inc) $

+Hs (Inc) +H1 (Ihc) +Hc (Inc)
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; Tests the newly calculated balance for positive values.

Exc = WHERE((Balance GE 0) (Zi HQ 0.0) , Exc_cnt)
Inc = WHERE((Balance LT 0) AND (Zi BQ 0.0), Inc_cnt)

; Redefine Z, if at least 1 pixel with positive balance is found.

IF Exc_cnt BQ 0.0 THEN BB3IN

ERINTF, 1, Exc_cnt

ERINT, 'Thickness: Zo, ' Exc_cnt
ENDIF

IF Exc_cnt GT 0.0 THEN BEGIN

Zi (Exc) = Zo

ERINTF, 1, Exc_cnt

EEUNT, ' Thidaiess: ', Zo, ' ', Exc_cnt
ENDIF

IF Inc_cnt BQ 0 THEN GOID, Fim
ENDPOR

ERINT , 'Thickness GT ', Itr*0.01 + 0.02, ' ', lnc_cnt
ERINTF, 1,'GT2.0', Inc_cnt

Fim:

CDOSE, 1

; Prints the Histogram.

H_Zi = HfiNDLE_CREATE()

HSNDIiE_VALUE, H_Zi, Zi, /SET, /NOJDQEY
Title = ' Ice Thickness' & H_lata = [H_Zi] & Names = [' Ice Thickness' ]
Range = [0,1] & RangeY = [0,0.05] & Bin = [0.02] & WNuitiloer = 8
Selection = LDNARR(l)

HISTOGRAMS, H_Eata, Title, Names, RargeX, RangeY, Image_ID WNartiber,Bin, Selection
WSBT, WNuiriber

File_Eate = STRMID(File_ID, 4,5)
File_Naine = 'IceThick_' + File_Date + '.hnp'
WRITE_BMP, File_Name, TVRD()

WSHCW, WNuiriber, /ICONIC

HANDLE_VAIIIE, H_Zi, Zi

; Creates the sea ice array. Adds a negative value (-4) to the Data_Mask according
; to pixels that didn't reach the equilibrium at the end of the iterations.

Z_ice = FLTARR(AVHRR_Colurnns, AVHRR_Lines)
Z_ice(Good) = Zi

Thick = WHERE( (Z_Ice BQ 0.0) AND (Data_Mask BQ 1) , Thick_cnt)
IF Thick_cnt GT 0 THEN Eata_Mask (Thick) = -4
Good = WHERE ( (Data_Mask BQ 1), Good_cnt)

Bad = WHE!tE ((Eata_Mask LT 0), Bad_cnt)

; Creates the handlers to output the Zi image and the Data_Mask.

HANDLE_VALaE, H_Ta , Sat , /SET

HANDiLE_VAIIE, H_Zi , Z_ice, /SET

HANDLE_VALUE, H_Eata_Mask , Eatajyiask, /SET
Outputs = [H_Zi, H_Ta, H_Eata_Mask]

RETURN, Outputs

END
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8.8 WINDOW OUTPUTS.PRO

;NAME: ...
; PURPOSE:

CATEGORY:

CALLING SEQUENCE:
INPUTS:

KEYWORD PARAMETERS:

OUTPUTS:
COMMON BLOCKS:
PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS:

AUTHOR(S):
MODIFICATION HISTORY:

.WINDOW_OUTPUTS.PRO

This procedure displays the data on the screen
in the form of frequency distribution histograms
and images, saving the outputs into bitmap files.

,None

., ., None
Colour tables and data outputs (albedo 1ST and
ice thickness).
None
Three output windows and three bitmap files.
None

None
Clemente Hungria, November 1998
None

EFD vmaXtiOXrrPUTS, lmage_Id, Auxiliar, Outputs, Colors, File_ID, AVHRR_Size, WNuiriber

; Retrieve the variables from the information passed to the procedure.

H_i:ata_Mask = Auxiliar (0) & H_Icaiiap = Auxiliar(l)

H_Alpha = Outputs (0) & H_Ts = Outputs (1)

H_Ta = Outputs (2) & H_Zi = Outputs (3)
HM®XE_VALUE, H_Eata_Mask;, Eata_Mask & HSMDIjE_VaLDE, H_Icamp , Icemap

HANDLE_VZU3UE, H_Alpha , Alpha & HANDLE_VALUE, H_Ts, Ts

HfflSlDLE_VAmE, H_Ta, Ta & HANDLE_VaLUE, H_Zi, Zi

; Codes for Data_Mask: -l....Bad data (Noise, NaN).
-2....Open Water (L. > r„).
-3....Very Compacted Ice (Class 23).
-4....Z, > limit.

-5....Cloud (all types 3>Icemap>13).
-6....Coastline (Icemap = 25).
-7....Land (Icemap = 29).

Bad = WftEKE(Data_Mask LT 0, Bad_cnt)

Good = WHEftE(EatBjyiask HQ 1, Good_crit)

CW = WHERE (Data_Mask BQ -2, CWLcnt)

Ice = WHERE(Data_Mask EQ -3, Ice_cnt)

Limit = WHEKE (Eata_Mask EQ -4, Limit_cnt)

; Tests the number of colours used by the system.

LOADCT, 43

DEVICE, PSEUEO_COIOR=8 & DEVICE, DECCMPOSED=0

Nurriber_colors=! D. NjCOIORS

IF (Namber_colors GT 255) THEN Color_Test=l

IF (Nuiriber_colors LE 256) THEN Color_Test=0

; Tests the size of the image to decide which mask to load.

AVHRRjColumns = AVHRR_Size(0) & AVHRR_Lines = AVHRR_Size(l)
IF AVHRRjColumns BQ 1501 THEN BB3IN

Area = 0

GOTO, Davis

ENDIF
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IF AVHRR_Colurans B2 1251 THEN BEGIN

Area = 1

GOTO, Mertz

ENDIF

; Mask image containing the coastline and grids (valid for all three outputs).

Mertz:

File = 'inertz_iinask' & Rotat = 4 & Limit = 4.0 & Tt)p_x =2.0
OPENR, lun, file, /get_lun, ERROR=err
IF (err EQ 0) THEM BB3IN

M^k=BYrARR(400,200) & REAEU, lun. Mask

ENDIF ELSE M^k=0

FREE_LUM, lun

M^k = ROTATE (Mask, 1) & Grey = WHERE (M^k EQ 2) & MMk(Grey)=22
GOTO, Start_Locp

; Opens and read a mask containing the coastline and grid from a file called 'davis.mask'.

Eavis:

File = 'davisjnask' & Rotat = 4 & Limit = 2.0 & Tqp_x =1.0
OPENR, lum, file, /get_l\m, EFiROR=err
IF (err EQ 0) THEN BEGIN

Mask=BYTARR(200,400) & REAEU, Im, Mask
ENDIF ELSE M^k=0

FREE_LUN, lun

Start_Locp:

; FOR Loop that generates the albedo, 1STand thickness outputs on the screen (histogram
; and map). Opens a window, and plot the albedo image, a colour legend and the histogram.

FOR i = 1,4 DO BEGIN

CASE i OF

1:BEGIN

Fnaire = '_Alpha' & Title = 'Albedo Outputs for: '
Bin_Size = 0.01 & Bin_Mm = 0 & Image = Alpha
Color_Range = [0.0, 1.0, 20, 95] & X_Range = [0,1]
Legend = ['1.0','0.8','0.6','0.4','0.2','0.0']

END

2:BEGIN

Fname ='_Ts' & Title=' Surface Tatperature Outputs: '
Bin_Size = 0.25 & Bin_Min = 248 & Image = Ts
X_Range = [248,272] & Color_Range = [248, 272, 20, 115]
Legend = ['273','268','263','258','253','248']

END

3:BEGIN

Fname = '_Ta' & Title = 'Air Tatperature Outputs: '
Bin_Size = 0.25 & Bin_Min = 248 & Tttage = Ta
X_Range= [248,272] & ColQr_Range = [248, 272, 20, 115]
Legend= ['273','268','263','258','253','248']

END

4:BEGIN

Fname = '_Zi' & Title = 'Ice Thickness Outputs for: '
Bin_Size=0.01 & Bin_Min = 0.0015 & Image = Zi
X_Range=[0.0,Tqp_x] & Color_Range=[0, 2.5, 20.0, 135]
Legend=['1.0', '0.8','0.6','0.4','0.2','0.0']

END

ENECASE

WNuniber = Wnurriber + 1 & !P.BACKGROUND = 1

WIMECW, WNuniber, XSIZE=700, YSIZE=450, XFOS=750, YEOS=l, $
TITLE= Title + Irrage_Id

!P.FONT = 0 & DEVICE, FONT = Times
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; Histogram.

y_Axis = HISIOGEtSM{Iniage{Good), BINSIZE=Bixi_Size, MIN=Bia_Min)
Y_Axis = (Y_Axis*100.0)/Good_cnt & Elarents = N_ELEKIENTS(Y_Axis)
X_axis = FINIDGSNr(Elannen.ts) * ((MAX (IrtBge (Good)) - $

MIN(Itinage(Good))) / (Elanents - 1)) + MltKImage (Good))
EtOT, X_axis, Y_Axis, YMARGIN=[0,2], POSITICW=[350,25, 685, 420], $
/DEVICE, BACKGRXIND=1,COLOR=0, XFffiNGE=[X_Range(0), X_Range(l)], $

THICK=2.0

; Image with a map plotted on top of it.

Irrg = BYTSCL (Imge,MIN=Color_Range(0), MAX=Color_Range(l) , $
'IDP=Color_Range (2)) + Color_Range (3)

Irrg(Ice) = 80 $ Inng(Bad) = 1 & IF CW_cnt CT 0 THEN Irtig(OW) = 0
= CQM3RID(lDfg,400,200) & Img = ROTATE (Itrg, Rotat)

Land = WHERE (Mask EQ 1) & Line = WHERE (Mask B2 22)
Img(Land) = 70 & In:g(Line) = 0
WSET, WNuitiber

TV, Irtg, 60, 25

; Frame for the image.

ElOrS, [59,59,260,260,59], [24,425,425,24,24], COIjOR=0, /DEVICE

; Labels for the Map.

IF Area EQ 0 THEN BEGIN

XYCOTS, 310, 413, '{%)', COLOR = 0, ALICl®[ENr=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 263, 50, -70' , COLOR = 0, ALIOmENT^O, /DEVICE
XyOUTS, 263, 170, '-66', COLOR = 0, ALIC3>MENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 263, 290, '-62', COLOR = 0, ALI(3SlMENr=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 263, 410,

1

CJl
00

COLOR = 0, ALiaSlMENr=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 120, 12, '70', COLOR = 0, ALia®lENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 180, 12, '74', COLOR = 0, ALI(3SIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 240, 12, '78', COLOR = 0, ALI®IMENT=0, /DEVICE

ENDIF
IF Area BQ 1 THEN BEGIN

XYOUTS, 310, 413, '(%)', COLOR=0, ALiaSlMENT=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 263, 41, '-64', COL0R=0, ALIC3®[ENr=0, /DEVICE

XYOUTS, 263, 315,

o

1

COLOR=0, ALiagY[ENr=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 127, 12, '140', COLOR=0, ALIG5SlMENr=0, /DEVICE
XYOUTS, 55, 12, '138', COLOR=0, ALI(3SMENr=0, /DEVICE

ENDIF

; Box and colours for the legend.

Color_Box = ByTARR(20,20)

IF i LT 3 THEN k=I&IFiBQ3 THEN k= 2 & IF i BQ 4 THEN k = 3
Color_Bax = Color_Box+94+20* (k-1)

FOR j = 1,20 DO BEGIN

Color_Box = Color_BaK+l & TV, Color_BaJc, 30, 5+20*j
ENDPOR

FOR j = 1,19 DO BEGIN

Bqx_x=[30 , 30, 50, 50, 30]

Bax_y=[5+20*j , 45+20*j, 45+20*j, 5+20*j, 5+20*j]
ELOTS, Bck_x, Bax_y, OOLOR=0, /DEVICE

ENDFOR
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; Labels for the Legend.

XYODTS, 5, 420, Legend(O), OODOR=0, ALIC3SIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XTOUTS, 5, 340, Legend(l) , OOIjOR=0, ALiaSIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XHXffiS, 5, 260, Legend(2), COLOR=0, ALiaSIMEIsn>:0, /DEVICE
XTOOIS, 5, 180, Legend(3), COLOR=0, ALI(3SIMENT=0, /DEVICE
XKXnS, 5, 100, Legend(4), 001X38=0, ALiaN!MENT=0, /DEVICE
XYDOTS, 5, 20, LegendCS), C0IOR=0, ALIOaMENT=0, /DEVICE

; Suspends the execution for a few seconds to display the output alone in the screen and then
; iconize the window. Programrestarts whenthe mouseRight button is pressed.

CURSOR, X, Y

IF IMXrSE.BUnaST EQ 4 THEN BEGIN

WSHCW, WNuitiber, /ICONIC

GOTO, Next_output

ENDIF

Next_output:

; Saves the screen outputs into bitmap files and closes the program.

CD, 'outputs'

File_Naiiie = File_ID + Fnarte + ' .hst'
OEENW, 1, File_Name
Dim = SIZE(Y_Axis) & Dim = Dim(l)
ERINTF,1, ' X Axis Y Axis'

FOR j= 1, Dim DO BEGIN

ERINIF,1, X_Axis(j - 1), Y_Axis(j - 1)
ENDPOR

CLOSE, 1 & LQADCT, 43

File_Name = File_ID + Fname + ' .bnp'
WRITE_HyiP, File_Name, TVRD()

CD, '/u/dhungria/idl'
ENDPOR

END
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